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HAIR TRIGGER

I •

HAIR TRIGGER II, edited by advanced Writing students and
Writing faculty advisers, publishes the work of writers enrolled
in Columbia College classes. This book-magazine combines the
functions of the previous poetry publication Virgin Mule and the
prose publication Hair Trigger. It comes from the blood line of
such widely acclaimed anthologies as The Story Workshop Reader,
Angels in My Oven, It Never Stopped Raining, Don't You Know
There's A War On?, and
Most of the prose pieces selected by the editors come from
students currently enrolled in Story Workshop Fiction and Prose
Forms classes. Some of them come from freshman Writing I
and II classes. The poetry comes from students enrolled in Poetry
Workshops, Beginning and Advanced. Other pieces come from
Songwriting, Playwriting, and Scriptwriting for TV and Radio.
The teachers in the Writing Program during the period from
which these selections were made are: Andrew Allegretti, Judy
Adams, George Bailey, Sheila Baldwin, Bob Birk, Steve Bosak,
A. J. Budrys, Pat Cohan, Ed Durang, Joe Esselin, Bill Gagliardi,
Mary Ellis Gibson, Larry Heinemann; Paul Hoover, Arthur Hrobsky,
Alison Lindahl, George Loechl, Eric May, Tom Nawrocki, Paul
Pekin, Stella Pevsner, Paul Rubenstein, Betty Shiflett, Shawn Shiflett,
John Schultz, Pat Skalka, and Christopher Sweet
You will find here a lively exploration of verbal forms and
sense of address, with a wide range of content, manner, tone, and
style--a result of the Story Workshop Basic Forms and Sense of
Address approaches. Such a range is seldom found in any
publication.

.f.

John Schultz, Chairman,
Writing/ English Department
Student Editors:
Fiction
Pete Trotter
Tony Del Valle
Poetry
Aileen Marie Hayes
Pamela Miller
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Faculty Advisers:
Paul Hoover
Betty Shiflett
John Schultz
Thanks are due to the President of Columbia College, Mirron
Alexandroff, for his continuing encouragement of this growing program.

The poetry, playwriting, and scriptwriting workshops at
Columbia, taught respectively by Paul Hoover, Joe Esselin, and Paul
Rubenstein, are not specifically Story Workshop in their approaches,
though they may be Story Workshop-influe nced and many of their
participants have Story Workshop experience.
A couple of the students whose writings are published here have
been tutored in language skills by advanced writing students in the
Tutor Training Program.

Cover designed and illustrated by Pete Trotter
Pete Trotter's amiable, bemusing cover "Homage to Raymond
Chandler and Ed Paschke" represents the paramecium Coli Taurus
in its coiled hair trigger phase. You are seeing it from the point
of view of its contemporaries approximately two paramecium hours
before it releases its hair trigger into the hydra wall of a companion
organism. Casually attired, self-contained and cool, it strolls
within its community.
--Editors
Copyright © 1978 Columbia College
All Rights Reserved
Columbia College Writing Department
600 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60605
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RATS
Mike Schwarz
There is a high, gray rippled metal fence, supported by a four foot
foundation of concrete that surrounds the limestone quarry on 29th and
Popular. The huge hole is a whopping four city blocks square, and at
least three hundred feet deep. The air down there is often ten degrees
warmer than street level, and in the winter months young kids have
been known to sneak down via the long twisting road that slithers like
an earthworm down along one side of the crevasse. There are narrow
holes in the fence where the bolts have rusted, and you can look down at
the road, and the machinery on the bottom, and it all looks like a Tonka
Toy set for a small child.
On one side, there is a now useless dumping area. Useless
because, there was a popular idea several years ago, to fill the thing up
with garbage, and make a park out of it. The program had to be scrapped
when the rat population became such a problem, that people who lived in
the area became fearful for their lives. One neighborhood woman
recalled an encounter with one of the larger rodents. Eyes glaring, she
said, it had somehow broken into her home and was seated on her
sub-pump. Butcher knife in hand, she went after it not out of bravery,
but out of a mother's protective instinct for the safety of her child. The
rat, upon first seeing her, just crouched slightly. She moved closer
slowly. Slowly the knife raised above her head, and the rat, not more
than three feet away now, just twitched his nose. Closing her eyes in
anticipation of the gruesome sight of a skewered, gnawing rat, her arm
stabbed downward. The rat, acting quickly, but not quickly enough,
jumped out of serious harm's way. The knife, however, did manage to
slice through the base of his thick tail. The woman happened to open
her eyes just in time to see the rat scurry up the stairs, and out the
door she had left open to quickly jettison the lifeless corpse (had she
killed it).
After the initial shock of the incident, she confided in her
neighbors. Most of them took her rather lightly. Joking, they asked
her, "Cut off his tail with a butcher knife? Did you ever see such a
sight in your life?" Even her husband had asked if she would use it to
make a rat tail comb. This levity did not amuse her, and not only did
she refuse to speak to the neighbors for several weeks, but it was
rumored that her husband slept down stairs on the pool table for more
than a month after.
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The garbage, of course, had to be burned. Crews of men with
protective leather boots stood out in the street waiting, large cans of
poison sprays in their hands, for the rats to run from the flames in
packs. Some died on the way up from exhaustion and smoke inhalation.
Many were burned along with the trash. It is an eerie thought that
lying among the rusted tin cans with singed labels, and hard weathered
chunks of cindered garbage that carpet the quarry's floor, are the
ghosts of many rats.
*
*
*
There was a movie theatre located on thirty first and Lowe ave.
called, appropriatel y enough, The Lowe Theatre. It serviced mostly
the younger members of the community, showing such epic films as
"The Ghost and Mr. Chicken. " It had no marquee or balcony (I think it
had one, but I also remember hearing that it collapsed soon after the
building was completed) and a filthy little lobby that smelled of dust.
The candy counter was covered with streaks of tape covering the cracks
in the glass, and someone was always unscrewing the salt so that the
next user would dump the entire contents on his popcorn. There were
only three aisles, dividing the four sections. Mostly, everyone sat in
the back row center. During a Saturday matinee it was the only safe
place to sit. Throughout the film, like a background sound track, one
could hear the steady pink pink pink pink of the Boston Baked Beans.
They were the biggest selling candy. Not because of the taste, to be
sure, every one hated them, but they hurt well enough if you hit someone
in the head with one.
A lot of things flew about during a show, popcorn boxes mostly,
but one industrious kid snuck in a small balloon filled with black paint.
As Don Knotts approached the blood covered keys of the organ which
played by itself, a large black splash swept across his nose. Like a
hand grenade it had been tossed on target. The house lights went on and
the manager stormed into the center aisle. "Whose the god-damn
painter?", he growled. Looking around, meeting everyone's eyes one
at a time, he pointed back to the screen. The projector hadn't stopped
and the image was tardly visible, but the black splat was as plain as
day. "So you know how much that's gonna cost me? Everybody, let
me see your hands. " As if he were in a hold up, the manager
demonstrate d. Walking up and down the aisles he checked for tell -tale
paint marks. There were none. "Now I'm gonna tell you. You want
this place to look like a pig sty, that's how it's gonna stay. And let me
tell you, if I ever find out who did this I'll kick his ass from here to
Chinatown." Storming out, his face contorted by anger and frustration,
the picture continued, and the black splotch remained until the day the
board of health closed the Lowe down, and condemned it.
There was a popular joke at the time that went like this, "Going
to the Lowe? Don't drop your popcorn or you'll have to sit with your
feet up for the rest of the show. " The reason? Rats.
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Everybody knew they were there, but while no one was hurt, it was
almost laughable. They'd jump along the wall from radiator to radiator,
flickering shadows in the darkness. It was a game to spot one, until
one hot July when someone had his leg dangling at the wrong place at the
wrong time and the inevitable finally occurred. The rat bit him on the
ankle, and caused a considerable amount of swelling.
Scuttlebutt had it that he had been given the series of painful shots
as a precaution against rabies. The family decided to sue, but the
theatre (a shaky financial establishment anyway) declared bankruptcy.
The building was sold to a man interested in opening an electronics
store. He had the rows of ripped leather chairs with back rests
mother's warned their children not to touch, torn out, and entirely gutted
the structure.
*
*
*
Rats come and rats go, but mostly they come. Where they come
from is the river front. You can see them, if you go to the fishery that
sits quietly on the south bank. A large bridge suspends across the river,
and the rats use this to come to and fro. If you want to sneak up on a
rat and surprise him, here's what you do. You go down behind the
fishery, turn the headlights in your car off (don't go without a car). Pull
up slowly to the edge of the water, don't get too close. Many a rat scarer
has ended up in the drink for being careless. Wait awhile, until you can
hear the scuttering of little feet under your car. Watch out the front
window, look toward the water. When all is quiet, and the rodent
population has finally turned out, suddenly TURN ON YOUR LIGHTS, AND
KICK ON YOUR BRIGHTSo Man, those rats will jump out of their skins.
They'll race for the waterfront and hide in the muddy weeds. Sound like
fun? Try it sometime. Try it with a girl friend. Threaten to make her
walk home alone if she doesn't act right to you. You never know, it
might work.
*
*
*
There is a triangle of small businesses located in an otherwise
unpopulated area just south of Chicago's famous loop. The first, and
largest in size of the three, is an auto graveyard. Surrounded by a
warped,- weather beaten fence (made of ill fitting chunks of plywood
carrying the faded message "Monocko's Auto Parts) are the gutted hulls
of smashed, useless cars. Grizzly reminders of fatal accidents. Up
through the floors of these empty, rusted junks grow weeds, tall and
straight. To the imaginative mind, they almost appear to be oversized
planters.
It is no secret to the owner of this waste field that residing in
great numbers on his property are lar ge, dan gerous r ats. There is
little he can do but acknowledge it. Rats tend to live in areas where
they can move about freely, and a ny a tte mpt to get rid of the m will
ultimately end in vain. Instead, he has learned to live with them. That
is why he carries a large baseball bat, fully covered with black tape,
with him whenever dismantling a part fro m a car . He uses it to beat
3

hard on the frame of the car before doing work of any kind. This
scares the rats away, and so far he has never been bitten, although
there have been many close calls.
Once, after pounding on the dented hood of a car he needed the
left front door from, he sat on the ripped interior, and began working
from the inside. It was cold out, and his hands were covered with
warm, bulky gloves that made it difficult to hold the screw driver. It
slipped down through a hole rusted a way near the brake pedal
Reaching through it, he started groping for the tool, when something
began tugging at one finger on his hand. Scared and panicked, he
pulled, struggling to release his hand, but the rusted tin cut through
the skin along his arm, and several stitches were needed.
Later that day he returned to the car, with his bat, and a hammer.
The bat, of course, was used to bang away on the hood. The hammer
was to pound out the hole in the floor. It took him somewhat longer with
his left hand, as the stitches were in the right.
He pounded hard, orange chips flying everywher e, until his
curiosity was satisfied. He had noticed small, toothy indentatio ns on
the middle finger of his glove, and thought that a rat might have been
what scared him. He had almost dismissed that thought, however,
because a rat's teeth would have chewed right through the leather.
Unless it was a small rat, or a weak one. Or a rat on the verge of
death. Like the one he found, mouth gaping, on the hard ground
underneat h the car.
The second business of the three is a small, make-shif t fruit stand,
that pops up suddenly in the spring, and disappear s by mid autumn.
Judging from the quality of their produce, it is hard to believe they throw
anything away, but it's true. Day after day the burst melons pile on top
of the dark, rotted leaves of lettuce that line the bottom of the garbage
cans. When these cans are full, they continue to dump on top of them,
and at night the piles of edible garbage attract the rats from the auto
yard across the street. As long as the rats confined their meals to the
early morning hours, the owner was content to leave them alone. But
one evening he accidental ly left his rear door open, and rats in
multitudes rushed in to gorge themselve s on fresh fruit and vegetables .
Opening the stand as usual the next day, he noticed shreds of
green tissue (used to wrap the pears) scattered around the floor. He
checked a crate near-by, and found a rat, tail curled about its furry
body, sleeping soundly. Enraged, he screamed and kicked the box
over, stomping his foot through the wooden slats. The cra.t-e caught
above the ankle, and he was hopping and kicking when an elderly woman
walked in with the intention of buying corn. The rat scurried out through
her frail, black stockinged legs, and she leaned against the frame of the
doorway, mouth open in a silent scream. The owner, who as of yet did
not notice her, was swinging a broom under a table yelling, "C'mon
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outta there you sonofabitching rats! . fl The old woman gasped for air,
and stumbled out the door. The owner turned, and face flushed with
embarrassment, he followed her out, and pretended to be sweeping.
"Can I help you with anything ?fl, he asked. "Pears are special
today. fl She waved him away, and leaned weakly against the bus stop.
The third and most prosperoud business of the three, is a full
service gas station. Because of its location, right across the alley
from the fruit stand, the owner of this six pump, two rack garage has
had several problems with the rats. Not to mention the sour smell of
rotted fruit that persisted even stronger than the fumes of gas and
oil. On one of these occasions, the owner was almost convinced he had
the smartest rat in the world, because for three days, it appeared he
had stolen the bait without tripping the trap.·
One afternoon, after making a pot of coffee, this owner reached
for his box of sugar only to find it had fallen down behind a cabinet.
One side of the box had been chewed through, and checking the heavy
sliding door in the back by the auto racks, he saw that it had been left
about an inch from the ground. Fearing the rat might still be lurking
around, he went over to the metal strong box that held his most expensive
tools, and produced a brown stained rat trap. Putting three nickels into
his candy machine (it would jam on dimes) he bought a bag of peanuts and
put one under the trigger for bait. After setting the trap, he decided to
place it along the base boards of the wall near the cabinet where he'd
found the box of sugar.
When closing time came, he checked the trap, and discovered the
bait was gone, but the trap was still set. He touched the trigger lightly
with a rag. The metal bar sprung back with a muffled snap. The trap
was fine, but the rat must have managed somehow to work the peanut out.
He set the trap again with another peanut and closed up for the day.
Again, in the morning, the trap was set, and the bait gone. He set it
once more, and it happened still again. Setting it a fourth time, he kept
a watchful eye. Toward midday, he noticed the trap was engulfed by a
quivering black mass of ants. Working together, they carried the
peanut away, until he killed them with a huge pan of boiling water.
Another time, though, he did catch a rat in the trap. But it was
so large the bar wasn't enough to kill it. He had to pick it up with a
pair of long-nosed pliers, and carry it outside to a garbage can full of
water. The wood on the trap made it float, and the rat had to be held
under the surface for fifteen minutes before he finally died. But for
every one rat killed, many more are born, and it will be some time long
in the future before all of the rats are gone from this t riangle of small

businesses located just before the outskirts of Chicago's famous loop.

*

*

*

Public rest room facilities often have an eerie institutional air
about them, and the toilets at Finnigan Park were no except ion. They
5

sat, squatted like buddhas along one side of a huge vault- like room.
There were stalls separating them, one from the other. The most
popular was the center. Why? Because the first stall was right next
to the gym door, which was always open (ever since the Park District
painted over the hinges anyway), and anyone in there suffered from a
terrible lack of privacy. The third stall was pushed against the wall
right underneath the windows, and since they were always broken (even
though they were protected on the outside by heavy steel mesh) the black
horseshoe seat was always ungodly cold. But there was another reason
why the third toilet was so undesirable; directly across from it, right
next to the three urinals that stood along the opposite wall and watched
you side by side like brothers, was a sink with a hole in the wall near
the drain pipe. At night, when the lights are off and the gym is quiet,
rats in small numbers use this hole to get inside the building.
Sometimes someone thinks it's a big joke to climb up onto the
urinal and unscrew the lightbulb. The park supervisor is an old crabby
would-be police officer who feels that leaving the lightbulb out like that
for one week is the only way to punish such lack of respect for public
property, and so the washroom stays dark for seven days.
During this period, someone will inevitably have to use the Men's
room for more than liquid reasons, and there he'll be seated (unless
he's new in the neighborhood) within the center stall. The room is
dark except for the dull gray light coming in through the window,
throwing a screen- like shadow across the single step up to the urinals.
Sometimes there are no activities going on, and the park is mostly
soundless. At times such as these, the rats are easily fooled into
thinking the building is closed.
Through the small, uneven hole in the plaster they come in, and
slowly begin nosing their away around. Sitting in the third stall this
person would have no idea of their presence, unless he heard them
scurrying a short distance across the cement floor upon first entering
the room. If this made him curious enough to look, this sink would be
out of view, blocked by the plywood stall on his right. The rats would
continue, the area they cover expanding as their numbers grew, until
one of them got bold and stepped into the screen pattern of light. When
this happens, our man in # 2 would look on unbelievably as the others
follow suit. His first impulse is to scream, or shriek or groan, or
make some other kind of noise, any of which is equally effective, for
as the rats look up and become aware of his presence, they would
scatter outward toward the walls along the baseboards and make their
way quickly underneath the sink, and through the hole.
In the cold winter months teenage boys sometimes break into the
Park's auditorium to keep warm, and drink beer on the stage. On one
such occasion the boys brought a huge bag of unshelled peanuts in with
6

them, and as they sat in the center of the stage, surrounded on all sides
by a dark red, brushed velvet curtain, they took off their coats and tossed
them blindly across the hard wood floor.
While eating the peanuts a game developed. The object was to
slide the shells off the stage through the gold braided fringe that ran along
the bottom of the curtain. As the evening progressed into the early hours
of the next day, the shells began piling up at the foot of the stage. One by
one, conscious of the time, they left for home until only three were left.
Of these, two were neighbors, the other owned a car and was anxious to
leave. The neighbors, forming one person through similar thinking,
tried pressuring the driver into staying. But he refused. "C'mon, just
for five minutes. " Again he said no and walked over to one side to get
his coat. The neighbors looked at each other and nodded, one tackling
the driver, the other grabbing for his coat. He took the car keys out from
one of the many zippered pockets and jingled them. "Gee. You can't get
home without your car keys. " The driver shook his head and released
himself from the other's clutches. "If you don't give me those fucking
keys I'll kick your ass 'till both shoes are shitty." The neighbor shrugged
and said, "Well if you want'em just go and get 'em." Throwing them over
the driver's head, they hit the curtain and slid down to the edge of the
stage, almost falling onto the pyramid of peanut shells. The driver
walked over to pick them up, and the neighbor shouted, "Hey, don't
forget your coat. " It also sailed over his head, and through a narrow slit
in the curtains. "You fuckers better start walking home, 'cause you're
not getting a lift from me. " The second neighbor, who had been giggling
on the side while getting his and the other boy's coat said, "Good, we
don't want to ride in your stinky car. God damn car stinks of shit so bad
every time I ride in it my mother has to burn my clothes. " Laughing
they both climbed out the broken window they'd climbed in through, and
walked out kicking in the deep snow.
Punching the curtain, the driver tried to find the break in the slit
where the two sides closed in the middle. Finally he had to lift it up
from the bottom, and era wl under. He looked down from the stage and
saw the coat, laying crumpled on top of the mountain of shells. Suddenly,
one of the crumples moved, and out from underneath it came a rat, a
twitching shell hanging in the mouth. He squinted and saw that around
the coat were perhaps twenty or thirty more rodents feeding on salty
goodies all across the floor. Fearful of rabies, he backed out quickly
to the window, and ran shivering in the cold to his car.
The next morning the rats were gone, but the coat and shells

remained. Upon opening for the day, the caretaker noticed the mess and
brought the evidence to the supervisor. In one pocket of the coat was a
wallet, and in the wallet was a driver's license with a name and address
on it. The name and address of the same young man the supervisor
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caught looking for his coat later that day. The same one the superviso r
threatened to have arrested unless he paid for the damages in full. The
amount of which was equal to the price of a brand new coat.
Rats weren't the only problem to plague Finnigan Park. In truth,
the building was old and outdated. A new park was designed to replace
the old one. A new field house, more baseball diamonds, tennis
courts, even an indoor swimming pool. The new building was built in
one summer, because it was really just "assemble d, " like an erector
set. Piece by piece the prefabrica ted parts were put together.
Occasiona lly vandals would delay the progress by pouring bags of cement
in the empty pool, just after a heavy rain, or by kicking down wooden
frames within the hollow structure. But the workers always managed to
continue.
Soon after it's completio n the old building was demolishe d. The
fence around the outdoor swimming pool was uprooted and dismantle d.
Kids hurled junk by the armloads into the slanted floor of the huge cement
hole. The rats from the building wandered aimlessly through the junk at
night, always avoiding the pool to bypass it on their way to the alley.
Occasiona lly, though, one did manage to fall in, and there was no way of
getting out. The shallow end of the pool was two feet high.
The next day, the workmen would come and begin tearing the
insides out after knocking over walls with a ball and chain. Old men
sitting on benches watched the destructio n. Sometime s they turned around
and spat. The rat ran from side to side, over and over again looking for
a way out. At four o'clock it finally came.
The workmen knock off around three, and most of the grammar
schools in the area ring the final bell somewher e about three-fifte en.
This means by three forty-five , the park is swarming with kids. By
four, one of these will have noticed the rat trapped on the bottom of the
pool.
Bricks certainly aren't scarce on a demolition site, and this kid
would only have to walk maybe two or three feet away to gather quite an
armful. By throwing them down hard on the concrete, they break into
nice, easy to handle chunks. The rat is running along the sides of the
pool endlessly, so the hunter would have to walk the circumfer ence of
the pool in order to get a clear shot. Arm cocked behind his head, he
fires! The dull thud that echoes up says that he's missed. He tries
again, and again. Soon more kids wander over to see what he's doing,
and fascinated they join in the fun. Behind them, the wind blows
through the trees, scattering the autumn-co lored leaves across the
field.
The rat darts one way, then the next. It seems to have no feet,
just wheels that instinctive ly know when to turn. The crowd grows,
and the bricks come down in a steady rain. One strikes the rat in its
hind quarters, throwing it to one side. Apparentl y stunned, it just
sits there, leaning against the side wall. One youth dashes to the
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side and struggles with a heavy
and carrying it one on each end
three... The huge chunk lands
thin. Most of the kids continue
later, everyone is gone.

*

chunk of sidewalk. Another helps him,
they swing counting ... one ... two ...
on the rat's head, smashing it paper
throwing stones. Twenty minutes

*

*

Dear Ralph,
Hey did you brother tell you about Twang yet? He moved out of
his house. Had a big fight with his old man and moved right out of his
fucking house. I couldn't believe it when he called me over to help move
his shit in. It's not a bad flat either. Well anyway, it's about what
you'd expect for eighty dollars a month. But let me get right to the
thing I want to tell you, you '11 laugh your fat ass right off, this is
Hill-larry-s.
Twang was having problems with rats, right. Well he picks this
scroungy looking cat up in the alley one day to get rid of the rats. I
mean, this cat was bad. He looked like the brother Morris left behind.
Didn't have hardly any hair, and always kept one eye closed. Twang
didn't care though, he just named it Popeye, and fed it just enough food
to keep it from starving. Said he wanted it hungry so it'd go after the
rats.
Well, anyway, last week we're all over at Twang's sitting on the
floor eating a pizza from Rosie's and listening to the radio, when all
of a sudden the cat gets up from the kitchen and walks into the bedroom.
There ain't shit in there, Twang sleeps on an air mattress in his
brother's sleeping ba g from the army, and keeps his clothes in a
cardboard steame r trunk, but still he got mad and ran in after the cat.
"Lazy fucker! ", yells Twang, and he kicks the cat in the head. Then he
looks down and s e es the air mattress is going flat. "Goddamit ! " He
comes out teeth gritted, but the cat has squeezed its way in between the
water heater and the sink where Twang can't reach it. He starts smiling,
"Here, kitty, c 'mon out little puss. " But the cat don't move, he just
kind of watches. Then Twang says, "Alright you little motherfucker.
It's time for drug warfare. " By this time all of us are cracking up, and
Twang yells, "You think this is funny. Did you ever see a cat on acid."
I guess no one ha d. I certainly never had. "Well just keep your eye on
the bowl. " He r eached up into a cabinet and grabbed a yellow bowl with
a picture of a cat smacking its lips on the side. "I bought this for the
bastard. " He shook it at all of us. "Do you think he · cares, hell no. "
Opening a can of tuna he sang sweetly, "Nothing but the best for you
today sweetheart. " He forked it into the bowl, breaking the big chunks
tenderly. With t he pride of a chef, he m ixed the acid into the food.
"Here you go snuggum s. " The cat backed up into the wall when he put it
down in front of him. Twang walked over by us and grabbed a piece of
pizza. There wasn't much left, we should have got a bigger size.
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The cat smelled and sniffed for a while, then he started clawing
at the bowl. When he was sure it was safe, he came out a little and
stuffed his face into the tuna. Twang must have not fed him for a couple
of days. He gobbled it up without a single chew.
Christ, everyone felt sorry for the poor thing, but nobody wanted
to go home. It was like hanging around after an accident, to get a look
at the people involved, even though you know it's going to be disgusting.
Nothing happened for about a half an hour, and then Twang walked
over and poked it with a broom stick. The cat hunched up against the
wall and swung its paw, claws out. Twang dropped the broom and
jumped back, we all started laughing. It was funny, Ralph, you know
what a bullshitter Twang is. His face turned red as an Indian, so he
picked the broom up and threw it like a spear at the cat, but he missed
and broke the valve off of the water heater. Water started spilling out
all over the floor and onto the cat who started RAOOOUING like crazy.
Cats don't like to be wet straight, let alone tripping. Twang didn't
know what to do and started sweeping the water back with the broom.
But the faster he swept, the more water came rushing back across his
feet.
Then Twang starts giving us orders like it was our fault or
something. "Get me this, you do that. 11 Hey, fuck him. We left him
sweeping the water out that double back door of his, it leads right into
the garbage cans. After we left I went home. Nobody knows what
happened because Twang isn't talking to any of us, but his brother told
me he called the landlord who lived next door and the two of them shut
the water off somehow. He also told me the cat went crazy and died,
but that's probably bullshit. Anyway Twang got evicted from his flat
and had to move back in with his father. So what else is new, I
haven't heard from you in two months. What's the matter, you can't
write?
I used to work in a grocery store, before I got fired, and let me
after some of the things I've seen, I'm never going to go
you
tell
shopping. Those people don't care about anything except the almighty
buck. People are just sheep to them, to be led around by the nose via
"Tonight Only" sales and whatnot. I stood directly in front of a store
manager as he scooped up potato chips from the floor into the bag,
stapled it together, and marked it down half price. Worse than that,
somebody bought it. Come on now people, I'm all for saving money,
but that is just a little too much.
The only part of my job that was any fun at all, was unloading the
trucks that came in every Friday to restock the store. We'd pull the
stacks of cereal, detergent, or what-have-you into the elevator and
down to the store room. Then we'd set them up into a kind of garden
maze. Each week the store manager would have to make his way to
the office by a different comb ination of twists, turns, and dead ends.
Once, just for fun, we didn't leave a path for his office. It took him
ten minutes to find out.
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But the very best part of all this was a game that, to my knowledge,
is (or was) unique to our store and that is Rat Hockey(tm). To play Rat
Hockey you must have three things. A broom, a rat, and a goal. By
goal, I don't mean a set area where points must be scored (such as a
net). I mean an actual goal, an ideal. Something to go after with all
your heart and soul. For instance, my goal when just a beginner was
to get the rat at least a foot off the ground. But I'm getting too far
ahead.
Rat Hockey is not a game you can play any time you like. No, it
is only at the rat's convenience. You see the rats hide under the skids
that transport the stacks of cartons and only if you are lucky enough to
need move one, can the sport be enjoyed. A skid, briefly, is made of
three separate boards, two by four inches, lying longwise on the short
side, with more thinner boards nailed on top of them to form a
platform. Underneath the platform, formed by the three baseboards are
two rectangular spaces, side by side. Within these spaces the rat
hides.
The object used to transport skids is a two-pronged sort of thing,
with rollers on the bottom and a pump handle in front. The prongs fit
into the spaces, and the pump handle acts like a jack to rise the ski
off the floor and move it around by the rollers. Well, when the prongs
slide in, the rats slide out, and quickly grabbing a broom you swat.
Congrats to you if you hit the rat, though probably you didn't, and
this is where the goal comes in. After all, no one goes out to a driving
range to just. .. hit ... the ... ball. No! They go out to hit the big red
200-ft. marker. And the next time out the 250 and so on until they're
off the property altogether. And so it must be with rats.
Therefore, your first objective must be simply to make contact.
Oh don't worry, you'll know when you miss alright, and it won't be a
pretty feeling. You'll hear the wisp of straw as it brushes blandly
against the floor, and see the rat race to some unreachable place as if
to say, ''Naa, Naaaa. "
Yes, it's tough at first, but only after those few solo tries will
you be even near ready to play your first two-man game. But remember,
you each have different goals in mind, and his might very well be to hit
the rat directly into your face. Be defensive. Just because he works
with you, don't make the mistake of treating this other fellow like a
partner. He's not.
The ultimate goal in all of this, of course, is to kill the rat with
one blow. In all of my years in rat hockey, I've never seen it done.
Well, yeah, I did once. But it really shouldn't count. Because the
rat landed in the middle of the bottle returns, and cut itself open on

a chunk of glass trying to get away. Really it was a rat suicide. You
know, "Death Before Dishonor. " Rats must not be religious. After
all, suicide's a sin.
Do you want to know what's funny? Those rat poison posters
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the city puts up in the alleys. I don't know why, but they always
struck me as funny . A big Rat with a black X slashed across him.
When I was too young to read, I thought it was a cartoon or something.
To be perfectly honest, I've never seen any rat poison in the alley, just
those signs. Maybe the city uses them on rats like my uncle Louie uses
his Pinkerton sticker for thieves. He has the sticker on his car that
says, "THIS CAR PROTECTED BY PINKERTONo" So far it's worked.
His car has never been stolen, though I can't imagine why anybody
would take it. Anyway, what if the city is just trying to scare the rats
away? What if they're supposed to look up at the rat poison poster and
say, "Hey baby, no way. I'm getting out of this alley. I don't wanna ·
end up with no black X on top of me." What if they're just supposed to
pack up and go? And what if they don't? What if they group together
and take over the world? Hit us where it hurts. What if they form
Kamikaze outfits that give up their lives by chewing through our electric
and telephone lines? What if they weaken us by becoming violent and
biting every one they see? What if they become ant- like, and walk
through the streets, eating everything that stands in their way? They
multiply quickly, you know; they already out-number us. What if they
stand on their little rat legs and scream, "Enough! "? In that case,
we would all be up the creek.
But never fear, just because I can't see the poison doesn't mean
it isn't there. I know it's there, because last week my neighbor's dog
ate some, and got awfully sick, almost died. Too bad though. The
little prick is always getting in my garden.
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FAILURE
HOW TO RECOGNIZE AND AVOID IT IN THE RESTROOM
Mike Schwarz

Failure. I want you to remember that word, because it has been
the downfall of many people. Hardworking people like yourself.
Witless drones who, through their total inability to succeed, have been
left by the wayside to live out dull ho-hum lives. But don't feel sorry
for them. Their failure was caused by the lack of foresight. They
didn't know how to compete on a higher level, a psychological level.
Coming in on time for work, or always wearing a fresh suit, was their
idea of impressing the boss, and it did. It told him that they were
brainless idio~s waiting to be punched and programmed, but not made to
handle a heavy load. These people are composed of a quivering spine
of foundationless goop, which softens in wallowing self-satisfaction
every time the boss remembers a petty thing like their first name.
What these people didn't realize is, that through other seemingly
unrelated everyday tasks, they were giving off "Failure Vibes. " That
is, showing their true colors in normal situations. What I have done
here is to analyze these mistakes, and compile for you a list of do's
and don't's. But why the restroom? Because there is absolutely no
better place to impress the boss's subconscious. Remember, any
moron can be on time for work, but how many of your fellow employees
will know how to get promoted just by doi.ng the right thing in the "john."
I want to show you the difference between a winner and a loser; a
failure and a success; a go-getter and a go-fer. The real lesson to be
learned is to control those bad "Vibes, " and keep them from getting
out. Don't ba held back by what could be pushing you ahead, read on
... and learn.
The first thing you should do after landing a job is familiarize
yourself with the bathroom. How big is it? How many stalls? What
sinks have faucets that you can turn on and off yourself instead of all
that pressing? Having noted these will be to your advantage, so do it
early one morning. Meeting your boss unexpectedly in a strange
restroom could be a disaster.
When entering the washro8m to urinate always choose the closest

possible urinal. I repeat, the closest! This will show that you are a
no-nonsense guy. Someone who '11 stick to the business at hand, and
won't waste any time doing it. The unsuspecting dope who wanders
down to the middle, or toward the end stall is a dead giveaway for a
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failure. This guy is a time waster, he's slacking. Your boss will feel
his "failure vibes" a mile away, and act accordingly.
If the bottom of the urinal is surrounded by a puddle of yellow,
don't despair. Most of all, don't walk away from it, use it!
Withstanding this moral disgust will prove your ability to resist
discouragement, to continue, no matter what the odds. The "fussbudget"
who shys away from such puddles is just asking to spend the rest of his
life in the mail room. He's shouting, "Hey Boss! Look at me! I'd
rather have clean shoes than handle all of those big accounts. "
Should someone by using the first stall (obviously he had read this
before you) be firm, hold your ground. Stand directly in back of him
with only an inch between you. When h~ backs up to leave, bump into
him, and give a long dirty lo:>k until he says, "Excuse me. " Doing this
will not only prove you have the will power to get what you want, but it
also shows your ability to dominate others.
Even if the first stall is out of order, don't be deterred. Urinate
right on the out-of-order sign. Make that first urinal an objective. And
then do everything in your power to attain it. If you can't get that first
stall, how can you hope to cinch that big deal?
Once you have the urinal, there are several methods of "Going. "
Two of which are most common. One way, you stand very close, the
other very far away. Does this really matter? Isn't it really just up to
me? No, it isn't up_to you, and yes! it does really matter. The decision
could be fatal, for it's times such as these that rue executives are born.
But which way? Let me tell the answer through a story I heard once
about a situation just like this. Then you be the judge, you decide.
John and Jim were both pissing in the bathroom when the boss
walked in. "Hi Jim. Hi John," the boss said. Jim was standing real
close to the stall, his chest against the top. John was standing two feet
away from his stall, a long yellow arch extending from his penis to the
ur ina 1. "Hi boss, " they both said.
Fifteen minutes later the boss called them both into his office. He
told Jim to go sharp2n some pencils. Jim beamed proudly, and went on
his way. When Jim had gone, the boss said to John, "John, I like you
very much. I don't know what it is I like ab,:mt you exactly, but it has
something to do with that wonderful devil-may-care attitude of yours.
Now you take Jim, he's a good, steady worker, but he's dull. There's
no sense of adventure in him. He'll never go anywhere. But you, my
boy, have a great future ahead of you. Back to work now." John smiled
to himself. Wouldn't his young wife be proud. In the background, over
the piped-in music, John could hear the hum of the electric pencil
sharpener. Someday, thought John, those will be my pencils Jim is
sharpening.
Yes, John, someday soon. You see, John showed just by backing
away a few feet, that within his soul is the sense of adventure ... when
it's safe to use it. John would never do anything really risky (like
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climb a mountain) but he showed the boss that he would take a gamble
if the ojds look good. The boss, of course, recognized that and acted
accordingly. Jim, on the other hand, was just reeking with insecurity.
His standing so close to the urinal told the boss that he was ashamed of
his misgivings, and would rather hide than improve them. When faced
with an unpleasant situation Jim would run, while John would piss all
over it. This is the sign of a businessman.
Even though you are hidden behind closed doors most of the time,
bowel movements are just as important to your career as what kind of
tie you wear. When choosing a stall here, the same rules apply. Only
they are often slightly more difficult to follow. Sometimes the first
stall stinks like a pig pen, and the toilet is full of large unflushable
feces. Remember, sticktuitiveness is the key, don't be discouraged,
get that first water hole. . . . Unless (yes, there is an exception) there
happens to be a stall with no door. Then you choose that one. Don't
be embarrassed. When people look in at you, just smile. Why should
you care. You're telling them, and everyone else, that you're not
afraid to carry out the dirty work. There is no job you won't do openly.
When the boss comes across something that requires the talents of a
man like that, you can bet he won't be thinking of any of those laughing
jack-asses.
One very important rule. Never, never smoke in the bathroom.
This just shouts laziness. I recall a story of a man who was smoking in
the bathroom, and the price he paid was failure.
Joe was a good worker. He never caused any trouble, and pretty
much kept to himself.Joe's job was to assemble daily function sheets,
make copies, and distribute them promptly to all the dep:l.rtment heads.
For the first week he did well. But there was a time bomb about to
explode. Because Joe worked entirely with papers, he was forbidden to
smoke, and Joe was a heavy smoker. In the middle of the second week,
he was weakening.
It was Wednesday, he'd just finished stapling the sheets together
when suddenly, he had to move his bowels. Asking permission, he ran
down the hall, and into one of the stalls. As he stared blankly ahead of
him, the thought occurred. Why not have a smoke? It wasn't long
before he had the cigarette lit and half gone. Just then, a pair of patent
leather sho2s walked into the bathroom. Joe flicked an ash on the floor.
The shoes walked up to Joe's stall and stopped for a moment, then they
left. Joe shrugged and flicked his cigarette into the bowl underneath him.
When Joe got back to his desk, all of his belongings had been
cleared out from the drawers, and packed neatly in a cardboard box. An
angry tear swelled in his eye.

Looking around he saw the company

manager waving him to his office. Covering the manager's two feet
were the patent leather shoes.
The manager asked Joe why he had gone to the bathroom. Joe
told him the truth. The manager then replied, "It shouldn't take five
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minutes for a healthy boy like you to have a bowel movement, but that's
how long it takes to smoke a cigarette. You're a nice boy, Joe, but we
simply cannot tolerate goldbricking Q~ lying here. I'm going to have to
let you go, Joe, and if you should ever use this place as a reference,
I'm afraid I'd have to tell what's happened here today." Joe hung his
head low, collected his belongings, and left the office never to work
again. Are you willing to pay the same price?
Should all of the stalls be occupied, you needn't wait for the
first one. Just use the handicapped stall. No one ever uses it anyway,
what are you supposed to d·J ? Right or wrong. Most definitely right!
The person who shies away from relieving himself because of some
·stupid figure painted on the stall door, is showing a real lack of
character. Also he is exhibiting fear of Rona Douglas of Eyewitness
News "Seven On Your Side. " The man who throws caution to the wind in
exchange for "Getting The Job Done" is showing every one his terrific
sense of Get Up and Go. He knows how to weigh values, and in what
order to sequence important projects.
Finally, and not least importantly, there is the business of washing
hands. If at all possible, always use a sink with a faucet you yourself
can turn on and off. No one looks dignified hunching over pressing and
rinsing and pressing and rinsing. If there are no such faucets, make it
a point to time each one. Find out which is the longest running, and use
it regularly. The numbskull who wanders from sink to sink probably
can't make up his mind about anything else either.
If the soap available is bar soap, don't bother using it. It's
probably dirtier than you anyway. If it is pump soap, make sure the
plastic bulb is full. You don't want to be seen pumping the handle and
getting nothing but thousands of tiny bubbles a la Lawrence Welk. Wash
the hands thoroughly, you don't really know where they've been, or at
least where the people you shake hands with hands have been. Never
use the hand dryer if at all possible. Again, this is just for time
wasters, not for a success. If no towels are available use toilet paper.
Now then, just to see what you've learned: what's the last thing
you do on your way out of the bathroom? If you guessed "Look at My
Appearance, "we'll see you in 35 years getting a- gold watch for being
Jr. Clerk lo~ger than anyone else. You forget. .. self confide:ice is the
code word for success. And as long as you know you look presentable,
why bother to check ... unless you like to waste time?
Failure. Still thinking of that word? Gooj, don't you ever forget
it. And if someone ever calls it aloud, don't turn around. It only takes
one wrong move like that to undo all of the brain washing you've
completed. It happened to a guy I knew once. He was up for vice
president of a big firm, a shoe-in to be elected, when someone called
out after him, "Hey, Failure. "' Well, his head turned around so fast,
his neck almost snapped. The president of the company saw it and the
next day the man got to his office and the door was lo-e ked. All of
those years of fighting, clawing his way to the top, ruined. Just like
that. Damn shame, too. This damn neck of mine still hurts when it's
damp out.
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ADAM AND EVA MAE
Reginald Car lvin
I was about halfway through my weekly haircut, bored as I don't
know what, from listening to almost the entire Third Pentecost al
Unitarian Church of the Resurrect ion deacon and usher board discuss
the Bible (in between watching the ball game, and gossiping about
everybody 's business almost as bad as their wives, whom they were
hiding out from in this barbersho p) when Sweet Daddy Seeky came in.
I knew things were going to pick up now.
Now Sweet Daddy Seeky is the coolest old dude--cor rection, make
that coolest dude I know, period. No party ain't hip unless he's there,
no club or jook joint is really iooking unless he makes the scene. The
cleanest, baddest ride, the baddest finest women, plenty of money-that's Sweet Daddy. Maybe that's why all those other dudes his age
(somewhe re on the other side of fifty) didn't like him. Sweet Daddy
never married, saying that there were too few of him to allow one
woman to have a monopoly.
Okay. So anyway, Sweet Daddy strutted in, wearing his tailor
made, all red outfit, twirling his ever-pres ent gen-u-ine solid mahogany cane , and tossed his floppy gangster- hat over on the hat rack.
"Good afternoon, gentlemen one and all, " he smiled, and the six
or seven deacons and ushers mumbled something in unison.
"I just came in to get my 'fro fixed up, " Sweet Daddy said, gently
patting his six-inch silver natural. "Don't let me interrupt your
conversati on. "
"We were discussing the Bible, " one of the deacons said like that
was supposed to scare Sweet Daddy.
"One of my favorite subjects, " Sweet Daddy said, heading for an
empty chair. "Matter of fact, I used to teach Bible class over at
Third Pentecoas tal until all the hypocrites joined the church. That was
about the same time you came in, right Brother Dixon?"
Now Brother Dixon didn't quite know how to take that, 'cause he
didn '_t quite know how it was intended, but I did, and it was all I could
do to keep an untimely laugh from exploding from deep in my gut.
"What subject were you discussin g?" Sweet Daddy asked.
"Sin, " somebody offered.
"One of my favorite subjects, " Sweet Daddy offered casually.
"I bet it is, " an usher made the observatio n, and they all started
snickering among themselve s. Sweet Daddy ignored this.
"Everybod y talks about sin, " he began slowly, "but they don't
really know what they talking about. As long as you follow the Golden
Rule, you can't commit no sin, for example ... "
"You mean to say that the original sin was not a sin," a deacon
objected.
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Mae bit into the apple, it was such a change from everything else she'd
been used to eating, she ran off to tell Adam before Mr. Snake could
run his game down on her. Not to be outdone, Mr. Snake just
shrugged and slipped off to proposition a hippopotamus.
"When Eva Mae showed the apple to Adam, the brother almost
had a fit. 'Mr. Snake said it was okay. ' Eva Mae told him, but Adam
didn't trust the Snake ever since the Snake tried to proposition him.
See, in addition to being horny, the Snake was AC/ DC, too.
"But Eva Mae, not to be outdone, said to Adam, 'How can you
trust the Snake when you always got one hanging around you?' Adam
said, 'Where?' and Eva Mae pointed between his legs and said, 'Right
there.'
" 'That ain't no Snake, ' Adam told her, and she said, 'Alright
then, what is it?' to which Adam replied, 'I don't know, ' which he
didn't. Would you know even today what your di--uh, I mean penis was
if nobody had told you?" Sweet Daddy asked the embarrassed deacons
and ushers who were looking at one another for support.
"Well, " Sweet Daddy continued, "even if Adam didn't know what
it was, Eva Mae thought she did, so she said, 'It is too a snake, and
looks like you gonna have two more soon, 'cause this one's got eggs'.
" 'For the last time, ' Adam said exasperated, 'this ain't no
Snake and these ain't no Snake eggs. If you don't believe it, come and
see for yourself.' And Eva Mae did.
"Now, Eva Mae had been examining Adam's Snake and snake eggs
two or three minutes when something strange started happenabout
for
ing. Right before their very eyes, Adam's 'Snake' started to grow--to
about ten inches. Since Adam had never felt a particular part of his
body get solid before, he didn't know quite what to do. Did you know
what to do the first time you became solid?" Sweet Daddy challenged
the deacons and ushers o
''Now Adam knew that he would have to explain this to Cool
Breeze, who was due to come by in a few minutes, but since he didn't
know what was happening, he didn't know how to explain it, so he
decided to try and hide it.
"He could have taken a cold shower, except that they didn't have
any showers, so he did the next best thing, which was sticking it in a
stream, but the fish thought it was just a big worm, so that didn't work.
"Next he tried to beat it down with a stick, but his 'eggs' weren't
much up for that. He tried to bury it in the sand, but the only available sand was on an ant hill, so that didn't work. Finally in desperation, he got an idea.
"Now as I've said before, Adam was basically slow, but he did
have his moments. He wondered how Eva Mae kept her 'snake' under
control, when he suddenly realized that she didn't have a 'snake'.
Instead, she had a little cave or hole of some kind. Now Adam knew
that gophers lived in holes, and that rabbits lived in holes, and if Eva
d.\
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"No, no, " Sweet Daddy said, "the original sin was indeed a sin, "
he agreed, and I was disappointed. Usually, Sweet Daddy would go off
on one of his wild tangents, making up some funny ass story just to
irritate them. Even if he did agree with them he would disagree just
for argument's sake. I thought he had let me down until he said, "But
it isn't a sin for the reason everbody thinks it is. Now I could explain
what I mean, but I don't want to bore you gentlemen ... " he trailed off,
waiting for them to "coax" him into telling his story, which is what he
had in mind all the time.
"Awright, you talked me into it," Sweet Daddy said. There was
total silence in the room. Sweet Daddy had the spotlight, the floor
and every ear and eye.
"As it says in Genny-sees, first chapter, first verse, in de
beginning, God created the heaven and the earth, and the moon, and the
sun and the stars, and the plants and trees and rocks and birds, and
water and fish and on the seventh day he rested. Then, about Wednesday or Thursday of the next week, God made the first Afro-American-"
"You mean God created Adam," someone amended.
"That's what I said, " Sweet Daddy answered, "God made the first
Afro-American.
"How do you know Adam was a Negro?" someone asked.
"Adam was not no 'nee-grow.' You can say Adam was a black
man, an Afro-American, or that Adam was a nigger, but he wasn't no
'nee'grow'." Sweet Daddy further punctuated his statement with a wave
of his cane.
"Awright then," the speaker amended himself, "How do you know
Adam was black?"
"Because, " Sweet Daddy said slowly, "it says, right there in
Genesis, second chapter, seventh verse, 'And the Lord formed man
from the dust of the ground." Now, the dust of the ground is dirt, 'cause
that's what the ground is made of, right? Now there's black dirt, and
brown dirt, and red dirt, and even gray dirt, but did you ever see any
white dirt?"
"At the beach, " somebody offered, but Sweet Daddy said, "That's
sand, not dirt, " to no contest.
"Anyway, the Garden of Eden was in Ethiopia, and nothing but
niggers live in Ethiopia."
"So anyway," Sweet Daddy continued. "God made Adam, and
then he made the Garden of Eden somewhere in Ethiopia, so Adam
would have a place to stay. Now Adam was a cool brother, looked
kinda like my man over there, " he pointed to me, and I felt honored
to be included as part of Sweet Daddy's stories, "but he was kinda slow

sometimes. Now since he didn't have anything else to do, God let
Adam name all the animals, which is why so many of them got messed
up names today. But anyway, pretty soon, Adam had named all the
animals and there he was, with nothing to do all over again, nothing to
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do to pass the time.
"Now God sends one of His angels to look after Adam, you know,
to kinda check up on him every now and then. This particular anger's
official name was 'The Archangel and Guardian Spirit of the Cold
Northern Wind,' but everbody called him 'Cool Breeze' for short.
"So, Cool Breeze comes hopping through the Garden, halo cocked
to one side, leaning hard on his wings, dressed in his white on white
tailor-made double knit robe, while Adam was having his dinner:
Barbecue and Kool-Aid. "
"It don't say in the Bible that Adam ate barbecue and kool-aid,"
objected.
purist
some
"I know that, " Sweet Daddy smoothly said, "they only had two
chapters to tell the story in, so they had to leave out a lot of the
details. Now as I was saying, Cool Breeze said to Adam, 'What it is,
soul-brother?' to which Adam replied, 'Ain't nothing hap'nin,' (which
it wasn't). So the Angel said, 'You sho' do like yourself some bobby-q,
don't cha Adam?' to which Adam replied, 'Mumrmph,' cause his
mouth was full.
"Now, you know how people get lazy and go to sleep as soon they
eat, and Adam was no exception, so while he was asleep, Cool Breeze
got an idea, which he took back to the Head Man, which was, why not
make Adam a helper so he could have somebody to talk to and what all,
and the Head Man said, 'Whyeth not' eth ?'.
"Now here's where a lot of confusion comes in, " Sweet Daddy
digressed in his narrative. "Most people think that they literally mean
Eve was made from one of Adam's ribs, which is illogical. You have
26 ribs in your body, 13 on each side. If one of them had been used to
make the fir st woman, you might have thirteen on one side and twelve
on the other, or thirteen on one side and fourteen on the other, but not
thirteen on both sides. And even if man did originally have 27 ribs,
where did that spare one go on the cage? Now that is the answer to the
question. " Sweet Daddy had us confused.
"Like I said before, Adam was fond of barbecue, so Cool Breeze
gathered up the bones from Adam's barbecued ribs--spare ribs, get
it ?--and from that the first woman made. And even today, a good
woman is like a good slab of spareribs; pretty and brown on the outside,
hot, juicy, tender, spicy, sweet, lots of meat on the bones, but not too
much fat and gristle, well done, but not tough, and good in your mouth."
Sweet Daddy was just getting warmed up now and he knew he had us
going.
"So, when Adam woke up the next morning, there was Eva Mae.
In the Bible they just call her Eve, 'cause they couldn't translate the
'Mae' part into Hebrew.
"Now Eva Mae was built kinda healthy in the chest, " Sweet Daddy
said, indicating a good 42 inches, "and she wasn't too bad everywhere
else, either. Adam liked this even though he didn't know exactly why.
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I tolrl you he was kinda slow.
"So, Adam and Eva Mae lived happily in the Garden, counting
animals all day and eating barbecue and drinking kool-aid (any flavor)
all night, but after two weeks of this, they got bored again; after all,
just how much barbecue and kool-aid can you stand?
Now one day, Eva Mae was walking through the garden when she
came up on the Snake. Now, in addition to having legs in those days,
they were horny bastards too, 'cause afer all, what is a snake other
than a long skinny psychedelic penis with teeth and tongue?" Nobody
offered any comment on Sweet Daddy's observation, so he continued.
"So, the Snake would try to screw anything; in fact, the day
before, he had screwed a turtle, two porcupines, and a nearsighted
giraffe, and today, he was gonna try to get down on Eva Mae. His plan
of attack was a good one; he knew Adam had told Eva Mae it was for bidden to eat the fruit of Tree of Knowledge, which happened to be an
apple tree. Now let me explain to you about that," Sweet Daddy
digressed again.
"Like I said, Adam was a nice enough dude, but he was kinda slow
sometimes. Whenever Cool Breeze came down to visit with him, Adam
would take up all of his time asking dumb questions just to make conversation, since he wanted some company and didn't have nothing else
to do. On the other hand, Cool Breeze did and he wasn't up for all
those idle conversations. One day, while Adam was asking Cool Breeze
'Can I eat out of this here tree?' and 'Can I eat out of that there tree?'
Cool Breeze was thinking about how much he'd like to be up in heaven,
playing his electric harp and drinking MAD DOG WINE and watching
comets blow up lady angel's gowns, and the more he thought about it,
the more bored he got listening to Adam, so he decided to put an end to
all of that crap, so when Adam asked him if he could eat of the fruit of
the apple tree, Cool Breeze told him 'HELL NO!'
"'Why not, ' Adam asked him, and Cool Breeze said that that was
the Tree of Knowledge and he was forbidden to eat of its fruit, and that
if he did, he'd have to leave the garden, and Adam didn't want to do
that since there was no where else to go.
"Now Cool Breeze took off for heaven, leaving Adam to think about
that for a while, figuring that Adam would catch on to the joke and have
a good laugh, but Adam didn't, since he didn' t have the knowledge to
know that he didn't have nothing to gain knowledge of. They didn't have
no cars, no TV's, no atom bombs, no electricity, no modern conveniences, no money, so there wasn't anything to know about that he didn' t
already know about. But like I said, Adam was kinda slow, so he
didn' t know that he knew. " Sweet Daddy smiled at us and said, "Do you
all understand that, " and b efore we could answer, he continued.
" So anyway, Adam took this seriously, and he told Eva Mae, and
Mr. Snake knew this, so he was gonna have Eva Mae eat his apple,
then threaten to tell Adam unless she got up off a piece. But when Eva
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Mae had a hole between her legs where he had his 'snake', then that
must be a 'Snake hole'. So, with a tackle Mean Joe Green would be
proud of, Adam put his 'Snake' in Eva Mae's 'hole'.
''Well, needless to say, Eva Mae didn't know what was jumping
off, or rather, why Adam was jumping on, so she tried to push his
'snake' out of her 'hole,' and Adam, afraid Cool Breeze would see it,
tried to push it back in. This kept up for about three or four minutes,
him trying to push it in and her trying to push it out; then, it seemed
like he was trying to pull it out and she was trying to pull it in; and
after that, they didn't really care who was pushing and who was pulling,
just so long as they kept it up.
"Now about the time that Adam and Eva Mae had come to a cli-uh I mean halt, Cool Breeze came up and said, 'What do you think
you're doing?' To which Adam and Eva Mae both replied, 'We don't
know, but we sure would like to try it again.' Now maybe they didn't
know, but Cool Breeze sure did, so he ran back and told the Head Man,
who realized that it was too late now, since the original sin had been
committed, which was a sin, but not for the reasons people think it is.
He told Adam he would have to work hard all his life and Eva Mae that
she would have to go through hard labor, which she would have anyway,
but He just wanted to make her feel guilty, just because they had com itted the original sin.
"You still haven't told us what that was," an anxious but exasperated usher quickly said.
"I'm coming to that now, no pun intended, " Sweet Daddy said,
slightly annoyed at being interrupted.
"After they left the garden, Adam knew Eva Mae, which is a
fancy way of saying that he fu--uh, made love to her," Sweet Daddy
corrected himself, "and pretty soon, they had Cain and Abel. After
Cain offed Abel, Cain went out and found himself a wife and she had
Ireal, who found a wife and she had Methujael, who found a wife who had
Methusael, who found a wife and had Lamech, who went out and found
two wives and they had Jabal and Tubalcain ... Don't you see what I'm
getting at?" The assembly silently and collectively shook their heads
no.
"Don't you see? Eva Mae was the only woman the Bible mentions being created, yet Cain, Enoch, Ireal, Methusael, and Lamech
all went out and found wives. They don't tell you where they came
from, but they were there. Don't you get it? As soon as brothers and
sisters found out about sex, they started fuc--uh, practicing so much,
they let things out of hand. Folks was practicing so much, 'til pretty
soon brothers and sisters were being born so fast 'til they was coming
out of nowhere." That was so beautiful, I wanted to applaud.
"So, Lamech had Jabal and Tubalcain, and in the meantime,
Adam and Eva Mae were still at it, so they had Seth, and Seth 'begat'
Enos, and Enos begat Cainan, and he begat Mahalaleel, and begat Jared,
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and Jared begat Enoch, and he begat Methuselah, and he begat so many
sons and daughters 'til they only mentioned Noah, since he was the only
one to do something important other than begat Ham, Shem, and
Josepheth.
"Pretty soon, there were black people, white people, brown
people, red people, and yellow people all over the place, drinking and
gambling and throwing beer cans in the Euphrates and the world was
one big ghetto. Maybe that's why they say 'The World is a Ghetto,'"
Sweet Daddy said reflectively.
"Anyway, the world was in such a messed-up state 'til God got
mad and decided to evict all of the present tenants the hard way, and
that led to the Great Flood, which a lot of people have a misunderstanding about, " Sweet Daddy said, and stopped. There was an awed
silence in the room as everyone waited for Sweet Daddy's next sentence.
"Well, " a senior usher said timidly, "what happened next?"
"I would like to oblige you gentlemen, " Sweet Daddy said apologetically, but I must go elsewhere to discuss the wages of sin." And
with that, he recovered his sky and cane and joined the baddest
looking hammer I'd seen in a long time who was waiting for him outside
on the sidewalk, wearing an outfit that left very little to the imagination
but a whole lot to the temptation. He topped his hat to us, linked arms
with her, and together they walked off down the street, with, I am sure,
much the same expression that Adam and Eva Mae had the second time
they practiced.
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CTA KALEIDOSC OPE
SURVIVAL
Reginald Carlvin
Mrs. Lois Harris woke up feeling a little grouchy, looked across
the aisle at her husband sprawled out on his seat and yawned. Friday
night on the Jackson Park B train had been rough as usual, especially
when it reached the South Side, with the herds of party goers, people
celebrating the eagle's flight, gang members and assorted confusion
makers crowded on.
She yawned again, visually marked their place as four stops from
the end of the line and asked herself if it would be better stay on the
train and go in the opposite direction or get off for coffee.
Calvin, a late sleeper, yawned himself awake, an automatic
reaction after a month of going back and forth. He winked at his wife.
"C'mon, sit over here with me, " he beckoned to her.
"You come over here with me, " she returned his invitation with a
wink of her own. He couldn't resist hers, part of the flirtatious little
number they played with each other from time to time.
"Well, what do you wanna do? Turn 'round or go have some
breakfast?"
"A wright, that's fine with me. "
She dug down into her large woven wool diddybag for the Mason
jar with their dentures, uppers for him and a special bridgework for
her. The few passengers sharing the train with them paid little or no
attention to their actions. It was a typical Saturday-mo rning group.
The Hudsons patiently waited for the end-of-the-l ine station to
slide into place, careful not to stand and move to the exit before the
train came to a complete stop. After ten years of previous commuting, Calvin had made that mistake during their first week on the B train
and threw hj s back out for a few days.
The motorman, one of their favorites, gave them a sly smile as
they exited. The Hudsons had worked out a simple system of school
grades for the motormen. The A dudes didn't give a damn how long
they rode the train. The B guys didn't either and from time to time
said "Hi" or something. The C fellas were almost oblivious, either
from lack of sleep, booze, drugs or too little interest in their jobs.
They had experienced only one D. His only comment to them had
stamped him as a D forever. "How long you people been riding the
train?"
Calvin straightened his tie and tilted his hat to a more gangsterish slant as they descended the station steps to the street. Lois eased
off into the ladies' room to freshen her makeup and fluff her hair out
from under the old-fashione d net she used at night. Linking arms they
strolled down the street to Peter's Pancakes, quietly rehashing possibilities.
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"Maybe if you tried the North Side a little more, Cal?" Lois
asked over bitter coffee and stale sweet rolls.
"Baby, don't you know they got white boys -- like thirty or so-washing dishes these days?"
"Yes, I know, honey, I know." She patted his hand sympathetic ally and brooded.
How did it happen? When did it start--that series of weird
experiences that pulled the rug from underneath their feet, that put
them on the Jackson Park B train? One thing and another, one right
after the other. Calvin losing his job... "We'll miss you around here,
Hudson ... ain't every day we have to let a fella go who aint missed a
day's work in ten years."
"Then heavy medical bills for two operations in a row, prostate
for Daddy and a hysterectom y for Momma; savings being eaten up by
the recession-in flation-depr ession syndrome. Eviction ...
"Oh, come on now, Mrs. Lawson, we've been living here for almost twenty years!!"
"I can't help that, Mrs. Hudson. My taxes are due, I've got a
pile of bills of my own, and your rent is three and a half months overdue. You gotta move or pay me those three and a half months by next
weeko I'm sorry but my husband and I ... we, uhh ... are in debt. "
Lois sighed, losing chronologica l track of their misfortunes .
Why try to keep them in any kind of order? What did it matter? The rL'
train was a solution to one problem. Why not? It was a hell of a lot
cheaper than trying to temporarily dig up some sky-high Chicago slum
rent.
After breakfast they strolled across the street to the park arm in
arm. Calvin looked down onto his wife's profile, at the streak of grey
shooting into the rolls at her ears. Funny, he thought, how much
better we get along now compared to the way we used to fuss and fight
all of the time.
Just the two of us with two grown children living in Africa.
"Africa? Who--in the hell y'all know in Africa?" "Lots of
people 'n' a whole bunch of ancestors, Daddy." Having promoted the
idea of being independent since birth, neither one of them could deny
their two daughters the right they had earned to lead their own lives. A
few of the reasons they used for leaving sounded like fairy-tale stuff to
him.
"The system is too much of a drag here, Daddy. We'd be feeling
a lot more comfortable, psychologica lly, to be surrounded by a system
of negritude, if there is any such thing." So Africa it was for the past
ten years now, and they had four Afro-Americ an-Nigerian -Ghanaian
grandchildre n between them now.
He smiled to himself, thinking of all the times people had asked,
"Where is Madeline and Ajaye? At school?"
"Nawww," he'd boom proudly, "they live in Africa--Mad eline's
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in Lagos, Nigeria, and Ajaye' s in some little old funny-named place in
Ghana.''
"Awww yeah!!! Did any of them get a chance to meet Kunta
Kinte? !''
A lot of people never believed he was telling the truth, not until
he whipped out the Polaroids of his two daughters, their husbands and
the children.
"Calvin?"
"Huh?"
"You know, I been thinking maybe it wouldn't be such a bad idea
to ... "
"No!" he almost roared, then gentled his voice, "No, Lois, not
now anyway. Not 'til we save enough money to get a place. Not only
that, I just hate to have them white folks prying into our lives the way
they do o"
As usual, she eased away from the subject, content to allow her
full measure of his sense of pride. Between the two of them
the
man
picking up odd jobs, they had managed to save a hundred dollars in the
past month. Both of them practically lived in the want ads, looking
for anything regular and union. "We'll make it, baby. We'll survive."
Lois sighed with exasperation and a deep pride, leaning her head
affectionally against her man's shoulder for a few steps. Calvin
Harris. His name meaning for her that no one should beg, borrow or
steal. "A poor man ain't got nothing but his word, and if you don't
keep that, you ain't got a damn thing."
Somehow despite the treacherous nature of the lifestyle they had,
things seemed to be working out after a while. Most of the snags
happened at night. Weirdos molesting peopleo Mr. and Mrs. Harris
had established a watch system: one staying awake until the end of
the line, the other one taking up the watch for the reverse trip.
But to offset the ugly atmosphere that the weirdos set up, there
were the dozens of people they had made friends with. Some young,
some old, Black, White, Yellow, Native American. It was working
out.
"Cal, should we get the clothes out today, or should we wait 'til
the middle of the week?"
He thought hard on her question for a few steps. "Mmm, I'd say,
let's wait 'til the middle of the week. You don't look too wrinkled up
to me."
Not looking too wrinkled had become their criterion for respectability as well as a private joke between a man sixty-three years old
and his wife, sixty years young. It dictated the schedule of the ir
cleaning s ystem. Clean underwear and other miscellaneous items
came from Mrs. Harris' diddybag.
From being early -morning risers and walkers, they became
afternoon strollers, just a park bench couple, two aging sun worshipers. After catching forty winks on the warm grass, listening to the
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sound of festive drums and watching the waves in the lake a few hours,
it was once again time to head homeward. After a month they knew
what to expect on Saturday night and tried to avoid it as long as
possible.
"Which station you wanna go to?"
"I don't care, Sixty-third Street, I guess. Makes just as much
sense to call the end of the line the beginning as it does to call it the
end.''
They maintained purposeful strides, going neither too fast nor
too slow, just enough of a pace to let the muggers know that they
weren't two senile people plodding along. They paused in front of a
furniture store window-ghetto advertising screaming, "NO MONEY
DOWN--THIRTY SIX MONTHS TO PAY!! WELFARE CUSTOMERS
WELCOME!!!!!! !"--to watch color television with a small circle of
other people, all feeling slightly paranoid about everyone around them.
The Harris' climbed the station steps after watching an early
late show, feeling tired and looking forward to the motion that spelled
home to them. Even on a Saturday night. Friday night was something,
but Saturday night was something else again.
Mrs. Harris, maintaining the return to the South Side watch, was
tempted to nudge her husband awake but thought better of it. What
sense would it make to have him wake up to watch two people slobbering all over each other? She surreptitiously watched the couple across
the aisle from them. The man down on his knees, his head glued into
the space between the woman's thighs, moving up and down. She supressed a giggle at the sight, the scene reminding her of a Halloween
apple-bobbing contest and then set a stern, straight-ahead look on her
face thinking that it didn't matter what a person did, it was where he
did it. White people got the nerve to think that we don't have no morals.
As the racial complexion of the train changed, the actions of the
people changed and became less carnal, more carnival. "C'mon,
y'all! Have a taste! We celebrating tonight!" a reveler said.
"Celebrating what?" Calvin asked awakened by the first clot of
party go_e rs at Forty-Third Street.
"Celebrating being us, that's what!" the man answered and
passed a half-empty bottle of MAD DOG WINE to Calvin, who took a
couple hard, fast fierce sips from the bottle under the disapproving
eyes of his wife.
Slowly the hard-core consumers of the grape faded away, giving
way to the soft, misty-eyed lovers of the dawn. Lois slipped her hand
into Calvin's absorbed by the good feelings emanating from the three
couples riding to the end of the line.

Sunday exploded on them with strong sun and humid heat. Cal vin paced up and down in front of the ladies'.
"Damn, Lolo !" He used her long ago nickname as she reappeared. "I thought you had flushed yourself down the damn toilet or
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something."
"No, Calvin, " she answered with equal heat, "I did not flush myself down the toilet as you can see."
Then he stepped back a little to admire the rearrangeme nt of her
hairstyle. "My, my, what have we done to ourselves?"
"Awww, c'mon now, Calvin Harris! You act like you ain't never
seen a woman before."
"Not one as beautiful and strong as you are baby." He clapped
his strong right arm around her waist as they stepped down on the
last bank of stairs to the streets, church bound. Mrs. Harris
stumbled, her eyes blurred by his words.
The church thing had come by way of a pamphlet given them by a
couple of iron-rimmed spectacled faces with shaggy beards. "Come!"
the circular said. "Give praise to the Great Whatever, share fellowship and other goodies. Refreshmen ts served after services. THE
PEOPLES' UNITARIAN FELLOWSH IP GROUP ""Refreshm ents
served ... " was the lure that drew Calvin and Lois.
Calvin joked as they walked the twelve blocks to the meeting
held near the university. "A Peoples' Unitarian church meeting.
Probably be a bunch of bullet-head intellectuals like them two shaggy
rugs that gave us that flyer. " They cautiously walked into the meeting. The group of assorted males and females marked their entrance
with friendly eyes and smiles. The Harris' made their way through
a tangle of lotused legs and sat on the tip edge of a loveseat. Lois
carefully checked out the smorgasbor d in one corner of the room and
mentally calculated how much she could stash in her wool diddybag.
"How fortunate we are today--those of us gathered here--to be
clothed and not in rags, to have full stomachs and not be hungry, to
have a place to lay our heads at night. " Lois and Calvin exchanged
identical, ironic looks ... what the hell was the woman talking about???
Not being hip to the order of the service, they had no way of
knowing that the speaker, a flush-faced Jewish woman of twenty years
of abandoned Judaism, was preaching not that she would in turn be
followed by a slow-talking , Middle-west ern corn farmer, a disoriented Hindu from Pasedena, a recently converted Black couple of
Baptist origin, a fallen Japanese Buddhist and three uncertain church
members who said things that sounded vaguely as though they were
advocating free love and drugs for all.
At the conclusion of the testimonials , the first speaker invited
the most recent guests to make a statement and share their feelings
with the group. Lois Harris had to tug at the hem of her husband's
coat after he had orated for half an hour to bring him back to reality.
"Uhhh, thank you, " he said to the applause and sat down, trying hard
to remember what he had said.
After five minutes of silent fellowship everyone unlotused and
gathered around the smorgasbor d to eat and talk to Calvin about
o
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spirit-Gal matters. Feeling like a celebrity, he answered most of the
questions as glibly as they were put to him, puzzling momentarily over
such theological crock crackers as, "Has it been difficult to reaffirm
your theological concepts during the crisis period that you spoke of?"
"Uhhhh, yes, somewhat, " he managed to mumble as his woman
shoved cocktail crackers loaded with Spam into his open mouth.
Easing away two hours later, mumbling sincere promises to
return the following Sunday, bellies and diddybag full, they strolled to
the end of the block before exploding with pent-up laughter.
"Lawd have mercy on my soul! I never believe nobody paying
any mind to the Lawd' s business could go about it like that, " Lois
cried.
"They wasn't paying any mind to the Lawd' s business, sweetheart; that whole thang was just a cover-up for one of them group
therapy psychology thangs. "
"Huh?" Lois looked at her husband, her head cocked.
"Yeahh, that's all it was, " Calvin spoke slowly, piecing the
whole afternoon together. "A bunch of confused people trying to pretend that they don't believe in God by calling him the Great Whatever !
Now you know it ain't nothing but confusion that would make people go
around calling God the Great Whatever ! That's why that damn near
everyone of them started making excuses about how much they had,
once we waded through all that spiritual bullshit. You remember
that Black dude? The one who got up and talked about how much his
two cars cost and how much it cost to send his two kids to school and
whatnot and how bad he felt about the people starving in India and
Africa? He didn't say a damned thing about giving none of his stuff up
to save somebody! Nossireee ! He just wanted everybody, meaning
the rich white folks, to know that he could afford to be sitting around
with his heels all stuck up in his lap just like them. "
Lois Harris nodded in agreement and added, "Uh-huh, what you
say is true, but I didn't pay that much mind as the fact that they didn't
have any music, not a speck!"
Calvin nodded vigourously.
"Calvin, you better behave yourself, " she whispered into his ear
as he gently and persistently nuzzled her neck.
"But, I am behaving, sweetheart. " Giving the park section by
the lake a sweeping glance, Calvin said, "Ain't nobody out here but
us. ti
She seconded his glance with a more complete look and settled
back satisfied. It was like they were the only two people left in the
world, in the middle of this gigantic, dark green field; the sound of

the lake lapping at the rocks ringing the lake a hundred yards away.
Lois felt tears on her cheek and she was momentarily stunned.
"It's gonna be alright, honey. You'll see, it's gonna be
alright," she stroked the sides of her man' s face and kissed his mouth

as she spoke.
"We ain't even gotta place to live, a bed to sleep in ... "
"We had a place and a bed down home when we first got married,
remember ? But how many times did we go out by the levee at
night?" Her voice was seductive. She felt his cheeks tighten with a
smile as she calmed and soothed him.
"A whole lotta times, whole lotta times, " he whispered and
dried the back of his hand.
On the train Calvin automatically closed his eyes to nap and be
alert for the late watch. Lois slouched in her window seat to peer up
at the twinkling stars and a full moon and quietly slid away to a soft
sleep filled with pleasant dreams.
Postscript: The story of the Harrises is fiction, but based upon an
actual couple who led a similar life. In the summer of 1973, the
Harrises slept the night in Jackson Park on Chicago's Southside.
Early in the morning, Mr. Harris went to find something for them to
eat. When he returned at about 7 a. m., he found Mrs. Harris
stabbed to death.
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MR. JONES
Elizabeth Sommers
Dear Mr. Jones:
We are an Ad Hoc committee consisting of your pillow cases, bed
sheets and mattress. From the onset we must admit that we asked,
even begged, for Blue Blanket to join our cause. It hurts our plea,
certainly, to admit that he mocked our repeated requests with gales of
laughter. While this cannot be remedied, please remember this: Blue
Blanket is on top. We are on the bottom.
It is a pleasure to remind you, Sir, of our long, pristine, and
uneventful life with you. Your insomnia never bothered us. Every few
weeks you tossed us into the washer and dryer , allowing us to luxuriate
in what we now must be forced to admit was a fantasy of cleanliness
and spiritual purity. The few hours you did sleep were not troublesome
to us. You merely slept, mouth firmly closed; the several dreamy
comments you indulged in quite interested us. Though you were no
stranger to nocturnal emmissions, Mr. Jones, or even conscious prenocturnal emmissions , Mr. Jones, (as it were), you did indulge us in
this habit. You were clean, neat and careful. Our dignity was never
wounded.
While on occasion you were joined in your insomnia by this or
that young vixen (and we are not women-haters, Mr. Jones, although
our preferences are different from your own), by and large the temporary nature of these liasons rendered indulgence simple. Now,
however--and this is delicate, even sticky--we must draw the line.
Your unprecedented zeal shows no sign abating. Nor does her's, whom
for our modest purposes we shall appellate X.
Mr. Jones, we beg you.

X and you talk incessantly through the

night. She squirms and exclaims. You answer back in baby talk. She
reciprocates in kind. The two of you sleep together in obscene, convuluted positions. Then, and we know of no euphemistic way to put it,
you osculate in your sleep. Spittle occurs. You ignore our revulsion.
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Then you wake, en masse as it were. The nightly horrors are
small annoya nces contras ted to these mornin g excesse s. Need we harp
on the situatio n? Screech ing giggles , high-pi tched indicati ons of
pleasur e, and then, Sir, wetnes s. Lots of it. Everyw here. Often.
Nor does it seem to concern you. Indeed, you crow about, enormo usly
pleased with yoursel f, dreamy , enraptu red.
Can this be what you want, Sir ? Must we write to your Mother ,
or to the Preside nt of your Corpor ation? Blackm ail is not our purpos e,
Mr. Jones. Our former amiable relation ship prohibi ts such outrage .
But, Sir. At least tend to our hygieni c impera tives. Better yet. go to
a fourth rate m otel for the duratio n of this insanity . We will wait it
through , Sir, and you are in our prayer s.
In the interes t of total honesty , which seems to be a current
obsessi on of yours, Blue Blanke t insists that we mention how he is
enjoyin g every momen t of your hysteri a. But we repeat: Blue Blanket
is on top. WE ARE ON THE BOTTO M.
Sincere ly your ,
Monsie urs Mattre ss , Pillow
Cases and Sheets
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MOUTH
Elizabeth Sommers

Dear PJ,
If my mother taught me one thing, it's that I shouldn't ever let my
teeth go. She said it once a week for six years on the way to the ortho-

dontist. "You'll be alive for a long time," she said, "and you'll need
your teeth. Straight, white cavity-free teeth are my gift to you, and
see that you take care of them." Of course I listen to mother for my
own reasons. I don't think I'm ever going to trade in my life for a Lake
Shore Drive penthouse--this has been getting more and more clear-but still I've got this refrain echoing through my mind. Yes mother,
even though I ignored your advice about third world men, drugs, and
about social work being a nice career for girls, I always take care of
my teeth.
If fact I'm vain about my teeth. They're nice teeth, good color,
straight as arrows to boot. If I were a horse I'd be all set. "Now that
you've got such nice teeth you should smile more, " she said when they
yanked my braces off. Well, she can't have everything. I prefer, as
you know, a sober, intelligent visage, full of mystery, but I always
know if I wanted to smile oh could I ever. It's a comfort.
So last month I trudged out to Deerfield to Dr. Roberts when I got
my six month check-up card in the mail. At that time I had ten dollars
to my name, no job and no prospects, but I went anyway. Breeding
always shows, doesn't it? Dr. Roberts has really jazzed up his office
since my last visit. He's got Impressionistic prints framed in gold gilt
all over and a new sign that says "We cater to cowards," that looks
like someone made it with a Christmas wood-burning set. I didn't even
have to wait. I went right in, climbed right into his black leather
executioner's chair, and the dental hygienist bustled up and said,
"Rinse." Why won't she ever slip and say, "Spit," PJ? I liked the old
dental hygienist better. She was named Rosa and she got senile and
went off to California at sixty years of age. This new one is polite but
distant, with a very professional attitude, and you never met a worse
bore.
So I rinsed. She put those cardboard X-rays in my mouth and
took her pictures as evidence. I wasn't afraid. Dentalphobia is
engrained in me. I brush four times a day and never eat candy. Remember that camping trip we took when I forgot my toothbrush and I
wanted to drive three hundred miles home but you let me use yours and
I wore out the bristles? I was really moved when you said you didn't
let iust anyone use your toothbrush. It made me nervous when you
cocked your head a moment and thought about it. What were you considering--my god, I couldn't figure it out. Thank you, though. Thank
you from the bottom of my heart.
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Anyway I was cross-legged in the chair feeling cocky as anything,
waiting while she developed my pictures. I made a note in my mind
that I'd been there for half an hour already and Dr. Roberts hadn't said
so much as how do you do. He's getting too big for his britches, I
thought, what with all these new Monets and Manets. Then he rushed
in nice as you please, with a bigger pot belly than ever and the same
old halitosis. "How's your mother and father and little Maggie and
Allen Stein and Patti Jameson and Myrtle Wolfson?" he asked. Dr.
Roberts knows everyone. In Deerfield all roads lead to Dr. Roberts.
"They're all more or less fine, " I said. "They all need checkups , " he said. Then the dental hygienist walked in again. I didn't have
a single cavity! A clean bill! We were all excited because I haven't
had any for six years. "It's my flouride treatments, " Dr. Roberts
said. "It's my health food, " I said. "It's because she already has a
filled cavity in every tooth and there's no room for anymore, " the
dental hygienist said. Isn't she the Miss Priss?
I tell you I was proud. She cleaned and picked at my teeth for a
while. Dr. Roberts vanished again, discreetly. She sank my jaws
into the flouride goo and I watched a movie on proper brushing techni ques that lasted exactly the amount of time the flouride stays in your
mouth. Can you beat that? She had that little hose in my mouth
sucking up rinse, which wasn't pleasant, but hell, it beats the drill.
Dr. Roberts stuck his nose in to say good-bye. "Remember to
tell them they all need check-ups, " he said. "Dr. Roberts, " I said,
"if I don't have my wisdom teeth yet I'm never going to get them, am
I?" PJ, I had to know. They're dropping like flies all around me. He
hesitated one moment and then he said, "Well, we'll just take a head
X-ray."
They fit my head in a big metal machine, clicked four pictures
and I was sprung. I made my way over to Jewett Park and met Allen
Stein for a softball game. I told him he needed a check-up and he
looked at me with new respect. Allen always did think I was omniscient and that clinched it. He's so easy.
The next day I was still asleep when the phone rang at 12:00.
Imagine my shock and horror when I heard Dr. Roberts on the other
side, his matter of fact voice saying, "You've got three impacted
wisdom teeth. What are you going to do about it?"
I was still groggy and I couldn't believe my ears. Please, not
me. Please, there's been a mistake. I was on the verge of tears , but
I managed to croak out the obvious question: "Dr. Roberts, what do
you mean, what am I going to do about it? You're the dentist."
"I don't do teeth that bad, " he told me. "I'll have to refer you to
an oral surgeon. Dr. Matthews practices in Northbrook. 945-6299. "
PJ, I am a proud woman. You know I have control of myself.
But that morning I screamed and moaned and thrashed in bed for an
hour. Then, because I was brought up by mother , because I have
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dentalphobia, because I knew I had no out, I got on the phone to Dr.
Matthews' office.
I hope I'm not boring you. I kid you not, this is the biggest thing
to happen to me since I discovered the Grateful Dead. I know other
people's kids and other people's teeth are a big joke, but my teeth are
different. PJ--PJ, tell me you're interested in my teeth.
It turned out that each tooth was going to cost me one hundred
dollars. One hundred dollars can buy alot of marijuana. God, I was
hysterical. If I wanted to go in the hospital that would be fine too, the
nurse said. Well, I don't have any dental insurance. In fact I don't
have any insurance, I hate those guys, they breed like maggots on
people's tragedies. I wasn't about to go in any hospital. We talked
over the details and finally I asked how much it hurt. I think she heard
my voice shaking. She probably knew I'd been crying all morning, and
she was laughing when she said, "Young lady, this is not a pleasant
experience, but we've never lost a patient."
HAHAHA. I'm sick of everyone's stupid jokes. I didn't get out
of bed that day, PJ. I lay twitching and thrashing all day long. Then
towards evening I called mother and I was crying on the phone, PJ. If
you weren't such a good friend I'd never admit it. I'm a grown woman
and I called, blubbering all over the place. And you know what? She
laughed at me when I asked if daddy would pay for it. "My little socialist wants her nasty capitalist daddy to pay for oral surgery, eh?" she
said. I could hear daddy laughing in the background. Oh God, P J, the
humiliation I suffer. She said she'd talk to him about it, later.
"Mom, " I said, "does it hurt as much as having a baby?"
I was serious, too--I've never been so scared in my life. But it
got her mad. "How could you even compare the two, " she asked. "It's
not right. It's disgusting. " Then, PJ, she laughed at me again and she
never even answered the question.
The oral surgeon had an original Hoffer on the wall, PJ. Do you
have any idea how much that costs? I got to know that office very well- soft, modulated classical music, plush shag carpeting, comfy leather
couches. Sara begrudgingly volunteered to take me out there, but she
wouldn't hold my hand and I dug my nails into his leather couch. I hope
he has to have it reupholstered. I lifted three New Yorkers from his
office too, so I figure the total bill was only $297. It's the little things,
P J. We've got to get them on the little things .
I know life is full of suffering. I know people survive war,
famines, droughts and plagues. I admit I'm a grown-up suburban brat,
hopelessly spoiled, but PJ, I'd never been so scared in my life. They
made a mistake when they led me into the office. The last patient was
still in the chair. She wasn't conscious yet--they give you sodium
penothol. The truth serum, of all things. Her mouth was still
trickling blood and her jaw was already swollen. She was heaving big
gulping sobs. The nurses took her by the arms and she staggered on
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cement legs into the recovery room, taking big lurching steps like a
drunk. My nurse reeled me around back into the waiting room, but it
was too late. My God, I thought, that's me in an hour. Sara was
sitting there cool as a cucumbe r, sunk into her boredom , and she gave
me an enigmati c little smile. It wasn't enough, Sara. You could have
managed more.
She led me back again. My heart was hammer ing like you
wouldn't believe. This office they plopped me in wasn't like Dr.
Roberts. There weren't any tools of the trade out. Everythi ng was
hidden in panelled cabinets . I didn't see a drill or a butcher knife anywhere. It scared me more than ever, PJ. And there on the wall, on a
lit board, hung my X-rays- -three times larger than life. I could see
the three impacted teeth, pointed like torpedoe s at my other teeth,
intent on ruining that thousand dollar smile. Oh PJ, there's times when
I doubt everythi ng about the way I am, the way I try to live--the purpose
of life itself becomes obscured , PJ. God I wish you'd been there.
Dr. Matthew s sidled in wearing a Gucci tie, Gucci shoes and a
Pucci belt. At least I wasn't crying, but I was shaking like a little old
dog. He took my blood pressure and told me I had blood pressure to be
proud of. He pointed to my X-rays and said I'd had enormou sly success ful orthodon tics he was there to protect. He gave me a long somber
gaze and asked me just how I was planning to pay for this operatio n.
Swiss Francs, I wanted to say, but dear God I was afraid to
alienate him. I'll pay you today, I said. So what if I had to drop out of
school and go live in the gutter. You take life as you find it.
"That's a good girl," he said. I must have been desperat e,
because those words flooded me with gratitude . I'm a good girl, PJ,
a real good girl, my oral surgeon said so. He reached in a panelled
drawer and got his needle, his eight inch long needle, and that's when I
started crying again. "There, there, " Dr. Matthew s smiled, "I think
it's best if we put you under, don't you?"
"Please, " I managed , and he shot his sodium penothol into the
crook of my arm. My little carcass shook and rattled. I looked him in
the eye, one last implorin g glance, and PJ, praise the Lord, that's the
last filthy detail I rememb er.
I woke up an hour later, with a swollen tongue caked with blood,
and the Doctor looked in the recovery room. They had me lying on a
little white bed. "Doc, did you do it?" I tried to ask but the words
wouldn't form. I was only a mouth now, a bloody, gummy mess of
stitches with a dull pounding pain everywh ere. I looked down to make
sure he hadn't amputate d a limb or two. Dr. Matthew s gave me a
sympath etic pat on the head. "I only took two out, " he said, "they were
so bad, I had to take out gum and bone to get at the roots."
HE ONLY TOOK TWO OUT, P J. Luckily I was too groggy to
compreh end what he was saying. When I could stand they brought Sara
in to take me home. They gave me cotton balls to soak up the blood.
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They gave me prescriptions for codeine and penicillin. You understand
I was still far away--it was Mouth these things were happening to, poor
throbbing Mouth being punished for saying all sorts of mean things in
her life. I was still in that glorious sodium penathol haze. Mouth was
the only reality.
They gave Mouth a piece of literature to read and absorb: "What
to expect after removal of an impacted tooth. " I walked Mouth on out,
rather efficiently, I thought, and you know what? They have a separate
door for victims to leave by so the people in the waiting room don't
panic.
For two weeks I was Mouth. Two weeks of jello and yogurt, an
all-accepting codeine haze, ice packs, hot water bottles and silence. I
just couldn't talk and all my friends came by and it thrilled them. I
never realized before that they, too, might have something to say. In
every cloud, eh PJ? I was ugly as sin, my left cheek bulging and
bruised black and blue, drooling saliva and blood. Allen asked if I'd
taken to kissing Mack trucks. Bertie asked if they'd used an exacto
knife. I didn't dare laugh. Laughing made the stitches creak.
I felt like my mouth was public property now, a vast, mysterious,
even mystic network of canals, gums, rivers and valleys. I used to put
cheeses and kisses inside and never think twice about it. Now it'll
never be the same. The second visit was just like the first. I became
Mouth, and Mouth was supreme. I tell you, I'll always feel differently
about Mouth. I've got more respect. I know Mouth's power, and
Mouth's fury. I've seen it all, PJ, and once again I've survived.
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BABY'S BANK
Elizabeth Sommers

Nathan looked up past yards and yards of stern black cloth into
his grandfather's sober, tired face and down the yards of man his gaze
wandered again to a brightly ribboned box the stiff old hands were off ering him. Nathan accepted the box and sat on the floor to unravel the
wrapping, meek and tongue-tied because the old man never gave him a
gift before, or even talked about anything at all . The big length of the
old man folded itself in half, and half again, as he sat close to the child
watching.
The ribbon snapped in half, the red shiny paper tore. Nathan
lifted an enormous piggy bank from its nest. He stared amazed at the
pig's bulging cheeks, its spiralling tail and enigmatic, cold black eyes.
In the middle of its vast pink back he saw a slit sawed into the pig, and
a red bow hung from the squat, thick neck.
''Baby's Bank," grandfather boomed, and he fingered the glittering blue letters with his gnarled index finger. "I'm not a baby," Nathan
whispered. Suddenly he wished he had kindergarten today, or Paul
would come to play. Where was mommy? What good was this awful
pig?
"Son," grandfather said, and he folded even closer to the little
boy until Nathan could smell a medicine smell. "Young man, this is a
bank and I am a banker. I have worked for thirty years in a bank and
still the ways of money are a marvelous mystery. Its complexities, its
ramifications, its pervasive influences ... "
While grandfather talked, Nathan stared amazed at the im placable pig. Somewhere there was another pig, only hundreds of times
- - - Millions of times- -bigger and grandfather lived inside. He squeezed
into the slit of the back and it was all very important. Nathan hated
Grandfather. Maybe he would leave soon.
Grandfather reached into his pocket and pulled out a pocketful of
change. "So, young man, to sum it all up, this is not to be considered
a toy, it's hardly a toy, but an opportunity to explore this vast and ... "
"It wasn't even a toy," Nathan thought. He took grandfather's
change and dropped it down the slit into the pig. How could he get it out
again, he wondered, all that money inside the pig. He could smash the
pig. He heard a step on the landing, a key turning in the lock, he forgot
the pig and ran to his mother's arms. She picked him up laughing; he
nuzzled his chin into her hair that smelled like flowers. "Mommy
mommy mommy," he giggled in his delight. She tickled his nose with a
stalk of hair, she counted his toes and said one was missing. When she
set him down she smiled at grandfather still sitting at the pig's side.
"My," she cooed amazed, "what a nice surprise for Nathan."
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"I was just telling the boy, " grandfather explained, "that he has
to begin learning about money. He isn't too young to learn. You're
never too young to ... "
"Oh daddy," mommy sighed, "let him play with it. High finance
is still a bit out of his realm, precocious or not, and he hasn't any
interest in rates of exchange, I'm sure of it, isn't that so darling?"
"I hate that pig, n Nathan told his mommy giggling but everything
got very quiet and mommy wouldn't pick him up. "Daddy, I'm so sorry,
he's just a child ... " Nathan felt his face wrinkling into sobs, he
couldn't help it, he sat down and cried and screamed to see his mother'E
face hardening, her back to him, her white arms with the gold bracelet
around grandfather, fat old ugly old grandfather who lived in a pink pig
all day ... " and I hate grandfather too," he screamed. Nathan shrieked
and held his burning cheek where mama slapped him, he covered his
face and wailed but nobody cared, his mama hugged grandfather huddled
all wrinkled and gray in the corner and she said "there, there darling,
it's all right," because grandfather was crying too, even as old and ugly
as he was.
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LET'S SPOIL BILLBOARDS
A HOW-TO-USE-T HEM-BETTER PROPOSAL
Cary Odes
In the town where I live, there is a wooden church almost a century
old, with one large steeple housing the bells that chime every Sunday.
Always wearing a fresh coat of white paint, the church and the small
plot of green grass on which it stands are flawlessly maintained. There
is only one thing that blemishes the beautiful scene, yet it destroys the
setting so completely that it practically becomes a joke. No matter
from what angle the church is viewed, a large blue and white revolving
Mobil sign seems to be right in front of it, as if it were advertising the
church and not the gas station next door.
Driving into the city of Chicago by any of three expressways, the
commuter is confronted by a giant set of neon lips proclaiming
"Magikist" as if it was the Lord's writing on Mt. Sinai. Below this
puckered proclamation is a constantly changing epilogue, keeping all of
literate Chicagoland posted on the cost of carpet cleaning for three
rooms, the price of "Sparkle, " and the correct time and temperature.
Our cities are full of signs that smoke cigarettes, change pictures, and
run around corners. They beg us to buy, travel, rent, save, and drink
alcoholic beverages. Advertisements even tell us to watch TV shows
designed to get us to watch more advertisements. Out in the open
countryside, signs let us know how far it is to the nearest Stuckey' s,
Holiday Inn, or McDonald's. It is never far enough.
The success of signs depends largely upon the ability of the human
mind to do more than one thing at a time. Although a person may be
driving, talking, or listening to the radio, advertisers know that a great
percentage of the conscious and unconscious mind is free to receive
messages on how to spend money. Another criterion for a sign's
success is its ability to attract attention. This can be done, among
other ways, by making it fifty feet long, red, and flashing. And so the
world becomes a giant television screen of commercials, without the
blessing of an off button.
Not only are the location and function of road signs obtrusive, but
the messages they contain are characteristical ly insulting. Rarely
missing from a billboard scene is a woman, in various stages of
undress, findin g sexual satisfaction with a muffler, bottle of scotch, or
cigarette. The woman and the product form a unit, you get one when
you get the other. Somehow, though, the thought of going out with a
25-foot, two dimensional beachcomber from an Air Jamaica billboard
seems less than appealing.
Another common denominator of the roadsign world is the smile,
the promise of happiness through consumerism. Buy and you shall know
the holy bliss of this grin. Indeed the people look as if the y had found
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God, and all it took was the right beer. It is this look of unreachable
glee that lures us on the marvels of new car payments and color
television sets.
But don't get me wrong, I'm not some kind of purist nut who wants
to abolish all signs. Even though I know they bombard us everywhere,
desecrating architectural landmarks and cluttering even the best planned
boulevards, I would not tear them down. Even though it would be so
relaxing without neon lightning bolts flashing for our attention, I would
still leave them standing. I have a different plan.
First I will buy the Magikist sign on the Eisenhower Expressway,
and convince two friends of mine to do likewise with the Kennedy and
Dan Ryan signs. Then the three of us will begin to flash outlandish
remarks on the lighted grid, such as:
"Margaret, I've always loved you, " or,
"Carpets mowed and fertilized, 3 rooms, $25."
Along with this will be the incorrect time and temperature; 72
degrees centigrade in summer, and O degrees Kelvin in winter. With
luck, after a month, someone will have noticed the change.
Next on my list is to change the airline billboards near O'Hare
Airport into advertisements for wagon trains west. This would serve
as a hint to those who settled in Chicago only because they gave up half
way to the Pacific. A small percentage of the signs around town would
be reserved for nothing less than my own portrait, my name clearly
printed underneath but without the pushy sell- lines "Elect, " "Buy, " or
"Watch."
Soon I should be enough of a public figure to write a book about
myself. With the money from royalties and ensuing TV appearances, I
will be ready for operation on a grander scale. I will buy every
roadsign along the 3, 000-mile length of Route 80. Each sign will be
painted with consecutive frames from a first-run movie going one way,
and its sequel going the other. By driving at 55 miles per hour,
everyone can watch a movie as they cross the country. New York will
serve as popcorn stands. The effects would be astounding. People
would drive more, in spite of the rising gasoline costs, since they
could save on rising movie costs. Not only would people drive more
often, but they would drive farther, sometimes even farther than they
had intended. Who could turn off at Indianapolis when the claimax was
building for Cleveland? Mystery movies would force people to drive
clear to the ocean to find out who the murderer really was.
What is the purpose of this madness, you may ask.
"Jobs for sign painters!" I will reply. The real madness was
allowing the things to go up in the first place.

What is on the signs is

only secondary.
While the crews are out painting over all the advertisements, they
might as well change some direction-signs as well. Nine miles out of
Portland would be an interesting place for a sign that reads:
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"Miami, 5 miles. "
Actually, I propose something a little more organized than that.
Why not change all the signs so that no matter where in the country a
person leaves from, and no matter where they want to go, the signs
will direct them to one particular location. Imagine the fun of having
every driver in the country winding up in Detroit. The confusion would
be marvelous. Millions of automobiles would clog the entrances to the
city, all the drivers expecting to be in different places. Some cars
would have skiis on the roof, others would have surfboards, and there
they'd be, in Detroit.
Once they are in the city, one-way stre~t signs will lure drivers
down a labyrinth. No matter where they try to go, once they are caught
in the maze it will guide them, draw them along its one-way net to a
large park. Cars will gather there, arriving on one-way streets, all
of which lead to the park, but none which lead back out.
The possibilities at this point are endless. If I wanted money, I
could open one street as an exit and charge a nickel toll. If I wanted to
end pollution, I could trap all the cars until they ran out of gas. I
could open up a hot dog stand, or sell soft drinks. The power of a
nation would be in my hands, and I could probably find a good deal on a
used Volvo.
Perhaps I am mad after all, but who can say for sure. Wouldn't
it be grand! It would add flair and humor to a country which either
ignores its problems or takes them too seriously. It would add spark
to the lives of every traveler.
"Dear, guess what I saw on the way to work today, 'Gone With
the Wind. '''
People would finally get out from in front of their TV sets and
back out into the streets. Americans would be inspired to see America.
Best of all, everyone would get a chance to visit Detroit.
Does this sound a bit far-fetched? I've got more down-to-earth
ideas, too. Why not teach kids to read with billboards. All along
school-bus routes, there could be signs with simple sentences,
mathematic equations, and historical dates. If we're going to exploit
our environment, we might as well make it worthwhile.
After all, advertisers will find another way to sell their products,
maybe through sky writing or painting the pavement. Heaven knows
we'll learn to live with it just like we live with things today.
Perhaps, too, I'm being old-fashioned. Signs may be destined for
obsolescence, along with cars and roads. People will watch ads on
portable write TV's and travel in personal-sized jets. No one will
watch my movies on route 80 or end up in Detroit. But some day you
may be able to see the fruits of my labor on a night with a full moon.
Somewhere, just above the Great Crater will be a sign reading:
"Chicago, 5 miles. "
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THE DREAM STEALER
Jake Aronov
The Dream Stealer is a huge man, built like a bear, but totally
invisible. He is ancient, as ancient as the hills from which he comes;
he has been stealing the dreams of little children since time eternal,
for he hates children. He walks very slowly and quietly, especially
when he is out on a caper. His effects on people are subtle, almost
unnoticeable: Every night at midnight, he leaves his cave in an old
hillside, and goes down to the town in the valley. It is a fairly small
town, but borders on a larger city. He goes to the first house he comes
to in the town, and walks through the walls to enter. Nobody ever hears
him coming. He searches the house for the children's rooms, then
enters, very quietly, on tiptoe. He puts his hand over their forehead,
then over their eyes, in order to feel for rapid-eye movements, and
thus, determine whether or not they are dreaming. If they are, he
unzips their heads, reaches his hand in, and pulls out their dreams.
His first victim is a little girl named Debbie, who is five years
old. She is living a life of great luxury in a huge mansion with wellmanicured gardens, two Cadillacs, and a swimming pool in her
backyard. Her father is an air line executive, so she gets to travel
quite frequently. One midnight Dream Stealer enters her house, and
looks up and down the second floor for an unsuspecting victim. When
he sees Debbie sleeping, he enters her room on tiptoe, and feeling
that she is having a dream, unzips her head, reaches in, and pulls out
the dream. He holds it in his hands, and it flashes on his palms and
fingers like a movie on a screen.
Debbie is dreaming about going to her uncle's farm in the country.
The land is beautiful, and very serene, with rolling hills and nearby
forests. Debbie's uncle helps her up on her pony, and she rides off
towards the hills, and listens to the birds singing in the trees, and
sees the green leaves blooming and loves it.
And the Dream Stealer sees the dream, and he likes it, too, for
it reminds him of the quietness of the night which he loves so much.
So he folds up the dream like a road-map and puts it in the pouch which
he carries over his right shoulder. And the next morning, Debbie wakes
up and feels that she is missing something, but cannot remember what.
She no longer has any desire to go out to the country.
Next, the Dream Stealer goes to the house of a famous military
man. It is a large, elegant house, with a large, well-kept lawn, several
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trees, a flower garden with a fountain around back; the owner has a full time gardener to keep up the grounds. The Dream Stealer enters the
house, and looks through all of the bedrooms on the second floor, until
he comes to the room of a little boy, Johnny.
He puts his hand over Johnny's forehead, then over his eyes, and
finds that ,Johnny is in the middle of a dream. So he unzips Johnny's
head, reaches in, and pulls out the dream. Johnny is dreaming about
becoming an astronaut and flying to the moon. He goes into his dressing
room and puts on his space suit, helmet, oxygen tank, and other gear.
Feeling like he is carrying a ton of bricks on his back, he walks out of
his dressing room and goes to meet his fellow astronauts (there are a
total of four astronauts on this flight). Johnny is a big man now, big in
many ways: He is tall and handsome, and is greatly admired for his
athletic abilities and prowess. A crowd of people gather around the
four astronauts as they prepare to enter the space ship.
The countdown begins: "Ten! ... Nine! ... Eight! ... Seven! ...
Six! ... Five! ... Four! ... Three! ... Two! ... One! ... Zero! ... Lift-off!"
And the rocket's engines roar as the huge spaceship lifts off the ground
and heads for the clouds. Johnny waves good-bye as he looks out the
window and sees thousands of people clapping and cheering as they wave
their colorful flags. And just a few dream-mom ents later, the
spaceship lands on the moon with a big "Thud!" The four astronauts
toss coins to decide who will have the honor to be the first man to walk
on the moon. Johnny wins. He puts his helmet back on his head, making
sure that his oxygen tanks fits securely; then he thrusts open the
compression chamber and climbs out of the spaceship. The surface of
the moon is just as he expected it to be: dark, rocky, hilly, and full of
craters. He moves around slowly, looking for good rock samples to
take back to Earth with him. After a while, he begins to feel hungry;
he looks around for green cheese, but can't find any.
The Dream Stealer sees all this, and he likes it very much, for he
loves men who do heroic deeds to honor their country. So he folds up
the dream like a road-map and puts it in his pouch with the other dreams.
And the next morning, Johnny feels as if he is missing something, but
doesn't know what, and he no longer has any desire to become an
astronaut and go to the moon.
Next, the Dream Stealer goes to the house of a part-owner and
executive of the electric utility monopoly. The house is enormous: it
contains twenty-five rooms, and is decorated elegantly with crystal
chandeliers and marble bathtubs. The Dream Stealer enters the house,
and looks through all the bedrooms until he comes to the room of the
little boy of the family, whose name is Jeff. (Jeff is so sound asleep
that an air raid w~:mldn 't wake him up.)
The Dream Stealer enters the room very slowly and quietly. He
feels his eyes and forehead, and then unzips his head, and reaches in to
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take out the dream. Jeff is dreaming about becoming an executive of
his father's company. He is sitting in back of his huge walnut desk,
and is going over the company's latest financial statements with two
other executives. A large graph hangs on the wall in back of the desk,
showing that the company's profits have been soaring for the last two
years. Suddenly, the room is flooded with gallons of green water, and
the young executives find themselves swimming in a sea of money.
The Dream Stealer looks at this dream, and smiles; he loves it,
for he loves money. So he folds up the dream and puts it in the pouch
with the other dreams. The next morning, Jeff wakes up knowing that
something is missing, but does not know what. He no longer has any
desire to work for his father's company.
After visiting Jeff's house, the Dream Stealer is finished with his
nightly caper. He walks back towards the cave, slowly, for his pouch
is now heavy with dreams. He walks out of the town, down an old
country road, through the old prairie, through an ancient forest with
bayobab trees, and finally comes to the hill country. The air is still
and quiet this night, and the moon is pale. Presently, the eerie cry
of a coyote momentarily breaks the silence. The Dream Stealer
approaches his hill and enters his cave. He takes his big pouch off of
his shoulder, and empties it of its contents. Then he takes the dreams
and locks them up in his vault for safe-keeping, so that the children
won't ever be able to come and take their dreams back.
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NEE AND THE HOODLUMS
Rod McKinney
You sit high on the brown leather cushion of the barber chair. The
stench of burning hair and hot grease pervades in the narrow room.
Along one wall is a row of wooden chairs. In the center of the room
there are six barber chairs flanked by wash basins and glass front barber
cabinets. Sunlight streams through the store front window. Inside the
bright beams of light, dust and hair and cigarette smoke float about in a
never-ending swirl. The sound of a muted trumpet blowing cool jazz
fills the room. In the chair next to you 'Vince the pimp' is getting a
conk. Right now his hair is caked with a thick white paste. You look
past him at his shiny white Cadillac glistening in the sunlight. After
staring at the Caddy for a while you look back into the long cluttered
mirror that covers the opposite wall. Pinup girls stare back at you
with big brown eyes and large breasts. Your eyes scan back and forth
from one set of tits to the other, and finally back to your face stuck
between the tattered photos that grace John's barber shop. You look
below the mirror at Dyson and Reese seeing only the tops of their
heads. Both of them bend over leafing through girlie magazines poking
each other when a real prize is found. Long ago you figured out that
one of the reasons John got to cut most of the heads in the neighborhood
was because he has the most extensive collection of girlie magazines on
the west side of Chicago. At the height of two feet the barber shop is
mirrored wall to wall with the exception of the front window. Pictures
of naked women are everywhere. Whenever John gets a new magazine
he looks through it, picks out the finest photograph and tapes it to one
of the mirrors. So whenever you looked into the mirror, no matter
which mirror, all you can see is smiling faces and brown tits. Now as
you sit in the tall chair and look into the wide mirror across the room
the reflection of the nudes behind you plus the ones in front go on and
on. There are magazine stands all over the dingy little room and on
each one you can find stacks of girlie magazines. If you are ever
caught trying to take one John vows he will never cut or process your
hair again.
Finally you look past the pinups and take a long look at the tight
curls on your head and realize that you are about to give up the cover
of your scalp. You want to get up and leave but it's too late. John
leaves Vince and drops the striped sheet over your body leaving your
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head exposed. He is very tall and lanky and before he cuts your hair
he leans over your shoulder smiling. His voice is a deep baritone.
"Say man you sure you want me to cut all your hair off?"
Before you can answer Dyson pries his eyes from a magazine
just long enough to look up and say, ''Niggah crazy, John. I keep
tellin' him that every bitch in the 'hood' gone laugh till she cry when
he doff his brim. "
Before Dyson can finish the sentence his eyes plunge back into
the magazine. Your eyes meet John's and you nod approval.
The haircut doesn't take long. Five minutes later all of your
hair is gone. John rubs alcohol over your scalp. It stings at first
but then his long fingers feel good on your bare head. It's as if every
nerve ending in your skull is being massaged. Your head is clean and
smooth but you feel naked and exposed. You want him to get it over
with so you can put your hat on and get out. Dyson puts his magazine
on the closest magazine rack while Reese tucks his away in his shirt.
John pulls the sheet off and shakes it to the side of the chair. You get
up and walk over to the mirror to take a closer look. Your light
skinned scalp shines back at you. John says: "Dig it Nee, you one of
the few dudes I know who can look good with a bald head. It's cause
you got a nice shaped head and you light skinned, you know."
Now you're mad: "What the fuck has that got to do with it!"
Suddenly the room falls silent, you don't have to look at Dyson
and Reese to know their eyes are on you waiting for the slightest
indication to jump. Realizing the situation immediately and not
wanting his shop torn up John speaks again softly.
"Be cool man and take a good look at yourself. I'm just sayin'
that your black brim and leather are going to look even better on you
now."
Dyson says: "It looks good Nee. Here put this on." He hands
you your black hat and you put it on tipping it to the side of your head.
It does look good now and you feel more secure knowing that most of
your baldness is covered. The gold earring in your left ear gleams in
the sunlight and the pear 1 stick pin in the band of your hat seems to
stand out more. Maybe that ringworm in your hair was a blessing after
all. Reese hands you the black leather, stands back as you put it on and
says, "Damn man you looking super bad now, no shit. "
The contrast of the black hat and coat against your light skin does
make you look dangerous. As you stand back from the mirror you feel
special. For damned if anybody else on the west side looks like you now.
You break into a grin and everybody relaxes.

You reach into your

pocket and hand John three dollars. He nods and smiles while behind
him Vince is staring at you with his mouth open.

* *
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*

Three hoodlums walk slowly down 16th Street. Each displays his
own individual approach to a pimp walk. Dipping their shoulders back
and forth and allowing one hand to loop along the waist before curling
behind the back. The walk is more of swagger, for the head must
sway back and forth in rhythm with the dip of the knee. Each hand must
be kept in some form of a fist, loose or tight it doesn't matter but it
looks better if it's loose because a tight fist indicates being up tight and
a cool gangbanger is never uptight, he is always in control. One very
seldom smiles or even opens one's mouth while doing the pimp walk for
it would delude the sense of aloofness, the sense of being one apart from
all others. To be viewed and admired by young and old, male and
female and feared by all enemies, rivals, and most of all victims.
On the left is Dyson. He has a deep set of light brown eyes, his
nose is very flat and it covers most of the center of his pimple covered
face. His lips are full and he keeps his mouth shut in a tight smirk. As
long as he's smirking everything is fine; it's when he smiles that his
two hundred pound frame becomes a lethal weapon. He has been arrested
on numerous charges and he never spent more than a month behind bars
mainly because he's only fifteen.
In the center is Nee, a short, stocky individual with a shaved
a gold earring in his left ear. His upper lip is always in a
and
head
fixed sneer on his light- skinned face. There is a small scar on his
right cheek that begins at the protrusion of the cheek bone and disappears
as it approaches his angular nose. His eyes are black and shifty and he
has long dark eyelashes. On his left forehead there is a deep scar that
has left a slight indentation on his head. When he wears his black hat
and dark shades the scars appear just beneath the brim and just above
the dark shades. He always wears a black leather coat draped over his
frame reaching to his knees. He also wears brogans with steel horse shoe cleats. One can hear Nee coming at least a block away.
On the right is Silk, a tall dark-skinned hoodlum. They call him
Silk because he talks smooth and even. His complexion is blemish
free. He has dark brown eyes and he always wears his hair in a
process. Between comb-outs he covers his conk with a black scarf
tied in the back and worn under a pear 1 white hat. He has two gold
teeth in the front of his mouth and he smiles easily. He is few years
older than Nee and Dyson. His running partner is 'Cool Breeze' and
between them they have all kinds of contacts from guns to dope. They
are much sought after by up-and-coming gangbangers for their smooth
ways and their ability to get guns easily.

* * *
He woke up to the distant sound of a radio blaring church music.
He buried his head under his pillow in a useless attempt to block out
the gospel music. Every morning, noon and night his mother attempted
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to keep the feeling of the lord in the small apartment with a tiny black
portable radio. After he quit school he got into the habit of sleeping
late and the price he paid was waking up to the gospel whenever his
mother didn't work and always on Sunday. She had long since given up
trying to get him to go to church. But it seemed she went to church or
did work for the church every spare moment she found.
The pillow was no help now because the Rev. Isaac Jones had gone
into his sermon and his mother had turned the volume up so she wouldn't
miss a word. Nee tossed the pillow at the three- legged chair in the
corner and raised himself to a sitting position. Lighting a Kool he
leaned against the stark wall behind him and listened to Rev. Jones
scream through the closed door of his room. The Reverend was in
third gear now and his voice had gone into a high pitch as he curled the
congregation around every word he spoke.
"Cause he didn't know where he was gain'! ! ! "
"AAAAMen Lord!" the congregation yelled back.
"That's right brothers and sisters, the boy thought he was a man
but he didn't know where he was goin' ! ! ! "
"AMENo •• o THAT'S RIGHT!!" The congregation was rocking now.
"Ya see he got in the street with all the other sinnahs ! "
"UMMM. o . o YES HE DID. o. PRAISE THE LORD! ! " The
congregation answered and then the Rev. came on soft.
"And he didn't know where he was goin'. "
''NO HE DIDN'To o o o " The congregation tried to be soft but they
were too excited now.
"I don't believe ya heard me!!!" I said he didn't know where he
was gain'! ! ! "
''NO LORD. o o . UH UHo •• o NO HE DIDN'T." The congregation
answered.
Nee had had about all he could take. He jumped from the bed
flicking the cigarette ash to the floor and yanked open the door as he
stuck the butt between his lips. His mother, a short, heavy set,
dark skinned woman, sat hunched over at the kitchen table. Her palms
were spread over her thighs as she slowly rocked back and forth in the
chair. The tiny black radio resting on the top of the blue formica table.

* * *
On his way to Douglas Park Ne~ ducks down an alley. He used to
walk down alleys all the time but since he met Silk and Dyson he rarely
walked anywhere alone.

The click clack of his steel cleats resounds

throughout the alley. The cement floor and the red brick walls of the
three- story apartment buildings serve as a giant echo chamber. The
stench of burning garbage overpowers the pleasant smell of a fall
afternoon. The sun is low and the shadows are long here. Long, dark
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gangways spill into the alley from between rotting garages and tall,
cold brick walls. As Nee walks he can hear everything that's going on
in the entire block. Just ahead on the third floor a young boy is being
whipped by his irate mother. His screams blend into the never ending
yells of children playing. The children are everywhere, on the roofs
of the tired old garages, playing hide-and-seek in the abandoned cars
that dot the alley, and running in and out of the never-ending gangways.
From behind he can hear someone pounding a dust mop on a bannister.
He crosses Spaulding and walks into the alley behind the next block.
He's greeted by a wino sprawled out behind a light post lying in and
surrounded by dog manure and other assorted filth. This block is
pretty quiet and the sound of his own cleats seem to disturb the silent
dirt. Suddenly he comes upon an open field cluttered with abandoned
cars and a german shepherd. The dog snarls, baring his teeth and
bending his ears back along his head. Nee keeps on walking but four
more dogs appear from a gangway in front of him. He stops and the
moment he does he can heat a baby crying in the distance along the
distant wail of a siren. From behind the cars and the grass along the
fences at least ten more dogs appear. All kinds of dogs from multi colored mutts to fine doberman pinschers and even an Alaskan Husky.
He dared not move and suddenly he realizes why there are no children
playing in this alley. It belongs to a gang of stray dogs. There must
be two dozen of them and no doubt there are puppies in the abandoned
cars. Nee slowly retraces his steps and backs out of the alley, the
four dogs just ahead of him sit and watch his n~treat.

*

*

*

It's late afternoon on the west side. The sun is beginning to peek
through the small openings between the red brick apartment buildings.
The narrow streets still churn with activity as the shadows grow deeper.
However, the sun shines bright through the window of your third floor
apartment. Soon it will be time to take to the streets, to mingle with
the night people and be with your own. Careful not to wrinkle your
freshly ironed jet black pants, or your blue pin stripe shirt you arrange
your body in a V shape on the faded grey couch. Legs crossed and
resting on one arm, the rounded tips of your spotless brogans point to
the peeling and cracked ceiling above, while on the other end of the
couch the back of your head is stuck fast to the sticky plastic used to

protect the fabric of one of your mother's prize possessions. The
steel cleats that drape the soles of your heavy boots bounce a dull reflection of sunlight off the far wall. As you lay there you watch the
circular beam or light dart quickly over the plaster wfth just the
slightest movement of your foot. The beam plays on the bleached out
photograph of Martin Luther King before going around the dust covered
frame that holds the picture of John and Bobby Kennedy. Quickly the
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beam crosses the peeling paint in the corner to spotlight a cockroach
making an aimless trip across the wall.
The stench of boiling chitlins is heavy in the air and you contem plate closing the window. Meanwhile the low drone of a strange vacuum
cleaner drifts through the open window only to be challenged by a scream ing child that sounds closer. In the distance you can hear the Douglas
Park 'L' leaving the Kedzie station . But suddenly all other sounds are
drowned out by the surly voice of a blues singer coming from just
across the gangway and a floor below. As you lay there you realize
that you are going to have to listen to this song whether you like it or
not, the tempo is slow.
a Can believe it or not I love my baby too much.
When she go out I asked where she was goin, when she get back
what cha been doin'. It's too much, whow yeah it's too much.
her
I ask
I was a jealous man I worry bout my baby too much. ''
Dude sounds just like the wino's that listen to him. As he plays
his harmonica solo you smile to yourself about his having the energy
to finish the song. Somebody has turned it up even louder.
n1 go to sleep in the night, work in the day, I worry so much that
my hair turn gray. It's too much whow yeah it's too much. I was a
jealous man I worry bout my baby too much. n
The german shepherd across the hall sounds his barking alarm
that someone is in the hall. Suddenly the door opens.
"I'm glad you home! n Your mother stands in the doorway holding
the straps of her bulging purse and a large brown shopping bag in her
left hand as she struggles to free the key from the lock with her right.
0
ttJ ain't seen you in three days! Get your foot off that couch boy! !
She has retrieved the key and set the bag to rest against the wall.
Thick brown stockings rolled at the knee cover her legs and her green
print dress is soiled in the front. The sweat on her brow makes the
greying hair at the front of her head stand on end. Her glasses rest
near the tip of her nose as she peers over them looking at you with her
hands on her hips.
"That boy Dyson sittin' on the stairs out front. Don't you let that
boy come in here. Miss Prescott at the church say he ain't nothin' but
a hoodlum. What is that noise? Is that them drunkin' men over there
playin' that trash again? That music ain't nothin' but gutbucket ! "
Keeping your head down and your eyes on the floor you mumble.
"Now why you want to put that music down mama? "
nBoy if the Lord had wanted people to sing that kind of music he
would have said so in the bible. But he said to sing out the praise of
the Lord. The only good music is gospel music. It's music to the
Lord, for God's ears. 0
You look up at her and speak a little louder.
"Well this music is for people."
"Don't you get smart with me, I'll slap your face!"
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You mumble once again nYes ma'am."
She sits down at the small formica table and opens her purse
pulling out her tiny black portable radio. Soon the battle of Gospel
versus the Blues will be on as she tries to drown out the music roaring
through the window. You get up slowly, turn and lower the window
just as Mahalia Jackson's voice jumps from the tiny radio. Reaching
for your black leather you step on an unfortunate cockroach, turn to
your mother and say,
"I' 11 be back in a little while mama. Me and Dyson got some
business. n
She looks up from the table, her mood is soft now as Mahalia
soothes her temper , and says,
n1 wish you wouldn't hang around with that boy."
As you open the door to leave you turn back to her and say,
" I don't mama, it's just that tonight we got some business."
The door closes and Mahalia fills the room while the sun goes
down.
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poetry

THE SMALL FATHER
Richard Chwedyk
Oh father, what's shaken you
and made you so little?
I have to sneak you into the dining room
under my jacket. No one feeds you.
If I didn't bring you to the table
you would have to pick crumbs
off the cellar floor. It embarrasses
me, but I have to help you.
You did the same for me when
I was small. You did it with
courage, and held the awkward
silverware for me so delicately that
your hands cramped in
lobsterish angles. The knives and forks
were only an inch long, and I felt safe
with your concerned, pressed lips
always five feet above me.
Now I must do the same for you,
keep you in my pocket, which I
have made a little more comfortable
with a piece of cloth. Your voice
sounds like a murmured bark, and I
bend my head to hear you.
Yes, I know it wasn't your fault.
I know that you're sorry. I won't
desert you. Even if I'm evicted and
must walk the streets on cold nights,
you'll be in my pocket, safe and
asleep like a curious ball of yarn.
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TWO POEMS FROM INTENSIVE CARE WARD
Richard Chwedyk
The ward resides
on the former site
of the Haas Baking Company,
which explains the
yeasted smell in
the morning.
We always suspected
it was the sheets, a smell
so strong it made you sleepy.
Today, I am full of pious agitation.
My hands, like small lifeboats
jiggle six and a half inches
above the table. Perhaps I
can lift it, magnetically, as
the sensitives do. A pen
rolls in caution, away from
the corner, but needlessly.
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THE ORGAN GRINDER 'S MONKEY
Richard Chwedyk
There have been thirteen years between
this moment and that one, between
felt cowboy hats and groups of people
singing "Pray for the dead and the
dead will pray for you, "across the
bridge in the strange, unangled city.
I was kept on a leash made of good
Polish leather, even insisting
that I smell it when it was dampened .
There were always groups of children,
furiously happy, and they frightened me,
as if I imagined them walking right up
to my ear and shouting "It's fun!"
A tug on the leash helped me decide
that they were silly and I was correct,
yellow felt cowboy hats, really. It was
enough to make me hate woolen sweater s
for years before I realized that
it was the brown sweaters I desired, and
the cowboy hats, and the people, of all
things, to be walking with them and
chanting with legs swinging
as free as old tavern doors.
And now you might be wondering
what this organ grinder is doing
stringing me along, tug here, tug there.
My red uniform and cap like a
little bottle-top on my head.
And what I'm doing is trying to figure
out how I can manage to
dance so well between the tugs.
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COUNT KRESPI'S COLD SITTING ROOM
Richard Chwedyk

If I take this piece of toast
and dip it into my cup of milk,
how old and helpless I'd look.
No one is watching.
This chair affords me
a good view of the window.
I can see them coming
from at least a kilometer,
the rows of evergreens trimmed
to razor points at the peak.
How foolish it looks, my cup of milk,
better to give it to the cat.
My chair and blanket,
better to give them away as well.
How late it is.
Every Thursday for three years.
We pose for photographs.
I take my medals and
ribbons out. It is unlike
my friends to be so late.
This is to my advantage, perhaps,
I have not made the correct
preparations. But since it is
so cold, I think I would like
to sit here a little longer.
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TWO WEEKS OUT OF ROUTINE
Richard Chwedyk
The Lafayette Escadrille
had gone gay,
clutching the fur lining of their leather jackets
as they slept,
wearing rouge and pancake
as they saluted their adversaries in the sky.
So many claim allegiance to the mad crew
who had never stepped further east than Pennsylvania,
had neve r been higher than Pike's Peak
on the cog-wheel train.
That this should hurt me, one day
in the sad, streetside bench
makes me think of the dreamers
and the ones who dream for us,
both clutching fur- lined fantasies in
the night;
smoking solitary cigarettes,
dismissing useless smoke through tight lips;
waiting on corners with thoughts going
back to a time in school,
back to what you wore then;
to a time you walked the street
and remembered the Act of Contrition
for the first time in five, ten years
and spoke it aloud for no reason;
and a library table where that name
"Lafayette Escadrille" played inside the head
with a thrust reserved for magic.
A movie star face, clipped moustache
moves up to the sky.
The Lafayette Escadrille were just children
trying to look like men as they stood in their mirrors,
mirrors that stared back
and wished them soft
beings that did not comfort death

but bade it to come slowly, with care.
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THE AL JOLSON STORY (PART II)
Michael Ivy
When I put my 'cullard' face on
I RESURRECT
the reconstruction
wearing a huge elastic smile
I say
f eets don't fail me now
when
eye see
white power
move
Please, please sub
let me shine yo' shoes
toenails too
after i get thru
Let me finish
dis heah flo
forget about dem riots
all i want in dis great country is some
peace and some quiet
But
When I put my Black face on
I

SCREAM cuss words in swahili
I smile only during eclipse
I sing Black seeds keep on growing
I use peace and quiet
for toilet paper
and I hear
James Brown
saying it loud
in the background
Rat ON!
for the revolution
and for big thighed sisters
Rat on!
for Malcolm
and for An
drew Young
Rat ON!
for all the pale folks
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who are crying in to the suburbs
and I hear
Chocolate City
foreground
the
in
as I reach in
to lynch Uncle Sam by his
red white and bloody
American pie
but
almost always
my face is middle grey

HIGH YELLOW
Michael Ivy
Her Clearasil skin radiates libidinous gold
Her movements redirect traffic,
big hats, little brains, poke heads out while slowing
"Hey Baby, you know you fine! "
"Hey, High Yellow, what' yo' name?"
She walks with blinders
Mae West style
see through halters
transparent hot pants
pink panties
U-u-umm um
Her curly locks tongue her shoulders
Her eyelids move like telegraphs
FINE, FINE HIGH YELLOW
Black Willie follows with burnt offerings
his chemical hair is waved to the side
Pin stripe, red clown suit
exhausted sneakers, but All-Star branded

mapped strategies leak off his hands
he does a libation before her
"Hey Mama, you into James Brown?"
Fine High Yellow
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THE DUCHESS'S JEWELS
Pamela Miller

A powdered, titled lady finds a mouse
in a drawer of her dressing-table;
she wraps it with string
and wears it as a necklace. The mouse
flails its tiny feet,
dancing a schottische across her breasts.
At the party on Tuesday, everyone is attentive.
The mouse has assumed
a demurely sad expression.
There is much nudging
and peering through glasses. Some time later, at breakfast,
she finds a pair of weevils in the cheese;
she pierces them with posts
and wears them in her ears. At the party on Thursday,
some people are staring.
The weevils are smiling their heads off,
and the mouse is trying to look cordial.
In comes Marcel with three of his pals.
They berate her,
shaking their fingers like a row of Punch puppets.
Marcel is bewildered:
"See here Marguerite, the effect is repulsive!"
The friends snicker; then a blast
of laughter
in which the weevils spin like gyroscopes,
or miniscule shell-backed dervishes.
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MARCELL A'S RUBBER HAIR
Pamela Miller

Marcella in her beauty:
her elastich ·ad hair
bouncy and delicious about her shoulders .
God! It stretches
and snaps. Children are always pulling at it.
Marcella, indulgent
with ivory waist, tiny breasts.
Her hair as a raincoat,
snow-shie ld. A prodigiou s
umbrella. When it's sunny
she tucks it under a crinkled cap.
A lover wanders in it for a while.
When she's tired of him
she makes a slingshot, and snaps him
into the next county. In her room
a whispery sound, a lit lamp:
with a curl of hair she's erasing his loveletter s.
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TALKIN G DOGS
Pamela Miller
Their coats stiff and brushy like whiskbro oms,
Ralph and Enid the talking dogs
moistly eye each other, thump their tails
at each other; their blunt brown heads
uncomfo rtable in flowered plastic hats,
bubbleg um-colo red tongues
flicking over their teeth,
they are going over the script
of the evening' s broadca st, bored
and poking each other with their paws.
Their Irish trainer
methodi cally cracks open pistachio nuts,
downing dozens of the green kernels,
discardi ng the deep red cracks of shells
in an untidy pile by the leg of his chair.
Ralph extends his tail, flips
a couple of shells three feet in the air.
All dogs laugh silently
like an obedienc e whistle: Ralph
and Enid joggle their heads
around and around, their mouths open, guffawin g,
their eyes gigantic with crazy tears.
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BANANAS
Pamela Miller

Like beaks of birds spread out
on a table -- pollen-colored,
each with one or two
medallions of brown bruises.
They can be
stacked, or formed into
starfish patterns. They can crudely form letters
of the alphabet. A young gir 1
peels one slowly, and it winks
at her like a tiny
cylindrical uncle. In the future
we will do tests
on them, determine their value, store them up
like missiles. The nubby end
of a banana
always points north, as if to guide us
to a much-vaunted
"lush paradise", spreading flat and wide
as a baseball field, with tall green trees
that sway, and stroke the sky.
Bananas
drop from them, ready
to take orders.
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(UNTITLED)
Cris Burks
Instead of this self-pity
I should be suede.
My eyelids have committed
no
crime.
On two occasions
men
men have followed me home.
They were brothers
on street corners
early morning fathers,
castrated
castrated men
they were my counterparts
straddled with delirium.
Like children with fireflies
they ripped
ripped me out my socket
made use of my softer substance.
Instead of this bewilderment
I should be dance on light toes
free from impurities
I should be dance on light toes
free from the friction of them.
Instead of this ...
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DAT GAL 'RITE THANGS
DAT AIN'T GOT NUTHIN
TA DO WIF US
Cris Burks
As if their skin was repugnan t scales and
their lifestyle a lewd hoax,
I was separate d from those Raunchy Kids
by mama's high-ton ed ideas and
the woven mesh that stamped loops
on my forehead as I stared down.
Drenche d with white lies, caucasia n summer s
at Lake resort where even the mosquito s
touch my skin with awe and private schools
in the middle of the prairie where Colored Folks
were noveltie s, I became a carbon of my white friends.
While back home mama bragged of her daughter Done Good
until I came home Shamed by some Slick Talkin Nigger
that meant me No Good.
The family, embarra ssed by my high-falu tin' ideas,
gathered in the kitchen,
I sat on the outskirts like a stranger in town
and watched for signs of welcome .
My sisters looked upon my straighte ned hair as
a mockery of my blacknes s. My brothers yelled
Revoluti on and informed me that I had better
get it together .
Now, my friends ride the C&NW home each night
and tell their hubbies about the Illustrio us Cris.
AND ME,
like a conceite d actress unable to give a last perform ance
continue to mimic and ride the IC to a home where
I'm still mama's phantom .
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THE TURKISH BA TH
Gary Kaupie

Meet me at the turkish bath
behind the hamhocked man
with the bulge in his towel
I say
the steam seeping out of my socks
to disappear my knees
She twitters down the hall
like a bird with a wing for music
with a fried and feathered beat
Ah, such is love
I sigh hands into pockets
and turn in my sleep
We sit at a small table
the icicles on her earlobes
remind me of an Alaskan pipe dream
that fills the room with a soothing smoke
from its polar bear shaped bowl
She laughs as cold drops
fall on her shoulders
like the tears of a spring punched winter
Let's dance
my voice waves through the smoke
to find her already through the door
Sitting beneath a hissing coat of steam
a thin man with nothing to lose
I see her shy towel moving towards me
its flowers blooming into a small fire
in a darkened room
where I lie sleeping
A pile of burning bath receipts
the room's only light
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THE INVASION OF THE RUBBERHEA DS
Gary Kaupie
We stand on hilltops
the rubber gloves
smothering the dandelions.
It is the morning
of rubber.
It is the big bounce.

It is elastic ray guns
snapping off the paint
of no parking signs.
The papers speak
of taxes
and the rising cost of weather.
The coffee perks in pots
that bend and melt
in breakfast fires.
Frantic ants scurry
out of the depths
of flexible footprints.
High-topped rubber boots
press down
on the accelerators .
In amputated valleys
the ships bounce.
In the rubble of briefcases
the survivor waits
for the resurrection of plastic.
We stand on desktops
on street corners
in the light of office windows.
We are expandable.
We fear nothing.
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WALTZING WALTER
Gary Kaupie
Walter waltzes into the room
like a man with knee problems.
His tweed vest is emasculating
rays of chickenpox fever.
Terrified to the brink of boredom
we stand back from Walter
waiting to see which way the wind blows.
It blows up his nose.
Causing his glasses to fall
from lack of support.

Immediately the waltz stops.
Walter stares at his exploded nose
lying on the floor
like a soft rubbery puzzle.
But Walter is not good at puzzles
and must wear contact lenses
and sip the amber bottled ether
through a whisper of a mouth.
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THE JOB INTERVIE W
Gary Kaupie

My blueberry eyes are alert
as they dart down the hall
looking for signs of hungry bears.
Find the hallway as dead
as a cadaver's fart
I sigh backwa-rd against the wall
my hand sliding down the zipper
of my wallet's secret compartm ent
where the horseradi sh grows
in fields of lint and coin.
Two snorts and my brain is going
down my esophagus
to kick my heart in the pants
for beating too loudly.
There
I am back to normal.
No one can suspect
my attraction to doorway hinges.
I walk on down the hall
to a short room
lit by electric candles
where a green man
will interview me for a job
in his mother's company.
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I am cool.
I answer all his mousetrap questions
with the skill of a bowling master
knocking bothersome pins out of the way
until he asks
if I do now , or ever have had ,
or ever plan or dream of having
affiliations with doorway hinges.
I answer no, no
and again no.
I turn the green man blue
with my answers.
I run down the hall.
Dash into the men's room.
Unzip my wallet's secret compartment
and climb inside
My brain's strong little arms
keeping my heart
perfectly still.
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DIAMONDS
Chris Holda
As I left the gas station for a refueling
I was projected up an inclining plane.
Shadows on the repatched cement
transported through
Me passing a garden grove.
Sun's the target for birds
flying from path
as I come.
A green truck alongside me, logo: "Please
Think Children~' I ask myself,
"Are they selling or collecting
for some future times to chain us
down
or set us free?"
I became defensive.
''What do they want with my child??!
Suppose I didn't have any.
Ha! That would show them.
Lousy Naz is. "
engines in the air
Whir ls bombs
dropping
Amelia Earhart
overhead.
Babies falling like fuzzy peaches
from the sky.
Captain Kangaroo toots them in file.
Marches them off militarily.
A baby scrambles from Captain K's regiment,
picking up a rock, scratches words on the walk.
Mr. Greenjeans kicked baby's ass into the line.
Straight. They march off over the hill.
I peeked out from behind my face.
Over to the block I walk and read
the fir st words this child wrote:
"The street is bending with waving babies,
so with them my tears. Terrible onslaught
I see only deeper into the glass. "
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SHELLY'S BAR
Chris Holda
Shelly sat at the bar, whizzing. Her eyes
began to shake back and forth,
like lightning bugs in a water sprayer.
A tub of white porcelain sat in the neon
bathroom, encased in a vacuum. Spasms jumped
across the tub.
back and forth
''When will you take your bath.
I'll draw your bath. "
Shy waves ridge and hump
up against the curved slick walls.
The water moved in whirling curtains of lava,
blue and luminous at night.
"I'm telling you, if you sit in it,
troubles will dissolve.
your
all
Trust me. Do yourself a favor .
Don't you believe in magic?"
Feeling led by the hand, you stepped
through the wall into the vacuum
and placed yourself, carefully, into the tub.
The water in the room was now up to
my knees.
I stepped back into the
safety of the observer.
You're laughing inside, but, as the wetness
splashes down your legs, your eyes betray
a much desired suicide.
'What do you fear? You're safe and nothing's
wrong."
The white of the walls dims down. It
turns into the skywindow. Your eyes glaze over like
a snake or a rabbit that doesn't want to explore.
"Mark would want you to work your
way through all this. To be honest,
I don't know what I want you to do.
I'd rather watch you decide for yourself. "
Now, as these stars suck in
closer, you'll find it much better if you don't
think at all.
"No, no, don't stand up in the tub like that.
You - you'll break the vacuum, the tub. No,
now the water's leaking, seeping
up to the blue sparks. "
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ROMAN FOYER
SQUARED 666

Chris Holda
There is more richness here in the atmosphere
of marbled columns, Venus fly lights
and hairpieces than in the actual people.
Of course! Why not.
This is the American way.
If you feel social, sit on a couch

and ignore the person next to you.
They do it to you.
If you want to be alone, sit on
a plush leather chair by a marble topped
coffee table. Straighten tie.
Scratch behind ear.
Draw with pen on the bottom of your shoe.
Watch people pass with a blank gaze.
It's all yours
Your up stage center.
2 chairs
He:

index finger in ear. sitting back in chair
flaunt ring
use cigarette like red hot tool (defensive)

She:

sit on edge of chair, distance too great
hold finger to ear, "ah-what?"
"Just passing through."

Reincarnated frog-prince walks through court
and back again. He's fat like jello now,
Checks to see: "Am I being watched?"
No one noticed.
His thoughts are translated into a belch
Two flys on his trouser leg enjoy the ride.
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A Scorpion walks in.
To make it even more beautiful,
he has decided to destroy the whole
fucking place. Ashtrays and all.
BOOM

The Scorpion used to be my employer.
That's when I was a waiter in a fast-service
hamburger dive, Californian decor.
Now I'm shipping off a three thousand year old
Egyptian King and gathering
a light layer of pocket dust.

MARION SHOE

James Hancock
Marion Shoe was a woman of pockets,
a woman of many rooms
and one major doorway
it was not a flower
it was a lock
a family lake
a development
a tomb
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SIX SMALL POEMS
James Hancock

1
harmless freaks
falling in the paths of
berserker
headlights
blasting away
at wheels
and widgins
and canyons laughing
from big bodies
and grins

2
In a Landscape
The buffalo is mine. The wind waiting,
on the plain below, at your insistence , is mine.
Like a sail my glove hovers in her hand,
long, blonde, gasping and deflating in the distance.
The vaporous grasses obscure her feet,
two stones.
3

surreal
he attacks
a phalanx
of paper
discipline d and gardened
in ranks of sea
of sea of paper
in sea
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4
On Trail
for Hammers
Given a hard time
Woven
Given a soul
5

i being in the broken instant
of drink
high winds across the canyons
of his footsteps
this beer keg existence
to breach
bleack and full
i grabbed the shreds of my
flannel suit
the extra balcony with
6

the height of the last breath
not to be reached again
the glass crushing stumble
to within the grasp of the
grateful cold grip of the
soil
the snowbound breath
the death
death
the height of the breath
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THE UPPER ROOM
John Armstrong

A Mississippi Flathead cries Tupelo in the windy night
The barren branches of the sycamore scratch the face of the moon
A damp wooden shack condensing in the corner of the field.
Sarah stands waiting necking a candle
Grandpa moans dully in the upper room.
The door was locked but It entered just the same
The logs flared scarlet in the fireplace.
A mouse scurries across the floor It brought in a bad spirit.

LIKE IF I WERE TO MURDER SOMEONE
Kim Berez
cut off my hindsight
Find me one of those cars
that look like the rear end's been chopped off
Let me learn golf
so I can yell "Fore"
& after the Arkansas Disposal
(that was the yacht's name)
after the Arkansas Disposal Murder Mystery in which
I was to get married because I wore a white riding coat & whip
(so I took it off)
& in which a witness, a young lad's voice
is transmitted across the miles
bringing in the possibility of the story turning stomachs
into sow' s ears via the supernatural,
better make that car an amphibious vehicle so I can get out fast
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EULOGY
FOR NAOMI
HORSE WHO WAS THE PERFECT CRIME
Kim Berez

Leaves fall for Naomi
They ache brilliant to carpet her hooffalls
in their escape from mucilage
Rain falls and falls on her with no respect
for 90 miles of gluttonous dogs
biding their time in the shadows
for her ringbone and mud bruises
There can be no respite in an open field
no Absorbine rubdown
No electrolytes
I must whip her on with a handwritten bill of sale
for my svelte slave my only
they carry warrants and the bullet
And when the Sheriff's Police escort us pre-dawn
with cheese danish and coffee (black)
it is because I lie so earnestly for her
that they never suspect they're after us in 3 counties
Even the branches reach their brittle arms for her
As she escapes from us all like a dream in the morning
The morning one begins a jail sentence
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TWO MEN
Aileen Marie Hayes

The husband
now handing red poppies to
strange, long-necked women. They pause
and animal - eye him.
The flowers are blackened at center by
tiny seeds, like coal,
or caraway.
They mutter vulva-like,
and twist on.
How many years he handed me
small yellowish flowers I could not recognize.
- At night I pressed them under back copies of
Scientific American
and mailed them out
to addresses from
Blue Island directory.
He believed in the old ways,
in the bees.
Another lover
behind funera r y floral arrangements,
waiting.
I topple to kiss you,
your face masked
in shiny plastic film,
your face being almost exact,
mine waving
toward your cheek.
Cigarette clamped in your inching fingers ,
you blow a stream of
"regrets, gladiolas, sympathies;"
without removing your glasses hand me
a calling card - "Bestial" with a new address on it.
"Here.
They'll take care of you here."
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FAN
Aileen Marie Hayes

He
has a lot of fans.
The problem is they don't realizewe don't realizer don'tI'm a fan.
The mastermind behind the cast
the mastermind
he appeared in
he appeared in
"A Very Special Feeling. "
he appeared in
"The Courtship, "
"Moment in White, "
she
in white,
Mastermind in morning suit.
At times he replays this clean scenario:
prick in sunlight,
her clove-elegant snatch,
perfect timing:
breakage, bleeding, applause.
Any small piece now a treasured momenta,
Me in the dark applaudirg,
touched.
He calls me "Dear,
dear."
Says he never heard from her
after that.
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TOWARDS US

Aileen Marie Hayes
I believe the crisis is over.
In our youth
noises would take us away from the edge of the city
through tall grass
in formal attire, stiff lace collars
and cigarette holders.
With our lovers beside us
we missed our lovers'
clones,
who went quietly down side streets and alleys
and injected themselves.
I believe we are free,
modest,
portable
as the flames through
the windows.
A can of gasoline is spilled around our
ankles
and lit with a match.
I've been wanting this
for years.
It feels
comparatively warm.
The message we are sending out
is lost.
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LOOKING AT THE BROWNIE PHOTOGRAPH CIRCA 1950
OF SOMEBODY I ONCE KNEW
Peter Radke

A man can't barter for time
it doesn't come back
like money, teenage love affairs and leather covered photo albums on the
coffee table
sitting in the afternoon living room shadows of the half-closed curtains
that meekly draw their own memories
like Memorial Day sunset postcards of Arlington Cemetery.
Photographs are like tattoos
once taken, never removed
for what was of significance then becomes feeble and trite
they wrinkle eyes and open doors inside that never were meant to be, once
closed.
they are the truth
the growth the cancer patient fears
they cannot be denied
they remind
of Sunday afternoon's supper
dressin' up
younger chimes
daughters long gone from lacey cribs
too weak to return and realize with each
there is a bedroom that grows smaller and smaller waiting
A natural essence is never captured
this glossy print is not who we know
the men lean~ proud
the women's sharply cut noses
couples brownish in three pieces and wide brim
alligator high heels lacing up puffy ankles
like putting ribbons on a new piano
the curtain trim jacket you wore that still hangs waiting to be worn
again
waiting to be recaptured.
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You have not changed;
it is only I who do not look over a lacey, sugar white crib at years to
come
but a bedfull of balled up paperbag sheets and blankets where you wither
clinging to washed thin nightgowns and twisting teeth
because of years passed
nobody smiled then or now
values appeared to be simpler
the suits, the first house and the hood of the Pontiac with the shadow of
the postman's bag
there was no breeze, no crease of clothing or finger flickings against the
petals of the large flower in the other woman's hair
she died several years after
we do not set an extra plate either
there was trust then
it did not hurt to ask
even the postman
and now gazes are complacent here before mine
have you ever looked at a glossy photograph and caught a glimpse of your
own reflection?
it must have some meaning
men did not put their hands in their pockets at that time
photographs are painful
they do not quell in this house
they are like having chubby girlfriends when you wish a movie star
they do not put to sleep - they fire dreams when there are only ashcans.
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ANACROSTIC
Steve Wasserma n

Die before I have a chance to save myself.
another day would be too late. It would be
nice to hear your shoe bounce noisy on the roof
after "Venetian Twins" drinking beer
For the reason of affinity without hope.
amontillad o would be nice. Or another
understate d high. A nice story. The telephone
simpering ly rings in the middle of "Banana Fish"
throwing everything off, ringing repeatedly .

SONNET
Steve Wasserma n

Jack Brooking jumped over Haymarke t Square
and into a wheatfield where a dozen twin sisters
of Ariel beknighte d him with gumdust and
eyeglasse s of a river and a naugahyde sofa
which hasn't been cleaned and smells of
orange tennis balls. Jack Brooking' s art
was drowned in a kind of cough medicine
that only made you feel worse than before
but was guarantee d to give you a good time
before it started to annoy you.
So in wintertim e--but after election day--you
can find Jack B. 101 feet from the polling place
with a smile, a cup of coffee and a doughnut
talking like a bad actor playing a Frenchma n.
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SONG FOR JANET To
Steve Wasserman

I introduced my friend
to Chinese food, to egg foo yung.
Watching her eat I was happy,
for I had never seen her eat before.
She ate with the pleasure
of a tired, hungry woman.
She'd been up two nights
and she filled her stomach.
Stomach that may be full in rest
eyes that may be closed in rest
sleep in vineyards of the nest
happy years of morning guests

THERESA'S
Janis Sedlins

"baby, i been down so goddamn long
since you done went and gone. "
a woman with marble eyes and a wool dress
NO! WAIT! i'm sorry.

a woman with wool eyes and a marble dress
my eyes must be sucking up these drinks too fast
and the black man plays the blues
his hair is gray
his guitar slices through my fingertips
my heart is a rubber tongue stretched
and woven between my toes
i trip over it
the bourbon is sweet like smoke
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THE ORIGINAL HOME OF WONDERFUL FOOD
Steven Giese
We found you after dinner
in a kitchen corner,
claiming your shirtcuffs
were grateful for the sweat.
We knew this was impossible.
You let the dogs grow bushes,
you opened the house to them
the house chanting popcorn,
peanuts, peanutshells or worse
we let you speak of hair.
French fries lynched
by your own mother in the backyard
while we dealt out baby sister.
She was a cold cut
plugged into snatches of hair,
but you would never speak of it.
That bit about the shirtcuff s
was strictly inventive.
Naturally we were more concerned
with slots - and speeding baseballs.
We pretended to be hallways.
Mother sewed
Grandma cooked the dishes
by mistake
leaving us with steamy edges.
Aloha at last
at last we are
dead-like
the crimes you had finished
To Brother Through Mother
were crimes you had finished
were haloes engraved.
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A ZONE EXTENDING ABOUT 12-1/2 MILES

TO BEN CAT
Steven Giese
I found a cache of velvet skeins, spent the evening
creating exquisite French evening jackets, all was
sympathy and grape juice before the announcement
of first lava. I belong in Saigon.
Jets lift out of cabs, extra change makes one last
attempt before deciding to wave good-bye. Jack Benny
at the gate. Jack Benny at the hotel window. Jack
Benny the missile. The now famous "Genital Mutation"
speech. The duration. The married couple's conversation.
Unavoidably, the assistant hands out capital letters,
Z, D, P; some form words ALAN, C, SEEDLING; some form
words to be used later books must no tied, batik,
cross-sitting tag, after fat hot. The evil persona
of pianos. The disappearing word, hat. The missile,
hat. The measure, hat. The ocean ice. Jack Benny
before the choir. The now famous "Genital Mutation"
speech before the choir, what is cradled in my lap.
The schedule for Tuesday. The notable secretary.
The President. The dead souls migrate to the sun, moon.
The correct perspective, from straight above. They fly,
land easily on craters, those who close in are beckoned.
I myself am lying down, the virility that comes only
from FBI suits, other lettered suits, codes of conduct,
mantra, the peel, the lean over, the kick. So, I swallow
twelve and twelve minutes later I land twelve cents below.
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MASTER BRICKBRAT
Steven Giese

By crackers!
I may be only ten years old.
I have tiny feet whimping.
Let's look at his:
Are those socks lying there
or balloons?
Now I watch my palm here it's a fat one! It shakes
the way pudding does when I think
"It's really only starch inside."
I have an interest in nutrition.
When I go to live at college,
I will pass out to the teachers careful memos
and whisper confidently, "I have six wheezers"
to my classmates.
I will cast spells in botany class.
I will memorize every roguish hair,
assigning each a letter or number
and reciting them easily in my head.
I am confident this will attract the attention
of my future associates - and also my wife.
She will want to marry a man with ridiculous intently burning eyes He tries hard to make them so.
It looks ridiculous over his beard.
I can't stop laughing.
Someone's painting the playpen
in the room marked
SPLEEN, SWIM, and INDECISION.
Oh! these crackers!
Oh! these elbows!
I paint them, too.
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(UNTITLED)
Debor ah Kanter
when things are not right with us
and i open my mouth to tell you
how it is with me
inside
i stop
because a microscopic death
occurs.
i find my saddest hat
hold it against my heart
and watch my own casket as big as
my thumb
jump into the open air
GOLLY i say hat in hand
my tiny carcass blowing bubbles
at you from the sky.

(UNTITLED)
Deborah Kanter
i'm thinking of going home
is that a doorbell on your forehead?
i want to press it and i think it's out of order
is there a letter for me in your mailbox?
is it marked personal and important?
are
can
can
can

you my house ?
we make a fire out of the tinder of your belt?
we have tea and cookies in the pockets of your jeans?
we sleep in the bed of your belly?
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AN OLD WOMAN ENTERS THE DANCE STUDIO
Debor ah Kanter

an old woman enters the dance studio
I am looking for forgiven ess and applause
Teach me how to dance
she tries the two step
the chacha
the tango
and the wild goose
an old man walks in
I, he said, am looking for a new shirt with trolleys on it
and a brand of cigarette that reminds me of old times
teach me how to dance!
the teacher shook his head
disco is not right
the moves are too silly
the box step is too confinin g
what about this? says the old woman
she throws back her head, places a yellow scarf around her throat
and a bright rose in her mouth
and scoots feverish ly across the checkerb oard floor
a classic, says the old man
he removes his jacket, waves his old brown shoes goodbye
and sets a pair of green sunglass es over his eyes
thank you, he says to the dance instructo r
I believe this is the step I've been missing
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THE BEAUTY IS TRUTH PANCAK E HOUSE
Tony Alexand er
You enter the Beauty Is Truth Pancake House, which stands at
the corner of Demon and Hubris, acutely aware that in so doing you are
making yourself fair game for the arcane denuncia tions of the numerou s
philosop hers and thinkers who eat breakfas t here. True, these denunciations are seldom voiced, but perhaps one day they will find utteranc e
in one of the great books that many of the Pancake House philosop hers
are writing.
But you are a philosop her yourself ; and somehow you feel
protecte d from this danger. You take a seat at one of the eight semicircular counters . There are no tables or booths. The counters loop
around the room, their open ends facing the respecti ve walls, like a
rectangl e of orange horsesho es.
Indeed, orange-- light orange- - is the room's dominan t color,
from the counters and swivel chairs to the waitress ' uniform s to the
Dixie cups and plastic eating utensils . Light orange has been found,
by well documen ted research , to be the color most conduciv e to thought
in people who are eating batter-o riented breakfas t foods (i.e. pancake s,
waffles, French toast).
About half the seats are occupied . A vague, cerebral shooting gallery atmosph ere hovers in the air. You peruse the menu, you read
the ornately framed philosop hic axioms which adorn the walls: "A
joke is an epigram on the death of a feeling- -Nietzsc he", "One who
has never despaire d has no need to have lived--G oethe"; and you wonder--wh o are the real thinkers here? The many long-hai red college
students are usually innocent decoys, merely intereste d in food. The
real thinker may be an old woman in a pink sweater and white sneakers ,
or an obese man gobbling jelly doughnu ts at the next counter.
Except for the unavoida ble restaura nt clatter, which is kept at a
minimum with the use of paper plates. Dixie cups and plastic eating
utensils --and by the simple expedien t of having all the waitress es and
busboys wear moccasi ns--the room is silent.
(The busboys, in fact, are so swift and silent at their work that
no one has ever actually seen them. The only proof of their existenc e
is that their work always gets done and their paychec ks are always
cashed. ) A quiet, heated debate begins at one counter, then stops
abruptly .
"Coffee? " says the waitress . She pours coffee into your Dixie
cup whether you desire it or not. Long-tim e patrons have learned to
smile and say, "Yes please," or at least to remain silent. You order
the Descart es Special (blueber ry pancake s and bacon) and retire to the
privacy of thought.
Privacy is the correct word. Pervasiv e light orange frees the
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mind from distractions, so that your thoughts, in the midst of formulating a truth, will not be disturbed by the recollection of a drunken,
defeated bum in a seedy filthy-blotch ed raincoat, staggering crazily
on a corner near your home. Such recollection s, contrary to popular
belief, are not of value here o They interrupt the unfettered serenity
of mind necessary for any acceptable, objective formulation of truth;
hence the room's light orange garbo
However, the recollection of this drunken bum has somehow
invaded your thoughts nevertheles s- -you must have brought it in with
you - -and from this image your brain leaps suddenly and inexplicably
to the women's movement, the very thought of which inmediately capsizes all your rational mental endeavor o How am I to arrive at truth,
you declare angrily to yourself, if I must constantly be admitting
women into the picture? Women should not be allowed into such
pictures; their presence upsets the delicate balance of objective truth;
their hair, their silly demands- -it is not right at all, it is not, you
declare to yourself, what God had in mind.
This abrupt mention of God--one which you had in no way
planned- -reminds you that your thoughts have gone off track, and you
curse, rut you have done much more damage than you knowo For
thoughts have a virtually telepathic way of communicat ing themselves
around the counters: if someone sits down, orders a Spanish omlette
and begins to wonder about the true cause of all wars, his attitude is
quickly palpable in the very air, and soon everyone is mentally straining to explicate the phenomenon of warfareo
Suddenly realizing the danger, you desperately try to retrieve
your thoughts, but it is already too late, for indeed, "What God had in
mind, " was the precise mental topic of Mr. Johnstone at the next
counter at the exact instant when you thought those very words o Mr o
Johnstone, contentedly drinking coffee from his Dixie cup, fiddling
with the ends of his mustache, had been thinking of churches, but
suddenly he finds his mind on the women's movemento A first connection has been made, and now anything can happen; mental raving
begins all around the room, thinkers find their brains discoursing
frantically about the women's movement; all possibility of any other
subject of thought being explored has been destroyed for the day,
per haps longer o
"It is not what God had in mind, this women's movement, "
Mr Johnstone is surprised to find himself thinkingo He would never
have dreamed such a thought before this instant; but its essential
rightness and beauty does not escape him o In fact, suddenly he knows
that this is the very idea he has been trying to communicat e to his wife
for all these years o
"Not that I am a chauvinist, " says Mr o Johnstone aloud, imagining that the waitress is his wife, "but this women's movement is
simply not God's way." His tone of voice is infinitely tender; one
o
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might even call it Christlike o
"More coffee?" asks the waitress in a correspondingly gentle
toneo She has worked here for several years, and is able to make herself unobtrusive to thoughts of any complexiono She pours coffee into
Mr. Johnstone's Dixie cup, and into that of Vanessa, of the owlish
eyes, unbuttoning her fur coat three seats down o
"This pleasant man, " thinks Vanessa, sipping coffee, looking
across at Mr o Johnstone, "this man who would not harm an insect,
who wants to see more young people attending church, can be the only
person here who is a perfect symbolic manifestation of the DeviL" Her
stomach growls.
"Everywhere I go, " thinks William, inspecting the individual
squares of his waffle two counters over, "I hear peoples' stomachs
growling. The air is thick with the sound, like a chorus of spring
frogs o" William is not a thinker, but a long-haired college student,
one of the innocent decoys scattered around the room, and he does not
perceive the telepathic messages flying about him. "Ever since I can
remember," he muses, "my days have begun and ended with ritual.
Not merely with the banal recurring events all humanity indulges in:
getting up and going into the bathroom and then the kitchen, or the
kitchen and then the bathroom, or sitting at the end chair at the
counter."
William watches as a very large man, perhaps an ex-Marine,
sits down in the end chair at the counter. He wears an expensive fur
coat and is smoking a large, offensive cigar. "Coffee?" asks the
waitress, already pouring into a fresh Dixie cup.
"Thank yooou," booms the man as he buttons up his fur coat,
laying an unnatural, raised, drawn-out emphasis on the word "you",
so that "thank you", this harmless phrase, sounds like a moose call.
Startled, you turn your head in the direction from which the
sound came. You find yourself thinking: for the first time in history,
for the first time .. obut for no apparent reason you are unable to
finish the thought. For a moment you are overcome with irrational
fear; then you turn back to your coffee.
The man pours sugar into his coffee. He had been thinking about
history when he came in, but now he looks with disapproval at William.
"I wonder if that kid is gay, " he thinks. "If he is, I'd like him to meet
my daughters."
William finishes his waffle and lights a large, offensive cigar.
"No, " he thinks, "My rituals are of a much more detailed, precise
nature. They are probably a religion, and the most honest kind of
religion: one that has no doctrine or substance whatever but is based
on pure superstitious fear." His stomach growls; he takes a sip of
coffee.
"Before rising, I cross myself, " his thoughts continue. "Then
I turn the light on, don my glasses and slippers, mutter a brief rote
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prayer to the door of my room and glance over my right shoulder at the
amulet of my name saint that hangs on the wall above my bed. I then
enter the bathroom where I urinate and wash my hands. In the kitchen
I drink my juice and coffee, with sugar. "
"Telling us, " thinks Vanessa, pouring sugar into her coffee,
"that all manner of Wrong, which he perceives quite earnestly as Right,
is God's way. Yes, he is the Devil. I could perhaps kill the Devil by
plunging this orange plastic knife into his chest, but--and here is the
Devil's brilliance--how could one think of killing such a nice man? You
couldn't; no more than you could murder your childhood piano teacher,
who with his well-meaning adherence to the mechanisms of Hanon and
Czerny squashed your musical imagination forever ~ vanquished completely, to the point where you can now scarcely carry a tune o But how
could you kill this poor, harried man, himself horrified at the world,
himself a squashed, never-to-be-recognized composer? At the very
thought of it one's soul cries out, 'Scoundrel ! Have some compassion,
for God's sake! What can you be thinking of?' Yes," she concludes,
"the Devil is very clever o "
Mr. Johnstone is thinking precisely the same thing as he rises,
ties the belt of his new trench coat, and leaves. "Yes, the Devil is
very clever, " he says to himself. "Making me think the waitress was
my wife."
"Have a gooday, sir," says the waitress, who always pronounces
"good day" as one word. She pads back to the kitchen in her moccasins
to check on some orders o
"But I love my wife, " thinks Mr o Johnstone, "and not the waitress." He passes by you, adrniring the trench coat you are wearing,
but you do not notice. For your part, your thoughts have taken a
sudden astonishing turn, as though you were your own opposite o Sorry
girls, you think--but now the waitress arrives with your Descartes
Special, blueberry pancakes and bacon on a couple of paper plates, and
plops them down in front of you, and your thoughts are scattered
irretrievably, or so you think; and you shrug and pour syrup on your
pancakes. The syrup turns the light orange paper plate a soggy browngray and causes it to adhere to the countertopo
On taking your first forkful of pancake, however, your mouth is
filled with a light, joyful taste, as though you were chewing the very
essence of sweet truth. The most delightful music is playing faintly
in your head. You swallow, and a warmth fills first your stomach, and
then your whole being, and you smile, and your train of thought returns o
So this, you think in passing, is the secret of this pancake houseo No
wonder all the philosophers come hereo And you resolve to ask for
the recipe, already knowing that it will not be given to you and that your
only hope is to eat here often. Often indeed, you must eat here every
day, three meals a day, six meals a day, you must have this magical,
precious food.
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But you think all this only in passing~ for your astonishing new
train of thought has returned. Sorry girls, you think, but no matter
how high our consciousne ss may be raised, there's something a little
lower than our consciousne ss that's always raised higher--and every
last one of us is thinking of you, from time to time, as nothing but
pussy o Not only that, but our heads have been stuffed with these
French Maid-Cat Woman fantasies, I'd like to know from where, you
think, beginning to feel uncomfortab le, perspiring at these unexpected
thoughts. This is not good for anyone in the room; an unpleasant idea
causes fidgeting at all the counters; one man at your counter has even
begun spinning around and around on his swivel chair; the chair clicks
loudly at a certain point in each revolution; you have caused more
trouble.
But worse, your thoughts will not stop: we've been suckered,
they go on, despite your protests, by our own Hoochie-Ko ochie-MyWhat-A-Big -Penis-You- Have Con Game, and until you can find some
way to unsucker us, for surely we won't unsucker ourselves, why it'll
be all uphill.
There is animated grumbling and fidgeting all around the room o
You are sweating profusely, and you suddenly notice that you have
gobbled up all your pancakes and bacon, as if they were necessary to
sustain your thoughts. staring about you as though the light orange
counters were some sort of threat, you gulp down your coffee o
"But this is not all so absurd as I think it is, " thinks William,
still preoccupied with his rituals, spritzing coffee about in his mouth
before swallowingo "It has not yet failed me, because I do not admit
that it can fail. Borges says that every writer creates his own precursors o If we accept the truth of this, we must also admit that every
event er eates its own causes. "
"Since this is the case, " William says aloud, "who is to say that
my car accident last week was not caused by my putting on my right
sock before my left? Who is to say that my subsequent reversal of
this order has not prevented identical accidents each day since?"
No one even looks in his direction. This insight, while of
obvious value, has nothing to do with the women's movement, and so it
cannot be usedo Besides, the surfacing of your unpleasant ideas has
thinned out the clientele considerably . The philosophers and thinkers
are leaving in disgust; several pointedly snatch up the change they had
left on the counter as tips ; this is the most mentally unproductive day
they have ever experienced at the Beauty Is Truth Pancake House--and
it has been your fault. But of course that does not mean that they will
not be here tomorrow.
You are leaving with them; rising in fright and fascination,
unable to decide whether to resolve never to come here again, you drop
a quarter in your empty Dixie cup. "Have gooday, sir, " says the
waitress. She peels your syrup-soake d paper plate off the countertop;
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You resolve to at least take down the
light orange curtains in your kitchen.
The very large man watches you go and then says to William,
"Pass the sugar, please."
"I can say in all modesty, " says William , passing the sugar,
the subject of sugar I am in total ignorance." He notices
on
"that
suddenly that there is a new stack of light orange Dixie cups across
from him under the counter. "I didn't see any busboys , " he thinks.
"Thank yooou, " booms the very large man, pouring sugar into
his coffee. Philosopher s on their way out turn to look at him. You hear
his voice even though you are already out in the street, on the corner of
Demon and Hubris.

it makes a loud crackling noise.
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THE HUNDRED DOLLAR BILL
Steve Wasserman
There was this guy, he was standing on the corner, the street
corner, the sweaty street corner, with brown cars with the mufflers
hanging, scraping the street almost, he was looking at nothing, no
one was looking for him. That was one good thing, at least, and the
birds flew around the telephone wires and sat on them. He thought
that maybe one day he'd like to try stealing a telephone booth, it
would be like being a bird on a telephone pole maybe, he thought.
Maybe he should be laughing, nothing was very funny, and he was
standing on the corner not waiting for anybody, not thinking about
very much. The cars kept passing by and inside them were Puerto
Ricans and Polish people and Jewish people and Black people and all
the men were looking for women and all the worn en were looking for
men and they were all looking for dope or sex and they were all
waiting for the sun and they were all looking for good jobs because
nobody had any and they were all drinking wine.
So he watched the cars pass by and he saw a friend of his after
a little while, they hadn't planned to meet, they just met. And one of
them said "HEY." and the other one said "HEY." One of them said
"How you doing?" and the other one said "OK, " and they both stood
and didn't talk to each other and looked at the traffic and they closed
their eyes and opened their eyes and a police car came speeding by
its red lights flashing and they were glad they weren't being chased by
a police car.
They were thinking about turtles and tunnel rats and they were
thinking of ways to keep their mothers happy and not having too much
success and one of them said "What'r'ya doing?" and the other one
said, "Nothing" and then they lapsed back into silence again like
graffitti on a cemetery wall, "ALL PRAISE TO THE LORD JESUS"
and such as that. Neither of them wanted very much to do anything.
That was a saving grace, I suppose. In that respect, they were like
suburban kids who are sure that they don't have any good human
qualities as they drive to the Howard theater to see a movie cheap,

piled, crammed, into a beat-up brown station wagon smoking dope and
next thing; too broke, devoid of spiritual qualities , or so they think,
no love of beauty, not too much compassion, no sexiness AT ALL;
believing they'd been turned into robots by the lifeless suburbs, some
truth to that, but not realizing that the most important thing that turns
anyone into anything is will or no will , whichever , and that's true
for rich and for poor and for anybody.
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The moon was a pale kind of red, neither of them said anything
about the moon but they knew it was there and they knew as much
about it as any poet. And one of them walked around a garbage can,
circled around it, and the other put his hand on top of a bus stop
bench. They were thinking about stealing a car and driving to the end
of the world and falling off. The horns honked and there was a long
line of cars all backed up and all their lights were on and you could
hear loud car music, the windows were open, NATALIE COLE,
ERIC CLAPTON, LAY DOWN SALLY, WEATHER REPORT,
BIRD LAND, and lots of other music; lots of footsteps.
They went to a bar and drank beer and then they went to another
bar and drank bourbon and scotch and then they went to a liquor store
and bought some wine and some tequila and some cigarettes and then
they went somewhere and smoked and drank. They walked down the
bright, busy, commercial street with it's pizza-by-th e-slice places
and the gyros places, it was like paper blowing over the street and
a bird swooping down, snatching it in it's beak and flying away,
though what a bird wants with a piece of paper is anybody's guess.
Probably it was just a hallucination ; like a Japanese movie, like
dirty cement and expensive clean white shoes and a mirror on someone's forehead, books with covers, books without covers, Cadillacs,
travel brochures. They both remembered cold nights when the bars
would be closing long after they were home in bed, but this was not
one of those nights. They had nothing to do; they did a lot. It was
like being carried away by a singer; it was like swimming; like
playing soldier in the snow; like sledding down sand with your eyes
closed and no shirt on; like a ferris wheel on the lakefront. Pizza by
the slice. Platform shoes. They saw a homosexual wearing platform
shoes and a shirt that cut a long slender V and came to a point just
above his navel. Hamburgers that tasted of exhaust fume.
So it was like that, they kept on talking and drinking, not doing
too much of anything, until the next morning and into the afternoon.
They watched the sun come up, they almost went to the ball game,
except there was no game. The sun made them sweat all over as
they were walking. They saw little dog turds and scraps of paper on
the street and there was an airplane flying overhead, a silver sliver
mechanical thing. One of them said "lets go to the beach" and the
other thought about it as they walked down the street and they saw
fathers pushing baby-buggie s and screaming mothers and young men
with beards carrying grocery bag s.

The blue jeans were out walking,

lolling, or they were in a hurry; speedy blue jeans and young, fresh
asses like Jello and whipped cream . Hurry, hurry, hurry and then,
like music, someone walking at a different speed, someone walking
slower, an old toothless negro having nowhere to go and shouting
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ng
gospel ; women who live with their mothe rs mowin g the lawn, wateri
traffic
the
And
the lawn, taking the dog for a walk, cats in the alley.
like choreo graphy , as you watch it from out the window of a bar
facing the street about 4' o'cloc k on a weekd ay.
"Rush hour is going to start not too long, " said one and he began
to think of ways to lighten the load, to go home. sleep, get up, eat
, we
and go out again with no one seeing him. The other wanted money
"I
say,
to
able
be
to
just
,
wanted
he
all want money , it was a thing
have money , " like saying , "I have a yacht. I have a do g. I have
money . " And then he saw a hundre d dollar bill lying on the street.
He picked it up and said, "I have a hundre d dollar s" and the other
one said, " I don't believ e you" and the other one showe d it to him.
" Where 'd you get THAT ? " and he said that he just picked it up and
the other one, this other guy, wearin g the black coat and the blue
shirt with the stripe s , with the dirty hair that the sun made look like
a bedrag gled blonde wig made of stone, slappe d him on the back and
said "OK." OK it was and they could have run down the street but
they went slow, trying to look at everyt hing, the drinke rs and the
stoned and the drunk and the little childre n with smudg es on their
with
forehe ads diggin g into the garbag e cans behind a bar and playin g
them.
at
ing
scream
the emptie s, smash ing some of them , women
A Puerto Rican woman , separa ted from her husban d, smokin g dope
SON,
with the window open and her three year old son, whom she calls
TO,
"GA
ri.
sitting on the floor scribb ling and listeni ng to Gato Barbie
walked
GATO, GATO ." says son restles sly. And the two young men
on undern eath the window and all they could hear was the music and
they could see the broken glass , but they couldn 't know it was a
mothe r and a child that was in that place but it didn't matter and then
was
they turned a corner and were near the ball park. The ball park
sitting
wood,
grey
glove,
ll
baseba
huge
gigant ic and unmov ing, like a
in the dust of a desert ed pitche r's mound , the mound being the earth
that we all walk on. They were walkin g on it at that very precis e
time , 4:30. Then someh ow things got slow and then fast again, then
imes
slow again, the way things do, the way a writer 's mind can somet
and
es
mistak
typing
his
all
and
work as he's sitting at the typew riter ,
hand,
other
the
on
else,
or
all his reveri es and all his daydre aming ,
he wants to go faster than his finger s will move and so he can't get
were
it all. But the two young men were not concer ned with this , they
only
were
they
;
dollars
d
only concer ned with how to spend that hundre
a
concer ned with how to finish the story, the way a writer is; the way
sun
the
in
g
writer is at this momen t. The two young men were walkin
like
and hearin g their sneake rs agains t the pavem ent, rubbin g softly,
the openin g of an alligat or's jaw to yawn.
"We should do someth ing we've never done before , " said one.
"Sound s good, " said the other.
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They continued to walk, trying to think of something they had
never done before that sounded good to them, when one of them said,
"Why don't we go to a hotel, some fancy hotel, like, just for one night,
get some Boo, get some booze, maybe invite some people, have a
party, it would not be bad. "
They didn't know of hotels, they didn't know of any fancy hotels,
they thought they should find out something about that. They called
a friend. He said, "Hotels? no, uh-uh, can't help you." They
called someone else, she said, "The Ambassador. " they said, "The
Ambassador, what's that?" "It's a big fancy hotel downtown. That's
where, you know, ambassadors stay, diplomats, you know. That's
where ambassadors stay, people from other countries, that's why
they call it the Ambassador, because ambassadors stay there."
They wanted to know if it was fancy. "Sure it's fancy, that's where
ambassadors stay."
And now they had to find the Ambassador Hotel. They looked it
up in the phone book and wrote down the address. They had a little
trouble finding it and they walked down Michigan Avenue a little too
far. They saw lots of taxicabs and lots of clothes stores and a stereo
store; they saw old ladies and young ladies; lots of make-up, nice
clothes; the complacent acquisitiveness of people who had nothing
better to do, no sense of adventure, just dull, black pant-suited
ladies; some of them on their third husband, some of them divorced.
never to be remarried, some from choice, some not from choice,
the brave ones, the old spinsters with the gargantuan false eyelashes
and the greasy tanned skin, who had never married when her sisters
and everyone else in her families had gotten married and they came
from a time when a woman was supposed to be married. And the wind
blew in from the lake, not a strong one, and they caught whiffs of
perfume and they felt good, money-in-the-pocket good.
They went to a restaurant and ate and they didn't spend any of
the hundred dollars -- they had some money besides that -- and they
kept the hundred dollars hidden away, very safely. They had hamburgers and french fries and Cokes. They saw people eating salad,
"how can people eat salad" they thought. They drank their Cokes and
smoked their Marlboro's and an old man sitting in the booth beside
them asked them if they would put their cigarettes out and they
wouldn't. "We got a right to smoke," and the old man looked angry
but there was nothing he could do and the waitress , wearing a white
uniform with a red apron and wearing glasses and a beauty mark at
the edge of her mouth. just about where the lips come together, gave
them their check and snapped at a busboy as she hurried by.
They walked back to the hotel and asked for the best room in the
hotel. The clerk gave them a dirty look and said that they room they
wanted was occupied. One said, "give us the best you got empty" and
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the bellboys began to gawk at these two young men wearing bluejeans
with holes in them and sneakers with holes in them and shirts with
holes in them and long dirty hair belonging to heads with holes in
them that admitted light and sound and smell and taste and air. They
were not particularly concerned with their appearance but they were
concerned with getting the most for their money. The desk clerk
was giving them a hard time so one of them began to slam his hand
down on the little bell and the other jumped up and down. The desk
clerk said not to make a disturbance and one of them began to yell
and the other one began to sing and those who were lounging in the
lobby, reading newspapers or dozing, were awakened by loud angry
shouts. The desk clerk looked at the bellboys and a group of bellboys
began to try to throw the young men out and ANOTHER group of
bellboys took sides with the two young men and tried to throw out the
FIRST group of bellboys. The desk clerk called the police and some
of the patrons in the lobby got up from their deep fluffy chairs and
walked over to watch the action.
The two young men had been overpowered by this time and
shoved toward the door. They did the best they could, jumping up
and down, twisting, squirming, then they tried letting their bodies go
limp, the more difficult to be dragged, but they were simply lifted
full into the air, grunting, cursing, panting, twisting. The shoes of
one young man had fallen off. "MY SHOES, MY SHOES, YOU
FUCKING ASSHOLES, LET ME GET MY SHOES, AT LEAST." and
finally his yelling registered with the bellboys and they let him down
and he rushed back to pick up his shoes and he started swinging them
wildly around, then he flung himself on the back of one of the bellboys
and pounded on his head. The other had been thrown out a minute
before and he re-entered and said, "I'M GOING TO BLOW THIS
WHOLE FUCKING PLACE UP" and kicked a chair over. By this time,
the police had come and arrested the two young men for disorderly
conduct and disturbing the peace. And when they got out of jail the
next morning, charges dropped, their hundred dollars had been taken,
so they went back to the spot where they had run into each other a day
and two nights before and said good-bye to each other, laughing and
smiling.
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ACCOMPLIS HING PROCRASTI NATION
Joseph Friedman
In the art of procrastinat ion, one must consider that _!!~ end
justifies the means. Or was it that no means justifies no end? I'm
not sure. . . Certainly, no means helps to cause no end. But the
interesting thing about procrastinat ing is that one may have the means
and never reach the end.
To procrastinat e is to 'put off doing something until a future
time. ' By that definition, I may be going a bit too far to consider
myself no more than an 'accomplishe d' procrastinat or, because I not
only put off till a future time, I put off indefinitely, and indefinitely has
a different meaning than 'future time. ' But I really am an accomplishe d
procrastinat or. What actually occurs is that I put off doing things until
a future time, and the future time always remains in the future.
On December 26, 1749, Lord Chesterfield , bless his heart, wrote,
" ... never put off till tomorrow what you can do today." But somehow,
as I grew up, I learned to follow the words of one William Brighty Rands
who said, ''Never do today what you can put off till tomorrow. " Now
whoever in hell it was that tripped this poor child into following such a
lazy philosophy deserves the worst. But it was, no doubt, unintentiona l
and I feel no need to throw any blame in anyone's direction. In truth, I
grew up surrounded by procrastinat ors. But as impressive as their
procrastinat ing was, they later proved themselves mere amateurs by
eventually accomplishi ng whatever it was they had set out to do. This
is usually the case with most procrastinat ors. I find it necessary to
separate myself from them. They are the 'I'll do it later' crowd who
indeed end up doing it later. Give them credit for a good job of putting
off; but to qualify as an accomplishe d procrastinat or, you must continue
putting off. You must keep that future time in the future.
Time is of essence to the successful procrastinat or. In one way
it is a graph with which we can chart our progress. It is a toy we can
play with. The faster time disappears the sooner comes tomorrow, and
the sooner tomorrow comes, the sooner today becomes yesterday. Now
you're getting somewhere. Donald Robert Perry Marquis once said,
" ... procrastinat ion is the art of keeping up with yesterday ... " Keeping
up with yesterday is one sure way of keeping the future in the future.
Now some of your cynics in the front row, a frightening spot to
begin with, might blurt out "WHY NOT JUST DO NOTHING? IF YOU 'RE
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NEVER GOING TO GET ANYTHING DONE, WHY EVEN THINK ABOUT
IT?" Well , people , you are the ones who have the most to learn. All
of that which you speak of concern s a nihilistic attitude. That would
mean no plans, no intention s; then all we have are good-for -nothing s.
That's bad. We're looking for proud neglecte rs and open-mi nded
disregar ders. How can you neglect if there's nothing to neglect? How
can you disregar d if there's nothing to regard? How can you procras tinate if there's nothing to put off till later? YOU MUST MAKE PLANS!
BIG PLANS! INTRICA TE AND IMPORT ANT PLANS! YOU MUST SET
UP SCHEDU LES! TIGHT SCHEDU LES! Take your time making these
plans and schedule s. They might take days or weeks or even years!
That's okay, that's fine. The longer the better! Maybe you '11 never
finish making plans. That can be very encourag ing; it suggests that you
plans are very intricate and your schedule s will be grueling . When this
is the case, procrast ination becomes more and more meaning ful , and
that's progress !
These plans should serve as a basis for your satisfact ion. Through
them , you can 'see the light. ' Just imagine for a moment the feeling of
having complete d whateve r you had set out to do. What a relief! Ahhh !
It feels so good! Really get into it. Think of all the things you can do
now that you' re finished. Relax! Enjoy yourself . Treat yourself to a
break. A nice, long break. Bow about a cup of coffee or a cup of tea?
Be sure to put a lot of water in the kettle so it won't boil too soon .
What's the hurry anyway?
Ah , wait a minute , you say. I haven't done anything yet. How can
I relax when I've only imagined being through? Now this is a very
importan t aspect of successf ul procrast ination. Using your imaginat ion
is not the easiest thing to do , but once you learn how to use it well ,
you'll find it can be very convinci ng and very rewardin g. You'll find
out that just seeing the light can be very satisfyin g. Like young lovers,
millions of miles apart, imaginin g the splendor of their rendezvo us as
they fall off into a deep , dreamy sleep. What is it that prompts such a
relaxing moment for these two young lovers? ANTICIP ATION!
IMAGIN ATION! They are satisfied and you can be satisfied , too!
Trust that thin gs will take care of themselv es. It is very complica ting
sometim es to understa nd this logic, or lack of logic if you prefer.
Look for a moment at one of the phenomi na of our universe . When a
star burns out millions of light years away from our earth, we may not
actually notic e its disappea rance for years and years. But it has
happened . Just because we have yet to see a result doesn't mean
nothing has happened . Plenty has happened . Let that be a lesson. A
lesson in faith. Have faith in what you don't do as well as in what you
doo-doo. Now let's get with it. .. later ...
You've got your plans' you've got your schedule . On your mark,
get set, HOLD ON A SECOND OR TWOo You can' t start anything
ri ght this moment, there are more importan t things t o do. There are
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more fun things to do. First of all, have you brushed your teeth
lately? When you do, be VERY thorough. Brush everywhere. A
friend of mine brushes his tongue. You might want to try brushing
your nose or lips. Perhaps you'll be adventurous and stray from the
face altogether. Experts suggest twelve times over each area twenty
times. Perfectionism is an accomplished procrastinator's best friend.
Being perfect requires patience. Every little thing deserves special
attention and that takes time. We like things that take lots of time,
remember? The best thing about being a perfectionist is that no one is
perfect. In other words, Charlie, you'll never get there. And that's
a good translation of 'keeping the future in the future. ' But an
accomplished procrastinator is not dissuaded because he '11 never get
there. He knows he' 11 get there through his imagination.
Now let's get back to the bathroom. You're finished brushing
your teeth anj whatever else you were brushing. Are your nails too
long? Check it out. And while you are in the bathroom, take a look in
the mirror. Do you have a growth of stubble that needs to be moved?
Do you have a moustache or beard that's in need of trimming? How
about pimples? Popping pimples can be very exciting when
procrastinating. Maybe you should wash your face. Or perhaps you
should go all out and take a shower ... a long shower. Leave no stone
unturned when climbing to perfection. That advice is given to ensure
that you '11 never get bored. A good addition to any bathroom is a
large stack of magazines. Maybe you prefer magazines with pictures
of naked women or pictures of naked men, or no pictures at all. Fill
up on them. A radio is a nice item to have in your bathroom. A good
procrastinator learns how to spend a long time in the bathroom, many
times a day.
Now that you're perfect, for now, it's time to move on. Take a
good, long look at yourself and find new desires and interests.
Discover new energy to enjoy things you used to enjoy. Procrastinating
is a good way to stay young. Be spontaneous! What are some of the
things you did as a child that you don't do anymore just because you're
no longer a child? One of my favorites is playing soccer with a tennis
ball in the living room or in the hallway. Make up two teams, East
against West or North against South. Doorways make ideal goals.
Play to one-hundred or two-hundred. Winner earns a long rest, and if
it was a tough game perhaps another shower is in order.
Yes, folks, here in procrastination land you don't have to waste
time to pass time.
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QUEEN OF EUROPE
Brendan Martin
I have been offered the position of Queen of Europe. They want
to bathe me and worship me and wrap me in fine linens and it won't
cost me a thing. I'll live in rich splendor amidst large dogs and
sputtering flamingoes, and eat mangoes all day long. My name will be
Vashya, and I will be kind. I'll rule with diffidence, and wear flowers
woven throughout my hair. No one shall wear shoes, and the new form
of greeting will be to touch lightly the other person's face. My ministers will all be painted, a different hue for a different cabinet. They
will sing and laugh and tell jokes, and when we are all exhausted from
play we will lie down in a cocoanut grove and nap like children.
I' 11 be eating dinner someday, the long table stretching before me,
empty save for one plate at the far end opposite me. I'll look deeply
into a candle's flame and wish for my prince, who rides a tall white
stallion with a proud neck, prancing nimbly with a kind of sidestep down
the road to my castle in the moonlight. They approach the walls of my
castle and, when my guards ask who is there, my prince replies, "It
is I, and I have come for the Queen. Let down the doors to your battlements, that I may come up, and bid me entrance. Make warm my
horse, and let the Queen know of my presence that she may prepare my
meal with her hands, and anoint her skin with perfumes to spark the
fire of my ardor. " And they will do so.
And my chambers will be lit by a thousand candles, and the
floors will be covered thickly with rugs , and scents from all the world
shall be summoned to make us dreamy with passion, and we will make
love until the candles die, and I' 11 lie in his arms with my head on his
chest and sleep like a fat bear.
We will be awakened in the morning by the singing of the birds,
and he' 11 kiss me lightly on the forehead and softly say my name, but
I' 11 pretend to be asleep because I like the feeling of the moment. He
will get up and walk naked to the window, and while he stands shrouded
in the sunlight, with the mist of Spanish moors to soften his contours,
I'll put on a false beard and hide beneath the covers. He does not
know that I have cut holes in his pants, and put oil in his shoes, and
when he runs to ask me what has happened, I'll spring from beneath
the covers and yell, "Surprise !"
My subjects will be very loyal, and we will paint each house a
different color, and no doors will be locked. They will hasten to the
sowing in the spring, and work hard throughout the summer, so that
we may have good crops for the year. I will hire traveling musicians
and jugglers and mimes and acrobats and circuses and theatri cal
companies, and they will criss-cross the land with the best of entertainment. The children will learn to laugh in school, and how to be
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kind> and if they want kittens they will have them. When they are very,
very young they will be shown the wonders of the world, so that they
may think about them while they grow up. They will teach the adults to
be children, and the adults will teach them the values needed to stay
that way.
If someone will come to my country's doo_r, and bang and shout
and stamp and fume, and say that he wants to make war, we will
ignore him, and turn our head to water the flowers. If they might be so
bold as to throw something at us, we will step aside, and then scold
them irritably. "We have no need for your implements of war , " I shall
tell them; "be on your way, for we have no desire for you to visit if
you cannot behave yourselves." They might pout and whine, but it will
be of no use, and my guards will stoutly refuse them entrance.
After a while they will see the error that they have made, and
decide that it might be best to be friends. I shall have them send me
their highest ministers, and engage them in a contest against mine.
They will play hopscotch and checkers and mumblety-peg, and have pieeating contests and mudfights , and stay up all night to watch movies.
They will be awarded points on a fair basis, and the ones with the most
points at the end of a week are the winners. I have no need to fear
that my ministers will lose because I know that they are the best in all
of these things. And after we win, we shall invite them in for a celebration, and there will be music and puppetry and jousting, with prizes
for everyone.
I shall have lots of wild bears in my forests , and tigers and chipmonks and snakes. They might wear coats and ties if they feel like it,
or sing if their fancy strikes them so. They will get cold in the winter ,
and their teeth will chatter, and they' 11 have no place to go. Then I
shall send out my men and have them brought forth to my castle, and
there will be warm beds for all of them, and hot tea and delicate
biscuits, with plenty of freshly whipped butter. I will sit up at night
and tell the bears stories, and tuck them in after they have fallen asleep, and blow out the candles. I will bring in the snakes one by one,
and whisper that they must be quiet. I shall suspend them from the
curtain rods and tops of doors, and tuck them under the bed, and in the
sheets, and all around the bears. The bears will snooze soundly and
be unaware that all this is happening. Lastly, I will place a pot and
spoons in the room, and ask that the snakes bang loudly on the pot in
the morning, for everyone knows that bears are so lazy. I should like
to be there in the morning to see it, but I shall be throwing water on
the tigers.
A proclamation will be sent out to all the land that visitors from

outer space are very welcome at the dinner table of the castle. We
have a very liberal space program. When they come to dine, I will ask
them what of the planets ,and how are things these days ? I shall get
them roaring drunk, and lead them around in the snow. We shall give
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them firecrackers to smoke and exploding matches to light them with,
and put itching powder down their backs. If they have a back. If they
don't we shall just get them drunk. At any rate, I hope they bring
their own interpreters .
After they've sobered up the next day, we shall talk of difficult
things, and knit our eyebrows in perplexity and confusion. We will
speak of science over cereal, and m·athematics over tea. They will
show us the wonders of their worlds, and we will show them our toys.
We' 11 take long walks through the woods and stop for a drink by a
stream, where we'll take off all our clothes and play in the water.
We'll put our clothes on while we're still wet, and run back through
the fields in the sunshine, laughing and tugging at flowers. After a nap
in the haystacks, we'll saunter casually through the markets, and
collect things for dinner that night. If they like beets, they shall have
beets. And if they don't, we'll get drunk.
The next day, I shall send the snakes in to wake them up, and
packed for their flight back through the stars. They
sandwiches
have
of beer to take along in a cooler, and hot peppers
plenty
shall have
they make ready to leave, we will all cry and laugh,
When
and salami.
in fond reminiscenc e of the things that we'd
other
and smile at each
kiss each one on the cheek, and give them
will
done for their stay. I
each presents to take back. As they wave goodbye from the door of
their ships, we'll wave back, and wonder if they'll like the tequila.
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From NO GREAT SHAKES, or
THE UNTOLD TALES OF SHAKESPEARE
Mike Kelly

1. It is generally acknowledged by Shakespearean scholars that King
Henry the Sixth is the earliest work of the bard's which we possess,
largely an outgrowth of the Hollingshed Chronicles which interests us
more as a curio than a true masterwork. Shakespeare, in that jesting
and sportive manner which was to endear him to so few, confounded
the folioiers by vivisecting his verse volley into three separate sections entitled: The First Part of King Henry the Sixth, The Second
Part of King Henry the Sixth, and The Third Part of King Henry the
Sixth. He then remindered to the shanty on the Strat, scanned the
sports quarto with his feet up on a barrel of ale, and waited for the
spoils to come rolling in. When the money demonstrated its resolve
to remain squarely where it was, in a fit of pique (or perhaps it was
his yellow smoking jacket) my boy Bill dashed off The Worst Part of
King Henry the Sixth, the crowning crescendo to the movement, and
the last word on the ruler known as "The Janitor King."
The worst part of King Henry the Sixth, according to all reliable
sources , in that he used to expectorate saliva whenever he talked.
During his reign a simple confab with the king took on the characteristics of a sudden shower. It is said that, following a friendly game of
croquet, if his highness was in a particularly gregarious or expansive
mood, the field would become so sodden as to be rendered unplayable.
A legend has it that his second wife, Catherine the Dense (15?? to
? ?41) became the impromptu winner in the world's premiere wetT-shirt contest, which developed when a particular group of guards
with an eye for the vagaries of pulchritude, observed her stage-right
exit from her boudoir following an exasperantingly heated Royal argument about some lady-in-waiting who had waited a little too long.
The play ends when the king is called upon to _judge a local
beauty contest, and as he approaches the microphone in anticipation
of warbling "There she is, Miss Worstechire-Down-the-Road-fromthe-A-&-W", he is catastrophically electrocuted by his own, asit were,
juices, as it were. (And that's the way it were, Friday, August 18,
1593. )

2. If I may quote from G. B. Harrison, Shakespeare: The Complete
Works, Hartcourt, Brace, and World, New York, 1946: "Titus
Andronicus is regarded by many critics as Shakespeare's worst play
and as a result ingenious attempts have been made to clear him of the
charge of having written it." This harsh judgement is most often
based upon the crude and incredulous storyline, which features mutilation, rape, severed hands and arms, et cetera; which accounts for
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it being the only play of Shakespeare 's adapted for the screen as a
Kung- Fu movie. (See Tang Gien Grisp and Cassandra Loos in Seven
Nostrils of Michie£, A Rancid Rice Productions, released by Fatal
Flaw Inc.)
As I perused the wares the other day at a renovated sewer of a
bookstore, however, I came upon an abused tome containing this
cryptic and curious ledger: "The Moste Unsuittabel Tragedie of TightAsse Androginous s, As wass Plaied late one Nighte by Reare Reverent
Galen Candybeare and his Maritale Aides." (QB-Kn6, ch.)
This proved to be the real meat, the true repressed dum -dum
which had been prosecuted under the community standards act of 1643,
and was never again performed. The story concerns one Tightass
Androgynous , a frustrated professor of English (or Socretor, as they
were known at that time, after the Greek), and his attempts to free
himself to enjoy the full measure of pure love from behind the cloak
of despair. Alas, even with the best lubricant money can buy (Mobil
50 weight Carriage Oil) all endeavors prove futile--his anatomy remains an insurmounta ble obstacle. Manic in his sear ch for fulfillment, he hires on as the produce manager for a large independent food
store chain. His fate is sealed, finally, when he is run down by an outof-control grocery cart being operated by a corpulent country-and western singer with manure in his hair.
3. Only with the unvalueable (or is that invaluable?) expertise of my
apprentice butcher nephew Ronald am I able to fit The Tragedy of
Hamlet, Prince of Denmark and The Tragedy of Piglet, Friend to Pooh
in proper chronologica l sequence. While the vast majority of scholarship assures us that the former does indeed predate the latter, little
Rrrrrrrrr-o nnie assures me that nowhere in the annals of butcherism
(hence from Attila the Hungry) is there a documented instance of the
HAM being in existence before the PIG. In fact, he notes in his tedious and noxiously confessional letter (Get thee to a nunnery, Ronald!),
in certain cases the PIG has endured for well over a century before the
HAM feels the kiss of the knife. My own gastronomic al sources
reveal that two former huns now posing as one naturalized citizen
named Oscar Mayer are the worst offenders in this regard.
(Note: There is a rumor that Shakespeare dealt with this very
concept under the toponym The Two Gentlemen of Bologna. The plot
concerns a pair of siamese twins, stranded when their horse-drawn
carriage crashes in the Peruvian Alps, who are driven to munch upon
each others' hind quarters to maintain base survival. Unfortunatel y,
it is not a play, only a rumor.)
En Toto, then (en Dorothy, en the Scarecrow, en the Cowardly
Lion) The Tragedy of Piglet, Friend to Pooh is an unabashed rip-off
of A. A. Milne's beloved childrens characters, which, since A. A.
would not be born for another two centuries, was a pretty neat trick,
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even for someone with as much on the ball as Old Willie. It was in
connection with this porcine opus that the appellative "Fair Copy" was
first used in describing S's work. In retrospect we must note that the
critics of the time seem curiously restrained. Its not simply a fair
copy, its a truly exceptional job of purloining the plot of The House at
Pooh Corner.
B. S. also adapted a few of his more scintillating sonnets from
And Now We Want Sex, Milne's book of childish (children's, that is)
verse.
4. It is vaguely uninteresting to reflect upon that here, in the manical
maypo of the twentieth century, a fell twenty-five hundred years since
Aeschylus, Shakespeare's A Midsummer Knight's Dream remains the
only dramatic exposition of human nocturnal sexuality. To what can we
attribute this admirable demonstration of species restraint? Religious
persecution? Mary Five-Fingers? Pat Boone? Foam-Upper Insoles?
No matter. The cogent point is that Big Bill did not shirk from what he
neurotically saw as his duty to present the slimy underbelly of inadvertent ejaculation, although his own marriage was consummated by a
stuffed Gefilte fish. The intrigue is predictably predictable, nutshelled
by the Knight's soliliquy:
"And Lo! Though not so low as I would like
I glimpse mine jammies awash in a sea of dead Christians
A warning shot for nanny, that nappy-pated dyke.
Alas! I dreampt on stool-scented Waldo in the park
Anon shall I cleave to mine cranium
A Goldblatt' s silver wig,
And ransom forth mine manhood amongst the speculums
of Denmark." (I, 10-7, bottom of the eighth.)
5. In a radical departure from the formula we have been able to glean
from the previous pieces, here is an example of old Shit-for-brains
revising the body of the play while retaining the title. Measure for
Measure, in the published version, employed such hackneyed theatrical conceits as mistaken identities, threatened virgins, rebuffed
seducers, dastardly clergy, and flaring nostrils; in short, very similar to any random episode of "Dow Finsterwald' s Golf Tip of the Day".
(Which still may be viewed quite early thursday mornings on Chicago's
WGN-Channel 9, nestled between reruns of "My Mother, The Hamster"
and "Bert Weinman's Used Meditations.")
In the first folio, however (the one where we also fi~d those

compromising photographs from the Globe Theatre's annual picnic),
the play concerned the tribulations suffered by the people of Great
Britain when they endeavored to convert to the metric system. Formerly, the more precise but slightly messier unit of measure had been
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the extended entrails of a pregnan t bovine. (See Sonnet #4, to wit:
"Shall I compare thee to a cow's entrails11 ? / Thou are certainly larger,
while not so slimy/ Although it is close. )
6. There is that quality of tragedy, where within the hero's own
breast fester the mortifyi ng seeds of his own destruct ion. There is
that flawless expositio n, wherein a superior wordsmi th lays forth a
tableau of the stunning purity of action fraught with allegory like a sled
of glass coasting down a bed of dazzling snow. And then there is
Shakesp eare. But the brainwa shed eels of the public have always had
a soft spot in their heads for an honest hack, so I might as well slice
off my nose, shit in my own shoes , and try to sell insuranc e to fire
hydrants . Sour Grapes? Maybe, but by the time Timon of Athens
hit the roarin' twenties Hot 100 (1623, to be precise) , "Shake- em-up"
was snortin' like a pig in de clover. He be gwine .... (excuse me,
Br'er's Syndrom e again.)
Anyhoo, he had pretty well risen to the level of a star, with an
entourag e of agents with Havana cigars and pink-nip pled groupies in
see-thro ugh armor pumping forth litres of saliva in expectat ion of
drivel like this:
"Oft' whence thine poultice doth smite mire brow
Good my liege, entrain hesper' s froggy tent withal,
List ! Anon portends whereon thine coxcomb s are rent
Alack the day! Alas! What Ho! Forsooth ! Hey-Hey !"
All of which has little or nothing to do with Timid of Akron, the
obviousl y superior earlier incarnat ion of the aforeme ntioned vignette.
It tells the story of a mild-ma nnered working -class regular- guy-typ e
Joe, who, one day while toiling in the toilet of the Goodyea r Corpora tion, discover s a formula which renders automob ile tires edible, if not
quite digestibl e. He is too shy, tragicall y enough, to survive in the
cut-thro at world of Big Busines s on his own, so he sells his secret for
a mere pittance to the corporat e Vice-pre sident of the Pondero sa
Steak Houses. This firm , through furtive judiciou s use of an addictiv e
chemica l labeled as " hickory- smoke flavored " barbecu e sauce, enjoys
unpreced ented repeat business , even from those custome rs who have
required intestine transpla nts. Timid of Akron dies a broken man,
another vegetari an found in the gutter , the strangul ation victim of
lumpy yogurt.
(Note: Shakesp eare also became quite catty on the sub ject of
sudden-d eath food franchis es in The Tragedy of Mc Donalds
ZZZZZZ ZZZZZZ ((the twelve billionth .)) This establish ment provoke d
his ire when they presume d to borrow heavily from his epic poem
" The Rape of Lucrece " in advertis ing promotin g their new "Eggs
Marat/ Sade Breakfa st." F or further details on this ongoing tragedy,
indeed for a role in it, visit the newest independ ently-ow ed outlet on
the corner of Minnie Bilandic Bouleva rd and Stepin Fetchit Dr ive.
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THE COUNTER SPELL
Clarice Jacquelyn McGinnis
The last time I was in Jasper Junction was the summer of the
great heat wave, when Uncle Jake started foolin g around with Lilly
right under our noses, and my Aunt Verdis made me help her put a
counter-spe ll on Lilly in order to get Uncle Jake to start actin g ri ght
a gain. You see, Lilly was supposed to be a witch, and had hoodooed
Uncle Jake. That was why he kept going over to her house (the white
bungalow with the rickety green swing on the front porch and the
mulberry tree out back), to drink sassafras tea, with honey. "God
knows what else they do over there," Aunt Verdis would say.
I didn't know a thing about witches and spells, me being from up
North and all, but I went alon g with Aunt Ver dis fi~rin g that maybe I
could learn how to whip up some sort of love potion to use on MacArthur
T. Jones, who, incidentally, was the reason for me being in Jasper
Junction in the first place.
MacArthur T. Jones. He lived in 4B in my building. Mac,
that's what everybody else called him, but I always would say
Mac-Ar-Thu r, resting my tongue on my upper teeth a long time, sort
of singing the "thurrrr. "
MacArthur! He was something else, the way he'd walk that walk
and talk his cool jive. You should have seen him. He'd come swaggering
down the street with his head cocked to the side, bending his knees and
dipping down low when he took a step, then jerking his shoulders back,
swinging his arms to and fro in a groovy rhythm--ben ding, dipping,
jerking, and swinging--a ll this in slow motion. Every time he'd see me
he'd curl the ends of his lips up in a small grin and toss his head to the
side and say, "Hey, little Fox, " and keep on going. That's all he ever
said to me, "Hey, little Fox. "
But Momma didn't know that, and there was absolutely no way I
could explain that love note she found in my 9th grade Science Book.
All the note said was:
"My darling, precious, MacArthur,
I cannot go on anymore without telling you that I adore
you. I long for your kiss, your caress. I will do anything
in this world for you!
Love and Kisses,

xxxxxxxxxxx
Caroline
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ur wasn't going to mail the letter, Momma. I'm telling the truth!
I wasn't going to do nothing. Honest! " It was two weeks later and I was
standing with Momma on the Railroad platform, crying, pleading with
her for understanding, but she wasn't listening. Loud bursts of steam
shot out from underneath the train and drowned out my cries. A few
minutes later, I was headed for Jasper Junction--Momma said it was
for my own good.
It must have been about 4: 30 the morning Aunt Verdis tipped into
my room and shook me out of a deep, tranquil sleep. There was a
damp, perfumey scent laced with fresh grass smells slipping in through
the window. I was hugging the pillow close to me, with my legs pulled
up to my chest, and was sucking in the breeze, and floating in a river
that tasted like a cross between lemonade and Lime-Rock cola, when I
felt something tugging at my baby-doll pajama top.
I leaped straight up in bed hurling the pillow out from me, hitting
Aunt Ver dis squarely in her face. I didn't know what to think was
happening, and for a moment I thought Aunt Verdis was Momma--they
look so much alike--them being sisters and all, except that Aunt Verdis
is a shade darker than Momma and at least twenty pounds heavier. But
they both have the same oval-shaped face with clear eyes and both of
them talk in a deep throaty tone of voice. It was dim inside, for day
hand't exactly started, except that when I looked out the window there
were pinkish-red streaks of color against the dull, gray-blue sky over
the rooftops of Jasper College, that let you know that the sun would be
moving up from behind the Science Building pretty soon.
"Get up! Come with me! " Aunt Verdis frantically whispered, I
felt her hot breath tickle my eardrum. She was still holding a handful
of my pajamas.
"What's the matter? What's wrong?" I asked.
"It's Lilly. She's up to something. Hurry! I want you to see
this too. "
I sprung from the bed. My feet hit the floor with a dull thump
sound.
"Careful, be quiet, " she whispered. "Don't wake up Jake.
Shshshshsh. " She put a finger to her lips, and bounced ahead of me,
out the door, down the hallway, past her bedroom where Uncle Jake
was making gruggling noises in his sleep; we stopped at the kitchen
window. I was standing behind her near the table wondering if Aunt
Verdis always acted so strange.
"Come on, move on up some, so you can see, " she said, pulling
at my arm. I squinted my eyes, then rubbed my hand across them in
an effort to wipe away the sleep. Then I peered out the window trying
to figure out what on earth I was looking for. Near the alley was a
rusty brown garbage can that was piled high with cans and paper; the mum
and rose bushes were adorned with a glimmering layer of dew; a rooster
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cackled: "cock-a-doodle-doo, " startling me. I jumped and brushed
against the handle of the skillet that was soaking in the sink. It made a
noise and Aunt Verdis cautioned me again to be quiet.
"What are we looking for?" I whispered, squeezing my legs
together to keep from peeing on myself. Suddenly, I had to go to the
bathroom real bad.
Aunt Verdis pointed to an area of the yard close to the fence.
"At her, Silly-Goose. See what she's doing," she said.
I stood on my toes and leaned over Aunt Verdis' shoulders, then
looked at the ground just feet from the window where she was pointing.
Then I saw Lilly. She was crouched down on all fours digging in the
ground with some sort of metal object that looked like a spoon. She had
on a very loose, low cut white dress, or gown, that hung down from her
chest, revealing her small breasts which jiggled around as she dug in
the earth. After a while, she stopped digging, put the spoon on the
ground, then picked up a container about the size of a one-pound coffee
can, and poured a dark liquid into the hole, scooped dirt up with her
hands, covered the hole, smoothed it out. Then she slapped her hands
together and went back in her house.
''Now, you go on back to your room and don't breathe a word of
this to anyone, especially Jake. Soon as he leaves for work, get up,
get dressed. I want you to go with me, " Aunt Verdis whispered to me.
"What do you think she was doing, Aunt Ver dis ? " I asked.
"She's a witch, gir 1. Causing all the heat. Done already put a
spell on your uncle. You know how he's always going over there in the
evening. Probably trying to fix him some more, " she answered with a
far off look in her eyes.
"Where're we going, Aunt Verdis ?"
''Never you mind, " she said. "Just get ready. "
After a quick trip to the bathroom, I went back in my room, and
got in bed, where I spent the next hour and a half listening to the
tick-tick-tick-ticking of the Big Ben clock on the mantelpiece across the
room from me, and felt what had been fresh, cool air coming in the
window change to a warm, humid breeze. I thought about MacArthur,
how he would be lying awake in the early morning, wondering where I
had gone and praying that I'd return. Maybe I should send him a letter
so he could ease his mind. I'd write:
''Dear MacArthur,
Momma sent me away to live with these crazy people in
Jasper Junction. There're witches down here. But don't
worry, I'll be back. I still love you.
Love and Kisses

xxxxxxxxxxx
Caroline''
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At 6: 30, Aunt Verdis opened my door, dressed up in her powderblue Sunday dress, high heels, with a navy blue straw hat tilted to the
side of her head. She was fum~:Jling in her black, patent leather
pocketbook, stuffing something white inside.
"Girl, I told you to be dressed when Jake left. Get up. " She
sounded real upset. I didn't hear Uncle Jake leave, probably cause I
had been thinking so hard about MacArthur.
"Did he leave yet?" I asked, knowing that that was a stupid
question being as how she was already dressed up and ready to go, but
I didn't want her to think that I had deliberately disobeyed her so I felt
that I had to say something. I quickly got up.
"Be ready in a minute, " I said and reached for my shorts.
We walked for miles it seemed, in the middle of the road, turned
off of Court E and headed down Willow's Road where the houses sat
farther and farther apart. Aunt Verdis wasn't in a talkative mood, for
all three times when I asked her where we were going, she merely
pulled her pocketbook closer to her and kept on walking. Her head was
held high, she didn't look at me, kept her eyes fixed in front of her. I
looked over at her several times trying to determine what was going on
by some expression I thought she might have in her face. Her cheek
bones were high, and her eyes seemed to be a little glassy, but the sun
had started glaring down at us so hard that I figured that what I saw in
her eyes was merely the sun's reflection.
We came upon a small shack that was positioned way back in the
middle of a dusty yard that looked like it might have been swept clean
with a broom.
Aunt Verdis tapped at the door.
A man shuffled to it, dragging his feet on the floor. Minutes went
by and all I could hear was a dragging, shuffling sound. I felt him
standing on the other side of the door. You know how blind people can
sense somebody's presence even if they don't move; it was like that.
Then the door was pulled back.
"OH! " I halfway screamed out, but Aunt Verdis nudged me in my
side and looked at me like Momma does when I've done something wrong,
crossing her eyes and glaring deeply in mine.
Oh, if you had only seen him!
He was the vilest looking looking creature I have ever seen in all
of my life--even to this day. "MacArthur!" I yelled inside, when Aunt
Verdis smiled and pushed me in the door ahead of her.
She sat down on a chair in the middle of the room. There was only
that one, straight back chair, and a table that held a pan with a green and
yellowish slimy liquid. The room reeked with a loud stench, like dead
fish and rotten eggs mixed up together. The stink grabbed me in my
throat, making me want to gag like I did when I was in first grade and
Larry Joe Tarver vomited up his rice pudding in the middle of the
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lunchroom table, and a long line of white mucous got on the red apple
that I had been saving for recess.
"MACARTHUR! I silently screamed for him again.
"Mr. Elijah, I need help. A witch named Lilly, who's living in
the very house next door to me, put a spell on my dear husband, Jake,
who's a good, Christian man, except that she done fixed him so bad
that he can't stay away from her, "Aunt Verdis said. "Please tell me
what I can do. "
I had been so overwhelmed by the stomach-churnin g stench in the
room that I had not clearly looked at Mr. Elijah. But when he hobbled
over to us (I was standing over Aunt Verdis while she sat in the chair),
I got a good look.
He had a hump in his back like the Hunch-Back in the horror movie
I saw at Christmas time. His hair was long, white, and matted down at
the top, but the ends stuck out around his ears like wet chicken feathers.
It look as if a lot of maggots were dancing around in it. His eyes were
almost white, you could hardly see his eyeballs, and they bulged out of
their sockets and sat on the ridge of his long pointed nose. He had no
neck, or so it appeared, for his head was just sitting on his sagging
shoulders like it was going to fall off.
"Do you have in your possession something that belongs to your
husband, Sister? A personal item?" he said, his voice high pitched
and shrill.
"Yes, "Aunt Verdis said and pulled out Uncle Jake's white t-shirt
pocket book.
her
from
"Good, " he said, and laughed through a mouth of huge, uneven,
brownish teeth.
He took the shirt from Aunt Verd.is and placed it in the pan of
smelly muck, and twirled it around.
"Let us all now place our hands together inside here (he nodded
down at the pan) and in unison chant the words, 'Evil be done! Evil go
away! Evil get thee back!"'
Aunt Verdis put her hands in first. He placed his hands on top of
hers, and looked at me. I was sick to my stomach, but knew I had no
choice but to stick my hands in too. Have you ever felt cool, clammy,
snot wiggling around between your fingers? That's what it was like.
"Evil be done! Evil go away! Evil get thee back!" we all chanted.
Then the man took his hands out, cupped them together and sneezed in
them sounding like a wild horse.
I leapt to my feet and ran from that shanty not caring what Aunt
Verdis would say, not looking back.

Across the dirt yard that didn't

have a blade of grass anywhere in it, kicking up dirt as I ran, getting
it stuck between my toes, for I was wearing sandals, I nearly flew. I
made it to Willow Road and kept on going, passing a couple of cars that
were creeping along. One honked for me to move to the side of the
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road. I did, but didn't stop until I reached Court E, and nearly knocked
Lilly down. She was on the path by her gate.
When I recognized her and noticed that I was carrying the scent of
dead fish and rotten eggs on my hands I screamed, LOUD!
"MAC AR THUR! "
Lilly put her arm around me. That's when I really went mad,
flinging my arms around wildly over my head, crying, gasping for
breath. I thought she was going to chop my head off or suck blood out
of my neck like the vampires do. If only MacArthur had been there. I
didn't know what to do. It had gotten very hot by then and my shorts and
short-sleeved blouse were wringing wet.
Lilly kept her arm around me though. "Calm down, calm down,
you'll be alright, " she was saying.
"Witch! " I hollered. "Why don't you take the curse off my Uncle
Jake and leave him alone. " I was still struggling, but not like before;
I was tired by then.
"Come on, girl. You'll collapse dead away out here in this heat,
if you don't calm down. Come on inside with me. It's nice in there.
I'll get you a cool drink of water. " She smiled. Her voice sounded
sweet, mellow, and she was gentle with me. Then she led me through
her gate and up the steps into her house, and sat me down in a chair by
the wall right under a picture of a bright red bicycle.
"What's that stuff on your hands?" she asked. I felt so ashamed
remembering how me and Aunt Verdis had gone to Mr. Elijah's about
her, and now she was being so nice to me, that I starting crying again,
holding my hands together, out from me. I made a motion to wipe my
eyes, but smelled the dead fish and rotten eggs when I lifted my hands
to my face; I quickly flung them away.
She brought a pan of cool water in the room and bent down on her
knees in front of me, took my hands in hers and dipped them in the
water washing away the stench.
"Everything' s going to be alright, " she kept on saying.

*

* *
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LILLY
Clarice Jacquelyn McGinnis
She was sitting on the floor, her legs spread out wide, a pair of
scissors in one hand, the Sears Roebuck Catalog in her lap. She licked
her tongue over her index finger then turned the page of the book,
licked her finger again turning two, three pages at a time. Around her
were carefully cut out pictures of doll babies, wagons, winter coats,
galoshes, a clipping of a nylon black nightgown. Scraps of paper in a
pile to her side near the wooden crate that was covered with a white
cloth, serving as a stand for the lamp with yellowing newspaper hanging
over the light bulb. A small transistor radio, needing batteries was
perched precariously close to the edge of the crate.
Her hair was brushed back fron her face and knotted at the top.
Two black bobby pins poked out of the base of the ball. It was dim
inside for the shades were drawn well 1Jelow the window ledge.
Someone was knocking at the door, probably Jake. Only when he
called her name: "Lilly," and said, "come on, it's me," did she move.
Crawling on her knees to the door, her fingers still wrapped around the
handles of the scissors,she clutched the doorknob and pulled her body up,
causing the loose fitting bright red and white striped dress to smooth out
and drop several inches below her knees. She wore no underwear.
Jake entered the room and just as he had done the last time, sat in
the straight back chair by the wall near the crate.
"Want some tea?" she asked.
''Naw, that's not what I want, Lilly. Why don't we just talk
awhile." Jake's eyebrows were bushy, almost growing together. But
that small space that seprated them seemed to say more than he ever did
with words. There was a kind of questioning expression between them, a
hint of uneasiness.
"Want to lay down on the floor over there and talk, " she said,
pointing to an area of the room free from scraps of paper. That'll be
alright with me. " She put the scissors next to the lamp on the stand.
The floor was hard but neither of them seemed to mind.
"You sleep here on this floor, I bet. You seem so used to it, "
he said.
"A body needs a hard surface to lay on. Makes the mind think
better, " she said.
They lay there, her head resting against his chest, a button
pressing lightly into her cheek. But she was used to hard things. His
legs were long, but no longer than hers; his scuffed-up high topped
shoes made them feel heavy, uncomfortable.
"Mind if I take my shoes off?" he asked.
"Alright with me. I don't see how you go all day wearing them
rough shoes no way. Shoes restrict your movements, slows you down,
keeps you from getting where you want to go as swift as you want to.
I don't remember the last time I stuck my feet in a pair of shoes. It's
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so unnatural, you know. ''
Jake bent his body in half and unlaced first one shoe string, then
the other, then pushed first one shoe then the other from his feet. He
wiggled his toes.
"Think I'll take my socks off too and be a natural man. " He
laughed while he took his thick white socks off and flung them across
the room. He lay back on the floor and gently pulled Lilly to him. He
sucked in the fresh scent of Ivory Soap from her body, ran his hand
along her head then cupped the ball of hair. One of the bobby pins fell
to the side of her neck, but she did not flinch.
"What do you want to talk about, Jake, " Lilly asked.
"About you. All about you, " he said. ''Why you don't never let
no light in here?"
"For what? Why should I? The dark's alright with you, ain't it?"
"Of course, just fine with me, " he said.
He liked the way she so easily came to him, and how her neck
perfectly fit in the curve of his arm. It all seemed so natural, so much
a part of the way things should be. He could relax with Lilly in a way he
never could be himself with nobody else, man or woman or child. Lilly
just didn't seem to give a damn about nothing, yet she accepted him for
what he was, though he didn't sometimes know what that was, and his
not knowing didn't matter to her at all.

* * *
"I saw Verdis today, " she said.
"Mmmm, " he grunted.
"Told her how much you like my tea and honey. " It had grown
dark outside but the bright light from the moon crept in through the
cracks in the sides of the shades, faintly illuminating Jake's forehead.
He raised his head from the floor and turned to look at Lilly. Lilly's
eyes were closed. She breathed softly, her chest moving in and out
peacefully.
"What did you say?" he asked frowning a little bit.
"Momma used to swear by tea. She used to say that if you knew
you'd never have a bit of trouble a day in your life. She had a
tea,
your
special kind of tea for everything, for runny bowels, labor pains, and
even to stop spells folks would put on you. Used to have me digging up
roots all times of the night to make up pots of tea for folks from miles
around. Everybody that knew my Momma would come to her aching
from the misery, or with patched of their hair falling out and beseech
her to give them the proper tea to fix whatever was bothering them. "
"What did you say you told Verdis ?" he asked and raised up,
leaning on his elbow.
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''When?"
"Did you say you saw Verdis today?"
"Yeh, Jake," Lilly laughed and sat up. "Ha! You sho got yourself
a good wife in her. She must have spent two, three hours this morning
bent over that tub scrubbing them clothes. Yeh, she's a good one
alright. I felt a little bit sorry for her. It was hot enough to roast
peanuts on the ground out there, and there she was working her arms up
and down over that scrub board all that time. "
"What did you do? You say you told her something?"
'Now let's see?"Lilly fumbled with the ball of hair. "Have you
ever had alfalfa tea, Jake? It's got kind of a silky taste. You can feel
it in your throat long after you finish it if you take it down when it's hot
enough, " she said.
"What did you tell her?" Jake's voice was rising. He didn't know
what to do with his hands so he rubbed them together trying to dry the
traces of sweat in his palms. "Answer me, about Verdis ?" he said.
"Oh Verdis. Didn't say much cause of how strange she was
acting. Told me to go on home. Then I just told her how much you liked
my sassafras tea, remember ? You said you liked it real good. "
Jake was trying to control the hammer that seemed to have gotten
stuck in his rib cage, that was causing his chest to tighten. Now it was
clear to him why there was just a skillet of grease on the stove when he
got home that evening, and why Verdis had not even looked at him when
he asked about supper, why she had sat in that chair by the window like
a stone statue as he took his bath and left out.
"Why'd you tell her that?" he asked truly puzzled. He hadn't ever
heard of a woman going up to a man's wife and telling her about them and
telling him he told her like it was the most natural thing in the world to
do. He came to Lilly for some peace of mind, now she had gone and
blew up everything.
"Didn't you like it, Jake? You acted like you did, " she said.
"But that's my wife! " he yelled and stood up. "Don't you
understand? You're not suppose to tell her how I come over here and be
with you. What else did you tell her?"
"Ha! you sho do remind me of my Daddy, the way he'd be sounding
all excited. Remind me of my Daddy and how he'd get all mad with my
Momma, worked up over nothing it seems to me. Why you pracing
around like a bat fresh out of hell? Something sho seems to be bothering
you tonight. "
Jake had picked up his socks and went over to the chair, then
flicked on the dim light.
Lilly batted her eyes and jumped up from the floor.

"Why you turning on the lamp? Thought the dark was alright with
you'>"
Jake put his socks on. Several beads of sweat stood out on his
forehead. He got his shoes and put them on too.
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Lilly picked up the Sears Roebuck Catalog and leafed through the
pages. "I've been looking for a picture to paste on the wall over there
just about an inch higher than where your head stops. I want me
something real pretty and colorful, but I can't seem to find the proper
thing to fit there, " she said.
"Lilly, what's wrong with you? You crazy like they all say? Now
what I'm gonna tell Verdis? What I'm suppose to do now?"
"Tell her if she want some tea to come on over, alright with me."
On page 159, there was a red bicycle with a bright yellow horn on
the handlebars. Standing next to it was a boy with yellow hair and pink
cheeks dressed in bluejeans and a white shirt with blue stripes running
across it. He had a wide grin on his face.
Jake slammed the door when he left. Lilly found the scissors on
the stand, went back to the floor and cut right through the middle of
the boy, then carefully clipped around the edges of the bicycle. She
glanced at the wall near where Jake had been, then went over and
turned off the lamp.
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DEAR HENRY
Daniel Andries
Dear Henry,
Your design plans for building a small, personal horseless
transport (what did you call it, automobile?) looked very interesting.
Getting rid of the horse was, in my estimation, the real stroke of
genius. Horses are a pain; always wanting grain and water, crapping
all over the streets, getting spooked, turning carriages over, and
taking off on the spur of the moment, the drive is at the mercy of that
miserable beat. Horrible. My aunt Bertha was trampled by one of the
stampeding mongrels just last week. But that's another story.
Despite all these overwhelming assets, Henry, there are a
number of problems with your design which negate the advantages that
are inherent in the mere pondering of the idea of a horseless, selfpropelled vehicle. Let me review the plans you sent us to make sure
that we are both clear as to what it is specifically that I'm objecting to.
There is a basic carriage. It has a seat in the front for the
driver. It has four wheels, two on each side. Behind this driver is an
engine, a gas propelled engine. Behind this first carriage is a second
four wheeled wagon so to speak. This wagon has two benches, with a
total seating capacity of four people. Now, through the back of the
carriage and into the bottom of the wagon sticks a rod. You call this a
crankshaft. Suits me fine. To start the automobile, the driver turns a
key in a lock system that starts a burst of electricity. The electricity
travels down some wires to the wagon in back.
In this wagon sit four men. Each man has a metal ring strapped
to his neck,and clipped to the ring are the wires. Each one of these
men, as you specified in your plans, have had their heads shaved and
are wearing wet packs upon their bald scalps to keep them moist.
(Your studies with electricity have revealed that water is an excellent
conductor.) The wire travels above the wetted cranium and back down
to the other side of the metal ring. The wire is then connected in a
similar manner to the other three ment before it travels on back to the
front of the automobile.
These four men, if we are to go by what you have written in your
blueprint, Henry, are sitting back in that wagon to get the crankshaft

turning. The point of the electricity? You state: A) Most importantly
to give each man more energy, thereby giving a bigger and faster start
to the crankshaft, and B) To wake up any of the men who may have
fallen asleep back in the wagon. You go into a lengthy discussion of the
utter boredom of this job which I shall not reprint here. I shall
instead merely refer to it. You claim the job is dull. I'd say it's
rather electrifying, but that's neither here nor there. You state that
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often, after traveling great distance over the plains with little to do but
watch the scenery, the crankshaft men, for lack of a better title, may
fall asleep. Yet, they may be needed at a moment's notice to start the
automobile. It would be foolish and entirely uneconomical in any sense
of the word to go back and wake each one up individually. So, you
suggest that by running the electricity through their bodies, you should
certainly have them wide awake in little or no time at all.
Directly behind the driver, on a small wooden platform with a hole
in the center of it, sits another man. The hole in the center of the
platform is connected via a funnel to the engine block where the gasoline, which propels the craft, ignites, thereby getting the engine going.
The man on the platform sits above the hole. He has at his disposal
approximately three cans, each containing two gallons of gasoline. His
job is to pour that petrochemical fuel through the hole and into the
funnel to keep the engine fed with gasoline. When he has emptied the
first two containers and is pouring the contents of the third into the
engine, he is to yell none gallon left. " The driver, according to your
plans, should then pull over into a gas station to get more gas. This
part of your plan thoroughly confused me. Henry, what in God's name,
may I ask you, is a gas station and where does one find one? (We were
also wondering where one would keep the key to the public restroom in
one of these gas stations.)
We finally get back to the front of the automobile, where the
driver, who has set everything in motion, should be ready to drive the
automobile. To get the thing inmotion, he must first push a stick
forward, which will, you say, put the automobile in gear, or, in
laymen's terms, make it ready to roll. The car moves. The speed of
its motion is determined by how much gasoline is being poured into the
engine at any given moment by the man who's sitting behind the driver.
The driver also has an apparatus strapped to his head which helps to
direct the car in the direction he wishes it to go. It is a canvas
strapping that goes around the back of the head. The strap is
connected to a metal bar, which is finally connected, after a complicated system of hinges and rods , to the axle on which the wheels turn.
All the driver has to do, one would suppose, is to turn the head in the
direction one wishes to go. The car should then veer in that direction.
For a turn around a corner, for instance, the driver would turn his
head a full 90°.
The vehicle is now moving , heading in different directions and
accelerating at the whim of the gasoline pourer. The question of how
to stop this eight wheeled, six passengered automobile (let me take
this moment to commend you on the title you chose for this contraption,
Henry; self-propelled, as auto denotates, moving vehicle, as mobile
so subtly suggests) remains unanswered. Let us then apply ourselves
to your solution of that problem.
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You have added two more people to the autom obile. They are
no
positio ned one on each side of the driver . But these two men have
been
instead
have
They
seats to sit in (the least of their worrie s).
placed on the outsid e of the vehicl e on two long boards that run along
may I
the sides of the carria ge. These boards are called (once again,
stand
They
comme nd you on your clever ness, Henry) runnin g boards .
when
and
on these runnin g boards , hangin g on the sides of the carria ge,
stop
to
they are so told by the driver , they either do one of two things
of
the autom obile. They can: A) grab onto the bar that is stickin g our
and
the side of the car and hang down to the ground , draggi ng their feet
the
slow
should
which
n,
frictio
g
causin
y
legs along the road, thereb
to
vehicl e down and eventu ally stop it, or B) for quicke r stops, climb
.
wheels
the
by
down
elves
the front of the carria ge and throw thems
You claim to have devise d the method for merely slowin g the car
down by observ ing some young childre n at a playgr ound. They were
playin g on one of those nausea ting merry -go-ro unds. To stop themthe
selves and the playgr ound device , they dragge d their bodies along
the
with
ting
interac
sides of it, using the frictio n caused by their bodies
ground . ·
I like your applic ation of the scienti fic method of observ ation in
open
tacklin g the proble m of stoppin g your invent ion. Shows a keen and
mind, Henry . But I believ e it also reveal s one of your bigges t flaws.
s in That is that your analyt ical mind never though t of the practi calitie
a
tested
and
built
never
sly
obviou
You
.
valved in your curren t design
did.
we
model of your autom obile. But
Let us take first things first, Henry . The matter of the four baldt
headed men in the back with wet scalps who get an electri cal curren
this
with
ms
proble
of
r
numbe
a
sent throug h their bodies . There are
idea.
First off, when you run that electri cal curren t down that wire,
into that metal ring, up over their heads, back down, into the next
up
metal ring, and throug h the next man in a likewi se fashio n, you end
with
up
with more than a cranks haft turnin g at a rapid rate. You end
four perfec tly dead men. You kill them. They die. They fry right
before your eyes. While this has unlimi ted potent ial in terms of
family barbeq ues and night lightin g, and while it's true that the crankof
shaft is sent spinnin g, you now have four dead people in the back
g
runnin
by
people
killing
an,
Michig
in
your autom obile. And here
the
electri cal charge s throug h their bodies and driving them off into
law.
by
able
punish
is
that
crime
a
ered
consiJ
countr yside is definit ely
feeling
the
ence
experi
to
get
all
may
we
,
As a matter of fact, Henry
of electri city runnin g throug h our bodies if we contin ue to run an
autom obile in this fashio n.
We've tested this metho d for startin g a car twice now, thinkin g
up
that maybe the first time we'd made some techni cal error in setting
your
in
ing
believ
was
made
we
the appara tus. But the only mistak e
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plans and in your judgment as an inventive genius. We are now preparing eight funeral services and consoling eight widows and approximate ly
45 children who no longer have fathers. That's quite a responsibilit y,
I really don't believe that this is any way to start out the Ford Motor
Company.
From a purely practical standpoint, Henry, dead men in the back
of the vehicle are of no use to anybody. They can never start the automobile again. In fact, they can't do much of anything again. It's truly
a one-shot deal. And as for the fact that it will certainly wake them up,
I believe the facts bear witness that it just might have been a little more
economical to go back there and wake each one up individually. The
electricity, I assure you, will put them into a state of slumber that no
driver will be able to cope with.
There is next the matter of the man who sits on the platform
behind the driver and pours gasoline into the engine to keep it going and
to get the automobile moving faster. There is a very interesting effect
that occurs whenever one pours gasoline over anything hot. It explodes.
And if it does not explode, it ignites, sending flames shooting high into
the sky. While one must admit that one cannot help but be fascinated
and intrigued, and attracted by the sight of a 20-foot flame rising high
into the night air, that is hardly the subject at hand. I will agree that
you wanted the gasoline to explode, for that was the phenomenon by
which you got your automobile mobile. I do, however, believe that it
was your intention for the explosion to be controlled and contained within the engine block itself. This was not at all the result. The engine
exploded and caught fire, burning the poor man on the platform, setting
the platform on fire, setting the automobile on fire. Pieces of metal,
gaskets, rings, washers, driers, whatever, went flying in every
direction. It was what one would call a genuine honest-to-G od mess,
Henry, yes that's what it was. And Henry, I can see no redeeming
social value in having pistons and gaskets and springs flying from here
to there and back again. If you can come up with such a value, please
contact me immediately . I'd be very interested in hearing what you'd
have to say.
We now get to the steering device, which I described as being
·
strapped to the head of the victim, I mean driver and otherwise
five
of
total
a
intrepid pilot of this flaming hearse, which now carries
dead bodies in it. The first time we tested the apparatus, it pulled the
driver straight down and wrapped him quickly around the axle. It only
took one revolution of the axle to do it. Not a very sporting way to
spend a leisurely afternoon. The second time we tested the apparatus,
the driver was able to remain in his seat and was not pulled down to the
bottom of the vehicle. Instead, when he attempted to turn his head, he
broke his neck. This second driver was luckiest of all the people who
helped to test this wonderful new invention of yours. He lived. His
neck is broken, he's paralyzed for life, but he lived.
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There are a number of problems with this steering apparatus that
have nothing to do with broken necks and twisted bodies. If , by some
freak accident of nature , this contraption for steering an automobile
worked with some degree of accuracy , any slight motion of the driver's
head would send the vehicle swerving off in directions the driver didn't
wish to go. If he turned to look back at his gasoline pour er , say he
should live too , to tell him to cut the gas , or to increase the flow , for
that matter , the results would be catastrophic. The vehicle would
swerve and crash. And to talk to the gasoline pour er , or even to the
running board men , you have to look in their general direction and yell.
The noise of the engine makes any normal communication impossible
and the speed of the car in the wind also cuts down on the ability to hear
while manuevering the auto or receiving commands from the driver.
Actually, I believe that the title of driven would be more appropriate
for him at this point in time.
We finally get to the men who stand on the running boards. The
problems of scraped knees which you most likely encountered when
you observed the school children at play is the least of one's worries
here. By hanging from the side of the car , clinging onto a bar to stop
the automobile , the men received broken hips, lacerations of the skin,
slipped discs , and there was much blood and often death. When the
automobile deaccelerators climbed in front of the carriage , and when
they flung themselves in front of the wheels , once again , like the other
parts of your automobile, it did not achieve the purpose it was designed
to achieve. It merely resulted in the death of two more loyal employees,
and I assure you, Henry , loyal employees will be even harder to find
after this. They were crushed underneath the wheels by the sheer
weight and momentum of the automobile , and they succeeded in setting
the vehicle further off course and finally , on its side. It very
definitely came to a halt , but in no kind of efficient or orderly manner.
So picture , if you can , Henry, your invention. A key is turned.
Four bald-headed men with 45 children between them all light up and
die. The engine catches on fire and the vehicle begins to accelerate
at a rapid rate. The engine blows up, giving the carriage a further
boost. The wagon hits a rock and goes flying off in another direction,
breaking the crankshaft. The driver turns to see what has happened
and the car takes a sharp left towards a small farm house. This
flaming rocket on wheels is heading towards private property now. It's
heading towards Bible Belt Republicans , Henry. The two men on the
running board jump off the front of the carriage , it runs over them, and
still on fire mind you , turns over and rolls into the side of the house.
The entire automobile blows up , and the farmer's daughter and his
horse are killed. So , all totaled , first and second trial run , the death
toll lies at sixteen people and one horse dead. One seriously injured.
Henry , while you claim to have been poorly educated in the
humanities , and know little of literature , especially European literature,
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I find it hard to believe that you are not familiar with the writings of the
Marquis de Sade. While you lack the erotic touch that made de Sade so
fascinating , you make up for that inadequacy by the sheer force of your
imagination . The only use I can see for this automobile as it now stands
is that which the state would put it to. I'm sure that the Michigan State
Prison Authorities would see its value as a viable alternative to the
electric chair. You can kill off eight at once. Due to the visual thrill
involved in watching this spectacle , you could certainly bring into the
State of Michigan much needed revenue by just charging 50 cents a head;
2 5 cents for students with IDs and senior citizens , to watch the execution. My only concern lies in the fact that the sport would die out as
quickly as the condemned prisoners would.
Beyond that , I can see no practical use for this death trap of
yours . The horse is beginning to sound much more attractive , and the
shit on the streets is certainly preferable to dead bodies falling out of
the back of the automob iles as they go rocketing off to a certain end in
the corner of farmhouses , on trees , brick buildings , or even rivers.
which would be preferab le , for the fire would be extinguished. There
is nothing safe nor sane about this invention as it now stands. In fact ,
I will go so far as to say that this automobile of yours is unsafe at any
spe~d.
Let us digress for a moment , and assume , most assuredly in a
state of temporary insanity , that this automobile worked in a safe and
orderly fashion without threat to life and/ or property. Where would
one get the seven men besides the driver (who would of course be under
the impression that he was driving it for pleasure) who would be needed
to get the car started , control the acceleration , and stop the thing?
One would have to keep veritable army of slaves , fed , and in good
health , to merely take a leisurely drive through the countryside. It
would be entirely uneconomical . Furthermore , the sheer weight of all
those men would make it very hard for the automobile to move at all ,
must less turn corners and accelerate. Assume that each man weighed
165 pounds. That would total 1320 pounds. The engine alone weighs a
good 200 pounds. The car would surely be overloaded , and not only
would a horse be faster , it would be entirely feasible to carry eight
people in a carriage drawn by a horse. Merely add another horse. To
add another engine to your automobile would require another five men
at least , and hence defeat the entire purpose of using another engine.
We've carefully considered your design , as you can tell. Henry ,
we wish to show you that we have faith in you.

I don't know why , but we

do. Therefore, we've come up with a list of suggestions to improve the
design of your automobile.
First off , I'd suggest destroying the concept of relying heavily on
human beings to start , stop and accelerate the car by themselves. We
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suggest placin g a hand crank on the front of the car which would be
hooked up to a spring , and when turned in a clockwise manner and
released , would release the tension on the spring and start the crankshaft turning. Much safer. The gas could be held in a tank , and there
could be a pump of some kind that the driver could control to oversee
the flow of gasoline and hence , the speed of the car. Furtherm ore , the
driver could have a steering device that he could operate with his hands ,
leaving his head free to think , observe its surroundi ngs , and react to
the different situations it might encounter while driving. And. finally,
a stick on the driver's left that would be connected to stoppers, like door
jams or hard rubber bricks, would, when pulled back, engage the
bricks and stop the car (by means of friction, by the way). I believe
that if these suggestion s are taken to heart , something can be worked
out in that head of yours , Henry. We eagerly await your reply and
your new set of design plans. Good luck Henry , and thank you.
Sincerely ,

Chairman of the Board of Trustees
Ford Motor Company
P. S. If you' re still interested in talking to the autho:ritie s about the
possible use of your present design as a means of execution , that
address is: Michigan State Prison Authority , Rock and Strown Toads
Road , Barn Falls , Michigan. We'd also like you to know that despite
threats of possible litigation against us , we are refusing to give out
your first name and your address to the families of those killed while
testing your design. We suggest you keep a low profile jn the weeks
to come , for your own well-being .
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MAGICAL MECHANICAL MACHINE
Scott Hoeppner
Are you tired of all those kitchen gadgets that fall apart as soon
as the warranty expires? Were you just saying to your neighbor this
morning how you wish someone would come up with one item that does
the work of all the rest? We at Upchuck Productions have come up with
this gadget that does the work of all the other implements and more,
better. Yes, it's the Magical, Mechanical Machine, destined to become
the housewife's best friend. This one machine blends, beats, brews,
bakes, butters, boils, cuts, cubes, chops, chills, crushes, crumbs,
cooks, cracks, creams, embalms, freezes, ferments, flakes,
fertilizes, drains, dices, destroys, grinds, gels, grates, hacks,
harasses, jostled, kneads, knifes, liquefies, mixes, marinates, mends,
molds, mangles, mutilates, minces, manipulates, adds, substracts,
multiplies, divides, purees, pastes, purifies, pulverizes, rotates, rips,
slices, squeezes, squashes, simmers, stirs, saturates, scallops,
stews, scrambles, tears, tosses, vegetates, whips and dials the police
in case of emergencies all in the privacy of your own home. With a
flick of your finger you can pulverize an entire carrot, with a flick of
your carrot you can pulverize an entire finger. No food is too
difficult for the Magical Mechanical Machine. Highly recommended for
cannibals. You say you like bacon with your eggs in the morning? Not
only does our machine fry the bacon, it goes out and kills the pig. Now
how's that for modern convenience. Still not satisfied? You still want
more? Then listen up. The many uses of our Magical Mechanical
Machine do not stop in the kitchen. Just change the blades and it
becomes a hedge trimmer. Change the blades once again and it becomes
a helicopter. Our machine can teach your children ten different
languages, take the dog out after dinner, tell telephone solicitors what
they can do with their siding and satisfy your husband when you have a
headache. This is definitely the household device that you have been
waiting for all your life. Listen to the latest sports scores and the
weather while you mutilate a turnip. That's right, our handy machine
gives you all the scores of the important games and even places your
illegal bets and stands ready to erase all records of the bets if you are
raided by the police. Yes, the Magical Mechanical Machine polishes
your silver, places rhinestones on your asparagus, wallpapers your
bedroom, projects your favorite porno movies, converts into a
whirlpool bath and wards off evil spirits. This is a limited time offer
so don't delay, act now. To order your Magical Mechanical Machine
send your bank account, the mortgage on your house, and your fir st
born male child to Magical Mechanical Machine, Upchuck Productions,
Box 1000, Boston, Massachusetts. That is Magical Mechanical Machine,
Upchuck Productions, Box lOCO, Boston, Massachusetts. After three
P. M. send to Fred, 291 Ocean Drive, La Junta, Colorado. Order
today so you can mangle an eggplant tomorrow.
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WORKING IN THE LIQUOR STORE
Philonise Keithley
The girl behind the counter immediately recognized the loud
screeching laughter and began to frantically search for a place to hide
her cigarettes. She found a place next to the cash register just before
the loud voice came into the store. "Hey girl, honey gimme two
squares."
Crazy Alice, that's what everybody called her. She grew up as a
perfectly normal kid, but around her twenty-first birthday some of her
friends got her to take some acid and she totally tripped out; she's been
tripping ever since. She keeps saying there's nothing wrong with her
now but every Monday she has to go to Michael Reese Out- Patient
Center for group therapy sessions and sometimes she walks the street
with a black overcoat on and nothing on underneath. Usually in the
summer the men th.1.t hang around in front of the store give her forty
cents for a coke and sixty-three cents for a pack of Kools if she'll let
them feel on her boobs or grab her between the legs. A lot of times
they grab and feel and don't give up any money. When they do that she
just laughs and comes in the store to beg the gir 1 behind the counter out
of her cigarettes.

* * *
I was sitting on the crowded bus next to a big fat Mexican lady,
trying to keep my balance by sticking one leg in the aisle and gripping
the slippery curved pole in front of me. I was making a hopeless effort
to look out the window when I felt a sharp jab in my right arm. I turned
my head and came face to face with a black woman sitting across the
aisle. The woman was wearing a heavy cream-colored overcoat, old
fashioned rubber overshoes, and a green knit cap with multicolored
plastic sequins on it. She had about six Hillman' s shopping bags in front
of her feet. The bags looked like they were filled with old rags,
newspapers, and bits and pieces of dead twigs and leaves. She smiled
at me and motioned with her eyes for me to look at a man who was
standing a little ways in front of her. At first I didn't see anything
strange about this man. His attire (brown plaid suit, patent leather
shoes, expensive looking brief case) and where he got on the bus (a few
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blocks from Mercy Hospital) led me to believe he was probably a doctor
or a lawyer. The lady jabbed me again in the arm. With an intensely
excited look on her face she said, ''Look chile ! " So I leaned out
further into the aisle to get a better view. The man was clutching the
brief case to his chest with one hand, holding the metal bar above his
his head with the other hand, and he had his tongue h.:1.nging out of his
mouth down to his chin, chewing on it like a large wad of bubble gum.

* * *
Jimmy came into the store and I nearly choked to death. At the
time I was about sixteen years old and there had never been a boy that
impressed me so much. I thought about my mother's warning not to
get too friendly with the customers so I just stared at him. I couldn't
think of any verbal expression th:tt would be a happy medium between
being cold and businesslike and drooling at the corners of my mouth
with kindness. He was with his twin brother and they both did a pimp
walk up to the counter like fellas used to do in the sixties. "Can I get
a pack of cigarettes and an orange pop?" He had a soft purry-like
voice that made my teenage heart do flip flops. It took all my self
control to keep me from giving him a whole carton of cigarettes and a
case of orange pops.

* * *
Miss Thompkins was standing on the corner wringing a soggy
yellow kleenex in her hands and crying. Several of the ladies in the
neighborhoo d were trying to comfort her, "It'll be alright honey, your
chile ain't going to jail, we figured Frank would die like that, ain't
nobody gonna miss that wrong doing Negro." Nathan Cap the local
gossiper, was pointing at Frank's bloody body and saying, "Ooh, Ooh,
Lawd have mercy, I tol' ya '11 this nigga was gonna die by a knife. The
nigga wasn't a damn bit of good anyway. Don't call no amalance, call
the morgue." Gregg, Miss Thompkin's oldest boy, was still clinching
the knife with Frank's blood on it. His chest was billowing in and out and
up and down like he had single handedly whipped a whole colony of wild
savages. A slight smirk curled the corners of his top and bottom lip.

* * *
When she came into the store everyone seemed to be more excited
than usual. She went behind the counter and her Aunt Ruth was drinking
a shot of Duff Gordon No. 28 from a plastic cup. Her hands were
shaking. The girl asks to no one in particular what all the excitement
was about. The man who stocks the boxes at night tells her that her
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cousin has been hurt on his motorcycle down on the next corner. At
first she thinks this is another one of their sadistic jokes, but Ruth
starts crying and she knows this is no joke. She runs from behind the
counter and out of the front door, panting and praying that her cousin
isn't dead. As she headed for the corner she could see people standing
on their porches looking down the street and retelling the steps of the
accident with their hands.

*

* *

First the boys began hitting each other, shadow boxing style, as a
game. One of the boys hit the other across the head a little too hard
and they started to seriously fight. They punched each other from one
side of the wall to the other and then fell on the floor and began to
scuffle and tessle, pulling each other's hair and biting whatever was
available. The girl was jumping up and down at the back counter,
screaming, get 'em, get 'em, get 'em. Her aunt was down on her hands
and knees at the spirits counter trying to peer through the beer bottles to
see what was going on out front. The two men were rolling over and
over on the floor and calling each other some names that no mother in
her right mind would have the heart or guts to name her child. "Ruth,
come back here so you can see, " the girl yelled above the commotion.
Ruth was doing a duck waddle to the back when the girl darted across in
front of her and leaped from behind the door into the middle of the
Saturday night boxing match.

* *

*

By the time they finally got a break from the counters to see why
there was so much noise in the back my dog was dead. We got him when
he was just a pup. His eyes were as clear and bri ght as the sun when it
shines through clean windows in the spring. His coat was a light reddish
brown with streaks of black and he had the biggest nose I had ever seen.
On my mother's suggestion we decided to name him Rex. As Rex grew
older he learned to protect our store and the people who worked there.
I don't know why but he was particularly fond of my grandfather,
probably because my grandfather used to feed him Liva Snap dog cookies
and take him for long walks over by the lake so he could stretch his legs
and play in the water.
Our three dogs started fighting about 1: 00 New Year's Day.
There's always a mad rush in the store at 1:00 on Sundays and holidays
and both counters, front and back, are tied up in knots with people who
are coming from church or coming to get their morning hooker. My
grandfather made several efforts to get to the rear of the store when he
heard the dogs screeching and growling from the room where they're
kept during the day; but people kept calling him to bring six packs of
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beer, fifths of Wild Irish Rose, and candy and potato chips. The crowd
eventually died down about 2:45 and Papa made a limping dash for the
back room. When he opened the door, Spade and Snow, the other two
dogs, were lying huddled together in a corner panting and gurgling like
two vampires. Rex was lying to O:'.le side in a queerly contorted
position. His front paws were crossed and drawn up close to his chest.
The back legs were dangling down, half on the floor and half in the air.
Blood covered his head and dripped from his gaping mouth. The other
two dogs had ripped up both sides of his neck and bits of flesh were
scattered around on the floor and inside a broken display cabinet. I
was shocked when they told me the details but I didn't cry. Instead I
thought about how beautifully doe- like his eyes were when he was a
puppy.
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HOW DE RABBIT GOT WIZZDOM
Richard Lyons
Once upon a time, way back there when folks believed in the
Easter Bunny, there lived a rabbit named Firry. Every day Firry
would hop up and down the trail in search of adventure. Sometimes
Firry would leave his den against his father's wishes and hop around
the bigger animals who would stand there with their jaws, sharp teeth
and bloody eyes waiting for him to come nearer. Day after day they
waited but Firry was just too smart.
But one day he got a little too close to the Bear who had those
big paws with sharp claws, and shining white teeth. Bear chased
Firry round the carrot patch, through a water well and up under a bee
hive. Firry went round and round three times , but on the last time
around he picked up a large stick and knocked the hive down from the
tree. The hive fell right on the Bear's head and the bees picked and
pecked and bit him all over. The Cow, watching this, started laughing
out very loudly as Firry hopped up and down wildly pointing at the Bear.
Firry, aware of the Cow looking at him and the Bear, hopped over to
the Cow and looked at her with his pink child-like eyes and began to
wonder.
"Chow, why you laughin' at me?" said Firry.
"You ain't got no wizzdom, Rabbit."
"What tis wizzdom, I don't know 'bout no wizzdom, Chow."
"Say Firry, I don't know 'bout no wizzdom either, but I think I got
it. Wizzdom , I guess , is knowing what wizzdom is , but I don't know if
that's right either. Firry, I guess that's right, I don't know."
"Chow, where chan I find out 'bout wizzdom ?" said Firry.
"Ask de horse, he might know 'bout wizzdom. Horse old and
been round for a long time, he should know 'bout wizzdom."
"Where chan I find de Horse? I don't know where no Horse be."
"Rebit, de Horse be up that trail, round de bend, in de barn, in
de stall with de numba three on it. "
"Firry went to his hopping up the trail, round the bend, to the
barn, to the stall numba three. But this was not as easy as the Cow,
or Firry, thought because a big bird was waiting for him. Hawk was
the meanest bird in the sky and he was hunting for some food. Soaring
from high above in the sky he spotted Firry hopping down the trail.
stretching out his claws, Hawk went into a dive aiming straight with
the point of his beak. The air was blowing down Firry ' s back as he
hopped on the trail, and when a chill went up his spine, Firry knew
danger was approaching. The best thing for him to do was to jump for
the nearest tree.
Firry, hopping toward the tree, hopped over to the right of it in
one long jerky motion. Hawk, thinking of nothing but the rabb it below
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him, did not notice the tree as he went crashing smack dab into it and
died. Firry, very shaken by this, said to himself, "Chat dere Hawk
tried to kill me, don't know why but che did. Che musta been looking
for me to be his lunch and I ain't gonna be no lunch for no Hawk or
anyone else. The Horse was watching from stall number three in the
barn and began laughing 'bout the mistake Hawk had made. Firry
heard this laughing and hopped over to the third stall, looked up and
said, "You be de Horse?"
Horse, in an old and dry voice, laughed, "Hea, hea, hea, hea,
yes I be de Horse. I see, Boy, that you don't have no wizzdom -' course I be de Horse. Now what you want, Boy, and who bee's you?"
"I bee's Firry de Rabbit. "
"Whatcha won't, Boy? Ain't got no time for wastin', masta be
coming in few minutes so hurry up and tell your story fast, Boy" said
de Horse.
"You see, Horse, I was chin a battle with Bear and bearly
escaped with my life until I saw a bee hive and knocked it down upon de
Bear's head and ran away as they picked and pecked him to death.
Chow, chim watching all de time, laugh out loud at me and I asked
chim why, I did, was he laughin' at me. Che say I got no wizzdom !
I asked chim what It was and che say, 'che don't know but che had it!'
Chen che say you de Horse been round long time and could tell me
'bout wizzdom. Chow told me to take de trail, round de bend, to de
barn and in de stall numba three. "
"Boy, please don't tell me no mo' cause I believe I know what
happened after that, " said de Horse. "I told you to tell the story fast
but I didn't want the whole story, just the basics, Boy. And chalk, I
mean talk! so that I can understand you!"
"Horse, Chow say I got no wizzdom, told me you know 'bout it
tell me 'bout wizzdom. Chow told me to take de trail and
chan
and
find you ... "
"That's the basics, Boy, learn ta talk right and short, you'd be
okay. Now ain't tha mo easier? I see you want ta know 'bout wisdom
and I can tell you now, I don't know what it is, but I got it, " said de
Horse.
"Where can I find out 'bout wizzdom if you don't know 'bout what
wizzdom is ?" said Firry.
"Now let me see Boy. Ahhhhh, Ohhhh yea. I got a friend his
name is Owl, he may know what wisdom is, al least he knew what it
was years ago. Yea Boy, Owl know 'bout these hard things that hurt
my head to think 'bout. Rebit, I think wisdom is knowing 'bout stuff
without hurting your head 'bout it. "

"Thanks for de useless story siry, but as you say stick to the
basics. Where can I find de Owl?"
"Ahhhh yea, learnin' fast my boy. I see you one of those smart
ass rebits from Carrot Patch High School. Owl be over there in de
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orchard, up a tree, and he don' come out til dark. Then and only
then will de Owl come out ta talk ta you. If' en you wake him up before,
the Owl won't tell you 'bout wizzdom, " said de Horse.
Firry went about his hopping up the trail, to the orchard and up
a tree, but this was not an easy task to do. On his way to the orchard
Firry came upon a Snake that was stretched out over the trail.
"Hey dude, where you think you goings this late in de even' ?"
said de Snake.
''I'm going to see che Owl in de orchard over dere so che chan
tell me 'bout wizzdom, now move out of my way please, " said Firry.
"Naw, I ain't movin' no where, di, so you besta get ta gain'
around me. "
"Go around, why that would take me off de trail and over dere in
de water. Now, now, Snake, let's make a deal chere. Mmmmm, you
can swim, right?"
"Sure man, I can swim so fast that the gator and water would not
know if I been in it til I got out, " said de Snake.
"Well, you see I can't swim, but I tell you what, Snake, if I give
you a head start, I bet you can't swim across that water faster than I
can hop to de other side without the gator knowing you in de water.
Now lets put a little wager on this race, say ... like ... your life ?"
"That sounds ace-duce to me, my man, but do you think that
I'm that dumb to bet my life without you betting yours? Under one
condition will I accept this bait, I mean bet, and that is that you be my
dinner if I win, " said de Snake.
"Okay, you got it. I' 11 be rebit stew, if you win this race across
the water, Snake. On your tails! Get set! Go!"
The snake slithered his way across the trail and went head first
into the water and swam as fast as he could. Gator, on the other side,
was waiting til he got into the middle before he would move. Snake
reached the middle, turned and saw that Firry was heading in the
direction leading to the orchard. With his whole body, head, tail, and
all, Snake shouted at Firry, "I' 11 get you man, just you wait and see !
Payback is a mother, nobody makes a fool out of me! I's the kid !"
Before Snake could say another word Gator had his tail is his mouth
and said to him, "Snake, guess who's coming to dinner ?" And ate
him head, tail and all, in one swallow. Firry reached the orchard
and realized that the Horse didn't give him the exact direction to find
the Owl. So he went back down the trail where he fooled Snake and
back to the barn in search of Horse.
When he got there the Horse was not in the barn, but was being
saddled up by his master. Firry hopped up and down and fell plumb
on the ground trying to get the attention of Horse. When the Horse's
master got through with the saddling he went into his house to fetch
some vittles. Firry saw his chance to talk to the Horse and hopped
over to him.
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"Horse, I know you be old and "'ad in memory, but you forgot ta
tell me what tree de Owl be. Now keep it short, cause I don't wont
your masta shooting at me, it's Rabbit season you know, " said Firry.
"Boy, you one plumb dumb fellow, don't you know there are
lots of trees in a orchard and you should have asked me what tree de
Owl be? I see you done got mighty smart in figuring out it was open
season on yall rebits, Boy, I remember long time ago .... "
"Horse, " said Firry, "Hate to interrupt you while you talk, but
I done heard enough 'bout those long times ago. All I want ta know
now is what tree chat de Owl be up in~ over dere in chat orchard."
"Ahhh, last time I know Owl was in tree numba three in de
orchard, ah tree three ta de right in de orchard. Got that, Boy? Hea
hea hea, as I was sayin, me and de Owl go back long time ago .... "
Firry, with this information, went on to find three number three
to the right in the orchard without any trouble at all. By the time he
got there it was very dark. Firry called out for the Owl.
"Owl, you be up chere in dis chere tree? Owl, you be woke up
chere? Owl, I know you up chere in dis chere tree!"
"Whhhhooo, chere, Whoooo chere, whooooodown chere botherin'
me?" said de Owl.
"Chit only me, Firry de Rebit. "
"Whatcha wont? Whooo, whatcha wont ? Whooo, I just wakin'
for de night whooolin. Whatcha wont down dere ?"
"I wont ta know 'bout wizzdom. "
"Why ya wonta know 'bout wizzdom, Firry ?"
"Owl, I barely escaped death by a Bear until I saw a Beehive
long side a tree and grapped a stick, knocked it down on de bear' s
head. The bees picked, pecked and bit him to death as de Chow looked
on laugh in'. I asked chim why and he say I had no wizz dam, but che
had it. Che didn't know 'bout wizzdom and told me ta ask de Horse.
Told me ta follow de trail round de bend to de barn, and in stall numba
three. Ran into a Hawk, made chim run right smack into a tree and
killed himself. Ask de Horse che didn't know, but said he had it, and
said che think wizzdom something that made chis head hurt while
thinking. First che told me Owl know, he up a tree in de orchard, so
I went off, ran into Snake, bet chim both of our lives on the line that
I could hop across water before che could swim without the Gator
catching chim. Fooled chim, Gator ate chim, head, tail and all.
Second I went back ta find Horse and asked chim what tree you be
in again. Che say tree three ta de right in de orchard and chere I be. "
Owl say, " You been mighty smart dealing with death among those
fellow. You won, they lost, that means you must be wise and got
wizzdom. "
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DOG KILLING
Maurice Douglas
Larry walked into the dining room and clicked the dial on the
television to the "on " position. He settled back and made himself
as comfortable as possible in th e hardwood chair . Just as he was
beginning to relax he noticed the light emanating from the kitchen
and into the dining room. It wasn ' t in his fac e nor in any way was it
obstructing his view. It was just there. He didn't want it there. He
enjoyed television best when its light was th e only light he could see ,
all else in total darkn e ss. He forced himself to rise and enter the
kitchen where he turned out the light.
When he returned to his chair, he saw the credits of "Baretta"
crime show flashin g on the screen . At first he hated himself for
having missed the show but soon his anger diminished . It was only
a rerun anyway , he thought to himself and waited patiently for the
"Steve Edwards Show" to appear on the small screen. He was sure
Steve would have an interesting show even though there was no guest
listin g in the T. V. guide. Steve Edwards always had an excitin g and
interesting show.
Larry thrust his hand into the peanut-filled bowl that sat on the
table , and grabbed a handful. He meticulously discarded the almonds
and dumped the cashews down his throat. He sighed and swished his
hands together , sending the salt particles sprinkling to the floor.
A single blue light seemed to burst through the living room
window and traveled the perimeter of the pale white walls. Larry's
eyes widened. "What the hell , " he said softly and walked slowly over
to the window. He peered throu gh the sheer flower-patterned curtains
and out to the usually quiet residential street. It had been rainin g; the
ground wet , the leaves glistening and reflecting the glare of the
fluorescent streetlights.
Two white southern- looking cops disembarked from their squad
car and walked over to Larry's neighbor's house. What could be the
problem there? Larry thought. Mr. Moore in trouble? Not with the
law. Certainly not with the law. Larry eased onto his front porch
where he felt secure , where he felt fortunate. His was one of those
hide-away porches where you could see clearly out but no one could
see clearly in. At least no one could see in at night.
He sat down in a much softer chair and watched as the cops disappeared into Mr. Moore's home. His ears strained to hear the
footsteps thumping through the house. The door sprang open and
Moore jumped out onto his own front porch. He had a strange grin
on his slack-jawed face as he chuckled. One of the cops walked out
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after him, brushing his thin black hair to the side. "How long he been
in there , " the cop asked. Moore shrugged and ran his fingers over the
stubble on his chin. ''Since about three this afternoon," he said. He
was lying on my doorstep, and when I tried to shoo him away he wouldn't
move. I tried to ease my way past him but once the door was opened he
just shot past me and ran on in. Now he won't come out."
Moore shook his head sullenly and managed to stifle his laughter.
The cop wasn't laughing at all. He looked frustrated and called back
into the house. ''You get him yet?" "No," the other cop's voice boomed
from within, "This bastard's a mean one." More tumbling noise came
from the house and then a yell. "He's comin' out," the second cop
yelled. Moore and the first cop jumped to the sides of the porch. Larry
could hear the heavy rumbling coming from the interior of the house.
He saw a gray, mangy old dog come barreling out of the door and dart
under the porch. The second cop emerged from the house and rehung
his nightstick to his side. "He's out now," he muttered and walked down
the stairs and into the squad car. Moore talked awhile with the first cop
then shook his hand.
The rain started up again. At first it was just a drizzle then it
turned into a steady pour. The first cop almost slipped as he walked down
the stairs but regained his balance. He continued towards the car when
the mangy dog slank from under the house and followed him closely.
"Watch him," the cop in the car yelled. The second cop turned and
shouted at the dog. It continued following him, sniffing at his leg. Larry
thought it was quite comical: not knowing that in a few moments it would
be quite sad. The second yelled again for the dog to get away from him
but it persisted. The cop pulled out his revolver and aimed it at the dog's
head. He fired and the dog yelped, his head snapped back. The cop
wasted no time in pulling off three more rounds. The shots sounded like
firecrackers.
The dog fell to the street, whining. The cop carefully maneuvered
around the dog, aimed the pistol once more and fired. Again the dog
whimpered. It sounded like a child's whimper; soft yet penetrating. The
dog tried to raise himself but couldn't, resting his face on the cold , wet
ground. "This fucker won't die ," the cop yelled and fired once again.
The chamber was empty and he pulled another pistol from his belt. This
one was pear 1-handled. He fired twice more into the dog's helpless ,
limp body. Again the dog whined. Some of the neighborhood kids began
to gather around , keeping their distance as they watched the animal die.
The cop walked around to the other side of the dog and squeezed off more
shots. There were a total of fourteen and even then nobody was sure if
the dog was dead.
Larry was shocked at the incident. It was the first time a gun had
ever been fired in his presence. He shook his head in disbelief. For
the first time in his life he had some idea of what it was like to be shot
down. He had expected to see joy in the cop's face but there was none.
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Having to kill a dog was probably not as rewarding as having to kill a
man. There would be no commendation for this cop.
Ten minutes had passed after the shooting when another squad car
pulled up. Larry was surprised to see a heavy-set black man step out
into the street. He wore a sergeant's uniform. The second cop rushed
toward him and though Larry could not hear him clearly he knew by the
cop's frantic gestures that he was exaggerating the entire incident. He
kept pointing down to his pants leg and Larry thought he heard him say
something about "vicious". It was clear to him now that the cop was
lying on the dog, saying it had attacked him. The sergeant seemed to
take it in stride, not really concerned. He got back into his car, spoke
into his radio, and drove off.
The second cop walked back to Moore's porch and sat on the
bannister. He talked for a time with Moore who kept nodding and
shrugging. Some time passed before another squad car drove up and
stopped beside the first. This time a white sergeant got out of the car.
He seemed to disregard the rain that pelted his white shirt. The second
cop walked from the porch and over to the sergeant. He wasn't so dramatic now in his gestures, his movements, his story. The sergeant
nodded then walked over to his car. He quickly sprang open the trunk
and pulled out a contraption not unlike that used by a dogcatcher. It was
a long pole with a rope fastened to its end. He handed it over to the
second officer who hesitantly slid the rope over the dog's head. He
tightened it around its neck then slung the dog into the open trunk. Again
he pushed his hair to the side and slammed the trunk shut. The sergeant
drove off first, followed by the other two cops. The small crowd dispersed. No one seemed to be talking too much about it. Everyone but
Larry seemed to be filled with indifference. No one seemed to question.
No one seemed to care.
The rain let up and Larry walked back into his house. He had
missed the Steve Edwards show but it didn't bother him the way it
should have. In the morning he stood over the place where the dog was
shot. It seemed strange to him that there was no blood stain. The rains
must have washed it away, he thought.
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HOW TO EAT A HOSTESS HO HO BETTER
Sue Ferraro
If you crave that creamy, chocolatey snack and a tall glass of
milk search your pantry for that coveted box or package of Hostess
Ho Ho's. If you are a fanatic about that chocolate -covered cake roll
most likely you will choose the box of twelve with each separate morsel
wrapped in aluminum foil. Although, if this desire is a once-in-a -while
feeling the package of two should be sufficient to quench the hunger that
gnaws inside. No matter which category you place yourself under, the
Ho Ho hallucinat ion may come at any time of the day or night. You
may crave one as you wake at the crack of dawn, or as the bus breaks
down half way to your destinatio n. It may come at the least expected
moment. Maybe in the middle of a midterm, or after two hours of a
ten-hour plane trip. Or, most dreaded, as you sit cosily with your
boyfriend and he turns to say something romantic. You reply
uncontroll ably, "I'm starved. I've got this sudden craving for a
Ho Ho. " The memorabl e moment begins.
The important thing is not that the desire hits, but how you
plan to _!.ill the desire. The normal way of eating a Ho Ho, I'm sorry
to say, is boring. There's no other way to describe it. You go to the
pantry in search of something , anything, to eat. There is a debate in
your mind as to which food to pick. There are cookies, potato chips,
candy, crackers, donuts and Ho Ho's. It just so happens that the
Ho Ho's catch your eye.
You pick up the package or box and place it on the kitchen table.
Milk goes best with chocolate cake, so you go to the cabinet and grab a
glass. Looking into the refrigerat or, you get the gallon of milk and
pour yourself a tall, cold glass and set it next to the Ho Ho's. There's
nothing else to do except start eating.
You sit down with all the necessary gear in front of you. If it's
a new box, you must tear off the perforated strip that holds the box
closed. If the box is already open you've saved yourself a step and a
few seconds. Remove the foil-wrapp ed Ho Ho with the thumb and
first two fingers of your right hand. In no particular manner you tear
the aluminum foil from the tiny package. If you deal with the package
of two, you first tear the seal off the top, put the thumb and first two
fingers in the package, and pull out a Ho Ho. The twin pack is much
simpler to deal with 'cause it comes already shed of its foil wrap.
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Now comes the part you've been waiting for! Eating it. First
clutch the cake around its middle gently, so as not to squeeze it out of
shape or force it to melt in your hand. Then, start biting from either
end until it has been entirely consumed. Boring ....
There's no technique, it goes by so fast. It has no grace, no
poetry. You can't really admit you've enjoyed it. And the chocolate
melts on your fingers and the palms of your hands. Too messy.
The proper way to eat a Ho Ho demands all the grace and class
of a ballet. First you must know that it's a Ho Ho that you want to eat.
The feeling must be such that if you find no Ho Ho's in the pantry or
cupboard, you will be willing to trudge through rain or sleet or snow or
dark of night until you find the treasure at a neighborhood grocery store.
When you finally find them you pay the cashier with the last coins
in your pocket. You ask her to put it in a brown paper bag so you won't
look too conspicuous. With the energy you have left you rush home,
anticipating the snack to come. All the while you should be careful not
to squeeze the package and bruise the delicate morsels within. When
you arrive at home you gently set the package on the table and prepare
for the ritual.
First you pour yourself a tall glass of milk and bring it to the table.
After sitting down you remove the box or package from the brown bag.
If you have the box to deal with the procedure is much like the standard
way. You tear the perforated strip to open the box. Then remove the
individually wrapped Ho Ho from its surroundings. You do this gently so
as not to crack the chocolate frosting. Then neatly remove the aluminum
foil so you won't tear it. You then place the cake on a plate and procede
to deal with the foil. The best way of doing this is to smooth the foil
between your first two fingers of your right hand to get out as many
wrinkles as possible. Then you fold it until you have a one-inch square
and set it aside. This makes things much neater. If you have purchased
the package of two you open the seal and remove the contents.
Now the heightened moment. - Uhuh! - You just don't eat it any old
way! You must enjoy every moment. You place the Ho Ho in your left
hand in the proper position. You hold it with your thumb on one
flattened end of the log and your index finger on the other end, with the
bottom end (seam) closest to you. Then you sink your teeth into the
chocolatey layer, no farther. Piece by piece you remove the frosting
with your teeth rotating the log with every bite. Savour the taste.
After all the chocolate has been removed from the surface, you must
then gently hold the Ho Ho around its middle and proceed to consume the
chocolate from either end. The remainder is cake and cream.
However, there remains another technique. You notice the cake
can be unrolled into one flat piece smeared generously with cream.
But be careful when doing so, so the cake will not crumble. After
unrolling the cake you hold it unrolled with your left hand. With the
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index finger of your right hand you scrape the creamy, white frosting
from the surface. Then you put your finger to your mouth, opening
your mouth enough to allow the cream-covered finger to go in. As the
final knuckle of the finger enters the mouth, close your lips around it
and slip your finger out. Savour the delight in your mouth. When the
taste is gone and only the memory remains, eat the cake-part with your
own discretion. But- -enjoy, enjoy.
In this way you're not eating it, you're EATING it. You'll smile,
and the process will leave you feeling good all over. You may think,
"It's an awful lot to go through just to eat a Ho Ho. 11 I guess it might be,
unless you 're out to enjoy even the littlest things in life. A Ho Ho is
just a small part of the Land of Hostess.
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THE GARBAGE GHOUL
Jeanette Hayne

At the age of sixteen on a still gray winter's night when the clouds
clustered over the sky creating a blanket that blocked out the darkness ,
I met the Garbage Ghoul. The air; cold and stiff as if it had been
drenched in ammonia caused the hairs in my nose to curl everytime I
took a breath and my eyes watered everytime I looked up from behind
my scarf and realized that I still had several blocks to go before
reaching home. I was coming home from the library, books nestled
in my arms and close to my chest as if I could generate heat from
Great Expectations and English Literature book II. Hoping to get home
quicker I scurried down the alley, eyes glued to the ground weeding out
a path between piles of dog shit. I had just stepped over a pile of shit
that lay at the foot of the gate which led into the backyard, when I
bumped into what felt like a wet mushy paper. My first reaction was to
step back , " squish"--my feet landed in the dog shit , and the curse that
I was about to issue lay frozen on my lips when I raised my head to meet
the sight of the Garbage Ghoul. I knew it was a Garbage Ghoul because
it wore a name tag that said: "I ' m a Garbage Ghoul"; and besides it was
Monday and too late for the barbage men.
There it stood, about shoulder high dripping orange and brown
muck all over the sidewalk. It was pear shaped and a crown of flys and
maggots encircled its head , even though it was in the middle of winter.
His facial features consisted of two grapefruit shells as eyes , a banana
peel for a nose , and a large gap for a mouth. The rest of it was a
combination of slime and bits and pieces of garbage; paper, rotten food,
etc. that clung to the slime. His body odor was definitely the mixture
of two-week old cabbage juice and rotten egg yolks.
It was unbelievable , there I stood my feet in a pile of shit and a
pile of garbage , alive I assumed, dripping before me. My next
reaction was to turn around and run back up the alley , so I stepped out
of the shit and started to run when the Garbage Ghoul spoke:
"Don't be afraid I won't harm you (Typical monster line) I'm only
interested in garbag e not human flesh. Most humans are artificial and
tend to cause cancer and I'm very health conscious , so I watch what I
eat."
Curiosity took the place of fear and I scraped the shit off my
shoes and keeping a safe distance I decided to hang around for a few
minutes , I didn't have much to fear from a monster who wore a name
tag , I fi gured he must at least be unionized. So there I was standing in
the alley listening to a Garbage Ghoul. Nobody is going to believe this ,
I'm having trouble believing it and it's my own experience. As I tried
to clear my head the Ghoul began to speak.
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"Hello, I'm a Garbage Ghoul but call me GG, all my friends do. "
I nodded in agreemen t but had no intentions of becoming his friend. GG
then began to talk about himself, saying that there was a whole network
of garbage ghouls that occupied trash cans all over the world including
South Africa, and the Republic of Red China and that a communit y of
garbage ghouls was about to open in Vietnam later this year. "Very
impressiv e, for ghouls," I thought. He himself had relatives in India
(members of the Peace Corps), New York City, Detroit, L.A. and a
brother who lived on the west side. He moved into my neighborh ood
about three months ago and has been enjoying himself immensel y.
"I must complime nt you on your garbage (pronounc ing garbage
like Johnathan Winters does on those trash bag commerci als) it's very
high quality. I murmured a thank you and asked him, "What exactly to
you do?"
I'm a connoisse ur of garbage, I roam up and down alleys sampling
and selecting the best trash in each can. It's a very satisfying
business. " nwhat' s so satisfying about sampling garbage? '\ I asked.
Getting a little disturbed by my question he raised his voice as
if he had authority and said, "My dear, if I or ghouls like me didn't do
it who would?" "Good question, " I responded , "but more important is
who needs too?" I could tell he was really getting upset when his banana
peel began to twitch. I figured it was about time for me to make an exit
but he blocked the entrance to the yard and continued his explanatio n.
"My dear friend," he continued, "it's a very important job we,
the garbage ghouls perform. If we didn't sort the good from the bad
garbage a lot of it would be wasted and fall prey to the crushing jaws
of those blue trucks. We the members of the Garbage Ghoul Corporati on
take the food we gather to recycling plants where it is re recycled into
t. v. dinners and all sorts of canned foods."
"You see this molded piece of bread?" he said showing me a
blue green piece of bread. "This is good garbage. I'll take this to the
recycling plant where it will be dyed back to its original color and wahlah we have a good piece of bread. When we have enough pieces to
make a loaf we freeze it and sell it as hot loafs. Once in the oven with
butter, no one knows the difference . I'm personally into can stews ,
hashes and fruit cocktails , they usually bring in good returns , it's a
gold mine out here in these alleys. We get paid on commissi on by
Swansons, supermar kets , and the recycling plants plus we get to eat
all the garbage we find. Meat scraps are the highest in commissi on ,
they are also the most tempting to eat; I know one ghoul who lost a
week's pay when he consumed a whole turkey , pitiful , no will power .
The holiday seasons are the most profitable ; Thanksgiv ing, Christmas ,

Easter , Fourth of July , etc. I always get a good load of quality trash
(people then care more about trash) around the holidays . "
By now I was becoming sick , for we had a hot loaf for dinner and
I figured that if I stayed around any longer it would be on the sidewalk ,
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but before I could get the words good-bye out , the garbage ghoul spoke
up again:
"Yes , recycling is big business , big business. The only problem
we have is those hefty trash bags are hard to get in and out of those
contraptions. A friend of mine got caught up in one the other day ,
trash man came got him before he could escape , tragic. I bet you
think dogs are a problem ... " "It really hadn't cross my mind , " I
said. The Ghoul continued , "but no , no we bribe them with bones."
"It's been a good night--half a loaf of molded bread , a half gallon
of sour milk and a bag of meat scraps. Well I better be going I still
have a couple of trash cans to check out. A real nice alley you got here ,
well lit too. " He extended his hand for a shake but I passed and he
moved on past through the gate and into my neighbor's trash can.
A cold breeze brought me back to the winter's sting and I
rushed into the house throwing the whole experience to the cold air
and the clouds playing tricks on me. The idea of talking to trash was
too wild . I never saw the Garbage Ghoul anymore , never looked for it
either and I changed my diet to fresh fruits and vegetables.
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REALITY STREET
Chris Krajci
The mothers of America probably thought that they were doing
their kids a favor when they let them put on the new "Educational TV
Show for Children." Little did they know ...
"This new program has been made possible by grants from the
Exxon Corporation, the American Educational Corporation, and your
local Public Broadcasting Corporation. ''
The words faded from the TV screens of America and were
replaced by the voices of children singing a catchy little tune, "Can
you tell me how to get. .. How to get to 'Reality Street?' ... How to get
to 'Reality Street?' ... How to get to ... ?" The tune faded, and a man
dressed in ragged pants and shirt appeared, standing in the middle of
a pile of trash on a city street. His hair was pointing in a hundred
different directions at once, and his beard looked like it h3.dn't met a
shaver in weeks.
"Hey, hiya doin' boys an' girls," the man said slowly. "This
here's the first episode of, uh ... uh ... hey, yeah, of 'Reality Street."'
"Can you tell me how to get. .. How to get to 'Reality Street?' ...
How to get to 'Reality Street?' ... " the singers asked.
"Awww, go ta hell ya buncha brats, " the man yelled. "Can't
ya tell that this is ... Awww, hey, boys an' girls I'm sorry. I didn't
mean that, it's just that I've had me a pretty rough night, an' I just. ..
uh, I just. .. Jeez, what did I just?"
The man ran his hand through his hair, shook his head, and
continued.
"Awww, I just better tell ya who I am first. My name's Mr.
Bud. Uh, not really, but if I told ya who I really was, the Narcs would
find out and bust me, an' the show would be without a host, ya know?
So why don't I just show ya around so we all can get better acquainted.
OK?"
Mr. Bud turned around with a jerk and began to shuffle down the
street.
"The idea behind this thing, they te 11 me, is that you kids out
there gotta know what the world's really like out here," Mr. Bud said.
"You's gotta know that things are rough out here, that there ain't no
fuzzy little frogs an' birds everywhere to help ya out. So I'm gonna
show ya what the world is really like, an' what ya gotta face. Well
c'mon, I ain't gonna wait for ya. Nobody's gonna ever wait for ya in the
real world ... " He began to stumble down the grimy street faster.
Mr. Bud stopped his journey down the street in front of a couple
of men sprawled out on the curb.
"These here, " he said, "is what's called bums. That's spelled
B- U- M-S. Ya know, statistics show that about one out of every fifteen
of you's watchin' is gonna end up like this. But since this is just a
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'Show ya Around the Street Week, ' I'm gonna save the talk with these
bums for later. Remember, that's B-U-M-S."
Mr. Bud shuffled further down the street, pointing to dozens of
overturned garbage cans.
"Those, " he said, "is what happens when the garbage guys go on
strike. That's S-T-R-I-K-E. When they go on strike for more money,
they don't do their jobs which means they leave all this crap outside your
house an' stink up the whole neighborhood. S-T-R-I-K-E."
Jumping over the trash, Mr. Bud continued the tour.
"Ya see that building over there?" he asked, pointing to an
unemployment office. "That's where ya go when ya don't have a job,
which them statistics say is gonna happen to at least six point five
percent of ya. An' if ya never get a job, ya end up like those bums back
there, remember? B-U-M-S ?" Mr. Bud crossed the street. "Now if
I'm goin' too fast for ya, don't worry. In the next few weeks, we' re
gonna look closer at every one of these places an' ... "
Mr. Bud was interrupted by a man who had jumped out of an alley
and grabbed him by the throat.
"Gimme all your bread, man! " the man said.
"Hey, " Mr. Bud choked, "Hi Mr. Mugger! Can't ya see I'm
hostin' a TV show for the kids, though?"
"I don't care if you're hostin' the 'Tonight Show,' man! Just
gimme all your bread!" the wild-eyed mugger yelled.
"Hey, OK! OK! Let me get it outta my pocket. .. " Mr. Bud
gasped. Instead of pulling out 'bread, ' he pulled out a forty-five caliber
revolver and pointed it at the mugger's head.
"Let me go or I'll give your brains a little fresh air, " Mr. Bud
said.
The mugger screamed and ran down the alley.
"Ya see, boys an' girls, that was a lesson you'd never learn from
no frog or bird. When things get tough, you gotta get tough, too, ya
know?''
Mr. Bud ran his hand through his hair again and shook his head.
"You'd probably think I should've called those cops over there,
right'?" he asked, pointing to an empty squad car. "Well you're wrong.
Those cops is busy over in Duggy' s bar gettin' money from him. He's
payin' so they don't bust up his place. What the cops is doin' is called
a shake down.

That's S-H-A-K-E

D-0-W-N.

I'll tell ya all about

that in a couple weeks. "
Mr. Bud patted the gun and put it back in his pocket.
"Anyways, like I says, we're gonna be talkin' 'bout
lotsa stuff on, uh ... future shows. Like, uh ... "
A gir 1 was leaning against a lamppost across the street. She had
on a very short skirt, very long hair, and shoulder bag, and was waving
at Mr. Bud.
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"That's, uh ... that's uh ... a friend of Mr. Bud's. I'm not sure if
we'll be talking about her, though ... "
Mr. Bud hurried down the street past the girl.
"But we will be talking to lots of other people. Mr. Billy will
show ya how to torch a building, that's T-0-R-C-H, for the insurance
money. An' Mr. Tony will show ya how to get people to give ya money
through blackmail, or extortion, or ... awww, he'll tell ya the rest. An'
I just may show ya how to strip a car in less than five minutes ... "
Just then a huge black limousine roared past and nearly ran over
Mr. Bud.
"You dirty son of a ... oops, hey, sorry boys an' girls. I don't .
wanta get ahead of myself here. You'll find out all about those words in
another lesson.
"Anyways, that guy in the limo was the mayor. That's J-E-R-K.
The only time you '11 ever see the guy is when election time on 'Reality
Street' rolls around. He'll tell ya all the stuff he's gonna do for ya an'
never do 'em. If ya want somethin' done bad enough, ya gotta bribe him
or one of his men. That's B-R-I-B-E."
Mr. Bud shook his head and stepped over some more overturned
garbage cans.
"You're gonna be learnin' a lot more 'bout government. That's
G-0-V-uh-uh- well, I'll tell ya later. Y'know, ya may not believe
this, but the government takes money that you earn, if ya can get a
job, an' they keep it! Yeah, no kiddin' ! They just take the money!
Then they use it for buildin' bombs an' stuff that can kill everybody in
the whole world! Hey, that's the truth! An' ya know, that's why I
don't work. I just don't want 'em to use any of my money for stuff like
that. • II
Mr. Bud stopped in front of an abandoned, boarded-up building.
"Well, that's enough for this week, 'cause ol' Mr. Bud has an
appointment with his Parole Officer. " Mr. Bud shook his fist. "Ya
better be sure to watch next week or I'll knock your teeth ... uh, hey I'm
only kiddin'. Like I been sayin', on future shows you' re gonna find out
everythin' you gotta know 'bout growin' up an' makin' it out here.
Thanks for watchin'. ''
Mr. Bud began to stumble down the street into the distance as the
singers came back on.
"Can you tell me how to get. .. How to get to 'Reality Street?' ...
How to get to ... "
The singing stopped when Mr. Bud pulled out his gun and fired a
o

shot into the air.

"Shut up! " he yelled. "I ain't finished! "
Just before the picture faded, Mr. Bud faced the cameras.
"An' remember boys an' girls, whatever ya do, don't get caught.
See ya."
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BETTER GO TO CHURCH
Aaron Sconiers
Some gossip'in people say you don 1t hafta go no church to go to
heben, ah says they wrong. Ifen you don't believe me you can ast that
thar hos over thar. It was at one time or 'nother a human being jus'
lack you n' me. He useta say "thar ain't no use in gain' to that thar
holy house jus' to put yo money in that basket ever Sunda, an' praise
the lawd." Ah guess he jus' found it out the hard way. Rumor has it,
early one Sunda moaning he was fish in' at the ale water hole. Nothin'
was bitin' so he dozed off in a deep slumber. He was wakin' by a
strong tug on his line. The float was a bobbing up an' down lack somethin' crazy. He finely got to his feet an' started to reel his line in.
But whatever it was on 'dat line was a heck bit stronger than he was.
It pulled him over in that thar water fastern a hog could gobble slop!
This is when he started callin' on the Lawd. Jus' a splashin' away in
that water. He was show nuff f itin' to drown. Then he was standin'
up on four legs in da' water .......... an' lookin' jus' like the hos that
he is nah.
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STATION BREAK
Cloteria Easter ling
...... We will return to our program "Rev. Ike and Oral Roberts
Heal Their Wallets" in a moment, after these commercial messages.
Friends ELVIS is gone but not forgotten. And to give you that
of EL VIS we all need, Better Homes and Gardens is offering
piece
little
PIECE OF EL VIS".
"LITTLE
a
you
friends , a little piece of Elvis. This isn't a record
right
That's
offer , or an offer of a life-size Elvis made from four hundred thousand
toothpicks , like those other companies try to sell you. I mean we will
actually send you pieces of Elvis Presley.
If you send $800, 000. 00 plus $40. 00 shipping, handling, and
postage, the employees of Better Homes and Gardens will at midnight,
sneak into Elvis' actual.grave , and remove pieces of bone, decayed
flesh , or whatever else we find, and send it to you for our LOW, LOW,
PRICE!!!
Be the first on your block to own Elvis. You can display him on
a coffee table , in a den, or to brighten up a dark space.
Just remember friends for the LOW, LOW, LOW! ! ! ! PRICE of
$800, 000. 00 plus $40. 00 shipping, handling, and postage, you too can
own a "LITTLE PIECE OF ELVIS" .
SEND TO:
"LITTLE PIECE OF EL VIS"
P. 0. Box 149
Back Room Deal, Nevada 0000000
Or call our toll-free number: 1-800-55555 55
Our operators are on the lines waiting for your calls NOW!!!!!!
Remember send for this offer, because a little piece of Elvis will
bring a little piece of happiness into your life.
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ME 'N' CARS
Gary Cormany
Like former Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz' best friends I
don't demand a whole lot out of life. Just set me up with a tight latch,
loose shoes, and a warm place to take a dump, and you'll see me
grinnin' like a precinct captain on election day. Mild of temperament,
kind to old ladies and crippled dogs, and very easy on the use of
electricity--that's me. My needs are few and my desires considerably
less. In other words, I like to think of myself as an all-right guy, one
of the planet's more easy-going inhabitants. Keeping all that in mind I
don't feel that I'm over-stepping the bounds of decency into selfishness
by bringing to the fore a matter that has long been a source of
consternation to me. That subject concerns me and cars.
Mind you, I don't want to make a big deal out of this but suffice it
to say that my fortune with the descendants of Henry Ford's wheeled
masterpiece has been slightly less than enviable. And more times than
I care to recall it's been downright cataclysmic. Allow me to elucidate.
I've been the possessor of a legal driver's license issued by the
honorable Secretary of State in the bailiwick of Illinois for nigh unto ten
years now and in that time I've also owned enough automobiles to keep
the combined forces of Bert Weiman and Mr. Norm going strong from
now till Detroit freezes over. And in most every case they've been real
bow-wows. Obviously now not being a total devotee of Mr. de Sade's
I don't go out looking for trouble. When I was initially in the market for
vehicular transport, lo these several years a go, I enlisted the aid of one
who knew all there was to know about conveyances. I speak of none other
than my male parent, he who has owned more than seventy-five cars in
his automotive career. Why pops used to be involved in the motorcar
trade back before he got religion. But at any rate, he was more than
thrilled to venture out of a Sunday afternoon, cruising the auto lots with
me, or drive a bout town with a page of the want ads on the seat between
us bearing the circled adverts of folks desirous of relinquishing
ownership of their machines. Together we would painstakingly weed out
the good deals from the bad and ultimately settle on a rig we both felt
was suitable for my use. Dad could tell a set of bad rings a mile away
and was equally knowledgeable about power trains, brakes and electrical
systems. Nope , there wasn't much got past the old boy. He even taught
me that a few dents, dings, and a little minor body rust didn't
necessarily a lemon make. A little fiberglass patching material, a
piece of double-ought sandpaper, and a spray can of touch-up paint could
easily restore a car's finish to its original shine and luster.
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I like to think he taught me well. But unfortunately, the great god
of motorcars hasn't blessed my efforts with an abundance of mercy.
Take the first car I ever owned--please. It was a real gem. Sixty-one
Ford Galaxie 500, white over gold, 390, leather seats, dual exhaust. ...
I wanna tell ya I was riding high on that hog. For awhile anyhow.
Within two months I'd spent better than 200 bucks on repairs ranging
from a worn-out fuel pump to a new speedometer cable. And that
outrageous sum doesn't include the two new retreads for the rear end.
From that car hence I've suffered every misfortune possible at the
whims of the tin behemoths, several of them more than once. From
such insignificant irritations as a burnt-out dash bulb to the real
biggies like blown engines and wrecked trannies-I've had em all.
In experimentation that disciples of the scientific method would be
proud of I've purposely varied my automotive purchases to include all
and sundry makes, models, both foreign and domestic, from luxury to
sub-compact size; but always with the same result. In an attempt to
elude the bad luck that seems to stalk my treads I've even bought cars
from my parents and friends, cars that up until my appellation was
imprinted on the registration ran like the proverbial top, but all to no
avail.
It's not that I'm not a responsible owner. You've never witnessed
a soul spend more time washing and waxing a car. Religiously, I'd
vacuum the interior, trunk included. I closely follow all schedules of
periodic maintenance, checking all fluid levels weekly and changing
filters regularly. I'd even do little things like installing colorcoordinated floor mats and seat covers just to show my wheels that I
cared. Occasionally I'd get a hold of one that would take awhile to show
its true colors but all too soon it would stab me in the wallet just like
all the rest.
Some of them were quite ingenuous. All but the most devout antipersonificationi sts realize that cars have personalities and characters of
their own. Mine were political as well. I swear some of them were
damn near Fascist. They'd purposely wait to invoke a major malady
until they knew full well that I couldn't afford to get rid of them, thereby
forcing me to go even further in debt for their sake. Others possessed
ribald senses of humor like the '67 Ford that decided to have a blowout
at 70 miles an hour in the passing lane of I-55, or the one that
mysteriously dropped its driveshaft several hundred miles from home.
And when they couldn't embark on kamikaze runs whenever the weather
and/ or driving situation were conducive. I'm thinking in particular of
a kinky '69 Opel Kadett I owned for nearly three weeks back in the winter
of '71. I picked it up for a song at the local Buick dealer in town but
before it was over I was singing a different tune. Fourteen days after I
signed the bill of sale it determined of its own volition to take me on a
ride that I'll never forget. It was in the early part of winter and there
were patches of ice on the roads. I was hurrying to make a class,
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passed a pickup truck doing about 35 and the next thing I knew the car
was laughing hysterically and I was being propelled out of control,
careening wildly through ditches, across driveways, plowing up several
people's front lawns, and generally running amuck. Before it was over
I had knocked down two or three good sized signs, ripped up several
hundred dollars worth of landscaping, and participated in the destruction
of three or four mailboxes. And, of course, totalled the car. It was
many weeks before I recovered from that little mishap, and many more
before I could force myself to take possession of another auto.
And it doesn't seem to help to use someone else's car either. A
year or so ago whilst struggling in the throe of unemployment a former
roommate came to me with what seemed at the time to be a capitalist
proposition. He was operating a semi-prosperous contract cleaning
firm and needed someone to hE::ad up his residential carpet cleaning
operation. In addition to an equitable salary I would get to keep the
company's brand new Ford van for my private use. As I generally
would work only 2 or 3 days a week it was truly a hot set-up. For
awhile. One weekend when I had nothing to do I impulsively suggested to
another friend of mine that we sojourn northward to visit his parents
and sister at their home in rural Wisconsin in a little town about a
half-hour above Madison. Being equally impetuous he readily agreed
and within the hour we were zipping north in the company of a twelvepack of Busch, a fifth of Southern Comfort, and an ounce or two of
Colombia's finest. Three hours and much hilarity and mirth later I
wheeled the van into his parents' driveway. Immediately upon our
arrival, his little sister, a charming lass and a true believer in the art
of fun, suggested we hike to a neighboring village wherein some
acquaintances of hers were engaging in a bit of revelry. Having partaken
of several helpings of each of the aforementioned refreshments I was
eager to accompany her person. Not having the strength to continue, her
brother begged off and promptly fell on his face. Robin, my friend's
sister, and I hopped back into the van (she hopped, I crawled) and
navigated the few miles to the gala affair. Once we got there I realized
that all the parking places save one were occupied. The remaining
slot was quite narrow and was bordered in the back by a gurgling
stream about eight feet wide and 4 or 5 feet deep. Not wishing to attain
a reputation as anything less than an expert operator of motorized
vehicles I casually began backing the van into the spot.
Of course the sizable quantity of intoxicants that I had already
imbibed were bound to take their toll sooner or later and they chose to
do so just about the time the rear wheels were meeting the concrete
parking barrier at the back of the parking space. Suddenly, I was
subjected to a momentary loss of eye-hand-foot coordination and the van
lurched back, up, and over the parking barrier, leaving us dangling
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precariou sly at the top of the incline leading down to the water. With
my foot on the brake and the concrete effectively prohibitin g any forward
motion I was a silly spectacle indeed. As I was sitting there pondering
my predicame nt an extremely young peace officer of the type that small
towns are wont to employ happened onto the scene. Observing the
situation with an experienc ed air and sensing my slightly soggy condition
he earnestly advised me not to attempt moving the van that night but to
wait until the following morn when I could see thin gs in a more sober
light. Thanking the constable for his concern I proceeded to prepare
one last attempt at extricatin g myself and the vehicle from the precipice,
immediate ly upon his exit from the scene. He left. Retaining the
savoir-fai re for which I'm known for yards around I gallantly allowed my
female companion to disembark from the van before I began the final
ascent, not wishing her to suffer my fate lest I fail. I knew I'd never
hear the end of it.
Revving up the engine I slowly let out the clutch, and at the proper
moment, with split- second timing, I released the emergenc y brake and
tried to slam the truck back over to the correct side of the concrete
block. Unfortuna tely, at that precise moment the vibrations of the van's
surging engine caused the earth beneath the rear wheels to begin to
crumble and before you could say "Ernie Banks at the First National"
(I know because I tried) the van with your correspon dent still at the
controls began sliding backward s down the slope and into the murky
depths, not unlike that indestruct ible titan of the White Star Line
making its final plunge.
Not being able to recall any unwritten code of ethics requiring the
captain to go down with his van and possessin g an intense hatred for
getting my jeans damp I decided now was as good a time as any to head
for the boats. As I abandoned van (which considerin g my condition was
in itself no mean feat) visions of my past sinful life flashed before my
eyes and I made a quick pact with the Almighty to immediate ly
discontinu e my habitual use of liquors, herbs and wild women if only I
could once again set foot on dry ground. With much difficulty I
managed to get out of the van in time to watch it slide the rest of the
way down the bank and come to a squishy rest, its rear end in some
four feet of water.
By now my female companion had been joined on the pavement
above by several curious passersby who had been summoned by the
commotio n. As their ranks grew so did my embarras sment and when a
newcomer inquired as to what the hell stupid asshole was responsib le
for the enactment of the stunt I enthusiast ically joined the chorus of
voices that rained down various and sundry derogator y exclamati ons
upon the guilty party. Within the hour we were able to secure the
services of the town's sole towtruck operator and for a slight fee
consisting of my left arm and leg and my female parent we persuaded
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him to restore our vehicle to terra firma. But the driver of the tow,
not being more than two years older than myself and equally inebriated,
was in no condition to competently execute the task. After two or three
unsuccessful attempts he spit on his hands and in my eye and stomped
on the truck's accelerator. With a mighty roar and the grinding of
metal the van jerked up the slope and flopped shuddering on the drive
like a beached salmon. Thanking him profusely and wishing to avoid
further condemnation by the assembled multitudes I ordered MSo Robin
back into the van and headed for her house. The whole affair had left
me weak and shaking and not desirous of continuing the evening's
festivities.
The ride home was a bad one. We hadn't traversed very far
whereupon I discovered that my employer's van could go no faster than
20 or 25 miles per hour without shaking so bad it was nigh unto
impossible to keep it on the road. The next day, as soon as I re gained
my eyesight, we found that either in dumping the vehicle in the stream
or in the process of yanking it out I had bent the driveshaft and cracked
the differential. Of course the next day was a Sunday and we all know
how easy it is to acquire the assistance of a mechanic on the Lord's
Day. IN a small town. When you're a hippy from out of state.
Needless to say, we searched high and low, mostly high, before we
located an old codger in Madison who was willing to make the necessary
repairs so that I could return home. After getting a gas station
employee to remove the driveshaft and fittings we loaded it into one of
my friend's parent's cars and transported it to Madison where the
previously mentioned geezer performed his magic on it. We then
returned to the small town and had the gas station re-install it on the
van. Total cost of my impulsive weekend- -$150.
There have been numerous other attacks on my person by
automobiles in my ownership since then but none like I recently
encountered with my current machine. Last summer I bought another
Opel from a friend. It ran perfectly until I quit my place of employment
so as to continue my education and subsequently lost a steady income.
First off, in mid-October the carburetor decided to take a leave of
absence and it cost my $65 and several days in the shop to have it
rebuilt. Then in late November, again while I was driving to a class
the rear end bid me adieu. It was cold in the extreme but as luck will
have it I was near my father's office and managed to slog there on foot
shortly before frostbite set in. From there I rang up the nearest service
station on the blower and explained my enigma to the bimbo on the other
end. With more than a modicum of difficulty I managed to expound on
the situation in terms that this simian could perceive and in return
obtained a pledge from him that they would pick up my disabled
conveyance at their earliest convenience and phone me with an estimate
of the repairs needed.
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Several days later my nemises called to say that several obscure
parts in the rear end needed replacin g and it would take ninety bucks
and several days to do the job. They had to order parts. Go to it, I
told them and every couple of days for the next month I rang them
back and inquired as to the progress , if any, that they might be
making. Every call brought assuranc es that it would only take another
few days, but they had discover ed another part or two that absolute ly
had to be revampe d. By Christm as the estimate was up to $220 with no
end in sight, and I had been without a car for over a month. By this
time my usual mild-ma nner had turned vile and I was less than civil to
my best friends. Midway through January the manager of the petrol
station called and said, "Your Opel's done already, come on over and
get it- -and bring $280. 11 Mouthin g obscenit ies, I grasped daddy's
credit card in my hot, sweaty paw and ventured forth to recover the
auto that I had almost forgot existed. Unbekno wnst to myself the
mercury had plumme ted during the night and I very nearly died from
exposure upon hitting the street outside my apartme nt. With the aid
of the ever-pop ular wind chill factor, it had been determin ed by
officials of the weather service that the tempera ture stood at minus 67
degrees Fahrenh eit. Wishing to transact my business as quickly as
possible I prodded my ride to the station. Upon receipt of the key to
my auto I shuffled through the tundra to the car and slid stiffly beneath
the wheel.
Of course it wouldn't start. For the next thirty minutes I poured
every availabl e brand of quick-st arting products into every orifice I
could find in the engine with negative results. After having sat outside
for so long a period of time the battery and its related mechani sms just
couldn't crank fast enough to get her started. By this time my ride had
left and I was forced to wait patiently for the station's wrecker to
return with its gas-pow ered generato r for with to do its best. The help
at the station, if they can be ref erred to as such, readily assured me
that it would return at any minute. Less than two hours later the truck
returned . I spent the whole time hopping from one foot to another, and
shuffling about the interior of the station, totally unequipp ed for the cold
that was quickly renderin g my limbs useless, trying to keep even a
little circulati on going.
Finally after another half-hou r of trying they got my little jewel
running and after a few false starts I was off. As I pulled away from the
relative safety of the station the car seemed extreme ly stiff and
sluggish . I attribute d the condition to the inclemen t weather as I was
behaving in much the same manner. As I got further and further a way
from the station, (of course I was in the midst of some lonely desolate
farm country, miles from the nearest human settleme nt) strange moans
and groans began making themselv es man if est from the rear of the car.
Choosing to ignore them rather than guess their origin and what they
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might portend, I plodded on and eventually made it to the small village
near where my parents reside. Supplications and thanksgiving to allah
were in order as I knew that if I had suffered yet another breakdown out
in the countryside I'd have been hard as a frozen carp in minutes.
But as I rounded the corner at the Shell station just as you get
into Oswego proper a wondrous and awesomely indescribable commotion
ensued from the back end once again. And as I passed Shuler's
Drugstore I happened to glance in my outside rearview mirror as I am
wont to do on occasion and there I beheld a si ght which I won't soon
forget. Where there had never existed one before a rear wheel was
protruding at least twenty inches from the wheel well, still attached to
the axle. It looked something like this:

For a split second I actually considered trying to make the remaining
two miles to my parents' abode but then reason took control of my coldnumbed cerebrum and I eased the car to a halt in a parking space on the
deserted main street of town. And for the next 22 or 3 hours it sat there
for all to see- -mute testimony of this reporter's stupidity and ill-fortune.
A friend who happened to reside in the vicinity was home and consented
to give me a ride to the parental estate. Once there I consoled myself
into a stupor with pop's semi-expensive brandy. Pop himself, who can
rise up with righteous indignation when he's of a mind to, got on the phone
to the station that had supposedly done the repairs and reported the
incident complete with embellishments and the demand that they haul the
remains from its current resting place and rectify their ori ginal shoddy
craftsmanship.
One e they picked up the car it only took them a week to repair the

repairs and soon I had the auto in my possession again. I parked the
car in my driveway a week and a half a go and haven't moved it since.
Not only have I run out of money to keep it going, but I'm too terrified
of what might happen next. From now on I think I ' ll just rely on the
Burlington Northern commuter trains for transport. There's a hell of
a lot to be said for ridin g the rails.
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A CAT AND A CHICK HOOKED UP
Sandra L. Crockett
This cat, after getting next to this chick was rapping for days
over his love jones for her. The chick finally got her head bumped
and agreed that they would shack together.
"We got to stock up on some grub before the hawk gets to
cutting, " the cat said, " 'cause I might get laid off from the gig again.
All of the hustlers and the pimps going be recruitin' real tough 'bout
now 'cause I know they need the extra dough. Little Mama, I want
you to stick pretty close to the crib , or else they sho nuff will try to
catch you in their trap. "
So they started shacking and then they bought a whole lot of red
beans and rice just in case the cat got laid off. They didn't have any
room to put all of it because they only had a one room walk up. So
after talking it over they decided to keep it over his partner's house
who had much more room and who also happen to live over a storefront
church. They also decided to wait until the shit really hit the fan
before they touched it. Pretty soon, the fat cat decided to get greedy.
What was once a love jones became a red beans and rice jones.
"Check this out, Mama, " he said, "I got this cousin who is so old
timey that she wants me to become her little baby's god-daddy . They
going to have the baptism today and it's gain to be at the same little
storefront church. Let me deal with this and you stay put and watch
the crib."
"You got it, " the chick said, "Go do yo' thang. And when you are
smackin' yo' jaws over all that good grub I know they going to have,
think of me. At least try to sneak me a bottle of Ripple back."
But the cat was lying his fat ass off. No cousin had asked him to
do nothing. He went upstairs over the church to his partner's place
and cooked up a pot of red beans and rice. Then he walked the streets,
cruising. He passed a bunch of buddies who were standing on the
street corner shooting crap. Every time he thought of red beans and
rice, his mouth watered. Deciding that it was nothing on the streets
worth picking up, he eased on to the crib.
"It's about god damn time , " the chick said. "I know you been
doing some partyin. "
"Just a touch, " the fat cat said.
"What's the name of the kid?" the chick asked.
"Sly, " the cat answered with a crooked smile.
"Sly, " the chick shrieked. "Well at least it ain't the same old
Tom, Dick, or Harry type of name that's common yo' family.
"What's the difference ?" the cat said. "It ain't no worse than
Pot-Gut, Yo' godbaby."
"A couple of weeks went by and the cat started craving for the
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red beans and rice again.
"I got to bring it to you again, mama, " he told the chick. "Stay
here and keep yo' eyes on things 'cause another cousin asked me to be
god-daddy fo' her kid. You know how jealous them bitches are of each
other so you know I got to do it. "
So the naive, dumb chick agreed, and the slick cat slunk along
the streets until he came to the church. He went straight upstairs,
cooked a pot of food and ate. Feeling like a pig he cooked some more
and ate that up. Pretty soon, he found he had wiped out damn near half
of it.
"What she won't know won't hurt, and there going be more for
He felt like he had got away with something this time. Back
"
me.
home, the chick asked what name this kid had been given.
"Slick, " the cat said.
"Slick!" the chick yelled. "Brother, you got to be jivin'."
Now, only three days passed before the cat began to want a taste
of the stash.
"I know you ain't gone believe this, " started the cat, "But my
favorite cousin who also just dropped a load, wants me be god-daddy.
And you heard that she was my favorite so it ain't no way under the sun
that I can say no."
"Sly, Slick," thought the chick aloud. "With some weird names
like that, you damn right I ain't gone believe this."
"Hey, lady, " said the cat, "You ain't up on nothing in this world.
All you do is sit here watching the boob tube day in and day out. How
you 'spect you going know anything?''
So the chick picked up around the house, bored stiff. She was
beginning to wonder if she had made the right decision after all. She
was not a bad looking chick, she reminded herself. If this turkey
didn't start acting like he had some sense, she would space.
"Well, you ain't got to worry 'bout no more brats being brought
up, " he said after coming back to the house. "I ain't even got no mo'
cousins.''
The first thing the chick wanted to know was the name.
"You ain't going to like it no better than the others, " the cat said,
"His name is Wicked. "
"Wicked!" yelled the chick. "Get out of here, fool! I ain't never
heard of such. "Wicked, huh? I got a feeling that I am missing something. " Scratching her head, she got undressed, cut the tube on and
fell sound asleep. And the cat was right. He never was asked to be
godfather any more.
When the hawk began to tear down the streets like an icy razor
blade, the cat also got laid off from the gig.
"Come on, sugar, " said the chick, "Go on over and get the
stash. In fact I think that I'll just mosey on over there with you."
"You got it, " the cat said.
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So they put their stuff on and walked over to the little storefront
church. They headed straight upstairs for the food.
"What the hell !" said the chick. "We been robbed! Or have we?
Wait one cotton pickin' minute here. We ain't been robbed and you
ain't been nobody's godfather. The Sly, Slick 1and the Wicked ain't
nobody but you, you dirty, rotten son of a ... '
"Now wait a goddamn minute here yo'self, '' screamed the cat.
"You better shut yo' trap or I am going to give you one 'cross yo' head."
And the naive little chick, had the word "bitch" on her tongue, and
it came right on out. At that point, the cat jumped on the chick, knocked
her dead in her skull and brought down the final curtain. That's the way
it is.

END OF FRESHMA N WRITING SECTION
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JUMPING JACK FLASH AND THE TRAVELER
FROM AN ANTIQUE LAND
John McCloskey

":My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings,
Look on my work, ye Mighty, and despair. "
IT is the billiards room, ancestral inner sanctum of leathery
mahogany splendor and roaring fire, and the stout gent, he of the walrus
moustache, is telling, over snifters and cigars, this sad tale -- you're
positive you've heard it before - - adulterous love, society folk - - it all
leads (after many vicissitudes, of course) to a train station, to DEATH,
to another cigar. And if he is long-winded and if he IS a bit of a prig
(all this morbid talk of Salvation! Resurrection! MORE COGNAC
PLEASE! ! ! ) well, at least the dinner was rich and we gentlemen never
complain, remember that, and say! you there, the young buck in the
swallow-tail and jeans, stop your pestilential yawning, if you want
your embellishments, your drawing room cosmetic, just retire with
the ladies - - - the butler is approaching ... sir, if you would please - -- harrumph, it's your shot, Ivan., and pass the chalk ... and
the cognac ... and whatever happened to Count. ..
- -while gone now is the young buck, with a sneer in his heart and
a yawn on his lips. He's got no time for all this slow-motion
moralizing. Life's too short, etc. Keep on trucking. And so, my
friends, ends another night with Tolstoy. Yes, the one and same,
square dull Lev -- c'mon, Lev, man, get with it -- THIS IS THE AGE
OF FLASHo
I REMEMBER the first Fellini movie I ever saw. Each time
things got dull, Fed'd cut to an orgy. Squashed grapes and internecine
sodomy, you know, the usual Fed shtick. Everybody -- and I do mean
everybody - - was a dwarf or a hunchback and unless you had boils of a
precise carmine hue or Dr. Caligari' s Goblet Disease, you might as
well head back to the fettucini farm ... and there, transcendent yet
somehow subterranean, stands Iggy Pop, in sequined diapers and
radioactive, sun-resistant, Bill Blass-approved polo lenses
#942555376, hyming to the faithless of the Nuclear A-Bomb kid, Ricky
Ravage, but the faithless is in an acute state of post-attack frenzy,
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they want MORE!!! ! MORE!!!! so Iggy, ever the quintessential
psychosonic Z iegfield, whips out his trusty Thompson sub- machine gun
and rat-a-tat, thirty-five slavering stomping sublimating sons and
daughters of the great God 'NOW" are sacrificed on the holy Altar of
Flash -- "ARE YOU HAVING A GOOD TIME KIDS " -- AHHHHHHAHHH! ! !
! ! ! ! ! ! ( ! ! ! ! ! ! ! -- and the band plays on .... PEOPLE Magazine: uh,
Mrs. Trudeau -- Mrs. TRUDEAU: You may call me call me Margaret,
everyone -- PEOPLE: Oh, thank you, thank you, Mar garet, so
gracious ... but again, about your sex life -- MARGARET: (pausing
thoughtfully): Well, of course we use leather -BUT MARGARET -- DOESN'T EVERYONE! ! ! !
WE NEED MORE! ! MORE! ! !
How about larva?? ? Try larva ! ! ! !
And the band plays -- rat-atat - - and MORE! ! MORE! ! everyone
splashes and dashes and thrashes with flash.
SO WHAT'S a poor high-brow hankie fiction writer supposed to do???
WHY METAPHORS OF COURSE (we are in the luxuriously appointed
offices of Saul Linowitz, Literary agent internationale, where the now
penniless emigre, Lev Nicolayevitch Tolstoy, sad-eyed garlic-reeking
refugee from the prosaic past, has arrived with his smudged manuscript,
ANNA KARENINA. Lev wants, as ever, to talk of simple faith and
redemption but Saul seems content to bogart a joint, exclaiming in a
mystical vibrato reminiscent of old David Carradine movies: Metaphors,
man ... Song beyond ... Genius of seas -- he inhales again and coughs -TV ... copyright on plot. .. Insight from Psychology Today -- finally, an
exhalation, the serpentine ghost of inspiration: You gotta make it with
the literateur crowd today, Lev. And with them, its adjectives.
Rhapsodic, melodic flash. If Hollywood has a weakness, it's words.
Look, Farrah can't do everything. So you lits gotta go out there and
stun 'em with the syllables. The holy hush of ancient sacrifices. That
sort of thing. You '11 never catch Wall Stevens belching your goddam
cognac and cigars and - - Hey! ( enthusiastically he presses the joint on
Lev) Try it, you'll like it -- OK OK you get high on Life -- but you're
gonna have to quit being pompous over the postprandials. Now take
Nabokov: there's a Russian who's not dull: he's got it all: horseplay -foreplay - - wordplay. I can almost hear him: better to testate my
tomes to the sweaty paws of Mr. Bowdler than seal the syrupy ebony
wells of inspiration.
But you, Lev, tell me, honest! Do you have a problem with the
bowels. You've got to, baby! Just listen to this passage. You call
THIS ecstasy? ? ? ?

"And what (Levin) saw then he never saw a gain. He was
particularly moved by the sight of children going to school, of dark
blue pigeons which had flown from the roof to the sidewalk, and of
flower-covered loaves, pigeons and the two boys were unearthly
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creatures and ... all this was so unusally fine that Levin laughed and
cried with joy. "
Lev, face facts, we could be plowing through Chapter XI of
'Moscow On $10 A Day. 1 You're gonna have to flesh that one out, heh,
heh -- get some mel -- as in mellifluous -- o-dy -- I mean: loaves,
pigeons ... TWO BOYS ... excuse my French but it sounds like
Christmas with the Prevert family. Now listen, though, I've got a
guy for you - - his name is Joyce, he I s about your age, but what a
difference. I mean, THIS is ecstasy:
"He was alone. He was unheeded, happy and near to the wild
heart of life. He was alone and young and willful and wild-hearted,
alone amidst a waste of wild air and brackish waters and the
seaharvest of shells and tangle and veiled grey sunlight and gayclad
lightclad figures, of children and girls and voices childish and
girlish in the air."
Now, Lev, I rest my case (toking) ... you sure you don't want
some -AT which point, it is time to rest ours, leaving Saul to his Flash
and his smoke and Lev to ponder in Post- Freudian solitude: Why DID
Levin notice these loaves, pigeons, those TWO BOYS?? For in case
you haven't guessed, and I know I hadn't until right now, the whole
point of this shrill fugue is to circle around, in cunning New York
showbiz / litcrit fashion to a defense of old Lev. In other words, just
when you think we're assassinating the poor old boy, just when you're
beginning to get REAL pissed (I mean, after all, baby, he did free the
serfs or some such shit) out comes the Cossacks, spurs a-jangle,
some samovar-savvy Rinty to the rescue. Because honey, Mrs.
Tolstoy, we LOVE Lev, as we'll prove in the following, pithily
entitled:
IF YOU'RE TIRED OF TOLSTOY, YOU'RE TIRED OF LIFE! !
A Passionate Defense of L. No To In The Kantian Manner of
Theses/ Antitheses / And More Theses
TAKE it away, Tril -Uh-hum ...
"That Levin laughed and cried with joy ...
"Alone amid a waste of wild air and brackish waters and the sea
harvest of shells and tangle ... "
YES To read the evidence marked Exhibit A for the Defense,
'
stripped completely
of surrounding plot, is to be assaulted, quite
frankly, by a beast of almost marshmallow proportion. Alone amid,
etc. is lambent with the music of experience but this "laugh and cry!"
-- Lev! Lev! When did David and Ann make Love Story. Doesn't
anyone in Moscow have a thesaurus?
11
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WHO WAS it that maintaine d truth is simple? I do know that
Henry Adams once wrote of Augustine that, like a great artist,
Augustine traveled from multiplici ty to unity while poor Adams, he
only the struggling ne'er-do-w ell, he had tor everse the voyage. A
thought to ponder.
And here's another. So often now -- admit it, you there, all of
you in the front rows of life - - isn't it true, we use imagery not so
much to elucidate, but rather to approxima te and even (daily abusers!
you can go blind from that sort of thing! ! ) to sublimate the deepest
feelings if - - shudder - - they seem too simple.
WE ARE IN LOVE! ! The sentiment mugs us one fine morning.
Didn't Shakespea re write sonnets about the stuff and aren't we bards in
our own right and the next thing you know, we are smiling like clones
of John Davidson, comparing ourselves to soaring birds, the wild air,
to - - oh my God! I confess! - - to the first buds of spring. We swoon,
in other words, talk to daffodils, feel young and willful, and wildhearted, in terminal cases, even turn to P. 50 of Sir Philip Sydney's
Companio n and if there's no Sir Philip handy, repeat (memory of our
fairest Stella, spurring us on): "Wild love on me doth all his quiver
spread."
Oh help! I'm wounded please.
But what if your name is Tolstoy and you're the only man in the
billiards room with insight sufficient to grasp the subject, and enough -and this is at least as important - - enough self-estee m to risk the
disdain of a world or a roomful. BOY, ARE YOU DULL! To risk
hearing THAT, or just as unkind: well, who cares about that shit. I
wanta be an eagle. Well you care a lot, this is not mere artifice,
you're not mentionin g love to dazzle us, to you it's something
"unusually fine" -- LOVE -- as everything simple and pure is unusually
fine.
"Levin laughed and cried with joy." You've learned from
billiards: the best shot is the one straight in, without English or
exaggerat ion.
And having said it, you move on because love should be sought out
everywhe re. Yes, faith and love; that's what's important . Not how
suavely you've expressed it. So forward you plunge. But your
sentences remain behind, unadorned , undefende d, simple frocks without
the plumage of the convention al poet, and heaven help you if someone
decides to quote a fragment. With others, such as your compatrio t,
good old Vlads, it is possible to pluck pearls from the prepositio nal
phrases alone. But with you, there isn't any haven, no thick walls of
multi-ling ual anagram and alliteratio n to shelter your passages.

You

are the pure core of truth, the sum greater than the parts. Through
countless pages, the single phrase resounds: love is everything .
You've gone full circle: embraced learning, culture, subtlety: seen
them crumble like ash -- while faith burns and burn -- eternal flame.
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It is your obsession, no doubt - - who would deny it? - - but better this
than any other. No more needs be said.
But of course, I will. Hapless mortality on an endless journey
from Eden to the Bronx. Remember Adam's. Well, that's me, too.
Passport in hand, ever ready, with a little help from my dear friend
Shelley, to organize bloated caravans of predir.ates and participles.
They will never reach Eden; they will never even reach Moscow; but
their garish merchants, their malodorous beasts of burden, well,
hopefully, they might alert others to a certain truth about a particular
man, in this the Age of Flash.

On quoting Tolstoy, harken all you sneering Sauls:
What is a grain of sand or a multiplicity of grains, they or it is
nothing -- but another day, a greater world, take your diamonds and
traverse the totality of these grains under a blinding sun, with your
camels dead before you, and then scorn the laugh and cry of joy, for
yours will be a cachination to ring naked as the master's language, in
this, the heart of the might Sahara, 'gainst which the sneer of
Ozymandias, swaggering sylist of another age, could not long endure
unvanquished.
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A WOOLE N SWEATE R KIND OF DAY
John McClosk ey
You ride by the schoolya rd and a pale freckled kid in shorts and kneehighed sweat sox, is shooting baskets. The air is getting crisper, it
is almost fall, night is swallowi ng the prison gray sky. You think how
you used to do that too - - behind the back, between the legs - - and
whateve r happened to the oak tree behind the basket. A shot goes in,
the steel mesh net jingles - - a sound, to your ears at least, better
than the ka-ling of a king's ransom of Spanish doubloon s. Smiling, the
kid fields the ball and spins it on his finger, making like someone he's
no doubt seen on televisio n. The gesture inexplica bly reminds you of
bubbling champag ne. The little jerk is good, he's even gifted. But
mostly, he's lucky. To be 14 again, on a woolen sweater kind of
afternoo n in October, with the sun going down and the basket barely
visible from your natural shooting range of 25 feet, and you, YOU have
the ball, and a crowd to please, and presto, after defying the laws of
gravity, hanging in the air for that split second beyond eternity, you
snap off your jump shot -- 30 feet out -- swish! it rips right through,
you've just won the NBA Champio nship, the UCLA-M ichigan game,
the big fracas with the local rival, YOU DID IT! YOU DID IT! and
now the crowd is howling, your ears are numb with the applause , the
tribute of 40000 feet and hands and you've still got a warm dinner
ahead and Mannix on the TV, and tomorro w its UCLA-M ichigan AGAIN.
Who' 11 win this time, Lindsey ? And then the day after that, it's GET
SMART, and when will it ever end, Lindsey, and why does it ever end?
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PAGES STOLEN FROM A JOURNAL
Richard Chwedyk
Meddling, eavesdropping and nosiness are contagious things.
That's my excuse for stealing away with this journal and xeroxing
twelve random pages. I didn't have much time, so I had no choice
in what pages I could copy. I worked as fast as I could. Richard
always rushes around when he does his research, and the photocopy machine was on the other side of the library, so he could have
come back at any time and found that I had taken his journal.
He's always so camouflaged and secretive. I wanted to see
if there was anything I could learn about him , something he wouldn't
ordinarily tell me. He'd understand, I suppose, if he found out
about this. In another situation he would have been desperate
enough to have done the same thing. I was lucky, there are even
a few things about me in here.
First Page
... that sort of thing will be disastrous when I get older. And I'll
be ugly. Bald, old and crumbling like an old cookie. Some
cookie.
Tomorrow is Mother's birthday. I'll bet she's about to do something
surprising again. Like -- moving to Colorado, Maine, Wyoming.
Or maybe she'll just move back to 26773 Alta Mira (I still. remember the address, but of course, gentleme.n, I am a collector
of such things: labels , ticket stubs, little scraps of paper).
There's been a certain rise in temperature, all day long
(no, shaking, everything' s shaking; no, I'm shaking and everything
else moves in sympathetic vibration).
There's a Madison story back there I wanted to work on.
What happened to it ?
6/ 9 Lesson 9 - End of term parties.
1. After terrible times at parties, professional wallflower ,
I decided to thrust myself into conversations. I tend to enjoy
parties more because of this , but I now have an unnerving fear that
I am making an ass of myself.
2. Party conversation chatters in the ear until you start
hearing syllables of it in your sleep. No distinct words: syllables,
in particular voices. It becomes background music in your sleep.
3. Students often seem so insecure, or very blank, trying to
sound worldwise in the proper areas. Chaucer and Fitzgerald are
both old, therefore "awful. " They hiss at the proper enemies and
love jazz, or try to. And below all of this, underwater , are the
currents of insecurity and . . .
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Second Page
This is my first summer in Evanston. My first summer in my
own home. 21, I've avoided college this long, but recently there has
been a gnawing responsibility in my stomach to follow the crowd as
it moves past me. Not that I'll be more comfortable with the crowd,
but at least I'll feel that no one is asking me where I'm going.
All summer I've been sitting at this window, writing down
things I've seen so many times~ which now appear to be completely
new to my experience. I want to find some natural line, linkage, explanation for all of it.
My apartment is very large. Two bedrooms. I was sharing it
with a roommate before Monica moved in. My sister will be starting
NorthwestPrn in the fall. The place is no longer quiet. It was very
quiet with the roommate, who rarely stayed home. Monica put white
curtains in the blue bedroom. She put her paintings and drawings on
the walls: some faces , strange landscapes, objects being held in hands.
All sorts of hands. She did a study, about thirty sketches in charcoal,
of an old GI helmet. The texture was perfect in each one, down to the
rust. As you looked at it, your head had to turn with the curve of the
helmet. You were suddenly placed into a world where everything was
manila white, and the only other thing in that world with depth and
shape was the helmet. I wanted to rub my hand along it and feel the
rough, rusted texture, even when I knew it was only charcoal, and
my fingers could smear that texture away.
Everyone has spoken to Monica about her loose relationships.
Mother says that it isn't as much that her relationships are careless,
but that she chooses to be careless with dangerous men. Now she's
seeing a Lake Forest jock who's counting on getting his term papers
and extra reading done at a discount. Monica remains unchanged by
each incident, she dances naked through cossack camps unscathed.
The rest of us keep getting cardiac seizures each time she begins a
new affair , except Mother , who has the same ability to get through anything uninjured. And Cath is the one who gets most nervous, because
she has none of her sister's immunity.
Monica gave me a painting for my room. It's a comic book
painting: a hero with exaggerated muscles facing a hideous, giant
beast with scales.
"The one thing to remember about drawing comics is that .
Third Page
... not that it was weak, but much too strong to ignore. It ended with
a wrecking ball, crushing everything, including the audience and even
himself. Even if he had made no public announcement, everyone who
saw the film knew that this was a film by a person who would never
make another.
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He planned his retirement. Pensions and holdings would support
him while he "tried to become a writer again. " He'd return to
Chicago, to stay, to have me stay with him , to take as much time as
he needed to start thinking in words. He had no idea that his company
would attack him, refuse him his pension, take his savings in lawsuits and litigation of every sort. After being cleaned out, he had to
take the fir st job he could get , not easy for a man almost fifty. He
took a petty job with the state. It all happened in a matter of months.
He wanted so much to get back together with Mother. He even
took her out a few times, to plead his case. It's pathetic to watch
someone lost in the past try to re-cement a marriage, and when it's
your own father and mother ! And poor Cath goaded him on, because
it meant even more to her to have a "whole" family again. I just
turned my head away, ran to my room and cried.
Dad says that he can't cry anymore, that Cath and I have to do
the crying now. And friends want to know what impresses me so much
about him. I am impressed that his heart still pumps blood twentyfour hours a day, that he continues to open his eyes , his mind
continues to sharpen and never tires. In the early morning he stands
by the window with the coffee he's made, watches children going to
school, cars and buses passing along the street. For the rest of the
day he' 11 be locked into an office, the harassed civil servant, so I
know his wish is to keep his eyes on that street forever , because he ...
Fourth Page
. . . me of a dream where I was supposed to open a door. I could
hear people on the other side , and people behind me, watching, told
me I had to work quickly there wasn't much time. There was no way
to get the door open. The hard, dark, varnished wood, the brass
knobs and hinges turned to rubber. I thought it was my fault, not just
the door , everything, the people locked inside and the people behind
me.
Close to my father's home is a playlot. The young children play
on swings , roll down a lump of ground on their bicycles, as if it were
really a hill. Older children play basketball. Some of them hand out
by a little park house, inside and outside. There's something about
the way everyone stands around it: boys being tough, abusive, never
quite violent, the girls sitting or standing lazily, lured there. The
boys are lured there as well. Something feels threatening about the
park house , about this summer, the city as well.
One night I left my father's late, we'd been talking until one in
the morning, and I started walking past the playlot and the park house.
Almost hidden in the shadows were a boy and girl, kissing. One of the
boy's hands moved back and forth under the girl's crotch. I turned
away, but I wanted to watch because I didn't see where the girl's
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hands were, and for some reason that was all important to me. I
couldn't stand there and watch them, regardless of my reasons.
I couldn't tell them that I was afraid of them~ and that was the only
reason I'd wanted to look.
There's been a problem this summer. I want to watch almost
everything, and I can't do that without becoming an intruder. I
catch a lot, though. From the corner of my eye, in the space of
time between the striking of a match and the match catching fire, I
can see it all.
Fifth Page
But this thing's supposed to be about Hollis, right? Hollis,
that's what I call her and what everyone else calls her. None of
Cath's friends have standard names or nicknames. She wrinkles and
shrinks when she hears someone call her Holly. Some of her dorm
friends call her Nancy Drew because her crazy little foreign car ,
about fifteen years old, certainly resembles the famous roadster.
Hollis and Cath were schoolfriends at Immaculata, that's how
I met her. They got along from the moment they met~ since both of
them are explosions. Their entrance into a room is akin to the
opening of a Broadway musical, or a burst of machine-gun fire in the
middle of the night. Hollis can walk into a room, shout excited
hellos to everyone, drop down on a chair and land weightlessly so
that the cushions work like a soft trampoline and noiselessly bounce
her up. Then she raises her long legs and stretches them out on
whatever raised surface is available: a coffee table, a setee, a pile
of books, the arm of another chair. Her voice is the sound of constant laughter, not the unpleasant kind. From here I might have to
describe her by what she isn't, since there are marble-minded cataloggers out there who've already got her pegged as a "rich bitch."
Go ahead, Hollis would say, people have done it to her for years,
she'll continue her life uncrushed.
"God punish me if I ever become too concerned about what I
am, but God punish me as well if I ever forget. " Do I have to prove
to you that she's intelligent? You've missed the point. But if you do
need proof, there were eleven schools that sent her letters, trying
to get her to adorn their respective walls of ivy.
We got together quite by accident. She rushed over to our place
because of some trouble she'd had with an old boyfriend of Cath's.
She wanted to find out who, or how many of them , were crazy.
I was . . .
Sixth Page
7/14 - Polk Street is hot in summer. There's no shade except in a
few doorways. The buildings are old, with a few remodeled and re173

bricked, and down by Racine they're putting up new townhouse s with
red bricks and patios.
Kids are always on the street, from the youngest to the oldest.
Their mothers take out lawnchair s and sit on the sidewalk. Someone
opens up a fire hydrant and boys in cutoffs and undershir ts start their
games as the street floods. Girls have limited space: they can't
interfere with the boys' games and have the last choice of where they
can play.
Little old men walk around and stare, wearing suits when it's
too warm to wear them. They're little wind-up men, automatic .
One wonders where they're going or what they're doing.
The whole feeling is that the world has been stopped at the
moment a fire alarm was pulled, and everyone came out to see what
was happening . Fights are ready to start anywhere. Things are
expressed by pushing, elbows, shouting across the street.
"Hey Benny, comm ere and suck my exhaust !"
Everythin g has to be tough and calloused. Everyone has to
prove how tough they are.
When the boys open the hydrant in the hottest part of the
summer , they throw a rubber ball into the jet of water and play baseball by marking how far the ball flys out of the hydrant's spray.
Boys not playing sit on the .
Seventh Page
. . . helped us understan d the closeness of blood relations. If
he hadn't gone away, I may have grown up hating him, though I doubt
it.
I remembe r the day I told my mother I wanted to live with him.
She was very quiet, like a turtle pulled into the shell.
"Does your father want you to do this ?" She leaned forward as
if her stomach had cramped. Her eyes were covered with a liquid
glaze, not tears, but something that dulled the life and alertness
that I always saw there, up until this moment.
"I know he wants me to go , " I told her. "He's alone now. The
world's all different. He just has some friends that take him out to
drink, and he doesn't want to drink. "
Mother chose the drapes that I stared at. I couldn't look at her
face. Very light, gentle pieces of fabric. She couldn't bear to keep
the sun out of a room, which was strange, because she had a skin
condition that wouldn't allow her to stay in the sun for too long.
"Did he say he wanted you to do it?"
"I asked him. He said it was my decision. I think he was
afraid to ask."
"Richard, you grew up long ago. You never wanted a childhood,
so I suppose it ~ your decision. I don't know what to do. " She bent
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her head further down, then I noticed little tremors through her body.
She was crying. I never saw her cry.
I put my hands on her shoulder s and my head against hers
until my face was covered by her soft brown hair with its little
strands of white. She still wore it long then.
"I didn't want to make you cry, " I said, knowing the whole
statemen t was irrationa l, but there was nothing else I could say.
"Oh, " the voice came from under the bent mass of hair.
"Don't mind, don't mind all this. All of you will move away sometime. I just have to fight the urge to smother you. "
We sat together for a little longer , holding each other, not
saying anything else. It wasn't until after I moved that we spoke
anymore about my leaving.
Eight h~
They decided to go to Evanston and I tagged along. All the
way up on the train they stared through the window and pointed at
anything that intereste d them: an old sign peeling off the side of a
wall, a pack of birds sitting along the telephon e wires.
Their minds are occupied with little details, like children
trying to see everythi ng at once. It always agitates everyone
around them , but I love it.
In a clothes store, Cath and Monica will run through rack after
rack rapidly, commen ting on whateve r catches their eye, good or
bad. "Look at this!" "Eck!" "No, iz moch too foncy for me, mah
dear . "
The two didn't walk down the street, they marched , stalked,
charged, flew, feet leaving the ground far below. In and out of
stores, they couldn't be stared at by men who wanted to oggle attractive women, no eye could move that fast.
In a quiet part of the park along the lake, Cath practice d a
little dancing, a few steps and a few moveme nts which she once
called "spreadi ng angel hair." After that she limped and dropped
herself to the grass.
Monica rubbed the tip of her nose, sitting with her legs crossed.
"Why didn't you go out of state to school? Why up here?"
Cath raised one leg into the air and looked at her sneaker.
"Why didn't you go out of state, daddy's girl?"
"Becaus e I am daddy's girl." Cath laughed. "Really, I like
it here, being daddy's gir 1, living in daddy's home with daddy's new
wife."

"I thought you loathed that woman. " Monica grabbed Cath' s
shoe to stop its wiggling .
"That was when she threw a glass of water in his face. That's
all over.''
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"Too bad, " said Monica. "I was beginning to like her. "
"She's all right. How's Mother?"
"Happy. All excited and bubbling as usual. "
Cath started her inhaling sort of laugh, raised her leg high
into the air again. rubbed her fingers over the cuff of her blue sock,
and dropped the leg back down. She breathed in deeply and relaxed.
Ninth Page
Cath was flat on the bed, breathing heavily, pale, an I. V. in
her arm. Her stomach had been pumped. I suppose no one looks
too good after they do that.
Cath started shouting. The talk before that moment had been
about Dad. Mother was ignoring that word "Dad" and telling her
that she had to rest. Now why did Mother provoke her like that?
She knew what Cath' s temper could be like.
"Rest, dammit, I want a yes or no answer ! For Christ's sake
am I mute or are you deaf!" Cath's voice was as loud as ever, but
it was dry and cracked.
"Stop it!" Mother barked. She started it, so I stayed out of
the way.
"You heard me, dammit!"
A nurse was making her way down the hall, quick rubber
steps on the vinyl.
"Promise me you'll call him. Please! That one thing!"
The nurse was moving us out of the room and Mother was
shouting "All right. All right!" and Cath was waving her arms,
shaking the I. V. loose. The nurse sat down by the bed and talked to
her. At least they didn't just stick a sedative in her like I always
thought they did at hospitals.
Mother was still shaking as we walked to the elevator. I asked
her if she was really going to call Dad.
"What's the use, really? She's being a big child about this
whole thing. "
"Dammit!" Mother jumped at my voice. I was the last one to
ever start shouting. Now I was livid. I ran back down the hall to
"
look for a telephone .
Tenth Page
. . . blue t-shirt, cutoffs, and powder blue socks with dark blue
stripes, sort of soccer player things. She stood outside the shop
while people filed out of the theater next door. The expression
on her face was that dull "nothin' to do" look. Then her gray eyes
noticed mine.
She was conscious that I looked at her , but misread the reason.
She started little motions , almost primping, letting one smooth leg
rest on the sidewalk by the toe of her gym shoe, putting her weight
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on the other leg, magazine style. This baffled me, she looked so
young, so much effort in looking hard and hookerish , fingers resting
on her hips. I'm supposed to say "oh well, some people just turn
out that way, you can't help it." But I won't. I told myself I didn't
want her to look like that. I wanted her to look sad, bright, a little
human being. Stop! She is a little human being. If I knew her I
would see that. You'd know that she dreams in her sleep like everyone else.
So I thought and thought about what those dreams could be like.
I went to a restauran t down the street and thought some more. As
I sat there , I saw her walk by with a slack-jaw ed blonde boy who
seemed to have an excess of fatty tissue in his head. Pretty old for
the little kid. I had to work harder , to think about that girl's life,
those dreams , as if her life depended on my wits .
Eleventh Page
There was Hollis , crying her eyes out, and Cath hugged her
and let her cry on her shoulder.
Hollis stopped cry ing and it was my turn to hold her. She
caught her breath and started to rock back and forth. I think she
wanted me to rock her to sleep, but the rocking was making me feel
-drowsy.
a few
while,
little
a
"It's all right, really. I' 11 get over this in
all."
that's
,
days. There're just these times I get terribly depressed
I took her over to my bed so she could lay down. Cath
brought her a little glass of wine, and she fell asleep after about
twenty minutes. I put a blanket over her while Cath and I went to the
living room.
Cath said I didn't look too well myself, and I didn't, not with
Hollis sleeping in the next room , broken down, thinking herself a
failure. I kept thinking it was all my fault.
I told Cath good night and went back to my room. I fell asleep
holding Hollis, poor Nancy Drew.
"Poor all of us, when you come to think of it, " Calloway said in
The Third Man.

***
Obviously , there is a time for angels. We will all become
ghosts and search for them on the streets. Possibly figureless ,
formless , and certainly very little, measured by the distance of an
open palm. That could be the only reason they're so hard to find.
Twelfth Page
(I'm inserting this as the new ending to chapter six of the novel.)
And Craig noticed that the alley looked darker, as if Ramon
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brought the light and took it with him when he left. Ramon in his
white pants , his glossy silk shirt, the creases still sharp and stiff.
Ramon in his shoes of brown and white. Ramon, the fox who held
a bouquet of white flowers.
So that was Ramon. The Duke of Earl. The smell of a good
after-shave remained in the air , separate from all the other smells
in the alley.
Craig became aware of every sound around him. The window
was open at the Rosetti's , television turned to the news. The
Fontano ' s had their TV on as well, but Emile's voice was much
louder , shouting at his wife or at Gina. A car raced down Carpenter:
Gallati's tubercular motor. Metal against metal, Johnny Palumbo's
wife up late to cook for her husband, on the swing shift. The doughy
smell came from there. An ice cream truck was out there somewhere, a slow tune irregularly followed by the little bells. "Mary
had a Little Lamb. " The Prusa' s had their stereo on, classical
music. Down at the street corner a fire hydrant trickled away into a
puddle in the gutter. Craig heard the gravel under his feet, and the
roar of the far-off expressway.
" So that's what the Duke of Earl is." Sour dryness in his mouth.
He wanted to find the ice cream truck, or at least get a Coke.
A shadow appeared in the window above him. He saw it right
away, every interruption of light caught his attention, even the
flickering red reflectors from the car out on Polk. The shadow in
the window. It was there for three, maybe five seconds. Lori, of
course. Who else would have looked out?
The screen door smacked against it's frame, bounced once,
twice . . . that was it. Footsteps down the backsteps. Lori was
coming. The spell would be broken soon, the intensity of all his
senses would drop away as soon as Lori spoke.
" So that's the Duke of Earl." Craig took a cigarette out, took
two, Lori was coming down. "It's all in front of his eyes, but
nowhere else. "
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FROG
Steve Melshenker
PHYLUM: CHORDATA
AMPHIBIA
CLASS:
SALIENTIA OR ANDRA
ORDER:
EXTERNAL CHARACTER ISTICS:
The body is divided into a
head and trunk (a neck is
hardly evident). Of the
two pairs of locomotor
appendages, the hind pair
is much elongated. The
skin is smooth, moist,
scaleless ...
I never meant to hurt the frog.
Before I was halfway out of the courtyard I stopped suddenly and
cursed my stupidity. I'd left my dissecting kit and lab manual on the
kitchen table.
"Late, " I said, and slammed the door behind me, extra hard.
I passed the old gymnasium just as the chimes in Ringwald Tower
rang out the hour. How in the hell can they expect you to be on time for
anything this early on a Saturday morning? I repeated this question to
myself like a chant as I ran up the old, wooden stairs of the Natural
History Building. I turned down the corridor, passed the reptile
exhibits, smiled at the whale remains in front of the lab, then slowed
down to effect a calmer entrance.
As soon as I opened the door, the sweet, sick smell of
formaldehyd e made me dizzy. I smiled through contorted lips at
Mr. Eichler, who was supervising the distribution of live frogs. About
two hundred of the pale green creatures were squirming around in a
large, glass tank. About twenty students were lined up in front of
salamander tanks, others were patiently waiting beside searching
crayfish, a variety of wormlike creatures, and a pile of dead little
sharks in the sink.
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One by one the students took their live frogs to several wooden
work tables. Each place at the tables was set up with a small, clay
dissecting pan. Each student had his or her dissecting kit spread out
and ready to do the scientific deed.
I dropped my coat on the lab stool and opened my kit. While most
of the other students had red, plastic boxes of implements, purchased
from college bookstores, my instruments were held in a leather case.
It was my Uncle Henry's kit when he was a pre-med student. I only
prayed that some of the genius that had made him a great physician and
surgeon would rub off, through the kit, into my sweating hands.
"Get a frog out of the tank, " Mr. Eichler said as he passed my
work station. I turned around and saw the other students had started to
slice away at the helpless frogs.
The thin air in the old lab was a fer tile medium for the
formaldehyde. It burnt my lungs as I walked up to the tank. Inside,
hundreds of small, slimy creatures were meandering, each in his own
way climbing hopefully to the top of the tank. The black top was hinged
in the middle so I could open half of it and prevent a mass exodus. But
as I opened it, just a bit, a dozen or so frenzied little frogs saw a
chance for escape. For what seemed an eternity, I pushed one down,
then another. One would rise, then two, then I was using both hands to
push the creatures back, letting the metal top rest on my fingers as I
pushed down from under. It was hard enough to keep the frogs in the
tank. I had no idea how I was going to grab one of the slippery things
and take it back to my station.
"Having some trouble ? " It was Mary Ann Dohl, the gir 1 whose
station was next to mine.
"Kind of, " I answered swallowing all pride and hoping she would
come to my aid.
No. Mary Ann just rinsed her hands off in the sink and walked
back to the table.
I should have expected that from Mary Ann. She was, after all,
one of those proverbial hand raisers, you know, first with the answers.
A little too sharp, a little too accurate. Too damned intelligent for any
possible good.
Had women's lib existed then, she would have ignored it in
practice, and gone right on with her greatest passion, hatred for
everything that couldn't be catalogued and analyzed in a biology
textbook.
It was my distinct impression that Mary Ann Dahl had been
chisled out of a mountain face. She was stonehearted and bitter. She
had the looks and manner of a Nazi matron in a concentration camp.
She constantly sized up those around her and delighted in their weakness.
She despised weakness, real or imaginary.
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By now most of the students were deeply in search of livers,
small intestines, hearts and rectums, having split their frogs open and
probed into the gray workings of the inner body mass.
"Say!" I motioned Mr. Eichler over to the tank with one hand as I
pushed a couple of frogs back with the other. My hands were wet with
frog slime. I carelessly wiped them off on my pants.
"Having some trouble?" Mr. Eichler asked with raised eyebrows.
About six frogs were climbing out from one side of the tank. I
had covered half of the opening by laying my arm transversely over the
top, pushing the desperate six back with my right arm.
Mr. Eichler calmly reached into the tank and grabbed a plump,
little frog. I let the top fall and saw the bellies of several frogs slide
down the glass front.
"You know what to do?" Mr. Eichler asked politely.
"Yah. "

He handed me the frog. It was so slippery I couldn't hold it
without squeezing. But the harder I squeezed, the quicker it slid
through my hands. In seconds it was hopping around the dirty, hardwood
floor, heading toward the open door.
I quickly outleaped the thing and had the door shut before it could
escape. I tried to make a joke out of it with a carefree--"Oop s."
Mr. Eichler didn't laugh. He had too many other students already
making great progress, and he wanted to guide them through nature's
creepy playground.
"Get it, " he said. "Chloroform the frog, and let's get going. "
Mr. Eichler was a graduate assistant, about thirty years old
going on fifty. His eyebrows flopped up and down whenever he talked.
No matter what his tone or meaning, he always gave the impression he
was disenchanted with you.
It was my dislike for Mr. Eichler that made me all the more
frantic as I pa wed after that tiny bundle of slime now hunched in the
corner between the door and the partition of the adjoining lab. I felt
ridiculous down on my knees and even more uncomfortable when I
allowed myself a look up to see Mr. Eichler' s eyebrows in the high
rise position.
The frightened frog leaped suddenly, it hit my chest.
Miraculously I held it there, pressed against my shirt and carried it
all the way back to my table. With one hand I imprisoned the frog.
With the other I unscrewed the cap off the chloroform can, poured some
into a rag, and quickly wrapped it around the frog.
I hadn't noticed how heavily I'd been breathing up until that
moment. I calmed myself. The great bounding movements of my chest
grew slower and more relaxed.
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I looked out the window and saw a beautiful view of the Quad, the
grassy square, criss-crossed by sidewalks and surrounded by a wide
variety of architectural stylings. The Quad was the heart of the campus.
The early morning view of the Quad had a very settling effect on
me. I was perfectly calm when I dropped the frog into the pan. The
frog was out cold.
I grabbed a bunch of straight pins out of a plastic box, excusing
myself to Mary Ann Dohl as I reached across her dissecting pan to
grab the pins.
"Watch it, " she said, nastily.
I turned the frog on its back, spread the appendages out, and
pinned the arms and legs securely into the clay pan.
The thought never occurred to me that the frog was still alive.
I proudly removed my instruments from the case. The
impressive array of scalpels, probes, tweezers and eyedroppers
heightened my craftsman's instincts. I was going to do a great job, a
skillful dissection.
I held the scalpel up to the dim light pouring out of the overhead
fixture. The blade was dull and cold, and probably not too sharp.
I made my first pass at the frog. The scalpel didn't cut deep
enough. It didn't even penetrate the skin. The second time I pressed
deeper. My hand was shaking. I split the frog down the middle, past
the rubbery skin, through the subcutaneous tissue, and deep into the
muscle. The inner body mass squeezed out through the opening. I was
fascinated. I quickly spread the tough outer layers apart with my
pointed probes. I pinned the layers to the pan. Then I experienced my
first surgical disappointment. I couldn't see anything. Oh, there was a
mass of organs, all right. But that's all it was, a mass, a colorless
mass.
Out of ignorance, I suppose, I expected to see a colorful array of
picturebook organs. A red heart, a yellow stomach, silvery lungs.
But this jellied bundle of guts was amorphous and dull.
I flipped open the manual to find a clue to this gray, clammy
interior. Find the liver, it said, the liver is the largest organ in the
frog 1·s body, find it. I probed around and found two small sacks hanging
at a forty-five degree angle from the rest of the mass. Ah, the liver.
I gently lifted the sacks up and spied the pancreas, small and oblong,
lying on the upper left of the twisted coils that formed the intestine.
I probed higher up and found three smaller sacks pounding madly.
The chambers of the heart. The heart. Pounding. Moving.
And then I thought, it's still alive.
''Yaaaaa! ''
The frog leaped into the air. Parts of the inner mass were
bouncing over its sides. I looked in horror at the empty pan. The pins
stood erect, in place.
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Mary Ann Dohl let out a scream that pumped adrenalin to the
smallest hairs on my neck. The frog had landed in her lap. She
pushed it a way in one broad sweep of her arm and looked at me with
terror stricken eyes. "You idiot, " she screamed. "Didn't you pith
the brain--the brain, didn't you pith the brain?"
"Pith--the--brain ?" I asked meekly.
Of course I hadn't pithed the brain. I hadn't killed the frog, I'd
merely put it to sleep, so it could wake up mutilated, leaping across
the floor in unimaginable pain.
The entire class was on its feet. Like the classic chambermaid
terrified by a church mouse, these young adults pulled back from the
unpredictable path of the small, violated animal.
Mr. Eichler had been standing by a hanging skeleton, admiring
the labels on the smallest bones. He turned toward my station,
quickly grasped the situation and hollered, "Get it, get it. "
Why didn't it die, I wondered. Why didn't it stop cold in shock.
After all, it was split up the middle, its guts left a watery trail across
the floor.
I couldn't look to see where it was. I was too embarrassed, too
scared. I stared blankly at the empty pan.
Then I saw it out of the corner of an eye. In its crazy leaping it
was heading back down the aisle. Heading right toward me.
I didn't scream. I didn't. I just stood there with my mouth wide
open. I was silently dying, my eyes open so wide that the pressure
sent waves of pain through my skull.
Parts of the frog's guts were strung out behind it.
It leaped closer. Closer.
It leaped into the air and I caught it.
With both hands full of guts and frog I walked slowly toward Mr.
Eichler. My eyes were tearing, maybe I was crying. Silent crying.
"What should I- - ?"
Mr. Eichler's eyebrows were moving up and down so rapidly I
thought they would surely fly off his face.
"What should I - - ? "
"Put it into the tank, " he said, coldly.
"The tank, " I said mechanically.
The rest of the class walked behind me, slowly, as I moved toward
the tank. I didn't stop to wonder what all the other live frogs would do
when I dropped this mess into their invironment.
As I started to open the lid, Mr. Eichler screamed out.

''Not

that tank. " He rushed up beside me and led me to a large glass tank in
the corner, near the sink. It was full of frogs, dead frogs dissected by
a previous class. He opened the top and I walked toward him. I heard
the bell ring for the next class. Outside the window I could see a band
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of weary students disappearing into the Agriculture Building, the English
Building, the Administration Building.
I held the frog firmly, but gently. I could feel the cold, dripping
body parts, slippery in my hands. But this time the frog didn't escape.
I stood in front of the tank, my eyes fixed on the horrid mass of
discarded tissue inside.
"Drop it, " someone said from behind me.
I stood still, I couldn't open my hands.
Tears made wet tracks down my cheeks.
"Drop it, " another screamed.
I looked behind me and saw Mary Ann Dohl. Her mouth was
twisted and angry. Her clean white blouse hung loosely across her
mammoth breasts. Her glasses were hanging crooked over her beak
nose.
I knew then what I wanted to do more than anything in the world.
I wanted to rub the frog guts into her ugly face. I wanted to pack this
mass of drippy, clammy guts- -mash it all against her puffy, droopy
lips.
I held the frog cupped between my hands. I raised my hands as
if in prayer and brought them closer to her face. She pulled back
slowly.
There were too many students crowded into too small a space.
She couldn't move back far enough. The group was too stunned, too
fixed with sick curiosity to budge.
I was half angry, half faint as I put my hands closer to her face.
"I never meant to hurt the frog, " I said.
And dropped it into the open tank.
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CATERING CAPERS
Allen Brown

Scene 10
INT: THE CATERING TRUCK, HEADING SOUTH
STANLEY and TIM are riding in the truck.
is looking out the window.

STANLEY is driving.

STANLEY
Did Watkins call back and say what type of
champaigne he wanted for his brunch?
TIM
Yes, he wants the cheapest you can find.
STANLEY
(in a funny voice)
Well it just so happens that the cheapest
bottle sells for twenty-three fifty-six.
(in normal voice)
I suppose he wants week old raisin rolls too.
TIM
Cancel the rolls.
STANLEY
We might as well cancel breakfast.
TIM
(in STANLEY' s funny voice)
What? And ruin this gala event for my eldest
daughter's puberty.
STANLEY
(funny voice)
No , we can't have that now can we?
TIM
(funny voice)
No, of course not.
STANLEY
(funny voice)
Nothing is too good for my daughter.
TIM
(funny voice)
Not even the mint dishes I forgot to get
for tonight's wedding.
STANLEY
(normal voice)
Tim, how could you?
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TIM

TIM
Mr. Baum el, I'm starry.
It must have been the jubilee.
STANLEY
How are we going to serve six cases of
fancy dinner mints?
TIM
One at a time?
STANLEY
I'll see if Laura has anything we can use ...

The truck pulls into the driveway of the Baumel home. Stanley gets out
of the truck and goes inside the house. TIM remains in the truck.
Scene 11
INT: THE BAUMEL LIVING ROOM.
There are six eight-year-old girls standing in ''V" formation with their
arms outstratched and singing "Hello, Dolly" in the Baumel living room.
SUSIE is standing at the point of the "V" blowing kisses into the air. A
game board with scattered pieces lies on the floor in the middle of the
production. ST AN LEY opens the door and walks through this unnoticed
by the girls.
STANLEY
(to himself)
Janie's mother was right!
STANLEY meets STACY in the dining room.
STACY
DAD, where have you been?
STANLEY
I've come to pick you up.
STACY
Three thirty?
STANLEY
(confused)
Six thirty.
STACY
You've ruined my life. You're impossible.
ST ACY stomps off to the bathroom.
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STANLEY
(calling after her)
It's 3:30 Wednesday.
There is a scream coming from the kitchen.
what is the matter.

STANLEY runs to see

GLADYS
(frightened , pointing)
That rat is out of its cage.
STANLEY
(calling to the living room)
Come put Gladys away.
GLADYS
She already has been . Mr.
SUSIE
(coming from living room)
Daddy , I won "Hello Dolly. "
STANLEY
I'm sure Horace will make you very happy but
you must keep the door to the pig's cage closed
all the time.
SUSIE
Sorry, Daddy.
STANLEY
Sorry, Grandma.
SUSIE
Sorry, Grandma.
GLADYS
Poor , Grandma.
STANLEY
Poor , Gladys.
GLADYS
I hope you were ref erring to me and not that rat.
STANLEY
Guess .

STANLEY starts looking in cabinets for something to serve the mints in.
STANLEY
(to himself)
Mint dishes , Mint dishes.

He looks up and sees LAURA's stack of Tupperware Bridge Club jello
molds.
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STANLEY
(very slowly)
Mint dishes!
STANLEY grabs a box and runs out the door with it.
TIM in the truck through the window.
Catch it.

He throws it to

STANLEY
I' 11 be right back.

ST AN LEY runs back into the house.
STANLEY
Stacy! Stacy! We're ready to go.
STANLEY picks up the last box and runs out the door.
out of the bathroom and follows him out.

STACY bursts

STACY
I'm coming, I'm coming.
As she walks through the living room she steps on the game board and
crushes one of the pieces.
JANIE
(screaming)
There goes Harmonia Gardens.
ST ACY stops at the door, turns,
STACY
Sorry.
and exits.
Scene 12
INT/EXT: THE CATERING TRUCK HEADING TO THE VFW HALL
STANLEY is driving.

STACY is sitting in the middle and TIM is on the

passenger side.
STANLEY
I'm sorry but I thought I made myself clear that
I would pick you up at 6: 30 today and 3: 30 on
Wednesday.
STACY
I'll just call Debbie and tell her I can't go.
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THE PEACOCK

Sharon Franco
Creeps and perverts and would-be seducers are a fact of life for
me , especially when I travel. The scene repeats itself endlessly with
different backdrops and different lighting and different leading men. I
respond almost reflexively now , as one who brushes away an annoying
insect. Oh, it bothers me , but I don't wax philosophical each time a
man approaches me. I don't sense mysterious forces at work - - would
that there were some wonder or mystery in these encounters. I always
feel slightly frightened , slightly amused, slightly flattered, vaguely
soiled. But that's all -- except once -- in Greece.
I visit the botannical gardens in Athens -- green, tranquil, but
posed , self-conscious -- fragments of Doric columns among lush plants
nearly labelled in Greek and Latin. Alone , I share the shade of trees
and blaze of April sun with Sunday strolling families, entangled park
lovers, and roving unattached men in tight pants who look at me with
loose dark eyes. Besides myself , only a few unaccompanied women
walk or sit, wearing the defense (ineffective) of unloneliness or (too
effective) of unloveliness.
I sample a fallen fruit from a clump of orange trees. (I do not
dare to pluck one from a tree , as I am not sure that , despite ancient
Greek laws of hospitality, such behavior is acceptable. Otherwise
how is it that these free oranges remain unmolested on the trees in this
most frequented of spots among these spontaneous people?) The orange
is sour. I let it fall.
I find a perfect spot to stop , sit , write in my travel journal. It's
isolated, lovely, just grass , sunshine , tree-breezes and bird calls.
Five minutes, perhaps, of peace . Then a man glides up with soundless
approach. He is standing in front of me almost before I am aware of
his presence . Without looking up I sense a loose black suit and something slightly out-of-place about the man. His voice, also loose , black
and soft, almost whispers , almost croons: "Please, love-a you me."
I do not reply , do not even look up to check my sudden intuition
that he has exposed himself before me. I won't give him even the satisfaction of a look, just keep writing with studious concentration and pen pointed indifference. If he wants to shock me , he won't (he comes
closer); if he wants even to engage my attention , to cause any response
at all , he won't. I keep writing , my eyes fixed to the page , my pen
moving quickly in my fingers (I am writing about him). Shoulders
sagging, I imagine, he waits , not quite sure of his next move. I'm
almost tempted to laugh - - what is an exhibitionist without a witness?
He stands slackly in front of me , softly shuffling his feet , only
occasionally trying to speak.
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What might a passerby make of this strange tableau , this prizewinning photogra ph? A pink-shi rted blond girl , head bent conscien tiously over her writing, a black-su ited man , with limp penis , bending
before her. Around them, a ruined columns .
He glides to my left , sits briefly on the low wall at a respecta ble
distance , stealing glances at me , infinitely tentative and discreet .
Finally he rises , squats in front of me (I can barely see the tips of his
black-su ited knees) , softly , insistent ly pleading , "You like me? You
kiss me? Please , please , mademo iselle."
With a single swing I get up, so abruptly he almost tilts backwar ds ,
and move quickly from the site. I do not look back. After a moment a
fleeting look to the side reveals him almost even with me along another
path. I see for the first time his soft flesh-me mber protrudi ng matterof-factly from his pants. His hands hang at his sides.
I feel depresse d. I have never once looked at the man until now ,
yet I have felt his presenc e strongly , more strongly perhaps than those
with whom I have exchange d an appraisi ng , straight- eyed stare. His
dark softness , his insinuati ons remain with me , despite the sunshine
and the green and the happy ordinary families . Distaste ful as he is , he
is more real to me than they are.
With relief I leave the man behind me. After circling the park ,
past the families and the couples , looking no one in the eye , I am drawn
back to the original spot. I want only to be alone here. Happily I see
no sign of my dark torment or. But I am not entirely alone. Where last
the man squatted now struts a mangific ent peacock , boldly displayin g
his tail of many eyes. He does not look up as I cautious ly take my seat
on the wall; he seems unruffled by a human presenc e . I watch him.
Less than a yard away from me , I see the peacock , moving with grand
inexorab ility , leap at , catch and devour a passing grasshop per.
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HOW TO MAKE LASAGNA
Phyllis Crowley
To fully appreciate the Italian flair (for creating works of
intricately interdependent layers , levels, strata and tiers) examine
a pile of several kinds of fruit in any Italian grocery , or St. Paul's
Cathedral or the Mafia or The Church or Dante's Inferno Lasagna
is built somewhat along the same principles.
If your kitchen is makeshift, substandard, defective or
outmoded, never mind. A dash of outrageousness in its immediate
environment mysteriously brings out more of the essence of lasagna
than do completely circumspect accountrments. Let's say you're
guilty of owning one of these kitchens, that 25 guests are expected at
seven, and you haven't straightened up the house. Well, don't.
Relegate that task or forget it. Lasagna will tolerate nothing else but
your total conscious state for the four hours it takes to make.
All Italian dishes begin with garlic , even spumoni. So get two
fat, gleaming garlic cloves with outer skins just the tiniest bit brittle.
Flick at each with a fingernail and check the noise for tone. Whichever knife isn't as dull on one side as on the other will have to do, as
will the hand-sized carving board you probably own, with the large,
unsanitary, black crack. As you chip away at the garlic, toss a
stick of butter into the frying pan. Don't let the butter get past tepid.
Before adding the roughly chopped garlic, swish the butter around
once. Throw in another butter stick and turn off the gas. That stick
will get absorbed at the other ingredients' leisure .

Chop six purple

onions you have, it is to be hoped, chosen only after comparison with
several dozen other purple onions. No one can really afford six
purple onions but you must have them today for they are to their pale
cousins what crabmeat is to tuna fish.
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You might imagine, because lasagna does not require dainty
handling, that your course for the afternoon will be easy. But the dish
makes subtler demands. What they are, no on can define precisely.
Be alert for them.
Right now, melt yet more butter in a saucepan and add the
onions. Then just hack around, swirling the entire purple mixture
over low heat. Toss it, after a couple of minutes, into the garlic.
Set the combination aside, on the sink, maybe. If the butter congeals
that's perfectly okay. Just don't let it get hot because then it will
render.
Order the cat from the room. Her interest in your adventure is
not innocent.
Produce three one-pound four -ounce cans of tomatoes and toss
contents into the huge dented pot suspected of having Mac Beth's
coat-of-arms on it somewhere. Again, low heat. Half a cup of
vinegar follows the tomatoes into the pot summarily as does the
tomato paste from three eight-ounce cans.
Next, a scant tablespoon of sugar. Oh, keep stirring. Use a
wooden ladle. Never, never stir lasagna with a metal implement.
Use your wooden ladle even if it couldn't pass any known Board of
Health test; use it if, withal, it has authority, character, tone, air,
countenance, the complexion of a mercenary in the Sahara, and if it
is strong enough to keep your brew from sticking. If this occurs,
senora, you had best lose yourself in the night or, worse, profane
this peerless dish by attempting to substitute for its sauce some
unspeakable red plastic substitute from a jar. At this juncture, you
need salt and two crisp, fragrant, shiny, unfragmented bay leaves.
Toss in oregano as the bay leaves sink into your sibilant, warm, red
mess, and some basil. And throw in half a bottle of chili sauce if you
keep a decent brand about the place.
With an eye on all, chop, seeding first, four green peppers and
pile them over the onions and gar lie that are cooling their heels on
the sink. Stir in the peppers but not violently, or you will have spillage since your heap is six inches high by now, or should be.
To the sauce -- you kept stirring, didn't you, while chopping
and adding the peppers? -- add a half cup of water. Ride constant
herd on this sauce now.
Since you must hang around in the kitchen for the next two hours
anyway, you can make little clean-up dashes in between stirs, but
this is tricky. You can also amuse yourself by getting together your
mushrooms and celery. Use a lot of mushrooms, a cascade of them.
After all, how often do you make lasagna? You don't want to be
counted among those lasagna makers who, because of some weird,
subserviant attitude toward money, skimp.
By the way, have you got everything for the last stages? It
isn't a bad idea to turn off everything while you check because you
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probably haven't. If you do have to return to the store, shut the
kitchen door, not that we don't trust the cat.
Now that you're back with the Parmesan and the ricotta, get
busy. Jesus, you haven't much time. Get the sauce going.
You're not letting it bubble? A tad more water, quick, and ply
that wooden ladle. Get at the bottom of the cauldron. Stir downward
toward upward, not the other way. Don't let anything stick down there.
A scorched bottom is fatal.
A potentially serious crisis point approaches, the moment you
choose to dump the gar lie mushroom celery etc. mix into the sauce.
If you break down, if panic seizes you, the fact that you won't be the
first, confronted by this challenge, to do so, might make your disgrace
easier to bear.
The moment comes somewhere between two hours and two and
one-half hours of cooking. No one can help you choose it. Good luck.
Having chosen, you stir and fold the mix into the sauce. Taste.
You'll find you need more salt, much pepper, more oregano. Take
out the bay leaves. Add half a bottle of Chianti. Add a little thyme,
perhaps. A little dill -- fresh is nice. Fool around for a while.
Assuming you have been clever and have done a few preparations
this morning, get the things from the icebox. You used four or five
pounds of ground chuck, lots of parsley, snipped with a scissors, three
eggs, pepper, paprika, bread crumbs, shredded, salt, and all of this
resulted in meatballs. They are tiny and round and hard. You used a
teaspoon of meat mix for each. You have thousands. Brown them in
the pan, batch after batch, and toss each batch into the sauce from the
pan. You had better have a very high pot.
The noodles you know about. You'll need two packages. When
they're cooked, get over to the sink with them as best you can -- they
have required a large pot and boiling water and are fairly dangerous.
Flush the noodles with cold water. Drain very efficiently or you will
have runny lasagna.
Get the ricotta. You have the sauce, you have the noodles, you
have the cheese. The moment has come when you begin to build, to
integrate. steady. Here again, what proportion of what ingredient
is correct in relation to the position, texture and tone of another
ingredient, or several, cannot be conveyed. However that may be,
you have to know.
Layer two brownie pans with noodles. Trim the noodles to size
with scissors. Let us hope they were cooked and drained carefully
and therefore did not pull apart, or fuse, or act up otherwise. Carefully pour some of the sauce over the noodles. During the building
process it might be a good idea to give the sauce a stir now and then -just because you turned it off doesn't mean it's stopped cooking. Its
internal temperature is so hot it's probably cooking itself, to an
extent. If all of the meatballs, during this stirring and building, don't
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keep their shape, don't worry. They sort of tend to merge anyway
but cooking the meat meatball style is infinitely preferable to free
form, and you will reap rewards in flavor and texture, for your extra
effort. You begin to suspect this since the aromas in your kitchen are
sheer magic and cause an occasional passerby to pause and stare at
the window.
To the noodles and the sauce, add ricotta, in dollops here and
there. Apply another layer of scissored noodles, then the sauce, then
the cheese. Repeat the process until the ingredients are incorporated.
You have now built your dish. Shake the can of Parmesan over the two
pans for quite a while.
Forty minutes in the oven will do to interlock all components and
charge the air even more fragrantly.
Very soon after the pans are brought forth, the diners will
arrive.
When the hushed crowd eddies around your magnificient gently
steaming golden-brown, autumn orange, beige ochre and sienna
complex, remember the old Italian proverb, "Art is the concealing of
art, " and to all entreaties reply you will be glad to give them the
recipe but they must understand that you have in this dish a secret
thing you are not prepared to reveal at the present time.
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THE BEST KNOWER ...
Val Davin

Tree:
Grass:

Tree:

Grass:
Tree:

Grass:
Tree:
Grass:
Tree:

Grass:

Tree:
Worm:

Ah, this is indeed a fine morning. What say you grass, is this
not a fine morning in which to tickle the feet of some passer by?
Ah, t'is so tree. I have even allowed the worms to bath in the
sun upon my blades. They came from deep within Mother
Earth to breath the newness of life, after the tormenting rain
closed her nostrils.
Ah yes, I too felt the storm. The win wrestled high upon my
branches and tore from me the leaves that I might have used to
shade some resting traveler.
I am sorry to hear that old tree, but fear not, beams of sunlight will pass through you at dusk and make of you a spectacle
of wonder to some painting artist who may be thirsty for success.
I welcome your sentiments most affectionately Grass. You
possess a keen eye for seeing tragedy as triumph. I shall
soon be bearing fruit and will bring to you children who will
laugh and play upon your hills and fall unharmed upon the softness of your wisdom. (he sees birds flying over head) Look,
there are birds above us. I shall wave my arms and have them
land upon me and sing to us songs of the new day. It is best we
forget about the storm.
I am one who is greatly to be in agreement with you Tree, but
I fear for my friends the worms. They will be seen by the
birds and will have no chance to grow full before they are eaten.
It is willed, by a life much higher than ours, that the balance
of nature be kept as we move upon a path already trodden by
fate.
And what is fate ,Tree? You can see much farther than I, does
it roam the land like a pestilence in search of new harvest.
I know not Grass. I have always sought to ask the wind, who is
the best knower of life, but each time it came, I bent with it,
afraid to stand strong with conviction as I once would have when
nothing was important to me but reaching for the sky.
Let us ask my friend the worm then. He will know of fate,
having lived in the bosom of Mother Earth all his life. Surely
he has fed upon the nourishment of unchanging times. He will
know.
What say you ,worm. What is fate?
Trouble me not old Tree and Grass, I beg of you. My time with
the sun upon the face of Mother Earth is too short and it would
be unwise to converse upon something that has neither one answer
nor many. It would seem you ask the wrong question. We know
what fate is, we should beg its indulgence and ask will it soon
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Tree:

Worm:

Grass:

Tree:
Grass:
Worm:

Grass:
Tree:
Worm:
Grass:

Worm:
Worm:
Grass:

be upon our own lives before we have watched the sun set.
How are you the knower of something such as fate? How can
you say to us , it is neither one nor many answers? Only the
highest form of life can bestow upon us the wisdom of why
circumsta nces may be rude to us before we have had a chance
to meet their acquaintan ces.
The highest form of life keeps bestowing upon us examples in
which to draw your own conclusion from. Some things do not
give answers, but reasons to make haste with our lives and to
live them as fully as we can. Nothing has one a nswer, not
even the highest form of life.
I dare say you are right ,worm. I have kinsmen across the
great water , whose blades of grass are fertilized well, so that
they may grow high for the feeding of animals who are
slaughtere d for eating by man. It would seem we all live in a
cycle , or rather in the circumfer ence of fate.
I dare say you are wrong. Fate is but one irony for all eyes to
bear witness to. It is death and tradgedy and many things fatal
to the befuddlem ent of mankind.
I dare say you are right , Tree. I came close to being made a
highway once.
Worry not about fate ,old Tree , but about meeting your maker.
Fate may only be a horse and carriage taking you to see
Dauthi , who does not care whether you walk or ride , but only
that you come.
I dare say you are right ,Worm. Slowly the edges of my existence
are giving way to more places of pavement. I fear my time is
nearing.
And who is this Dauthi you speak of? Are we all to meet him?
Does it matter whether our lives be spent taking or giving?
And you are called a wise old Tree , Humph , Dauthi will see
all. He is the beginning and the end of every life accounted for
upon the Earth. No one will be excused.
I dare say you are right,Wor m. Even I have been made aware
of his existence, a bird fell to my feet upon its back. It lays
stricken by fate at the bank of the river. It is still of youth,
and should not have left its nest until it was strong and ready
to face the storm of last night in its flight south.
Let us see.
(the Worm wiggles to the bank of the river , and they all see the
bird lying motionles s upon the Grass's edg e)
It is a child. Even its feathers are still yet to be full upon the
wings. Tell me Grass, is it alive?
I dare say it is ,Worm , but barely . The storm of last night
knew no friends as it blew the last of a shivering winter wind
away.
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How did you know it was going south, if winter was to leave
us?
Grass: The bird did not know winter would be leaving. It has known
nothing but the weariness of cold and hunger, as it is only a
few weeks old.
And speak to me now of this Dauthi , mister Worm. Does he
Tree:
beckon the call of even children , before they have had a chance
to see Mother Earth unfold her wonders?
Worm: Argue with me not , Tree. Shake your branches and give cover
and comfort to this child , so that I may watch it until it
recovers.
That I will do, but I will argue with you in two days of this
Tree:
Dauthi , who seems to show no patience.
Grass: I dare say you are right. I have had many a thing lay lifeless
upvn me, still young and curious of what was to be seen in its
lifetime ahead.
Worm: Go, leave me now. I will care for the bird. In two days we
will know.
What say you ,Worm. Does the bird move? Has Dauthi shown
Tree:
his mercy by letting this horse and carriage of fate take no
more passengers today?
the bird does not move. I have told of its plight to my
Nah,
Worm:
brethren , but they could do no more than sacrafice their
lives so that the bird would eat and become strong again.
Sorrow filled my heart as I watched my own son give its life
to what he told me was a higher form of life than his own. He
said the bird would soon soar over the land and bring songs to
the ear of man, and that his life was nothing but that of a
soldier who was destined to watch the minerals of the Earth
and take care of it.
I dare say your son knew not of life at all, but seemingly of
Tree:
this Dauthi you speak about all the time. All stations in life
are worth the highest praise. The highest form of life gives
purpose to all and no recognition is given to any station for
its being less or more important. All stations are one, in the
scheme of things.
Grass: I dare say you are right ,Tree. Even we both share the common
color of green . It must mean something?
Worm: Go, leave me now. I will care for the bird. Tomorrow we will
know all.

Worm.

(the third day)

Tree:
Grass:

And hello little bird, what say you? You seem fat , fit and ready
for traveling upon the wind's back.
Aye, and a healthy young man at that. I dare say you owe your
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Tree:
Bird:
Grass:

life to a Worm who laid by your side until you were well.
Where is the Worm?
Worm? I know of no such thing. What are worms? I awoke
to find a tasteful dinner lying beside me. I thank you,Grass
for your hospitality and nourishment.
I dare say you are wrong, little bird, I gave you no meal. The
Worm gave himself ...
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OSCAR
Seema Welty

All of a sudden the idea struck me as being avant-garde or , at
the very least, highly sophisticated. Looking back I guess it was a bit
out of the ordinary for the high school set. At the time, I was in my
"cosmopolitan" phase, and decided to take immediate action.
George was half-sitting, half-lying next to me on the sofa. He
was completely uncovered because I had stolen his blanket and he was
too lazy to put his clothes back on. Or per haps it was because he
liked showing off his physique. Pulling the blanket tighter around me,
I scanned the angles and planes of his body and focused on the parabola
of his cock. Small and soft, it looked like an infant brother to the tower ing obelisk hard-on of a few minutes ago. It lay upon a blond blanket,
sometimes hidden in the shadows, sometimes exposed in the light of
the television.
"What are you staring at it for?" George asked abruptly, still
looking at the T. V.
"I thought you were watching the game." I accused, startled.
" I was." he replied, shifting his gaze to me. "So what are you
looking at it for?"
"Have you ever been blown?"
It was his turn to look startled. "Yeah, I talked Laurie into it
once."
"Once?"
"She didn't like it and neither did I."
"Oh. How come?"
"She thought it was disgusting; I thought it was painful: she
squeezed me, scratched me, scraped me, bruised me and even bit
me."
"Oh." I said again, disappointed.
"Why did you want to know?"
"I thought it might be a nice change of pace but if you' re not
interested--"
"Who said I wasn't interested?"
"You did."
"I said I wasn't interested in letting Laurie maul me; I didn't
about you. Have you ever done it?"
anything
say
"No." I admitted. "But I've read about it."
A roar from the crowd drew our attention to the television. We
turned to see one of the players race down the court and make a
basket.
"What happened?" I asked.
"Quiet!" he ordered as they started the instant replay. After a
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few moments he began to explain: "Oscar Robertson-- "
"Which one is that?" I interrupted.
"Guard for the Bucks. 11
"What number?"
"Number one, in the white. Oscar stole the ball from Jerry
West--" he continued.
"Which one's Jerry West?"
"Forty-four, in the sky blue. Oscar stole the ball from Jerry
West, took it down, made an easy lay-up, and scored two points. Now
the Bucks lead by six. "
"Is that good?"
"Of course. I don't want the Lakers to win. Where did you read
about it?" he asked, changing the subject.
"Read about what?"
"Blow jobs. "
"In The Sensuous Woman."
"You bought that?"
"No, I read it while I was baby-sitting one night. "
"Well, if you want to apply what you've read, it's all right with
me."
"Yeah, but is it all right with him ?" I questioned, looking at his
cock which had metamorpho sised into the obelisk again.
''Why don't you ask him?''
I leaned over his lap, initially feeling a bit ridiculous. Deciding
that it was no more ludicrous than talking to stuffed animals or plants,
I said "Hi there. How are you?"
"What did he say?" George wanted to know.
"He said he's fine." I related. "What's your name?" I asked,
getting into the spirit. "Hey George, he says he doesn't have a name!"
"Yeah, he does, but he doesn't like to tell people what it is. Nobody knows but me. "
"Well I can't talk to someone if I don't even know their name." I
stated.
He was quiet for a few minutes. I couldn't tell if he was making
up his mind, or making up a name. "All right," he said, "His name's
Oscar."
"Oscar?"
"Yeah, Oscar. After Oscar Robertson. "
"Okay." I accepted.

"Hi Oscar." I greeted, and whispered to him.

"What did you say to him?"
"I asked him if it was all right with him. "
"What did he say. "
"He said it was fine as long as I didn't use my teeth."
At first I began licking Oscar like an ice cream cone, while trying desperately to remember some of the techniques mentioned in the
book. Finally I recalled something about creating a vacuum cleaner
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effect by sucking and inhaling at the same time. I figured it was worth
a try--as soon as I determined how to get my teeth out of the way.
Eventually deciding to cover them with my lips , I thought to myself
that old ladies must give the worlds best blow jobs: all they have to do
is take out their dentures. Having solved this difficulty, I sucked
Oscar up like a piece of oversized spaghetti and came upon another
obstacle. I could only fit about half of him in my mouth. Working
my way up and down, from his head to the middle of his shaft, I was
still trying to decide what to do with the other half of him, when I felt
George stiffen, Oscar stiffen, and then a spurt of bitter fluid. And
another acrid spurt. And another. My mouth was filled with it; my
taste buds were screaming for help. To rescue them , I swallowed.
Letting Oscar out of my mouth, I looked up at George.
"That was fast." I observed.
He opened his eyes. "I didn't do that before."
"Do what?"
"Shoot off in Laurie's mouth. "
"Oh?" I had gotten over the shock of the taste and felt very triumphant at having outdone her. I looked back down at Oscar. He had
transformed into his soft, shrunken, self. I bent my head down, as if
I was listening to him and said out loud "Thank you Oscar. "
"What did he say?" asked George.
"Never mind. "
"C'mon, what did he say?" he coaxed.
"He said I was infinitely more talented than Laurie. "
"Obviously. But are you pissed off because I came in your
mouth?"
"Not at all. I thought it was erotic." I half-faked.
"Really?" he said, sounding slightly impressed as I got up from
the sofa to brush my teeth. "How avant-garde. "
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HAMBURGE R HEAVEN
Carolyn Paprocki
For those of you unacquainted with the sight of a fast-food broiler,
I will say this. It is a large , long metal compartmen t shaped like a
barn. A barn? Curse my heedless tongue, a temple is more appropriate. A temple of Hamburger Heaven, with a chimney-spi re lifted
towering into the off-white skies, so that I have seen fries, jockeys and
busboys raise their heads in reverential astonishmen t every month or
two, to view its awesome heights. Inside this temple runs a track , a
grilled conveyor belt , through a tunnel of darkness so pitch black one
would need Virgil s proffered hand to enter. Above this grill is a flaming wirework, hissing and glowing with orange and blue, so that the
interior one might imagine as a corridor of murk and flame. It is not
unlike the setting for some early Masonic initiation.
And indeed it is initiation. For the Broiler's goodly purpose is to
make bronzed and fearless hamburgers out of sickly raw meat. Many
is the time I have taken a limp, frozen pattie , trembling and beaded with
moisture , like sweat , in its womb of wax paper , slapped it like the slap
of birth onto the conveyor belt and seen its fearful advent into the
flames. Many is the time I have imagined I actually hear the patties'
wailings as the flames crackle over it and cleanse it of filth and fat and
the impurities of its mortal body. And yet , ever is the time I have
rushed to the exit end of the temple, retrieving prongs in hand, to
receive a swarthy and seasoned wad of meat, a meat that has found its
purpose, has come of age. With respect, I plunk it in its bun.
And is it a sad event when the burger is sold and gobbled amid
sucking noises and slurps of pop? Hell no! For I feel deep down that
every hamburger forged by the sure fire of the Broiler finds its way
to the real Hamburger Heaven.
1
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DINING WITH AUNT SAHBEAU
Pete Trotter
I have found the place! MARKEY MILLERS! **** in Lincoln
Park. Darlings, it is truly magnifique ! Take my word when I say
the atmosphere is delightful. Informal with adorable waitresses,
and plenty of fresh, healthy smiles ! And will you like their art
decor -- on huge canvases smiling at you from all over the walls!
And macrame too ! Heavy macrame hanging from the walls like
giant jelly fish made of rope. It's marvelous! MARKEY'S large
menu offers everything from unique sandwiches to souffles and fine
quality dinner entrees at reasonable prices. And if you enjoy Jewish
delights! Deli lovers, you are in for a treat! Sample a huge -AND WHEN I SAY HUGE I MEAN HUGE -- chopped liver sandwich
packed with corned beef and hot pastrami, crisp bacon and melted
swiss, garnished with a Kosher dill (have it on a Kaiser roll if you
don't mind a little spillage here and there!) Simply must recommend
MARKEY'S sweet and sour cabbage soup -- One bowl won't be
enough! And I guarantee it will make you pucker and cry - - FOR
MORE! Swallow a Matzohs Herring while you wait. Which brings
me to their salad bar. Cuties, you can make as many trips as you
like! Reasonable? I should say so! ($1. 75 buys a multi-trip
ticket. So go ahead! take a ride you won't regret with ideas you'd
love to steal for your own personal parties.) Now I must be honest
with you . . . There are lines. And it's extremely crowded
especially during the evening and over the weekends. But it's well
worth the wait and lines do tend to move incredibly fast! Nightpeople will love their creative late hours menu which features unusual sandwiches such as avocado and pear spread delights, and
cream cheese with six little semi-sweet Hershey bar squares -- it's
surprisingly good! Still hungry? Try a baked pear stuffed with
Spanish rice -- it's called "Mixture of Paradise!" Or pour some
Maple syrup (and that's genuine maple syrup) over an open trout,
stuffed with raspberries and glazed lichee nuts and then dipped in
batter; it's called "St. Peter is yodelling through my membrane."
Wash it down with a pistachio nut shake. Their milkshakes are
overwhelming and expensive. But if you're not on a diet you're sure
to find the shake for you. (The creations are unlimited. ) All in all
MARKEY MILLERS makes for delightful dining and high spirits. Try
their "Boa Constrictor" straight from the bar made from . . . well,
I simply refuse to tell you ! Go find out ! After midnight the music
(jazz , rock, disco, etc. ) is turned up LOUD!
Mon-Fri 11 a. m. to 4 a. m. Sat. 9 a. m. to 5 a. m. Sun. 9 a. m. to
4 a. m. MARKEY MILLERS is open if you are ! See you there !
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Scenes from
OLD FARTHINGF UELLER
AN
OF
THE DEATH
Pete Trotter
A farthingfuel ler's home is a home of smells. Clove and nutmeg ,
vine gar , venison , mildew , and must. And all of these smells will combine
into one dominant , peculiar smell , a very textured smell, textured with
scents layered from years of accumulatio n. It's a heavy smell that
settles on one's clothing and remains there. A farthin gfueller's home is
a home of books; perhaps more than a thousand , and all covered with
dust , and they haven't been read in decades. Indeed should a farthin g fueller turn a single leaf the very pages would crumble into brown
powder. A farthingfuel ler' s home is a cluttered home filled with stuffed
animals: bear and otter , raccoon , possum , beaver , and squirrel. On
dusty shelves there will always be several stuffed owls , pheasant , partridge , and duck. One might suspect that here is where the odors come
-from ... gamey and tart and musty.
"Garney and tart
And musty ...
A farthingfuel ler
This must be!"
There is so much dust in the air of a farthingfuel ler's cluttered
that the whites of his eyes will be brown. And if a farthinghome
little
fueller has teeth one would notice that they are most certainly yellow or
caramel colored much like old meerschaum --and a farthingfuell er has
been known to smoke a pipe. There will probably be several hand
carved pipes resting on smoking tables near old wooden chairs with
thick stuffing and springs sticking out. And there will be many jars
packed with old tobacco , still damp like raisins , although the farthingfueller no longer smokes. Still, there is a heavy odor of tobacco, and
one would be quite correct in assumin g that the air is filled with the
residue of a pipe smoker's past.
"Tickle tickle, farthingfuel ler
Spank us with a school ruler
Bee Bye Beau Beck
A farthingfuel ler likes to
Collect!"
Especially his fingernail cuttings. A farthingfuell er harbors a
fascination for his fingernails in much the same manner as a rodent
habitually stuffs its cheeks with sunflower seeds. The farthingfuell er
however does not put his fingernail cuttings in his mouth , but rather
drops them in little glass cups- -10 cups which is one for eac h finger- so that he may compare the cuttings from each finger on an individual
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basis over the years. In my studies of farthingfuellers I have come to
label this peculiarity as an inherent appreciation harbored by the
farthingfueller for himself. If you (the reader!) would take the time to
study your own fingernails I am quite sure that you would discern a
pattern peculiar to each nail. Perhaps your thumbnail has parallel
grooves with a flattened surface in between these grooves. Or maybe
there are notches or cross-grains on the nail of your middle finger.
(These are things a farthingfueller would notice) Perhaps one of your
nails will crack and split everytime it reaches a certain length. Why is
this? Could it be that your nails are telling you a story ... all about
yourself? If you find that your nails are smooth and have no markings,
cross-grains, ridges and grooves ... flatspots, nothches, or cracks ...
then I suspect that you have little chance of becoming a farthingfueller.
(Because your fingernails lack character!} Nevertheless I would
recommend that you study your fingernails from now on. Perhaps some
day a pattern may arise, and then you (too!)' can begin your collection.
I almost forgot to mention that a farthingfueller does !!Ot like
daylight. A farthingfueller's home is brown inside and what light comes
in , comes in through small stained-glass windows. This pleases the
farthingfueller.
"Windows so colorful
Indeed they are rare
We giggle and peek
When the farthingfueller' s
Bare!"
From the farthingfueller's clothes closets one would smell the
presence of clove, for a farthingfueller will pierce the skins of apples
with clove buds until the entire apple has become one round textured
clove; and he'll place as many as 50 clove-apples on the shelves in each
closet! One might speculate on the wisdom of this because quite frequently they will come tumbling and pouring out all over his head the
minute he opens his closet doors. And so, quite patiently, the old
farthingfueller will stoop down and pick each clove-apple up and neatly
place them in precise formation back on the shelves. A careful eye
would notice that the farthingfueller will actually chuckle and his eyes
will twinkle delightfully each time he is surprised by one of these bombardments, so perhaps this is a little game of chance he plays with his
clove-apples to keep himself reminded that life should not be taken too
seriously.
The apples he does not "clove" he will carve into strange little
will soon wrinkle up like raisins; he will put them all together
that
faces
and imagine that they are singing to him. The farthingfueller will look
down at these carvings and see a strange glow coming from their tiny
wrinkled faces; soon they will all open their apple-carved mouths- 205

which are wrinkled and sucked-in much like the elderly and toothless-and all at once they wi 11 sing out the choral finale of Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony in D minor , op. 12 5 from Schiller's ODE TO JOY:
"Freude , schoner Gotterfunken
Deine Zauber binden wieder ! "
And this is very complimentary because they are singing: "Joy, brilliant
spark of the gods, your magic unites us again!" And this warms the
farthingfueller' s imagination.
A farthingfueller likes to imagine because he has nothing else,
and he likes to carve because it gives him something to do. Indeed, a
farthingfueller is of little value , and that being only to himself. And in
the world outside of his cluttered little home he is worth no more than a
quarter of a penny. So a farthingfueller likes to carve. He will whittle
away at wood, carving many strange looking marionettes with faces
shaped like sickles or Moslem moons; these faces will all have large
hooked noses and mad gleaming smiles, and he will paint sparkling eyes
on each marionette. The farthingfueller will dream that they are plotting
to trick him while he sleeps:
"Dream, old farthingfueller nightly
Hold your breath so tightly
Images unsightly!"
There is a marionette eating a braunschweiger and head-cheese
sandwich with no hands. Indeed, the marionette is holding its hands outright for balance as if it is performing a wonderful trick. And such
WONDERFUL TRICK! for the sandwich is stuck in between its long hooked
nose and high protruding chin!
"Nose so hooked
With protruding chin
And look at that smile:
It has wonderful SHEEN
Now stick a sandwich
IN BETWEEN!!"
All of the marif"'lnettes start to applaud because this is what pleases them.
The marion t:.. ,ti e eats the entire sandwich with no hands and takes his
bow.
"MAGIC! MAGIC! WE WANT MAGIC!"

Now the magician marionette flops onto the stage, dangles
slightly, and then swirls the top hat from his head, and then bows down
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real low; so low that his butt-end rises and his spat covered little shoes
lift off the stage floor. But he recovers his balance with slow steady
precision, and when he carefully rises up from his bow he presents a
beautiful bouquet of roses to the fem ale apple carvings, who are resting
on various bookshelves and ledges all over the farthingfueller 's little
living room. Female apple carvings, although as hearty as old round
face peasant women , are by nature very shy, and so they giggle and blush,
changing back to their original shades of red because of this magical display of affection; while all the marionettes cheer and whistle because they
are so pleased! The marionettes look at each other and nod their heads
eagerly with lots of attention because this is what "life" means to them.
"More magic, our little pet
Bring us a GIANT marionette!"
And the old farthingfueller rolls over in his sheet only to find
himself sucked right out of a hat--and hanging above the stage on strings!
He hears high pitched wild laughter and shrill cheers and whistles of
approval while he swings slightly, and has trouble focusing his sleep
filled eyes because all of his stuffed birds are gliding and flapping frantically around his cluttered, little living room.
Soon the old farthin2;fueller begins to see, in between his wild
flapping birds, that his marionettes are ~2 pleased that they are jumping
up and down and dancing with each other, sometimes getting tangled in
their own strings. And his stuffed bear is walking around with both arms
out in front and paws open, shaking them with a jolly smile, shaking his
whole body as if he were made of jello--the bear is dancing too! --to the
music of the marionettes. (One of them is playing a xylophone with two
tiny carved mallets- -and the rest are playing chicken bones.)
"Marionettes swooshing left
Marionettes swooshing right
Music of the bones
Such a Marvelous night!"
A bright red curtain closes around the farthingfueller as the
plinking, cannilbalistic, chicken bone and xylophone percussion builds
to a feverish rhythm ... and then stops abruptly. The old farthingfueller
listens desperately to the silence ... Soon he begins to hear the shrill
quick little voices of the marionettes.
"We must judge the farthingfueller ! "

"Guilty!" several marionettes cry out.
"Guilty it is!"
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And the old farthingfuell er hears a gavel exclaim its approval.
And then the feverish chicken bone music begins once again! And !_hen!
the gavel hits one more time and all the music and cheers stop .
"We must give the farthingfuel ler a chance!"
"Give the farthingfuell er a chance!" is thoughtlessl y echoed
back, and the laughter and music begin once again.
"Laugh and cheer
And bang the drum
The marionettes are- HAVING FUN ! "
The curtain quickly opens and closes again, and the farthingfueller notices the ominous sway of the velvet red folds of this pleated
curtain. Quickly a marionette pops its head in between the curtains,
shifting its diabolical eyes downward suspiciously to the left and then
the right with a sly untrustworth y smile. Very slowly the marionette
turns its head completely around- -an interesting ability peculiar to
practically every marionette- -until it is looking up at the dangling
farthingfuel ler, and if it had any blood it would surely be rushing to its
head. The farthingfuell er looks down at this strange little upside down
head blinking its eyes in mock innocence and- -SWOOSH! - -suddenly the
old farthingfuell er finds himself sitting at a poker table with 3 marionettes! The farthingfuell er sees that all of these marionettes are wearing undershirts and brown or gray gangster hats. One of them is
smoking a catalpa pod and it sticks out of its precisely carved mouth
like a thin cigar. The farthingfuell er 's intuitions are telling him that
he will be playing cards for his life!
"Bring on the cards
Bring on the gin
Pi ck one card
Highest card wins!"
The 3 marionettes are looking up at the farthingfuel ler with great
respect and good will, much like little children will do when they are in
the company of their big brother, so pleased and eager are they to be
with him.
The marionette with the catalpa cigar and brown gangster hat
swiggles in his overly large, dirty undershirt and looks at the old
farthingfuel ler and says, "First will go me ... and then he ... and then ... "
And then the marionette swirls its little finger, with strings guiding
taut and precise, and pokes the farthingfuel ler in the chest really quickly
and in a high thin voice screams: "AND THEN WILL GO THEE!" This
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pleases this marionette so much that he laughs and claps with impatient
delight! Indeed, everyone claps, even the apple carvings which have no
hands. (They roll around and bump into each other) (this feels good as
they will discover and soon they will do this more often) (until they discover that they are getting seriously bruised by doing this) (however
they will not stop)(indeed they cannot stop)(so they will have to appeal
to the farthingfueller to find a solution to this matter) (and then STOP!)
The marionette slowly puts down its catalpa cigar and then quietly
lays down its card: a one-eyed jack. . . And then it puts its face to the
card as if to get a closer look (this makes the farthingfueller wonder if
marionettes are nearsighted) and then this marionette slowly turns its
head and looks directly at the farthingfueller. The old farthingfueller
feels a mixture of fear and confusion because he feels as if the marionette is looking right through him with watchfully amused eyes, and yet ...
those eyes have no feeling at all. The other marionettes lay down
their cards: and they too have jacks!
"Ah, I have won!" the old farthingfueller sighs with relief and
delight, "for I have the King of Hearts!" And when he lays this card
down he sees that he has the JOKER! instead.
And again there is great celebration and wonderful chicken bone
music, and the 3 card-playing marionettes start swinging swiftly through
the air , tangling into each other's strings while humming with gleeful
mocking madness through kazoos. The rest of the marionettes are
playing j ews harps, twangilly trying to harmonize with the bones and
the xyophones and the kawos too. And mingling with this madness
the old farthingfueller begins to hear the mounting gossip: "The
farthingfueller must be hanged." "My word, yes!" "Yes, the farthingfueller must be hanged. "
Suddenly the old farthingfueller finds himself being dragged
through the commotion by strings and he sees all of his stuffed birds
flying frantically around, flapping and squaking and diving dangerously
close only to veer upward at the last moment squaking hysterically!
Sparkling marionette faces, which seem so much larger somehow,
come into focus as he feels himself being dragged on by. Some of these
faces are smiling and laughing like the Joker on his card--"Wee,
farthingfueller ! WEEEEEEEEEEEE ! " - -and some are just turning
their heads with peculiar jerking movements while they blink their eyes
with affected curiousity. But the old farthingfueller can see no sym pathy ... "Sympathy," the farthingfueller hears himself whisper. And
a marionette swiftly responds by donning a long, red marionette wig;
and, placing its hands in prayer formation to the side of its neatly
carved cheek- -painted jolly red! - -it pops its head directly above the
farthingfueller's face, focused perfectly into his line of vision. The
farthingfueller sees the rapid affected flutter from fake eyelashes as the
red-wigged marionette pleads "Sympathy! Sympathy!" with much melodrama as it fades from view. Suddenly a stuffed owl swoops. down and
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opens a great eye that seems huge to the old farthingfueller before it
closes it and flys away.
Squirrels and otters (all so carefully stuffed by the old farthingfueller) are celebrating too- -they are rubbing their paws and twitching
their whiskers now that the old farthingfueller is being dragged outside
- -and they can see his legs and feet sliding out the door. Quickly the
owl flys outside into the moonlight and lifts the farthingfueller's strir1gs
over a catalpa branch , and the stronger marionettes pull and pull and
pull. Until , alas .. . the old farthingfueller is hanging and dangling ,
turning slightly with his head against his shoulder , hanging from a
catalpa tree.
The farthingfueller can smell the remains of distant burnt leaves
and although the breeze is fresh and crisp .. . it brings him no comfort.
From his dangling situation he looks down at 2 marionettes who have
remained and are looking up at him faithfully through the moonlight .
One of them is wearing a long red marionette wig , and they both appear
to be swaying- -although he is the one who is moving. He sees the
peculiar manner in which the marionettes rapidly jerk their heads , and
notices the way in which their eyes which are looking up at him are
blinking so absently and content.

***
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WHY WE HAVE TWO NAMES
Cris Burks
In the day of the dinosaurs , all people had one name and no two
people had the same name. It so happened that everytime an elder died
a child was born to inherit the name that was left. All the people were
friends. There was no law and no wrong; except for a lopsided
mountain near Ridge Dale. Inside the mountain lived three gnomes that
practiced two fiendish habits.
On New Year's Eve, they attacked any stray folks around the
mountain with the Pea-hen's feathers. The Pea-hen's feathers were
red and gold. Usually, they were ten inches long. Each feather had
two thousand tiny fingers hidden between the barbs. When the feathers
were placed against the skin, they rippled with such force that the person would crumble into laughter and die on the spot.
On Wallen-Walen night the gnomes rode through the air on
burning candlesticks which dripped over the fruit trees and caused a
harvest of wax fruit. So, the people turned their backs on the Lopsided
Mountain.
There lived near the mountain an old biddy who had lived ten
thousand years. It was said that she was the tenth woman ever born in
the world. She knew all that ever had been, all that was and all that
ever will be. Since she was so wise, the gnomes did not bother her.
Now, a son was born to John and Lena. But, as no man had died
the boy remained nameless. Folks would call "hey you" or "you boy".
At the same time a daughter was born to Hal and Flo.

They named her

Cora after Flo's mother who died the moment the child had cried.
Lena waited five years but still no man died. Heartbroken and
determined to give her son a name, Lena packed a basket of fruit and
set out for the old biddy's cottage.
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When she reached the cottage, she set the basket on the porch,
fell upon her knees and cried:
"Wise Mother of us all
a name I seek
for my son so small!"
The old biddy crept out of her small cottage and stood before
Lena. "Get up gal, you look stupid!" She said. Lena rose.
"Yore child needs a name, eh. I say woman, go home fer a man
shall die within a year and yore child will have a name, " the old biddy
predicted.
But Lena cried, "Ole wise mother , dat knows all dat ever was,
all dat bees, and all dat ever will be; my son need a name now! I
can't bear another day of "hey boy" or "you boy"; please help me!"
with that speech Lena fell onto her knees sobbing.
"Get up stupid child, I will help you!" The old biddy yanked Lena
to her feet. "But, you must do three favors for me."
"First child, you must go inside de Lopsided Mountain and get me
de mind of de first gnomes, as he does all de important thinkin. He
keeps dis in de toe of his right shoe. De shoe is never removed from
his foot as de smell will fill de mountain with a foul odor dat will knock
out every livin thing for five minutes.
"Next, bring me de candlestic ks they ride during Wallen-W alen
Night. Dese are kept in de cupboard of de second gnome. But, de cupboard is in de room of a thousand cries. De least foreign step in de
room will provoke de cries and if dey catch you inside de room your
life will be smothered by their breath.
" Finally, bring me de goldtooth of de third gnome. He keeps dis
tooth in a glass jar behind his bed. However , dere's a pea-hen sitting
on top of de jar. You must be careful not to touch de bird lest you
crumble into laughter and die on de spot. "
The old biddy sat on the top step and lit her pipe .
"Ole wise mother , I will bring dese things to you, " Lena declared.
"Not so fast, stupid gal!" The old biddy raised her right hand.
"How do you s 'pect to get dese things ?" The old biddy reached into her
apron pocket and pulled out a large sack. "Inside dis sack are all de
things you will need, " she said as she gave it t o Lena.
"Use your head and remembe r two things: One, don't let dem
gnomes catch you stealin' lest dey kill you, and two, don't let de sun
set while you are inside de mountain or you will become a gnome. "
With these words the old biddy rose and entered her cottage.
In four days Lena had travelled to the Lopsided Mountain. The
sunlight was peeping over the horizon when Lena plopped into the
mountain' s grassy banks. She emptied the contents of the sack into
her lap and examined each item. There was a mirror , a vial of ants ,
and six orange seeds. Puzzled, she placed these items in her pocket.
Stuck in the corner of the sack were two rose buds. Dew drops clung
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to thefr petals and glittered through the sack like diamonds. Carefully,
Lena removed these and placed them in a separate pocket.
Lena's ears caught the grumble of the gnomes as they marched
towards the mountain. Quickly, she hid in a bush nearby. The three
ugly men marched past the bush and Lena fell in line behind them. She
followed them around the mountain and into the secret hole hidden under
a giant mushroom.
Inside the mountain they stumbled through a dark tunnel. A thousand insects buzzed in the damp muskiness. Fuzzy creatures
scampered across her toes , but she did not cry out.
The gnomes entered a room with a blazing fire. Lena hunched in
the darkness of the tunnel and watched as they roasted their kill of
small animals and gobbled it down. They danced around the fire until
their short legs began to buckle. Then, one by one, they drifted into
one of the rooms directly across from the tunnel. The mountain soon
shook with snores.
Lena took the rose buds from her pocket and placed one in each
nostril. The air became sweet and clean. She tipped-toed into their
room and bent over the first gnome's foot. She held the vial against
the heel of his shoe and slowly uncapped it. The ants crawled over the
rim of the vial and into the shoe. After the last ant was in the shoe,
Lena scurried behind the bed and crouched in the corner.
The gnome's foot began to twitch. Within seconds it convulsed
violently. The gnome jerked up with a roar. Frantically, he snatched
the shoe off. Immediately he passed out from the odor. A hush settled
in the mountain. The gnome's snoring ceased.
Lena flew from the corner and removed the gnome's mind from
the toe of his shoe. She stuffed it into the sack and wrapped it tightly
so its thoughts could not escape.
Now the room with the thousand cries was directly behind the
second gnome's bed. Lena rolled under his bed. She pulled out the
orange seeds and flicked one into the room. The room bellowed with
cries: Cries of grief, joy and pain, cries of all animals -- old and
young. The gnomes woke. The first gnome quickly put on his shoe as
the other rushed into confusion. They raced into the room of cries but
as the first gnome had lost his mind, they couldn't decide upon any
action. Therefore, they returned to bed.
Lena waited ten minutes and flicked another seed into the room.
Again, the room wailed and the gnomes rushed about in confusion. This
happened a third time, but the fourth time, only the second gnome rose.
The sixth seed brought no results.
Lena rolled from underneath the bed. She entered the room of
cries and rushed to the cupboard in the center of the room. Again, the
room burst into tears, but the gnomes did not stir. Lena took the three
big candlesticks and placed them into the sack as she held the part in
which the mind laid. This prevented any knowledge from escaping.
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Lena crawled under the beds until she reached the other side of
the third gnome's bed. She stood and held the mirror in front of the
Pea-hen. The bird, a rather vain and comical fowl, fell in love with
himself. Lovesick, he fell backward with desire. Lena removed the
tooth from the jar and made her way out the mountain.
When she reached the outside the sun was sinking over the
mountain. She ran to the old biddy's house, weak and still shaken by
her experience.
The old biddy came onto the porch, "You done good, stupid gal!"
she smiled.
Lena handed her the sack, "Ole wise mother, please, may I now
have a name for my child?"
The old biddy lifted Lena, as she had collapsed on the steps.
"Call him Frank, John's son, " the old biddy advised.
"But there's a Frank alive and living in Canton .... "
"Stupid Gal!" the old biddy shouted. "Give him two names.
Frank, John-son."
Lena smiled and tears of gladness streamed down her face. She
thanked the old biddy and ran home to John and Frank John-son.
And women still go through hell just to give children their
father's name.
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SO YOU WANT TO DRIVE A TRACTOR
Cliff Wilkerson

"So you want to be a farmer for the summer, do you Bud? I
pay six dollars a day and room and board. If you had experience I'd
up it to eight, but I'll have to put in some time undoing some of what
you did wrong, no offence, and some time showing you how to do
things. You will make mistakes, but that's how you learn. First
thing you'll be doing i.s helping me finish up the plowing, so I'll
have to put you on the tractor. "
"I want you to know about that tractor, though, Bud, before you
start to drive it. It looks tame enough sitting quietly out there by the
implement shed, but don't let that fool you. A tractor is a lot like a
horse. They're both tamro but underneath their skin and metal hides
they' re still brute, brute strength, and they have no power of reason.
Underestimate them or get careless and they will turn on you, stomp
you, plow you under, or kick you into the dust. I've seen men hurt and
killed by both horses and tractors.
"You being a city boy and all makes it harder. My boy's been
riding a tractor with his old daddy here since before he was out of
diapers and by the time he's ten or twelve he will have a sense of the
power and the danger. He learns one thing at a time and he has a lot
of time to learn. He can take a tractor out without any of these
instructions because he' 11 have learned by watching and listening to me.
It'll be a part of him. But you are a stranger to the land and to the ways
of the country so you don't know the dangers and pitfalls. But you can
learn, if you pay attention and listen to what I say. But you have to
learn it all at once, so it won't be easy. Now let's go out there and
take a look at what's to be done. ''
"The first thing about a tractor is its care. A worn bearing will
cost you from a half a day to three; running out of gas means a long
walk across ploughed ground; not enough oil in the motor can put a
tractor out of commission for a month. So first thing you do in the
morning is rouse out of bed and while the steak is sizzling in the skillet
and ma's biscuits are browning in the oven you skat down here and
service the tractor. 11
You start by greasing her. There are ten grease zerks that I
want you to remember; they have to be pumped full twice a day. This
here metal contraption that looks like an oversized cake decorator is
a grease gun. The grease gun is made of two parts that screw together,
the head and the barrel. The head, or pump, is like a fancy lid you
might screw on to a mustard jar. It has a twelve-inch long, thin neck
coming out of the center of it with a nozzle on the end that moves in just
about the same way your own head swivels on your neck. The
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compariso n ends there, except that the hole on the end of the nozzle
is its mouth. You stick the nipple of a grease zerks into the mouth in
order to pump grease from the gun into the tractor bearings.
Now on the side of the lid there is the pump handle. It has the
looks of a man's shoulder and arm cut off at the elbow. When fastened
to the barrel the whole contraptio n may look like a grasshopp er that
some young lad has pulled one leg and an antenna off of. What you have
to do is grab that leg and make it kick the grease into the bearings.
That little pump handle will put out forty pounds of pressure which is
enough to grease any contrary bearing you can find, even when the zerk
is clogged.
The barrel is a metal cylinder two and a half inches in diameter
and eighteen inches long. It has a spring plunger on its bottom end
that you use to suck the grease into it. You have to give the plunger a
little twist to lock it when you've filled the gun to capacity. But if you
forget to unlock it after the head has been replaced you may think you
have a stuck grease zerk because you can't pump the grease without the
pressure supplied by the spring in the plunger.
But something that will try your patience even more than spilling
a quart of honey on the kitchen floor is if you accidental ly trip the lock
before the head is in place. Then you will watch a foot and a half long
grease snake slither onto the dirt.
See that little nipple sticking out the side of the wheel? Well,
that's a grease zerk. You have to fit the tip of this here grease-gu n
nozzle over that. Just put it on the nipple and push. That's right. Now
pump the handle and force the grease into the wheel bearings. Pump
until you see the grease squirting out of the cracks around the bearing.
Good. Now move on to the next one. The big wheels take a lot. Now
sometime s the nipples won't take the grease because dirt gets clogged
in the opening. If that happens, give a quick sharp pump on the handle
and that will unstop it.
Now give the ends of the steering rods a pump or two, the fan
needs some, there are a couple up under the engine there, and once a
week give a shot to the steering wheel.
Filling the grease gun is fairly easy but messy. See that five
gallon can of grease? You have to screw the head off the gun, stick the
open end of the barrel into the grease and_then pull the plunger here on
the end of the gun all the way out. It sucks up the grease like you
would suck a malt up a straw. Take your finger now and run it all
around the lip to collect the grease that sticks to it and twist the whole
goopy mess onto the open end of the gun so you have a little heap on
top. Screw the neck and head back on and she's ready for another
day's work. Tuck the gun up there in the tool box so you will have it in
the field with you this afternoon.
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Just one last thing, be sure and keep that gun in the shade because
if you try and pick it up in the middle of the afternoon when the sun's
beating down, that piece of greasy metal can get hot enough to blister
your hand. Of course the best thing to do is to wear gloves, but most
folks don't seem to want to bother with them.
The next thing we have to consider is the gas and oil. We have to
change the oil in this old horse every two weeks. The oil gets dirtier
than a hog wallow in no time at all and will wear the engine out before
you know it. Cuts a tractor's life in half to use dirty oil. So you have
to get that old piece of oil drum over there and stick it under the oil
drain. That's right, down there under the tractor. Get down here on
the ground and take a look up under. See that plug with the square-nut
on it? Unscrew that with a pair of vice grips and watch the black oil
fly. You got to get your arm back quick or you'll be black to your
elbow. Now when you've let it all drain out you have to put that plug
back in and snug it in good and tight. You lose all the oil out of the
motor because the plug shook loose and she'll freeze up on you so
tight it will take a stick of dynamite to move her. And after the
dynamite she ain't much use to anybody. Now, when the plug is in
good, you take six quarts of oil out of that oil drum over on the trailer
there and pour it in this hole here on the side of the motor. Don't
forget to put this cap back on either, or you'll be changing the oil again
most likely before the day's out.
My daddy used to complain about all the hay and oats those old
mules and horses of his used to eat over a year's time. It was a lot,
but you can bet it wasn't anything to the gas you have to feed this old
tractor. Now it's true that it's got a lot more horses under its hood
than ever my daddy owned in a lifetime, but even so, when you figure
it guzzles 40-60 gallons a day, well that ain't hay.
Excuse the joke. Come over here by the trailer a minute. See
those three barrels? They are all filled with gas, 50 gallons apiece.
That one in the middle has the gas pump sticking out of it. That cap up
on top of the tractor just in front of the steering wheel is the gas cap.
You take the nozzle on the end of the gas pump's hose and stick it in
there. But never, and I repeat, never, while the engine is running or
you'll have one hell of a fire on your hands some fine day.
To pump the gas you have to turn the handle you see there on the
side of the pump. You turn it like you would the handle for a car window
and you fill that 30 gallon tank to the top but don't run it over. You'll
get to where you can tell, by the sound of the gas splashing in the tank,
how near the top you are. It starts out sounding like when you pour
water in an empty bucket, then after a while like water running in the
creek and when it's nearing the top it fades to a whisper. When you
don't hear it whispering to you any more you know it's time to stop
turning that crank.
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Now there's one more thing. When you empty one barrel you have
to move the pump to a full one. All's you do is turn the pump counter
clockwise and it screws right off the barrel. There is a pipe attached
to the pump that extends down to the bottom of the barrel and you have
to pull that all the way out. If you've had the foresight to have
unscrewed the cap from the full barrel you just lift the whole contraptio n
over into it, screw it down, use the cap to plug the empty barrel and
you're ready to pump again.
But mind you, you must be very careful. That empty barrel, when
it's open, is like a stick of dynamite. One spark and I'll be scraping
you off the side of the barn over there, and you won't be in one piece
either. A full gas barrel would just burn like a torch but one that's the
least bit empty will explode in a minute. So don't ever change that gas
pump when a piece of machinery is running, don't ever light a match or
smoke around the barrels, and when you lift that pump from one barrel
to the other, do it gently. You pound or scrape metal against metal and
you' re going to get a spark. One spark and I'll have to go looking for
me a new field hand.
By the way, try not to let the gas get so low in the tractor that
you're pulling gas from off the bottom of the tank. There's always a
little water and sediment settles and you get that in the carbureto r you'll
be thirty minutes trying to get her started again.
Speaking of water, you best check the radiator every morning.
She'll usually be down a little. If you see the water below the overflow
just take that bucket with the long neck on it and fill it over there at the
horse tank. Don't dip it out of the tank, though. The water gets too
many impurities in it. Turn on the windmill and pump fresh water.
You have to snap back that wire catch on the radiator lid and lay it
aside. But for goodness- sake, don't forget to put it back on. You
wouldn't get halfway around the field till she would be blowing like a
sperm whale. Which reminds me, don't ever take that lid off when the
tractor's hot or you'll end up with your hands and face cooked like
boiled cabbage. That would put you out of commissi on for quite a
spell.
I think that about does it. Are you ready to crank this old buzzard
up ? Good. But there is one thing you need to know about cranking a
tractor. That crank can kick like a mule. So when you go to crank it
you have to stand directly in front facing the tractor. It's easier to
stand to the side so you can put the weight of your body into it. But I
want you to picture what it would be like holding both arms over the
back legs of a jackass when somebody juices him with a cattle prod.
This old Case tractor here can break both arms and if you're unlucky
enough to have your head bent over can knock it clear into the middle
of the south eighty over there.
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The other thing about cranking is how you take hold of the handle.
If you take hold of it like you were shaking hands you will be minus a
thumb if she kicks. Did you ever see a monkey take hold if its bars?
Its thumb wraps around on the same side as its fingers. That's the
way you have to grab the crank handle. Then, if she backfires, the
crank will kick out of your hand and you will be all in one piece.
All right now, you've got her serviced and cranked up so let's
take her out and do a turn around the field. You sit right up there on
the fender and hold on tight while I drive. First thing is that you have
four forward gears and one backward. If you look close you can see
the positions have been marked there by the shift stick. There are
three low gears, and road gear. The only time you wa:rt to put her in
road gear is when you're out on the highway. Driving country roads or
in the field is too rough for this gear. So all the driving you will be
doing will be in third gear unless we hit a spell of wet weather and then
you might have to shift down to second or even first. Be sure and always
stop the tractor dead still before you try to shift or you'll strip the gears
right out of her.
O. Ko I'm putting her in third gear. See this pedal here on the far
right? It's the clutch pedal. You push that in and gradually let it out.
Bucks a little don't she? Still a little cold, I guess. Now, while we're
riding out to the field I'll tell you a little about the brakes. The pedal on
the left brakes the left back wheel and the pedal on the right, the one
next to the clutch pedal there, brakes the right back wheel. When you go
to turn a corner you have to get some help with the brake but I'll show
you that when we get to the field.
There is one thing I want you to remember above everything else,
though, so listen real careful. You' re going to be sitting on this tractor
one fine afternoon and the sun is going to be baking the back of your head.
The heat will be so thick that the flies can't even buzz in it. You'll be
going around and around some field watching that front right wheel follow
the furrow. The roar of this old motor will start to sound like a
mother's lullaby and the lurching and heeling back and forth of this old
horse will begin to feel like the gentle rocking of a baby's crib. Your
mind is going to be dulled by the sheer monotony of having watched
wheat stubble roll under the blade of the plow for eight to ten hours.
Your belly is going to be full from a noon meal of fried chicken, corn on
the cog, green beans, gravy, hot bread, milk, chocolate cake and a
quart of iced tea. All the blood's going to be down digesting that and
forgetting your brain. And at times like that is when more people get
killed than any other time. They fall asleep and one of two things
happen. The first thing is that they fall off the tractor and a plow
breaks their back or a disc chops them into little pieces. The second
thing is that they come to the end of the field and hit those corners in
third gear. Do you know what happens when you hit the corners in third
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gear? Well, I'll tell you. The front end of the tractor bounce s up, the
back wheels dig in and they catapul t that tractor right on its back on top
of you. There is many a good man and boy lying up there in Fleetwo od
Cemete ry today, son, becaus e they caught forty winks on the back of a
tractor . I sure want to tell you that shouldn 't happen to you. Your
mama would never forgive me if I had to tell her that boy of hers pulled
a tractor over on himself or plowed himself under. No sir. You get
sleepy you crawl off that critter and get a drink or take a leak or, if
you have to, lay down in the shade of the tractor and sleep for a spell.
But be sure and shut the motor off. If that shift should happen to
jiggle into gear you'd be a sorry sight with wheel marks across your
middle.
Well now, here we are. We'll just back up to the plow and hook
up. Easy now. There we are. Jump down and put the pin in. Hand me
up that rope, too. That's what trips the plow in and out of the ground.
You give a good hard jerk on the rope and the shares pull right out;
another sharp jerk and she's in the ground again. This plow is called
a Molhbo ard plow, it's a three bottom plow. Each of its three shares,
or bottom s, takes a foot and a half swatch. That means you will be
reducin g the size of this field by nine feet every time you go around.
Takes about 80 rounds to finish off this 80 acre field. I'll tell you one
thing, you won't finish up today.
Now all you have to do till we get to the end of the field is hold the
two right tires of the tractor right next to the furrow. We are turning
over about 4-1/2 to five inches of dirt and if we have the plow set right
those shares will throw the dirt so we have a smooth field. If you see
the dirt starting to ridge you want to stop and set the plow in a notch, or
otherw ise I will have a field of ditches and I can't farm ditches . If the
plow is digging that furrow deeper than five inches I want you to set her
out a notch. One other thing, if you bring the plow in when the field is
finished you have to pin the hitch over to one side or the plow will start
swingin g back and forth and snap the hitch. But when you get ready to
plow again you have to undo the pin or your plow will ride out of the
ground. Won't get much plowing done that way, I can tell you.
Oo Ko now, here we are at a corner. Watch me. See how I use
the brake to pull the tractor around. When we get about two feet from
the end spin this bugger hard to the left and ease her around. There we
are. If I had let her travel another three feet, though, we would have
ended up out in ploughe d ground. If I had turned sooner I'd have a
corner so big I'd spend half my summe r trying to disc it out. That's
what you do, by the way, is disc out those corners when you're through
ploughi ng.
There' s a lot more to be learned , son, before the summe r's out,
but I think that's enough for today. I'll take it a round or two with you
and then let you loose. You got any questio ns?
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WHY SHADOWS DO NOT WALK THE EAR TH ALONE
Cliff Wilkerson
Once, many years ago , when shadows were free to move about as
they pleased, there was a great gathering, a convocation, of shadows.
The word had gone out that all should meet at noon at the arena of the
sun on the great island of Chardon and there they would discuss what
future course shadow life would pursue. A great controversy had
arisen between those who wished to maintain the traditional shadow's
role of mimicry and those who felt shadows should take an independent
role in world affairs.
At the appointed time they all gathered in a twinkling and the
island was filled, shadows being that quick when they choose to be. But
as everyone knows who has been out at mid sun, shadows are invisible
at that time of day. So the island indeed appeared to be deserted to the
non-shadow residents living there, though it was not so. The multitude
of shadows present were all quite busy organizing caucuses, discussing
the issue or greeting old friends.
The meeting was called to order at 12:01 and everyone was ready;
shadows organized and socialized very quickly when they chose to in
those days. The chairshadow had been attached to a foreign embassy
for several centuries, so that he had a fair understanding of the protocol necessary for dealing with the diverse assembly he faced. He was
confident that he could lead them to a speedy and decisive closure
regardless of the final outcome. In those days that quickness was
possible for shadows when they so chose.
But the chair shadow had not read the signs of the time correctly.
He misjudged how deeply the rift had deepened between the two factions.
The debate became long and bitter , shadows in those days being capable
of lengthening time interminably if they chose. But before this day all
shadows had worked in concert so that quickness or slowness was
possible, but with two factions pulling in opposite directions, one trying to contract time, the other stretch it, they created such a stress
that time broke and stood still. But this did not happen before the sun
had proceeded to late afternoon, and anyone who has been out at that
time knows that shadows have grown to full dimensions by then. One
need not use his imagination to know what had happened to the gathered
shadows by this time. They had so expanded that they covered all the
island and an adjoining continent with a dark shadowy pall that hid the
sun. A great gloom fell upon this land and then in the midst of that
dark shadowy gloom , time had broken and come to a standstill.

A

great cry went up from all living things, for in those days even the
grasses in the meadow had the power of speech. Mothers began to
pray and comfort their children, fathers began to exhort and comfort
their wives, all vice, debauchery, and wickedness came to an end.
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Reprobates and sinners repented and sought forgiveness. And the way
to hell emptied as those last to die dropped into the pit and there were
none to take their place for when time stopped there was no death. But,
as you know, death has no time limit upon it and hell knows no measure
of time but eternity. So that vast reservoir of souls in hell had no
respite from their tormentors. But Satan soon heard that his kingdom
had ceased to grow and not being content to leave things as they were,
he wrapped his cape about himself and galloped away to earth on his
black steed to take measure of what had happened. He was astounded
at what he beheld, shadows in conflict and humanity in concert. He had
lost three generations of souls even if time was repaired immediately,
for it would take him that long to corrupt the earth again. With that
realization, he became enraged. His eyes began to pop out of his head
and he lashed his tail with such violence that he created a whirling dust
storm that raged across the land and convinced even those last few
holdouts to petition for forgiveness and salvation. Then he thundered
back and forth across the land gathering great masses of shadows in
his taloned hand and consigning them to the pit. He ranted back and
forth until not a shadow could be found and then, his anger appeased,
plunged his horse over the edge and was swallowed up. Once in hell he
took fire and tongs and beat the shadows into furniture for the fiery
house of the damned.
And as you have probably already guessed, when the warring
shadows were no more in conflict, time began again and what shadows
were left crept close to whatever or whomever they could find and
hoped that the devil would think them a part of the landscape or the
living creatures who moved there. And since that day they have been
afraid to detach themselves.
And that is why you do not see shadows wandering alone on earth
today.
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songwriting

VIVISEPUL TURE
Gotta make time
Outta time
That was never even here before,
Shoulda known then
By the shadow
Clingin' to the floor
That tomorrow's not comin'
Cause I
Never did see yesterday.
And I won't be here tomorrow
Anyway.
I'm all mixed up
Strung out
I wish I could find my life,
I wish I had me
Some kids
Wish you were my wife,
Gotta sing out
Get high
And live my life today.
I won't be here tomorrow
Anyway.
I'm leavin' this land
And there you are
Crying over me.
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I wanna be alone
So close the door
And just let me be,
You shoulda told me then
All the things
That you have to say.
Cause I won't be here tomorrow
Anyway
They'll put me in a box
Six feet
Underground
No trace of my livin' soul
Left here
To be found.
No need for you to miss me
No need
For you to pray.
I won't be here tomorrow
Anyway.
John Savage
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BOZO ON MY BACK
It's Nine o'clock in the morning
My friends are all at school,
My bowl of Quisps gone soggy - My Pop Tarts gotten cool,
Mama's at the methadone clinic,
She '11 be off her habit soon - But I've got a habit they can't cure,
My fix it comes at noon.
Shrink, he doesn't believe me,
Says I'm going through a stage,
But it's ten thirty-five and I can't keep my eyes
Affixed to the comic page,
By quarter after eleven,
My hands are a startin' to shake,
By eleven forty five I'm still glad to be alive,
But I don't know if I can wait.
My but soon the big hand
And the little hand
Are telling me it's time,
The set's already on
And I'm ready to find my peace of mind,
Because it's Bozo's Circus,
The cleanest high in town,
On channel nine it's circus time,
And I really love that clown.
I really get off on the games they play,
The shoe race is the best
And I dig those stories Bozo tells
About milkmen and all the rest
The theme song is a rush for me,
And the commercials too,
Without that clown on the To Vo tube
I don't know what I'd do.
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I got me a Bozo storybook,
And a Bozo record too,
And a Bozo button and a baseball cap
And a Bozo punch ball too.
And I even got me a ticket
To see the Bozo circus live!
But by the time my ticket's good
I'll be thirty-five
Well now the show is almost over
And I think I'm about to peak
And I don't think I have been this high
Since Tuesday of last week
I wish it would last forever
But I won't let out a peep
I'll just turn the To Vo set off now,
Shine my nose and go to sleep.
Peter & ,Jordan Davis
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A THOUSAND DOLLARS PLEASE
You're not no Robin Hood, Slim
The city's a jungle now
and you just can't escape the sheriff.
There's no more woods to hide you
there's no more woods to hide.
It was the third of November
or was it the third of July?
When Big Johnny Slim made the big times
he robbed National Bank.
A Thousand Dollars Reward -- Dead or Alive
Johnny had a sweetheart -- Kate
Johnny had a son
'lsn 't that daddy, ma, on the papers?
Why don't he come home to us
why don't he come home?
'Johnny Hood' robbed the first store
when he was seventeen.
They just didn't want to lend no more.
'Why don't you get a job' they said
'Why don't you get a job!'

Papa worked in a chain gang
then mama worked on her back.
Who would've thought they started good
-- scrubbing shiny city floors
scrubbing city floors.
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Deep down Sherwood Forest,
on Devastation Row
There lived all whom Johnny stole for
Kate and little Slim
in a dirty basement hole.
Kate needed Johnny's love now
and she needed more money, MORE!
s~.> she went do-nn and got the sheriff
'On Devastation Row he sleeps~
A thousand dollars please.'
CHORUS
'You can't take me in' he said,
'cause I steal for the poor, my lord my lord
You can't take me in,
Only for the poor, lord
You can't take me in.'
Tony Del Valle
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IT'S NOT THAT EASY
He told me to forget him
He wants me to let go
He said it was the only way
And it'd be better for us both.
I told him I'd forget him
I'd give in and let him go
I said I'd look the other way
But deep inside of me I know.
It's not that easy
Like a child skipping skip to my loo
It's not that easy
It's not that easy to do, to do
No it's not that easy to do.
Everywhere I go
I hear his voice echoes on the radio
I guess I'll change the station
But it just can't stop the realization
That it's not that easy
Like adding one and one that's two
It's not that easy
It's not that easy to do, to do
No it's not that easy to do.
I knew that he was right when
He said his last goodbye
It took a while
For me to smile

But I refused to cry.
I hear but I don't feel him
It's like being half alive
Right now I'm weak
And his love I need
But only the strong survive.
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It's not that easy
To just sit back and take it light
It's not that easy
When you've lost the love of your life
Of your life
When you've lost the love of your life.
No it's not that easy
Like a child skipping skip to my loo
It's not that easy
Like ad:iing one and one that's two
It's not that easy
To just sit back and take it light
It's not that easy
When you've lost the love of your life
Of your life
When you've lost the love of your life.
Marilyn Ammons
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IN THE INSTANT OF A DREAM
Panoramic scene on a mid-spring day
Ladies twirling parasols, Gentlemen as their chaperons,
Together strolling the grounds.
Finely cropped green grass lining mansion steps
Petticoats and black-pencil ties, Old fashioned spring attire.
Yonder in the scene sits a young girl by the stream,
In the instant of a timeless move,
Ladies and gentlemen lost their shoes.
According to plan the next moment lay at hand.
Like a jewel, the stream sparkled in the sun
As sure as day, down the muddy banks,
Began to slip everyone.
The young gir 1 looking on as everyone went down
Saw a floating log in mid stream.
As it passed her by she leaped into the sky
Landing on the log, curiosity in her eye.
Wondering to herself what could be going on.
Where everyone was slipping to ,deep beneath the ground.
In the instant of a timeless move
Ladies and gentlemen lost their shoes.
According to plan the next moment lay at hand.
In the instant of a dream, again a change of scene,
Underneath the stream in the crevace of a bow,
Stood a man on a podium, he was talking to a crowd.
As he spoke clouds of smoke rose from the ground.
Ladies in petticoats gentlemen in pencil-ties.
No-one knew what to do, No-one knew where to go, the box was all
enclosed.
The young gir 1 liked this not for she too was caught, Caught
Inside the box with no escape.
The young gir 1 liked this not, for she too was caught,
Caught inside with no escape.
Amy Levin
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BLIND
Jordan Moltz
I waited on the corner with seven guys for a long one half hour
before the van came. It pulled up in front of us; everyone started to
pile in. I was introduced to Jake, the group leader. Being so nervous,
I barely uttered a faint hello to him. As I climbed into the back, he
patted me on the back and told me he was glad to have me aboard. The
feeling of his large padded hand remained on my back. This was my
first job, going door-to-doo r selling products made by blind people. A
couple of my friends who were sitting with me, had pleaded with me to
come because it was easy money. They had flashed, from their
pockets, balls of money at me, claiming I would be rich within a day.
It looked good.
My stomach was bubbling with gas from the long ride and from
Jake trying to be friendly with me. He reminded me of the men who
came out from the adult bookstore with their plain brown paper bags.
They were hunched over, with uncombed hair and shabby old clothes,
just like Jake. If I heard Jake call me buddy boy one more time I was
going to cry. I wanted to be forgotten, treated like one of the rest;
but, no, Jake made everyone sing some dumb song about his crew.
Some of the guys even did it in two part harmony_; I envied them.
When we passed a small wooden sign with "Welcome to Hoffman
Estates" painted in yellow paint, I thought we were close to the
Wisconsin border. And I always thought Morton Grove was a long ride.
Jake parked the van in an alley behind a Burger King. What was wrong
with the street? We lined up in single file behind the van as Jake handed
each of us a shopping bag filled with housewares. I was working with
Alan, my best friend. He had taught me all the sale pitches on each
item, so I would not have to waste time with on-the-job training. Alan
received a map of our territory, and we set out for our morning's run,
Alan taking the left side of the streets, me the right. At my very first
house I sold a pair of oven mitts to a mousey- looking lady. She seemed
to be nervous while I talked about my products. She hugged her chest
with one arm, the other clutching tightly the top of her robe underneath
her small pointed chin. I did not care what she was thinking as long as
she bought something.
As I stuffed her money into my wallet, I turned away from her

door. I picked up my shopping bag and headed down the walk. A police
car came to a stop right in front of me. I wondered if she had called the
police on me. The policeman sitting on the passenger side got out of the
car, adjusted his black holster belt and walked towards me.
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"Hey, buddy, come here, " he said as he pointed his long billy
club at me.
*
*
*
Have you ever had a man expose himself to you? Well, I have,
and I'm telling you I was scared shitless ! ! I was selling door-to-door
on Saturdays to make some money, money I needed badly. You should
have seen the shit I had to sell; toilet brushes, dish rags, laundry bags,
I'm telling you I really believed blind people made the crap. All the
people had to hear I was a representative of Products of the Blind and
they would buy something. Well I was having a good day of selling, on
my second bag before lunchtime. . I walked up to a sprawled-out ranch
house with a Japanese garden in front. You should have seen this area
I was working, each house was on an acre of land. I pressed the
doorbell. You should have heard that bell, it sounded as if it were
playing Beethoven's entire 5th Symphony! When the last note echoed
into silence the door slowly opened. A tall, middle-aged man appeared
and said hello. I introduced myself and before I went into my sales
pitch he invited me in. Wow, this was going to be a good sale, I said
to myself. He closed the door behind me then led me into a huge living
room, a fucking concert hall. I swear you would have thought you were
in a palace; I thought only of my future sale. Pointing to the couch, or
should I say divan, he told me to make myself comfortable and that he
would be with me in a minute as soon as he got off the phone. I carried
my shopping bag over to the couch, a burnt orange velvet one. You
should have been there, the couch was so thick you would have sunk
right into it.
So picture all of this, there I was sitting on this couch like a jewel
resting in a velvet gift box, my trusty shopping bag resting at my feet,
surrounded by wealth. Images of my dish rags, my oven mitts, and my
pot holders floating into his hands drove me into an economic bliss.
Everything was going great. Boy can you get fooled easily nowadays.
The man called out from the other room that he was coming. Shit did he
ever, because he walked in with no clothes on, naked, flabby naked.
"I'll pull you, if you'll pull me, " he said as he bounced his prick in his
palm. "AAh, I--I don't d-d-do those th-things," I fumbled out. I had
to get out of there fast. You should have seen this guy sticking out his
lower lip, stretching his prick into hardness and asking in baby talk,
"You don't wike my wittle pee-pee?" I grabbed my shopping bag and ran
to the door. He didn't bother to come after me, thank God. You never
have seen me run as fast as I did, away from that house.
*
*
*
Bonnie waits across the street for Dennis as he finishes up his
sale with an elderly woman. When he is done Bonnie calls out to him to
come over. Dennis walks over to her, his shopping bag bumping against
his leg. His lone toilet brush sticks out of his bag like a periscope.
"What is it, Bonnie?"
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"I haven't sold a thing in over an hour, how 'bout you?"
"That was my first sale all afternoon. Either no one is home or
they aren't interested today, the assholes."
''Well, I've got an idea. We will work together, you demonstrate
the products and I will talk about them."
''What good will that do?"
"Since we are representatives of Products of the Blind, I am going
to pretend I am blind."
"Blind?! ? ! Are you crazy; who would believe that?"
"Don't worry, what do ya think they're gonna do, snap their fingers
at my eyes. Come on, let's go." Bonnie grabs Dennis' hand and makes
him lead her to the next house. They get to the doorstep, where Dennis
rings the bell and places the shopping bags between them. The door
opens, and a short, narrow woman peers out.
"Yes?" the woman asks.
"Hi, we are representatives from Products of the Blind, " Bonnie
begins as she stares over the woman's head. ''We would like to show you
our lined products." The woman stares at Bonnie's unblinking eyes,
saying nothing.
"Dennis, would you show the oven mitts ? " asks Bonnie. Dennis
digs into his shopping bag until he feels the spongy mitts. "Here they
are, " he says. Bonnie turns to him and accidentally hits his elbow with
her outstretched hand. Dennis moves her hand down his arm to the oven
mitts. "Excuse me, " Bonnie says. With the oven mitts in her hand,
Bonnie swings her arm back, slapping the woman in the face with the
oven mitts. ''Oh, I'm so sorry, " offers Bonnie. "That is okay, " says
the woman as she rubs the side of her face, keeping her eyes locked onto
Bonnie's blank-looking face.
*
*
*
The woman stared at my toilet brush as if I were yielding a sword.
All I heard her say was hello, since I gave her my sales pitch immediately
after. She stood at the door, a towel stuck into the waistband of her
shocking red stretch pants, and her arms folded across her chest,
protecting her pointy European breasts. I thought I was doing good,
talking about my oven mitts, and my whisk broom; but, when I pulled out
my toilet brush, she mumbled something and pushed the door slightly in
front of her to protect herself. In a quiet voice she asked in broken
English, "Wat it dat?" "What am I doing with this wetback, " I thought.
I offered the toilet brush to her from my outstretched arms but she would
not take it. She only said, "Wat it dat?" How could I explain it to her if
she did not understand English. The only thing I could think of was to
use pantomime. I placed the toilet brush back in the bag, and nodded my
head at her as I pointed my index finger straight up in the air. I hoped
she understood that was a gesture of wait a minute. I felt foolish, but
I wanted a sale, so I crouched down resting my arms on my bent knees.
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I pretended to take a shit, grunting and straining. The woman walked
away from the door, staring at me with her huge almond-shap ed eyes.
I pretended I was rolling off a strip of toilet paper, my hand pinching
the air then pulling the paper down. With a grand sweep, I ripped the
paper off the roll, daintily folded it over and over on my lap, then very
delicately wiped my upturned buttocks. When I flushed the toilet I
made little gurgling sounds with my mouth. Standing up, I pulled at
my pants, making sure to zip them and button them. Now with my
trusty toilet brush in my hand, I began to clean my toilet bowl. The
woman ran out, grabbed the toilet brush as she shook her head up and
down saying, "Ya, ya, ya. " I asked her for three dollars which she
understood quite well. Leave it to a wetback to understand money.
That is why I charged her double.

*
*
*
Jake pounds the steering wheel of his truck, shouting, "Fuckin' A,
fuckin' A!" Jason sits quietly in the back, counting what items are left
in his shopping bag. He does not look at jake, in fact, he hopes Jake
does not notice him and take out his anger on him. Driving around for
25 minutes, Jake can't find Ricky and Dennis, his two top selling men.
They were supposed to meet him on the corner of Seminole and Ashfort,
but when he arrived no one was there. He waited for five minutes, then
began driving up and down the streets searching for them. It was
getting dark out, the houses began to hide into the shadows.
"Hey Jason, do you know where your buddies are ? Where in the
fuck did they go ? ? "
"I do not know. They did not say anything to me. "
"Well if I can't find them in five minutes they can get home by
themselves. I don't have no time to fuck around, driving my ass of for
them."
Jake smacked the steering wheel with his palm, causing it to
shake with a dull hum. Jason wondered if he would really leave without
them, as he checked his whisk broom off the sheet.
*

*

TO JAKE MASON, PRESIDENTQ

*
RE: WHISK BROOM

Dear Sir,
Two weeks ago I purchased your deluxe whisk broom from one of
your representati ves, I believe, Alan Caulder. I was thrilled with his
manners and charm, we rarely see it nowadays; but I wish to complain
to you about your whisk broom.
Yes, it is an extra wide broom as you stated but there is less
thickness in it than normal sized whisk brooms. You claim it picks up
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lint and dirt, which is true, but due to the poor damaged bristles, they
constantly break off and remain on my clothing, sometimes becoming
embedded in my skin. The bristles are in very poor shape, uneven,
thorns on them or kernels, as if you plucked the straws off of a
cornstalk. Are all the whisk brooms like this or did I just get a faulty
one? I really love your whisk broom, and I do want to have one, but
I cannot use this one. Would you please send your representative over
to exchange this whisk broom for a new one. I will gladly pay for
shipping charges if you wish to ship me a whisk broom instead. You
know having a cat around the house tends to cover most of my
furniture with cat hair. I await your prompt reply. Thank you.
Sincerely yours,
Mrs. Archibald T. Boyle

*

*

*

I felt horrible; I thought I was going to die. My stomach felt as if
it had fallen into a meat grinder. I was worried I was going to throw up
my Dog 'N Suds burger and greasy french fries. Just the thought of
seeing chewed up lumps of ground horsemeat soaked with yellowish
mashed potatoes made me ill. The ride in the van didn't help much.
Jake was swerving in and out of cars, as he sped down the expressway.
I leaned my head against the window, listening to it rattle. My head was
hurting so much that the rattling did not even bother me, it sounded like
the rattling of chains. Jake, for once in his life, was quiet, only humming
once in a while to the radi·o.
By the time we got to the Skokie Swift station, I wanted to die. I
was so weak, two of the fellows had to help me to a bench. Thank god
the train pulled up to the station and we boarded immediately. Alan took
his coat off, bunched it up into a ball and placed it behind my head as I
stretched out on the seat. The few people who entered the car I was in,
sat at the opposite end, not coming near me once. Only a little woman,
dressed in a black tattered shawl, which tried to cover up a grey spotted
blouse, sat near me. She had two shopping bags in tow, both must have
been heavy since she was hunched over as she dragged the bags to her
seat. Sitting across from me, she would glance at me from time to
time, smiling, revealing no front teeth. As the train pulled out of the
station, the woman got out of her seat, walked over to me and said,
"Whatsa matter boy? You not feelin well?" I looked up to her and saw
her empty smile. "No thank you, "I said. As she went back to her
seat I tried to suppress a moan. What I didn't need now was a crazy
lady bothering me.
*
*
*
I just barely suppressed a gasp at the woman who opened the door.
You should have seen this woman. She should have been kept under a
bridge to collect fares from goats. You complain about your hair being
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too oily; you should have seen her hair! You could have slipped on it,
it was so greasy. I thought her hair was disgusting until I looked into
her eyes. They could have made you cringe in horror. I felt an
upheaval in my stomach, I swallowed hard. Her eyes bulged halfway
out of their sockets, as if they were on the verge of falling out. One
eye stared at me while the other eye stared out to the left of me. I'm
telling you, I got a headache from shifting my gaze from one eye to
the other. You know how much I complain about my nose, well my
nose looked perfect compared to that whopper of hers. Besides being
long and pointed, it was also lopsided, sticking out opposite from her
straying eye. She smiled at me, I wished she hadn't because her yellow
teeth were crooked and splotched with either a chewed-up Oreo cookie
or a devil's food cookie. You wanted to slap her, she was so ugly.
Wait, you think that was bad, you should have seen what she did
next. I introduced myself, when her tongue suddenly darted out of her
mouth, moistening her lips. Her smile or leer remin:l ed me of Boris
Karloff, you know, the guy who did the monster movies. She gurgled
for a few seconds then asked me if I was in a hurry. My god I would
rather fuck a sheep than her. I mean, her face and body looked like
it was on fire and they had put it out with a baseball bat. I told her I
was pressed for time, but she was a persistent piggy. She rubbed her
hand up and down the side of her bow leg, giving herself a little slap on
the ass once in a while. She asked me if I wanted to spend some time
with her. I told her, only if I am selling my items, which I thought was
a good response, don't you? She then glanced down at my shopping bag.
I waited forher to say something. She grabbed my toilet brush and
twirled it in her hands. Do you know what that bitch did with my toilet
brush?! ? ! She stuck it underneath her flimsy robe and began to rub
her crotch with it. My toilet bursh, what kind of nut was she? I got
mad as she ooohed and aaahed while she gyrated her hips in a circular
motion. I bet she gave the crabs a good scratching, the filthy garbage
can. Even if she offered the brush back I would not have taken it, so I
took my shopping bag and left the bitch humping my toilet brush.

*

*

*

It takes a dedicated, hard working person to be a door-to-door
salesman. Do you think you qualify? You do??? Well there are a few
things you should know. To be a door-to-door salesman, you must have
good feet, no falling arches or flat feet. Your shoes should be a proper
fit because if they don't you will wind up with blisters as big as golf
balls. And you do not have to be the fashion trend-setter by wearing
platform shoes, or some other exotic pair. Where something comfortable
which is not too tight so air can circulate around your feet and not give
your feet that foul smell.
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You think that hair of yours is great looking? Well get it cut
immediately, because no respectable housewife will buy something
from a long-haired freak. Go to a hair stylist who can shape that mop
into a well defined, short hair style. I will let you onto a little secret,
if you have dimples, smile as often as you can. Old people just love
nice young boys with deep-dished dimples. I have also noticed that a
lot of the older people, always the women, love curly .hair. They will
softly rub their hand over your curly hair, usually wishing they had
such fine healthy looking hair. I am not telling you to get a permanent
if you hair is straight, but I am telling you it would not hurt to try~
You must remember to always look presentable. The way you dress can
be the determiGing factor for a sale or not. If you have on a pair of
worn-out blue jeans that look as if you took them from a Salvation Army
box, who would buy anything from you, you slob. Be a gentleman, dress
like a gentleman. Get yourself a pair of dress slacks, preferably the
wash-and-wear kind. You must make yourself look like the son every
mother has wished for; do you understand?
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"THE PRINCESS OF THE PLANT WORLD"
"A GIFT OF GOD"
Tony Del Valle
"Its fruit is edible at almost every stage of ripeness, and the
number of castaways who owe their life to it is legion. " The best
known tropical plant is the palm.
An American pilot after his rescue from the South Seas declared:
"Without the palms on my atoll I should be dead. Every day I picked
my breakfast, lunch and dinner from the top of a coconut palm. The
green fruit contained a gelatinous flesh, which immediately quenched
the thirst. The ripe fruit contained the hard shelled edible coconut,
which had the cool milk in it. When I was found after fifteen days, I
had eaten thirty-two coconuts and was in the best of health. "l (The
-Art of Survival, Cord Christian Troebst)
SO?
Did you say, "SO?" You know what? I was inspired to write
this piece by a person like you who would have said "SO" to a piece of
information as precious as the one I have just given you.
I heard this person tell a story about a man stranded on an
island that, to get coconuts, all he had to do was to grab the palm with
both hands by its trunk and shake it a few times, then clear the way
for the falling coconut. That's the most ridiculous thing I ever heard!
Imagine wiggling a trunk three feet thick and solid as a concrete
pillar. What if your survival depended on this erroneous knowledge
about palms!
So maybe you'll never have to survive. (Don't bet on it. You
never know where you' 11 be a year from now, a month from now, a
week from now -- if you travel a great deal. And with the possibility
of nuclear holocaust hanging upon our heads .... Forget it. Like I
said, don't bet on it.) Anyways, I insist that you listen to this piece
about the palm tree and how to get coconuts. Hopefully all you'll
need this knowledge for is fun and personal advancement.
Pick the lowest palm. I should mention at this point that not all
palms bear coconuts. But the ones that don't, they have another life
sustaining source. But more of that later.
You'll notice that the trunk is made up of these rings stacked
one on top of the other from major to minor all the way to the top. The
rings at the bottom of the trunk can be up to four inches wide and
slightly concave. The higher you go the smaller these rings get. The
texture they give the palm provides a perfect grip as you climb.
The reason for picking the lowest palm is quite simply because
if you slip and fall there's less chance of you getting fractured bones
or (God forbid) of you getting killed.
Palms near the ocean are curved into graceful and effeminate
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bodies. They can grow up to one hundred feet -- that would be as high
as an eight story building. The curve is always towards the water.
Perhaps not so much because of the strong winds but -according to the Botanical Gardens of Chicago, Horticultu ral Society -because of genetic or hereditary traits. These curved palms are the
easiest to climb. Inland, the palms are straighter and some of them
don't bear coconuts. This one is known as the Royal Palm -- a
national symbol in Puerto Rico.
Before you begin climbing take off your shoes and socks. Take
five deep breaths and begin as high as you can from the ground.
You'll notice some moss growing at the very bottom of the trunk. This
is very slippery, so avoid it. Another thing to avoid is walking around
once you've taken off your shoes. You don't want to lose that moisture
on the bottom of your feet because it helps you get a better grip of the
palm at the beginning of your climb. Once you are on the palm, hands
on the back of it as if on the back of your lover's neck, and your feet
at diagonal angles, climb as fast as you can. Go with the original
impulse. And when you reach the thin part of the palm, at which
point you won't be able to use your feet anymore -- the area being too
thin and two awkward to plant both feet on it -- embrace it. Embrace
the palm with your arms and thighs but don't stop there. Pull your
thighs up close to your arms with your ankles crossed behind it while
taking a deep breath. While holding that breath in, grip. The expansion and tightening of your chest is an important part of your grip.
Then reach up higher with your arms. Grip. Deep breath again and
pull up your thighs. Grip. Reach up with your arms crossed behind
her back.
The reason you have to go with the original momentum and climb
as fast as you can is because you want to get as far as possible before
your body shifts into low gear - - if I may put it that way - - and you
slow down. I've seen some weight lifters do this in most of their
masochist ic games. All the ones that tried this technique won.
Whether they were pushing five hundred pounds on a wheel barrel or
winding a cable with a one thousand pound weight hanging at the end of
it using only their hands and wrists, this technique worked.
Now you are at the top. There is a feeling of triumph compared
to that of having scaled Mount Everest, or having crossed the highest
tight-rope . The wind makes the palm leaves flutter and the palm
swings gently Reach up to the stem of one of its leaves and make
sure it's not a dry leaf. All a dry leaf needs is the slightest weight
to send it thundering to the ground. They can be quite heavy. Get a
good grip on a green leaf and while still embracing the palm let your
muscles relax a little.
The black hairy spiders that live on the crown of palm trees are
ugly and they feel creepy when they walk on you but don't let them
scare you to the point of opting to jump off and break your neck. They
o
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live in houses made of white silk, little tents which they stretch over
any suitable crack or cranny. Avoid placing your hand directly on any
of their houses. If by some chance the spider does bite you, don't
panic. You're not going to die or be paralyzed like in the Hollywood
movies. Romantic as it may seem, it won't be worse than a bee sting.
There's 'another' insect which you might find inhabiting a palm
tree. These you should really have respect for because they can bite
you anywhere and in many places at the same time. If one stings you
on an eye and you try to swat it away with your hand, death will greet
you at the foot of the palm.
The best way to avoid bee hives is to listen. Make a halt before
you reach the leaves and listen closely for their buzzing.
Yet another animal that you might find living on a palm tree is
the proverbial rat. These are less dangerous than bees because they
scare easy. But a bite from a rat can cause many infectious diseases
like diphteria. While the rat itself can be a nutritive meal, one must
not eat the head because it is the teeth that are usually dangerously
infected.
You can tell if a palm is inhabited by rats if there are a lot of
dry grass clusters between the leaves. But you can see these from
the ground and dismiss the palm altogether.
Once you're a little rested, and you've used your animal instincts to explore the palm, get as close to the leaves as you can. You
can get both arms into the foliage while you grip the trunk with your
legs. Now it's all a matter of pushing the coconuts off to the ground.
They are connected to the palm by these rope-like stems. Never
attempt to carry any coconut down with you. It's impossible to do.
Watch where the coconuts are falling as you push them off, and look
around for a point of reference as to where each one landed. This
especially if there's a lot of undergrowth.
Coming down from the palm is easier than going up. All you do
is reverse the procedure. You grip the palm with your arms and you
lower your legs. Grip with your legs and lower your arms. I've seen
experienced palm climbers let go once they are at what they think is a
safe distance from the ground. Boy did they regret it! You see,
once you let go, you can't stop sliding down. And the friction of those
rings on the palm on your arms and legs and chest -- which you hadn't
counted on - - just sands them down like sandpaper. Even your chin
will get part of it.
It is better to stick to a systematic descent.
Now about getting at the meat of the coconut; the hard fibrous
outer husk of the coconut is the fruit's only disadvantage; opening it
without a machete or a good knife is quite a problem. But there is
the so-called "wedge method"; you ram a stake into the ground and
grind the top end to a wedge; grasping the coconut with both hands you
can bring it down on the wedge until the green husk is pared off.
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A!lother American pilot who ditched his plane one night off the
coast of the Dutch East Indies swam to an island where he found several ripe coconuts in the sand. "He looked for his knife to open them
and was furious to find he must have lost it in the water. So with the
aid of a propelling pencil he began to peel the thick husk off the first
coconut fiber by fiber. He reached the nut proper after almost four
hours of peeling and then it was easy to break it up with a stone. "2
(The Art of Survival, Cord Christian Troebst. )
If he would have started with the stone it would only have taken
him half an hour. If you still think half an hour is too much just to eat
a coconut, think of the Mexican "mojados" who work on American
berry farms near the border for twelve hours for just one meal at the
end of the day.
The oil obtained from coconuts can be used for frying cooking,
and as lamp oil for earthenware lamps (this is still done regularly
today in Africa and the South Pacific).
The simplest way of getting this oil is by boiling the coconut
meat. This brings the oil to the surface of the water, then all you have
to do is scoop it off.
A palm can be used in 999 different ways. The palm that is
usually found inland, the Royal Palm, has at its heart a substance
known as "palmillo". This is usually found at the very top where the
trunk of the palm turns into a soft green segment much like the metal
band that encases a section of an ice-pick handle. Inside that segment
is where the leaves begin to form. And these leaves in their 'foetus'
state are a real delicacy; sweet, soft and a bit dry, also very satisfying. So you see, even the palm that doesn't bear coconuts serves a
more basic purpose than just adorning landscapes with awesome nobility and beauty. With palm resin you can polish cars, floors, furniture,
and shoes, make carbon paper and phonograph records. Palm oil is
used in the making of metal plating, (e.g. in food cans) and of toilet
soaps and other cosmetics, lubricants, varnishes, and weatherproof
coatings. Palms serve as a basis for the manufacture of syrups,
sweets, and aromatic substances.
Indeed the palm is "the princess of the plant world, " "a gift
of God."
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TOSS IN THE VIOLET BUSHES
Tony Del Valle
CHARACTER S:
Jonathan
Jonathan's Bride , Julie (Whom Jonathan speaks for)
Bertha , the landlady
Barbara , landlady's friend who is also nosy and likes to gossip.
Bertha's husband , an alcoholic but a man of learning .
PLACE: Jonathan's apartment. Two settings are involved in this one
scene: one is the inside of Jonathan's apartment and the other is
the adjoining hallway where a portion of the stairway can be seen.
On the first part of this scene the hallway is dark and unseen.
Scene opens on a semi -dark living room. The only light comes
from two long candlesticks set on a coffee table at the center of the room .
One the side of the couch there is a gold champagne pail. Two goblets
with yellow laces around the stems are set on the table. There is a black
spinet resembling a coffin on the foreground to the left . The door out
to the hallway is on the right wall , the door to the bedroom is on the left.
The door to the bathroom is next to the door to the bedroom .
JONATHAN: (Offstage) Let's see now , where did I put those keys .
Oh-oh , I think I've lost them honey. Now what.
JULIE: (who is really Jonathan speaking , in a happy voice) Oh c'mon
Jonathan , no more jokes please. My stomach hurts already.
JONATHAN: I'm serious. You know where I think I left them? locked
up in the car.
JULIE: (serious now) Jonathan . . .
Door opens with several clicks of the lock. Jonathan walks with
the corpse of Julie who is in full wedding dress , her teeth are completely
exposed on one side of her face. On all her fingers Jonathan has tied
yellow ribbons , and on her head he has placed a crown of wild flowers.
Jonathan's tuxedo is dirty and torn at one knee.
JONATHAN: Well darling , here we are at last.
JULIE: (Jonathan speaking for her) Oh , I can't believe W This is the
happiest day of my . . .
JONATHAN: (carrying her to the couch , singing wedding march)
Tah , rah rah-rah , tah , ree rah-ree , etc. (Then , sitting her on
the couch) There you go , Oh'. did I drop you too hard? Here . . .
(Sits her straight and the carcass lets out yellow bubbles through
her mouth and nose and through the ulcers on her throat.) You
look ravishing darling . (Stays looking at her face. Then abruptly,)
Well tell me, how do you like the place?
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JULIE: It's beautiful Jonathan but I just ...
JONATHAN: But you just what.

JULIE: (hesitantly) I just wish we could've gone to Niagara Falls like
we had planned. I mean, we were so happy when we were on our
way over there, and then . .. (Begins to cry) the accident.
JONATHAN: (kissing her bloated lips furiously) Don't think about those
things now , please. Come let's forget about it.
Jonathan reaches for the ice bucket with his left hand. He peels
off the gold foil on the neck of the champagne bottle and, flinching, he
points the bottle away to dislodge the cork with his left thumb. He
places the two goblets side by side in front of him and serves the cham pagne nervously. He drinks and holds Julie's hand up, squeezing her
fingers so that the goblet stays in place. The grip is awkward.
JONATHAN: Now there, (Julie giggles) ... let's see, this toast is to us
and to you my 'sancta sanctorum.' (He caresses her chin.)
After he drinks he gives Julie her drink. She has a yellow ribbon
holding her jaw shut. The knot of the ribbon is below her chin. He
tilts the goblet to her partially exposed teeth and the champagne goes
in but then it spills out through the cancerous holes on her neck. A
couple of yellowish bubbles ooze out with the champagne.
JONATHAN: (toasting once more in a loud snobbish voice) Here's to

our love, to our romance; a romance that rejects over-emotionalism and is distrustful of intent but it is ,full of sensuality, full of
sensuality and with clarity of intent.
He tilts the goblet to Julie's teeth and the champagne flows out of
her mouth and down her breasts.
JONATHAN: Ooops ! Stay right where you are. I'll fix you up.
Jonathan puts his goblet down and leaning over her he separates
the front of her dress and starts kissing the champagne off her breasts.
She giggles and drops her glass on the counch.
JONATHAN: (suddenly raising his head) Shhh. Listen ...
JULIE: What is it?
JONATHAN: I though I heard something, like people screaming.
JULIE: It's probably the T. V. next door.
Pause. Julie's arms are now spread awkwardly to her sides.
Jonathan gets up and walks towards the piano on the foreground to his
right.
JULIE: Jonathan, is it time for my surprise yet?
JONATHAN: (sitting at the piano) I though of naming this t•Julie", but
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then I thought , well , everybody names their songs after their
'pretendida' so I decided to do it different. I've called it
"Toss in the Violet Bushes", but it's still your song. Listen to
it darling, and tell me if you like it. If you don't, I'll jump in
front of an L train.
Jonathan raises his hands above the keyboard with great determination. Then he bangs the keys indiscrimina tely making a thunderous
roar of dissonances .
JONATHAN: (still playing, shouts above the banging) Do you like it
Julie?
JULIE: I love it Jonathan.
Jonathan stops playing and carries the bridge to the washroom
and leaves her there. He comes back to the piano , pulls out a nylon
stocking from his tuxedo pocket and as he puts it on ... )
JONATHAN: (speaking to Julie) What's this?
JULIE: It's a blindfold so you won't look until I tell you. Now you're
going to get E!Y_ surprise. Stay right where you are, and no
cheating.
JONATHAN: Alright, I won't look.

Jonathan stays at the piano for a moment then gets up, with the
blindfold still on, and stubles towards the champagne bucket.
JULIE: Hey! No cheating!
JONATHAN: I'm just getting some champagne. I still have the blindfold on.
There's a knock at the door and Jonathan freezes with the drink
at his lips. He gets nervous and his movements become wild and
exaggerated . He pours the champagne in the ice bucket and then tries
to hide the two lighted candles and the goblets under the sofa cushion.
JULIE: (As if calling from the washroom) Jonathan, there's someone
at the door.
JONATHAN: Yes, I'll get it. (Speaking loudly towards the door) Who
is it? What do you want?
BERTHA: (teasing as if she knew where Julie was) Ohhh ! ... Hey
listen , I'm gon'na have to ask you to lower it down a bit 'cause
I'm getting complaints from the tenants downstairs.
JONATHAN: OK , we'll be quiet. Yes, very quiet thank you very much
bye sorry thank you ...
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Suddenly Berth's white poodle sneaks in and starts smelling
Jonathan's let and everything else in the living room.
BERTHA: Get over here you little runt!
Before Jonathan can stop her she barges in after the dog and pretending she's chasing it about the living room she takes a good look at
everything . Her eyes linger on the couch and the champagn e bottle in
the bucket. She looks up Jonathan.
BERTHA: You know, it's a shame, this smell. At a time like this.
It's probably the goddam pipes in the basement again ...
The dog starts barking at the washroom door.
BERTHA: SKIFFY! NOW YOU STOP THAT! SHAME ON YOU! (Picks
Skiffy up and heads for the door. She is ashamed.)
I'm sorry about this. But now I'm going to leave you two lovebirds alone, and I'm real ashamed about this little runt, and I
hope you forgive me for the inconvenie nce.
JONATHAN: Sure, sure, that's perfectly alright. Bye.
Just when Bertha looks him up and down, noticing the state of
his clothes, Jonathan closes the door on her face.
JULIE: (as if calling from the washroom ) Who was it honey?
(Jonathan opens the door quickly and catches Bertha with her ear to
the door.)
JONATHAN: (to Bertha) Bye.
BERTHA: Yes ... Good night. (Jonathan slams the door.)
JONATHAN: (speaking towards the washroom door) It was the old lady.
She said we're making too much noise. (in a stage whisper) If
she gets too nosy we are going to get rid of her.

*

*

*

Light rises on the right and we see the hallway. Now the apartment is unseen.
Bertha and Barbara are out in the hall talking. Bertha stands at
her door with her poodle in her arms.
BERTHA: He just got out of the hospital two days ago. That's what
he told me.
BARBARA: I tell you these young people are downright immoral. To
the marrow of their bones ...
BERTHA: And his bride isn't cold in the grave yet. Only a year, and
look ...
BERTHA: And that funeral! Oh! It was even lovelier than the wedding ...
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BARBARA: Oh, come, on, Bertha! There has never been anything
more beautiful than that wedding ...
BERTHA: They buried her near the church, and you could hear the
bells. The same bells of the widding ! The same priest that
married them was there to do the services , and they buried her
in her wedding gown. Did you know that? When her mother
called me up and asked me to be a godmother, I just couldn't
believe ....
BARBARA: (walking towards Jonathan's door) Shhh! Listen ...
The voices of Jonathan and Julie are heard in the apartment.
JULIE: Jonathan ! Oh John! John! John!
Bertha and Barbara giggle.
JULIE: Come, please come to the bedroom. Not here. Jonathan!
JONATHAN: (submissive) OK darling, whatever you say. Come on.
Bertha kneels down to look through the keyhole, but she isn't
looking long when her husband is heard singing and stumbling up the
stairs, he's drunk again.
Bertha gets up from her knees and both ladies straighten up.
BERTHA: (at the top of the stairs with her hands at her waist) Fine
time you pick to come home. And smelling like the devil too,
you kin of satan !
BERTHA'S HUSBAND: (singing snatches of Mack the Knife)
On a blue and balmy Sunday
someone drops dead on the 'stand'
and a man slips on the corner
people say; ...
Bertha grabs him by the ear as soon as he makes the second step
from the top , but he slips and trying to hang on to something, he rips
part of her dress as he falls back down the steps.
BARBARA: Good Lord! Have mercy on us all.
BERTHA'S HUSBAND: (at the bottom of the stairs, unseen)
And the widow not yet twenty
everybody calls her miss
woke up and was violated ...
BERTHA: Goodness! What filth are you moaning? (Turns to Barbara)
Give me a hand with this bum before he wakes up the whole block.
The two ladies bring him up by his arms. Bertha pushes him
ahead of her into their apartment.
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BERTHA' S HUSBAND: A rat was drowning in a barrel of wine ....
BERTHA: Well Barbara, good night , come by at ten, and bring me all
the old photonove ls you have and we'll exchange again.
Bertha slams the door behind her and a loud bickering can be
heard in her apartment . On her way back to her apartment Barbara
swerves a bit towards Jonathan's door but then Bertha opens her door
and Barbara straighten s her course and picks up her step.
BERTHA: Night.
BARBARA: Good night Bertha.
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THE ORANGE TREE
Bruce Lamborn
Anita Bryant walked around her house, dodging stacks of letters
all over the floor. Long ago she had hired a male secretary to answer
the various queries from around the world.
But Anita wasn't satisfied with this, for what would happen when
she was old and there was nobody left to crusade against her cause?
What Anita needed was a daughter to carry on her work, so she
got her male secretary drunk and invited him out to the garden where
they lay together under an orange tree and made love, boy-girl, the way
it ought to be.
In the weeks and months that followed, Anita could feel life inside
her. After the third month she went out to her orange tree and, eating
the fruit said: "I want a child as straight as I, white as I , orange be the
color of his cheeks. "
Apples keep the doctor away. Oranges keep us straight. Anita
ate oranges every day. In her eighth month, Anita, gleeful with antici pation danced about the orange tree, eating all she could reach until
she became ill and fell to the ground in anguish, calling for her male
secretary.
When he came she wept and said, "If I should die , then bury me
in Florida. "
In her ninth month she gave birth to a son, as white as she,
orange be the color of his cheeks. Anita was disappointed to have had a
son instead of a daughter, and thus banished her male secretary from
the house.
She called all the hospitals, inquiring into their artifical ins em ination programs , and when four more season had passed, had herself
a daughter who she named Myrtle.
The years passed quickly and Anita admired her daughter more
than her son , and in fact treated the little boy quite badly. While Anita
and Myrtle ate navel oranges , brother would be fed tangerines. Brother
was unhappy much of the time, but Anita glad in her heart that Myrtle
was learning her teachings , made an extra effort to be nice to him on
his fifth birthday.
"I'm glad it's my birthday Mommy ," squealed the little fiveyear old voice, "I feel so gay!"
A dark cloud fell across Anita's orange face.
"Mommy, how long until it's my birthday?" Myrtle asked, hope
in her eyes. But Anita couldn't hear her, because of the rage she was
in.
"May I have an orange?" Myrtle pleaded, "Please Mother, may
I have an orange?" The sound"orange"registered and reverberated
through Anita's head. Orange. Orange. Orange: The word finally
broke through Antia' s spell.
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"Yes dear , of course you may. "
"May brother have an orange also?"
Anita's face clouded again. "Yes. Of course. He gets his first .
But for his birthday he may have only the sweetest, juiciest orange there
is. Pray tell him to climb to the top of the tree in the yard and fetch
two of the juiciest oranges he can find. "
Myrtle did her mother's bidding , and brother scampered to the
top of the tree.
"Myrtle, be a good girl and fetch a can of Minute Maid from the
cellar." When Myrtle had disappeared Anita brought out her . 44 snubnosed bulldog revolver which she kept to guard her orange tree with.
She cursed with rage! She fired twice into the top of the tree , then all
was still.
Thirty minutes later Anita was asking Myrtle where brother was.
"Hasn't he come back yet?"
"No Mother , he is getting the oranges from the tree. "
"Then pray go out and shoult for him to come down. But if he
won't answer you , shake the tree. "
So Myrtle went to the tree and shouted upwards. But all was
silent. So she shook the tree , bringing down a cascade of oranges, and
brother's body.
Myrtle was terrified and began crying and screaming and ran to
her Mother saying: "Alas , Mother , I have made brother fall from the
tree!"
Anita made strange orange pudding that night , which she served
to the head of a Gay activist organization , who had come over to talk.
Afterwards little Myrtle gathered all the leftover pudding bones in an
orange crate , and buried them beneath the tree.
That night the orange tree began to stir. The branches parted
with thunder, and rejoined themselves , just as if God was clapping his
hands. At the same time a fog seemed to surround the tree and in the
center of the tree it burned , like the flames from an auto wreck. And a
beautiful orange colored bird emerged from the flames , and flew high
and out of sight , and when he was gone the orange tree stood just as it
had been before.
The orange-bird flew into Tampa , to a dressmaker's shop,
lighted before the door and sang:
"My mother , she shot me
A Gay activist leader , he ate me
My little sister Myrtle , she gathered my bones
And buried them beneath the orange tree
Tweet Tweet!
What a beautiful bird am I"
"Get out of here bird! " A red shoe came flying out the front
door of the shop , narrowling beaning him . "Go on , get out of here!"
The town dressmaker was furious.
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"Yes dear, of course you may."
"May brother have an orange also ?u
Anita's face clouded again. "Yes. Of course. He gets his first. But
for his birthday he may have only the sweetest, juiciest orange there is.
Pray tell him to climb to the top of the tree in the yard and fetch two of
the juiciest oranges he can find."
Myrtle did her mother's bidding, and brother scampered to the
top of the tree.
nMyrtle, be a good girl and fetch a can of Minute Maid from the
cellar. n When Myrtle had disappeared Anita brought out her . 44 snubnosed bulldog revolver which she kept to guard her orange tree with.
She cursed with rage! She fired twice into the top of the tree, then all
was still.
Thirty minutes later Anita was asking Myrtle where brother was.
ttHasn 't he come back yet?"
"No Mother, he is getting the oranges from the tree."
"Then pray go out and shout for him to come down. But if he won't
answer you, shake the tree.""
So Myrtle went to the tree and shouted upwards. But all was silent.
So she shook the tree, bringing down a cascade of oranges, and
bother' s body.
Myrtle was terrified and began crying and screaming and ran to
her Mother saying: "Alas, Mother, I have made brother fall from the
tree!n
Anita made strange orange pudding that night, which she served
to the head of a Gay activist organization, who had come over to talk.
Afterwards little Myrtle gathered all the leftover pudding bones in an
orange crate, and buried them beneath the tree.
That night the orange tree began to stir. The branches parted with
thunder, and rejoined themselves, just as if God was clapping his hands.
At the same time a fog seemed to surround the tree and in the center of
the tree it burned, like the flames from an auto wreck. And a beautiful
orange colored bird emerged from the flames, and flew high and out of
sight, and when he was gone the orange tree stood just as it had been
before.
The orange-bird flew into Tampa, to a dressmaker's shop,
lighted before the door and sang:
"My mother, she shot me
A Gay activist leader, he ate me
My little sister Myrtle, she gathered my bones
And buried them beneath the orange tree
Tweet Tweet!
What a beautiful bird am in
"Get out of here bird!" A red shoe came flying out the front door
0
of the shop, marrowly beaning him. nGo on, get out of here! The
town dressmaker was furious.
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"My mother, she shot me.''
"Get out of here you fucking bird!" The man held a wicked looking
broom, took a swipe at the bird, and missed. The bird lighted to the
nearest fence and sang again:
"Tweet. Tweet.
This man wants to sell you clothes,
Full of things from moths, called holes. "
"What will it take to shut you the hell up?" demanded the shopkeeper.
"One of your finest dresses."
"You got it. Now get out of here, you're driving my customers
away.
So the bird left, and flew into one of the seamier parts of town,
landing on the sidewalk in front of an adult bookstore. (Gay novelties
sold also).
"My mother, she shot me,
A Gay activist leader, he ate me,
My little sister Myrtle, she gathered my bones together in a
crate and buried me beneath the orange tree.
Tweet. Tweet. What a beautiful bird am I. "
The proprietor of the bookstore, a shriveled, seedy looking,
degenerated man came forth: "Hey bird, that's pretty heavy stuff."
"My mother, she shot me."
"Who's that, bird?"
"What?"
"Who's your mother?"
"Anita Bryant."
A dark cloud fell across the merchants face. "Get out of here
bird. Don't ever mention that name again!"
"Anita Bryant Anita Bryant Anita Bryant."
Flocks of customers came pouring out from within the store,
some just running away, others with stones in their hands. The bird
spoke: "I won't mention that name again if you give me something. If
you give me something, I'll fly away."
"Name it, it's yours."
"That display in your window, the six-foot dildo. I want it."
"Take it. But that's only for display. It's made of cement and
has no practical use."

"That's what you think." So the bird flew off with the dildo, the
shop owner shouting after him: "Do you want some K. Y. jelly?"
The orange-bird flew back to Anita's, perched itself in the tree
and sang:
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"My mother, she shot me
A Gay activist leader, he ate me
My little sister Myrtle, she gathered my bones
And buried them beneath the orange tree
Tweet Tweet!
What a beautiful bird am I"
Myrtle was the first to notice the bird. "Mommy, there's a bird
singing something in the yard."
Anita recognized the bird, and wished she were a thousand feet
below the earth, so as not to hear its song.
"Pray Myrtle, t, said the pale Anita, "Go out to the yard and see
what it wants. n Anita practically pushed her daughter out the door.
Myrtle crossed the yard over to the orange tree and shook at
the base looking up.
nWhat do you want bird?" She couldn't see it, but she could hear
it. The voice came down from the tree:
"I bring gifts for those who are deserving."
Myrtle saw a fluttering in the tree, and an orange landed at her
feet, followed by the dress billowing in the wind.
nThank-you bird."' said little Myrtle, gathering the gifts and
racing back to the house.
Anita was waiting in the door frame. "Pray tell Mother,
darling, what did that bird want?"
"Look what it gave me, mommy!" said Myrtle, holding out the
dress and orange. "He said he brings gifts to those who are deserving."
The color came back to Anita's cheeks. She felt lighthearted and
joyous. After all, who was more deserving than she? After all the good
she'd done for the world.
Anita danced from the house, and skipped across the garden to
the base of the orange tree. "Tell me bird," she shouted up, "What
gift do you have for me?"
Whereupon the top of the tree rustled again, and the giant dildo
came plummeting from the sky, crushing Anita a thousand feet below
the earth.
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WINNING ELECTIONS
Richard Cielec
Though newspaper editorials give the impression that a candidate's
positions on political issues are of some importance in an election,
neither a voting record nor a number of position papers have clenched a
local election for a hopeful office seeker. Local elections are won in
the streets of the precincts by the political organization's workers carefully gathering each vote as if it were the last upon earth. No amount of
rhetoric can attract a mass of votes comparable to that of meticulous
precinct work.
The grace by which all things go in metro-politican Chicago's
Democratic party emanates from an august group called the Central
Committee of the Democratic Party of Cook County. Each of the eighty
chairs on this committee are elected: one from each of Chicago's fifty
wards, and one from each of the city's thirty surrounding townships.
Those chairs are the seats of metropolitan Chicago's "patronage system."
Jobs are distributed on that patron system; that is, a person works to
produce large amounts of votes for the political party or person which
doled him or her the job. As the organization clenches an office , the
jobs within that office are made available for re-distribution. As the
jobs are distributed more persons are working to produce votes for the
patron. The increase in votes secures another office and its jobs, meaning more people working to produce votes, and so the cycle continues.
When campaigns are yet gleams in politicians' eyes, a ward Coordinator is injected into each participating ward to build and maintain the
party's electoral engine. The Coordinator initiates contacts with church
and civic groups by attending their meetings as the candidate's represen tative and giving these groups a sense of voice through that candidate.
By reviewing names and address files of workers from previous cam paigns., the Coordinator builds (by cajoling solicitation) a small community
group to help get enthusiasm rolling. By releasing to the local press
(this includes "neighborhood newspapers") the candidate's stand on local
issues, he initiates the publicity which later will be handled by a specific
"Publicity" staff member. According to the size of the group assembled
from the workers' file, he sets the pace for the precinct work: if the
group is small, the emphasis will be on recruiting volunteers; if the
group is large, the emphasis may be on disseminating information. In
short, the Ward Coordinator inseminates, suckles, and fosters the
campaign in the ward.
Though votes are won or lost according to the precinct captains'
door-to-door salesmanship, the party's power is rooted in effective ward
organization, the establishment of which is the Ward Coordinator's only
purpose, by Design and Intent. He keeps wound the mainspring of the
party's election machinery, which spins a ward's nearly sixty precincts.
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But on election day his most time oonsuming activity will be his own
method of relieving nervous tension, which rises as previous responsibilities issue present results.
The ability to build a strong electoral machine within the ward is
not only valuable for the obvious reason of producing a majority of
votes; it either insures or jeopardizes a party's incumbent or challenge
for control of the Office of Committeeman , the seat of Chicago's
political power. Any campaign which depends on local support has to
have working rapport with the committeeman's office to be successful.
On the day of the election , the Ward Co-ordinator's duties have
been reduced to those of running a tight ship. The crew has learned
as much of their skills as time allowed; it is up to the Co-ordinator to
see those skills applied.
The Co-ordinator functions much as an athletic coach during a
match. Playing the entire game (both goals and every position) from
the side line gives him a broad perspective and sense of the game's
direction. By knowing what is needed, over-all , he can ease the player's
difficulty by tuning the player to the particular ability the match requires.
Through re-assigning a player's position; sending in a substitute; prescribing a more aggressive or complacent performance; giving encouragement or advice , the coach is able to tune the team to the match.
Similarly , the Ward Co-ordinator views each of his workers as
offering a particular ability that wastes away when removed from its
proper enviornment. For instance: the Co-ordinator , rather than allowing an amiable person to endure a hostile situation aggravated by an
obstinate member of the opposition would re-assign that person to a
task where that amiable characteristic may lure votes and in place ,
inject someone who'll aggressively challenge the aggravating influence.
Within the budget and style of the campaign , the Ward Co-ordinator
is given a free hand on the ward's electoral operation. The Co-ordinator
remains within the campaign office communicating across the telephone;
however , given that the workers are in the streets , and that generally
telephones are not conveniently placed within the polling places, he is
dependent on incoming calls. Hopefully , workers have been honed
enough to keep keenly aware throughout the day and timely report any
discrepancies . On the assumption (historically accurate) that workers
will not react as quickly as they ought , a schedule is established as to
when , during the course of their rounds , the Area Chairmen are to
telephone the Ward Co-ordinator.
The Area Chairman is a combination liason , servant , watch-dog,
and jack-of -all election day trades who , if lucky , has been a ssigned
enough workers to release 'him from the demand to be in more than one
place at one time. His responsibility is to assist each precinct captain
in producing the maximum number of votes.
Managing a half - to a whole - dozen contiguous precincts , the
Area Chairman spends the day makin g rounds and keeping each precinct
in full production . If the precinct captain lacks help to run the vote ,
it's supplied by the Area Chairman . If the precinct captain is lax , the
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reprimand is given by the Area Chairman.
Beginning when the polls open at six a. m. , the first round is an
inspection. The roll of the assigned workers is taken. Absences are
filled by the personnel from within the area; but if that supply is in adequate , telephone contact is made with the Ward Co-ordinator who can
perhaps fill the gaps by re-assigning personnel from other areas of the
ward . From each of the workers present at the polls' precinct opening ,
the Area Chairman will receive each voting machine's serial number ,
and odometer reading of the running count; and information of any
irregularities , such as pre- or post- six a. m. openings , machines beginning with registered votes , electioneering within the polling place ,
unfounded hostility , and the like. The irregularities will be reported
immediately to the Ward Co-ordinator , whereas , to avoid confusing
delay , the machines' opening statistics will be reported as planned , at
the first scheduled telephone contact.
Sufficiently before the six a. m. opening , the precinct captain
plants the visibility he' 11 endeavor to maintain near the polling place.
Visibility is a general term that refers to any scrap bearing the candidate's photograph or name , a campaign slogan , party identification ,
pertinent press release , or anything else to function as an advertisement.
The most widely used visibility on an election day is the cardboard
poster fastened upon a short stick and landscaped around the polling
place. One can , however , find these posters throughout the precinct
liberally cruciffod to trees , telephone poles , fence posts , and any other
substance which accepts nails and wire staples . In Chicago , visibility
is hunted as poached game , and suffers discreet yet wholesale devastation.
In addition to keeping the precinct stocked with visibility, the
captain harvests statistics at certain intervals during the day. The tally
of each candidate's votes) though of obvious importance , is not the only
statistic to be made , nor the only statistic with importance. As is often
the case , what is trivial in isolation becomes necessary in compilation.
During the campaign , each precinct is canvassed by an organization
worker . This worker , who may be someone assigned expediently for the
campaign's duration or the organization's regular representative of the
precinct captain, makes a face-to-face contact with each of the registered
voters . Using a precinct list of the franchised (public record) compiled
and supplied by the Board of Elections Commissioners , the worker goes
from door to door (like a vacuum salesman) laying a smoke screen of
small talk around the expressed question: for whom will the voter cast
a ballot? The response is scored adjacent the person's name upon the
poll list. A vote partial to the opposition earns a minus; an undecided
vote earns a zero; and a favorably partial vote earns a plus.
A "plus sheet" is a precinct poll sheet to which has been transferred
only the plus scores , and indicates to the election day runner which
persons , because of their beneficial partiality, should be urged to cast
their ballots.
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It is the runner's task on the election day to personally contact
these voters in their homes and stress the importance of favorable
participation. Some runners tell the voter they' re only interested in
their civic participation and to vote as they choose. Effective runners
leave voters with the impression that the entire party will crumble to
dust unless that voter comes out immediately and casts a ballot for the
party candidate. Effectiveness is simply a matter of making the voter
feel necessary.
If there are difficulties rising from an absence of transportation
or expendable time which hinders the voter's participation, the runner,
if himself unable, makes arrangements to secure from among the organization's workers, a driver to escort the voter to the polling place; or,
as is frequently needed, a sitter for the infant(s) while the parent leaves
the home to vote.
In the event the runner calls at the home of an absent plus voter,
a "running card", a type of calling card provided in the kit, is discreetly
presented. The nationalistically colored card, almost the square area
of a man's palm, manuscripturall y displaying the absent voter's name
and polling place address, is slipped under the door or through the mail
slot; and never ( unless the only alternative is no deposit) left in a position to be retrieved or viewed from the street. The reasons for this
hidden deposit are ethical and practical (a rare combination). A large
number of people hang their voting preferences in the closet with the
other skeletons such as income, quarrels, illegitemate grandchildren,
and what-have-you. It is, then, an act of ethical courtesy to conceal
the "running card".
Human nature has it that often people neglect, when not reminded,
to take action; and often people take action to insure neglect. On the
election day, runners of all political persuasions buzz through the
precincts and as bees gather nectar from the blossoms, runners gather
their foes "running cards" from the filagree of storm doors. Bees leave
pollen; runners leave cards. Human natutre has it that often people
change their minds according to the current influence; and often the
current influence turns the course of their minds. For practical advantage, the "running card" should be irretrievably planted.
Unless the runner has reason to believe the cards are being hoisted
by a rival, they are dropped only on the first of the several rounds
through the precinct.
The first round begins some three hours after the official public
opening of the polls. By that time, the business of getting children fed
and off to school is under way or completed, allowing the runner's
message less competition for the voter's attention. Two hour intervals
separate the rounds, the last of which is begun during the polls' final hour.
A round made at that time allows the runner to meet and attempt to
persuade those recently returned from their employment.
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In order for the runner to avoid repeated contacts with plus voters
who have cast ballots (promoting himself to the ranks of the brainless
irritations), assistance is given by an organization worker stationed
within the polling place: the poll watcher.
As the voters enter the polling place and verbally declare their
identity to the judges who verify eligibility as recorded in the Binder,
the poll watcher strikes the names of those voters from the hard card
(a precinct list fastened to a stiff backing: a "hard card"). By the marked
names upon the runner's plus sheet with the struck names upon the hard
card, the watcher is able to give an accounting of which lambs are yet
astray.
Poll watchers are strictly instructed on two counts: stay awake,
and when the polling place must be left, if only for a micro-second, take
the kit; do not leave it farther away than the length of an arm. The kit is
packed into an economically non -descript paper shopping bag and consists
of practically determined items: adhesive tape, pencils, string, lists of
emergency telephone numbers, etc. The item of sacramental importance
in the kit is the plus sheet.
Determining the number of participating voters during successive
intervals of several hours each provides an indication of how favorable
or unfavorable the vote may be, and gauges the strength and type of
effort required to bring out the favorable margin of votes. For example,
if during a precinct's period of low voter turn-out a large number of
plus voters have cast ballots, the assumption can be made that enthu siasm for the candidate is high and few, if any, efforts are required to
continue favorable participation. On the other hand, if the number of
plus voters is low during the precinct's period of high voter turn-out,
efforts have to be made to insure the participation of the as yet absent
favorable votes. Perhaps the runners will have the task of last minute
campaigning in addition to reminding people to vote.
The reasoning for keeping .the kit in direct view and arm's reach is
constructed from common sense, and consequently a hybrid obtainable
to the shyest novice in the political greenhouse; yet one is amazed at the
frequency that actions contrary to the instructions occur. Kits are left
unattended for a few minutes, for an hour or so lunch break (which never
should have been taken out of the polling place); and even abandoned by
part-time workers whose replacement failed a scheduled arrival. Unattended kits all share the same fate - they're stolen, and/or sacked, by
the opposition. A kit may be stolen simply to annoy its attendant. If the
kit can't be escorted unnoticably from the polling place, the opposition
worker unabashedly rummages its contents trying to gauge that party's
strength in the precinct; and discreetly removes as much as possible:
the plus sheet, running cards, the hard card, and, in short, anything

that isn't glued down. The burglar may alter the recorded initial figures
of the machine's counter so when day's end computations are made, the
final figures will not balance and cannot be used to verify fraudulent votes.
Permitting the kit's inspection by a trained eye can betray the character
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Excepting the traditiona l periods when a communit y's employed
members are in transit between home and occupation , a polling place
does not do a "land office business" (that transpires at City Hall). At
best , voters trickle in; but more often long periods of time , perhaps
several hours , pass between arrivals of those intending to cast ballots.
If the poll watcher neglects to bring some hobby with which to fill these
time gaps , the task becomes surrounde d by arid boredom and a nap to
escape the tedium that continuall y beckons at the threshhold . Polling
places are often establishe d in firehouses , school gymnasium s and
similar semi-publ ic buildings. Fortunate is the poll watcher so
assigned because there is always some activity in which to invest interest. In a firehouse , one can observe the meticulnu s care given a hook
and ladder (Makes a taxpayer feel proud!). If i. . _ gymnasium one may
have the opportunit y to view the ease at which a hardwood floor is
and resealed with varnish. In the last , a watcher can usustripped
ally acquire tips on knitting from election judges telegraphi ng messages
into space with their needles . Granted , one's mind must be in a particular frame to perceive such chores as engaging; but when presented
with complete idleness and fatigue, the mind attempts to escape through
sleep or any other self-delus ionary means.
It becomes as instinctive to watch as an intern in an operating
theatre, a fireman polishing a truck's hub cap.
In any campaign office one will hear the phrase , quite plebeian in
tone , "getting the numbers off the machine". This refers to recording
the figures displayed on the voting machine's counters , and to the
machine's serial number.
Other than the running counter indicating the total number of
votes cast during the machine's history , there are separate, numerically designated "day" counters , correspon ding to each of the machine's levers which are struck when casting a vote. Day counters
must open with a registered nought. The sum of the levers' day tallies
equals the numerical difference of the running tally's opening and
closing figures.
Chicago politics, however, often ignore the mathemat ical properties of addition, and these figures may bear no likewise resemblan ce.
Such a lack of resemblan ce is classified as an "irregular ity" and merits
scrutiny by the Board of Elections Commissi oners; but as the difference
is discovere d near the end of a long working day (perhaps sixteen or
more hours) it is considere d, by whomever in the polling place has the
strongest influence over the election judges, an error committed in
fatigue and the figures are adjusted to a favorable similarity for the
humanitar ian purpose of allowing those officiating the tally their deserved rest. As with an humanitar ian purpose, this too , challenges
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legality; and a contest would be arranged if anyone were present to
promote it. The attending police officer, regardless of how previously
faithful to his post, does stay on duty for the tally' s officiating except
for some convenient period when he steps out to have a smoke. Even
non -smoking policemen step out to have a smoke. The judges, anxious
for release, have at best rationalized as good common sense their
being manipulated to eject the opposition's representatives. Their
reasoning being that though someone with experience should be around
to assist, the polling place can't become cluttered to distraction. Legal
procedure has here no practical purpose; one must remember that
legality is a gentlemen's agreement.
The ability to strike an agreeable ground with someone is an im portant technique for the precinct captain. If he can show kinship with
the voter, chances are the captain will control the vote. It's the same
technique that obtains in successful advertising:· show the consumer
that the product walked the same miles and you've made the sale.
Selling the candidate is the only skill for which the captain is responsible to his superior.
As far as the party is concerned, the captain's task is made
slightly harder if the slated candidate is distasteful and makes the
majority of the voters gag. If this is so (as it usually is), the captain
can tell the voters (as he usually does) that they can either gag or have
low-income housing in the neighborhood, a breakdown in services (that
five-year old chuck hole will never be repaired, honesty in government
(you'd really catch the book if you tried to bribe a cop to overlook a
speeding violation), and last, he'd lose his job and you don't want his
wife and kids in the street do you? Whatever the voter dislikes, he's
told that's what he '11 get if the opposition is elected. Tell the voter
anything, just get that vote is the motto. If the voter remembers the
captain from the previous election and calls him a dishonest person
(probably in a phrasing expressing the Anglo-Saxon heritage of the
English language), the captain apologetically excuses the lack of delivery as being in humble servitude to the process of Democracy and
declares the majority do not share the voter's wishes. Fortunately
for the precinct captain, Chicagoans are not sophisticated voters and
their votes can be corraled with no more skill than that of a derelict
hustling dimes.
When time and the amount of voters allow, the effective captain
will escort his plus and zero voters into the polling place, directly
up to where they announce their identity and declare their party to the
judges. The psychological intimidation of having someone watching over
your shoulder is uncanny.
The intimidation technique varies with each captain: some will
stand with hand upon the voter's shoulder like his confirmation sponsor,
others will stand behind the election judges, giving a quick glance at the
voter's card in the Registration Binder and a direct yet "friendly" stare
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into the voter's eyes. This latter style of intimidation rarely fails.
The judge asks the voter to declare his party. The voter sees the
captain standing in line with the all-powerful election judges and peeking into his permanent records; the voter has a shudder of elementary
school terror. The voter's voice will stammer and declare the party
of the glaring captain. This is no guarantee the voter will actually cast
a ballot in favor of the declared party; but with the voting machine
locked on that party's nominees, the effective casting of a "nay" vote is
nullified.
The approach and amount of time the captain gives the entering
voter varies with the solidity of the vote and what total the captain must
produce to save his own head. A solid plus vote may get a cordial
greeting and brief conversation; whereas an undecided with prospects is
likely to get more personal talk and an escort to the election judges'
table. A fiancee receives more flowers than a spouse. The fiancee
better had be holding a bouquet when escorted to the altar table of the
election judges.
The given image of a judge cuts a powerful figure with a learned
mind. Election judges are not quite of that image.
Excluding those who are recently naturalized citizens (properly
motivated yet understandably intimidated through their ignorance), the
judges, virtually all, are housewives relinquishing a day of viewing
daytime television dramas to participate in one. Playing election judge
is an adult's variation on their childhood game of dress-up. The
sarcophagal mysteries of the steamer trunk have become the curtained
mysteries of the voting machine.
Though nominally impartial representatives of the nominally
impartial Board of Election Commissioners, each judge receives her
appointment through the benevolence of either the partisan regular
Republican or Democratic precinct captain. Each election judge wears
a badge-like ribbon imprinted with the name of one of these two parties
they are impartially to represent. It can be assumed that the majority
of judges behind the "Republican" ribbons have received appointments
from the Democratic precinct captain. Chicago's political pie has been
made historically by Democratic party bakers, too few Republicans
having found the pastry business profitable. The election laws require
equitable representation from the two parties, so in compliance in
precincts where there is no Republican precinct captain to dispense the
appointment, the Democratic captain dispenses them to the law's (as
superficial as all laws) satisfaction, by entering names on the "Republican" roster.
The precinct captains select women who will be easy marionettes,
ones who will turn to him for guidance. Fundamentally, these women
possess a dull wit and a feeling of indebtedness for the appointment.
The captain takes care not to select a woman excessively stupid because
excessive stupidity necessarily participates in obstinate glorification of
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its own endurance. There are numerous colloquialisms which make
this same observation , two of which are "mule headed" and "dumb as a
box of rocks" .
Precinct captains , especially the Democratic captains owing to
oligarchy , need a sense of self-importance. Like others
party's
that
who occupy the lowest rung in any hierarchy, they have a desperate
need for recognition from inferiors. As the party organization doesn't
provide for them , they must do so on their own. They receive this
obeisance from their own personal flocks of election judges while
proudly strutting like cocks in the hen house.
The election judges roost as if acting a drawing room scene in a
comedy of manners. The older women knit co-ordinated outfits for
their grandchildren; the younger women attempt booties and paddle dog
bottle covers. The cackling never ceases , never subsides. A man may
work from dawn to dusk , but a woman's work is never done. Election
judges work at small talk.
When a voter enters the coop, th ,/.ection judges flutter about
till nestled in a formal and proper i:,osture. There i~ no formal and
proper posture prescribed in the election regulationr, but they nonetheless find one. With backs straight and language in its best schoolhouse recitation , they perform their task in that harmony so peculiar
to groups of women that some men genuinely believe (right to the
grave) a secret organization exists among r 11 females of the specie.
Once the interloper departs , they resettle in their knitting and cackle.
As provided in the election laws , each judge has dictatorial
power in officiating the election within the polling place; a judge's wish
is the police officer's command. As with the idiot child upon the
throne , the event is ludicrous. In fairness , not all women are buffoons;
those selected by the precinct captains are. Perhaps it's a matter of
mutual attraction.
Some captains still make it their habit to verify the working
order of the voting machines. The verification procedures would be
most likely to occur in areas where an organization's members ar f ~
"friendly little crowd" and the opposition is either weak or nonexistent; that is , no one with the authority and the inclination to let the
cat out occupies an informed position. This could be an area of
voters' high registration-low participation , in which the party's members are dedicated beyond propriety to the candidate.
The first test is run the night before the election day . If a
machine was damaged in transit , discovery of its malfunction then
facilitates a timely delivery of a properly fixed machine. The test is
simple and direct like the precinct captain who runs it. Several votes
are cast on the machine. If the votes register in the desired candidates' day tally , and not in the machine's running tally , the machine is
in working order; that is, his candidate is given a few votes advantage.
·J
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The impropriety will be overlooked on the reasoning that since the
figures on the running tally correspond to the written authorized run ning tally figure supplied by the Board of Election Commissioners, the
registered votes have a relative zero value , as if they were never
picked up by the machine. Most probably , the votes will register also
on the running counter. If it occurs to the judges that this may be
irregular , the precinct captain who ran the test will off er to report the
incident to the Board. Curiously enough, the captain relays the
message to the judges that the Board made a note of the incident and
all is in order; the correction, it is assumed , will be made somewhere
along the bureaucratic ladder. Only a precinct captain can find the
Board so agreeable.
The second test is run on election day morning immediately prior
to the polls' public opening. The test is like a member's only group
activity participated in by the precinct captain , his accomplices , the
election judges and, sometimes , the attending police officer. It's done
rather like a party game during a buffet. Coffee and doughnuts are
traditional fare supplied by the precinct captain. The game is played
by having some coffee and voting a bit; eat a little doughnut, have a
little coffee , make a little vote; a little doughnut , a little coffee , a
little vote; a little doughnut , a little coffee , a little vote; this continues
until all are satisfied as to the machine's working order.
If anyone has the sense at the poll's opening to demand a verifi cation that the Board of Elections Commissioners have been notified of
the machine's apparent pre-six a. m. use , the machine immediately
develops a fault and requires replacement. Since it happens frequently,
it is a possibility that the machines are delicate instruments easily
damaged by even the disturbed atmosphere caused by a vocally irate
poll watcher. It may do well for the Board of Election Commissioners
to distribute more sturdy machines.
The two previously mentioned tests are not commonly run as
there is yet considerable controversy over the effectiveness of the
results. The most commonly run test is made after the polls' closing;
this determines that only machines in operating conditions are place in
storage and allows times for the faulty to be fixed in preparation for the
next election .
This test , I imagine , has precedent in will , estate and trust law.
The precinct captain casts votes according to the implied intentions of
deceased and otherwise absent voters. Since the captain knows the
voters declared in his party better than those voters declared in the
opposition , it makes sense that the captain , as executor , express the
intention of the absent voters. The election judges pref er not to work
in a crowded atmosphere , and so to best facilitate speedy results , the
opposition's representatives are among those ejected from the polling
places . Generally , the executors are members of the regular Democratic party whose accrued experience can be of practical use to the
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judges; but in specific precincts , the executors are those with the
strongest influence on the judges.
Only a nucleus of the campaign staff , such as the campaign
manager, public relations director , office manager , and top level
organizers , might be on the pay-r9ll , and then with only meager salary.
Nearly the entirety of workers are volunteers whose commitments cannot be forcefully coerced. The exceptions are the occasions of patron age where loss of employment or some such similar indirect , and most
likely illegal , consequence is threatened. The election day crew of the
n .6 ular Democratic party is virgually composed entirely of impressed
workers. The independents and the regular Republicans having nothing
with which to fill a threat , are at the mercy of their workers' dispositions.
Pastry and coffee make an informal breakfast along with alcoholic
eye openers of "Bloody Marys" and "Screw Drivers" . The emotional
nature of campaigning coupled to late-nights-and-early-mornings-often
separated-only-by-semantics , have by t~is time made the workers
disgruntled and irritable . The modest spirits . and effort given to honest
conviviality help relax all involved and release the captive alertness
demanded by the impending events.
·
Working a precinct is demanding: it belongs to that odd classification of tasks combining sheer overall endurance, boredom from idle- ·ness , anxiety from overwork , attention to sublety and a sense of process. An organization with dull workers in the field does itself little
good. Regardless of the immediacy of tasks , it is of immeasurable
benefit to send out precinct workers in brightly relaxed dispositions.
A staged pre-game pep talk from the candidate , or an artificial optimism laboriously blossomed on the campaign manager's face , serve
ill. The workers accept their purpose and goal. To entice their best
performance , it is merely necessary to release their best selves; and
where else but in warm friendly company do people feel and express
their best?
The purpose of the candidate's visit to the early morning assembly
is not to give a pep talk , but to help the workers feel as good as
possible about themselves and their task to elect the candidate. It is
advisable to take roll.
The candidate enters the campaign office coyly hovering in the
doorway until someone assumes , almost immediately , decorum and
ignites the cheer. The candidate floats among the members of the
crowd briefly thanking and encouraging them. After participating in the
ceremonious sunrise launching of the flotilla of workers , the candidate

accompanied by an aide , will pass the day circulating through the jurisdiction. He'll make the stations according to a routed listed of selected
polling places; at each he keeps a short vigil and seeks with outstretched hand the good graces of the constituency.
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A familiar face occasionally will float by and break the candi date's trance , enlarging his Mona Lisa smile by a twitch of accomplishment , like the grin of a schoolboy who has proudly pointed to the
correct answer amid the confused ghostly shapes upon the chalk-board.
The candidate received his party's draft not for possessing
developed abilities required in the sought-for-office , but for his
potential to attract votes. The party correctly has seen the difference
between skills required in an office and skills required to achieve that
office .
The power of the office will be administered by the party. The
candidate is only the instrument to achieve that power , and power is
the sole trophy of the political game.
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Erratum

As one page was placed out of
sequence, pages 17-23 should be
rent.nnbered and read in the
following order :
17, 21, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23

ABOUT STORY WORKSHOP
"I've been very impressed with some of Schultz's (Story Workshop)
techniques, and have been using them in my beginning writer's
class this fall to a limited degree--and have had the most responsive and productive class I've ever had. Needless to say I'll
be going into it much more thoroughly next time I teach the course.
I'm enthusiastic . . . especially about the stressing of creativity
over amateur criticism. "
--Oakley Hall, Director, Program of Writing,
University of California, Irvine
"Anyone who despairs of the fate of our fiction in the years to come
has not read these stories (in The Story Workshop Reader and Angels
in My Oven). The best of them promise richly, as much as any
generation is bound to promise, and deliver far more than the
prophets of entropy want to admit. If we don't hear importaritly from
some of these writers during the next decade or more, it'll be
because the presses broke down. "
--Miller T. Williams, Poet/ Teacher, Co-director,
Program in Creative Writing, University of Arkansas
"Both books (The Story Workshop Reader and Angels in My Oven)
are fascinating and impressive evidence of the success of your (Story)
Workshop methods. A sense of life, a sense of literary process
being ripened and developed quickens nearly every piece I read.
These are clearly students bringing the best of their power to bear
on the writing task while those powers are being extended in a most
wonderful variety of directions. The discipline rises from the
vigorous immersion of the writers with their material--as it should."
--R. V. Cassill, Brown University,
author of Doctor Cobbs Game and The Goss Women
"It's the kind of writing that makes me stop what I'm doing, pick up
the book and set off to find a colleague to share it with."
--Robert F. Hogan, Executive Secretary,
National Council of Teachers of English
1
"The Freshman English section (of f ) will astound anyone who has
ever had to teach or take that agonizing course."
--Chicago Review
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